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Abstract 

My research focus is an indigenous, immersion and bilingual school in Mexico, from an 

indigenous cooperative: Tosepan Titataniske (‘United we will prevail’, in Nahuat). Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan (‘The School of All’) is located in the unequal and diverse context 

distinctive of Latin America and its former ‘colonial’ countries, in a geographical location, 

often perceived as distant. I examined the language planning within Tosepan 

Kalnemachtoliyan. Their work for indigenous language revitalization, and their inclusion of 

indigenous knowledge and values in the curriculum, seem to enable students to ‘reframe’ their 

indigenous identity in a positive and constructive way. This is highly unusual in the Mexican 

context where discrimination and language shift are widespread   

Through critical ethnography and focusing initially on their language planning, I extended my 

view to include a wider panorama of the holistic work of this indigenous community-based 

educational effort. I identified three elements that are central to the positive apparent reframing 

of the students’ indigenous identity in the school.  The three elements of my study are 1) the 

school’s language planning (for which I proposed an adapted model),  2) the school’s work 

towards Yeknemilis, a Nahuat indigenous concept referring to ‘vida buena’ and ‘buen vivir’, 

(‘good living’ opposed to the Western notion of ‘development’), and  3) the local representation 

of indigenous identity through the linguistic landscape.  

I argue that these three elements establish a trialogic interaction (in the sense of dialogue, and 

continual, mutual effect) that fosters a positive reframing of students’ indigenous identity. This, 

in turn, supports students’ school work, and a more symmetric interaction, less distant, between 

indigenous people and mestizos in the region. In other words, not only are the three mentioned 

elements helpful in understanding this indigenous –intercultural– immersion and bilingual 

school, but are also central to the process of reframing indigenous identity through schooling 

in this site. I maintain that the particular trialogic interaction observed in the school, has the 

potential to illuminate a way to support indigenous bilingual schools in Mexico, and elsewhere, 

as they challenge the inequality indigenous students face in education, and the discrimination 

and exclusion indigenous communities have long endured.  
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Chapter 1. Tosepan Titataniske, the setting of the indigenous 

school. 

 

1.1. Summary 

 

This thesis aims to recover indigenous voices within a challenging unequal context, voices with 

echoes of the past, but present and fighting to shape a better future for their children. The 

Mexican context shares a common challenge in Latin America, the long-suffered dominant-

subordinated relationship over indigenous peoples, representing large sectors of deprived 

populations (Gracia, & Millan-Zaibert, 2004). Indigenous people in this region have 

experienced exclusion and marginalization because of colonization and the subsequent internal 

colonialism (Gonzalez-Casanova, 2006), from ‘mestizo1’ and white elites throughout Latin 

America.  They have endured the loss of their lands, extreme poverty, and a consequent 

population decline. They additionally experience acute disadvantage in education and 

administration institutions (Stavenhagen, 1997; Albo, 2002). They have been discriminated 

and excluded by the dominant community of non-indigenous people for centuries.  

There are 670 indigenous peoples in Latin America and even though they have recently gained 

prominence, especially after the 1970s, their living conditions continue to be highly 

problematic. Latin American faces important economic challenges, among them, Indigenous 

people in the region have had the highest poverty rate for years, making them particularly 

vulnerable. In fact, the ECLAC-UNICEF (Economic Commission for Latin America and the 

Caribbean, & the United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund) declared that “the 

one thing [indigenous people] have in common is the structural discrimination that affects them 

all, translating into greater levels of poverty and social exclusion” (Del Popolo, 2012, p. 4). 

However, as elsewhere, indigenous people are coming forward to defend their rights. Their 

right to defend their land, their right for autonomy, education, and inclusion within their own 

regions and countries. These general rights were recognised within the Indigenous and Tribal 

Peoples Convention, known as ILO Convention 169, in 1989, amid an effort to further 

                                                           
1 the meaning alludes to ‘mixed-race’ (not pejorative); it also means ‘non-indigenous people’. They are also 

called ‘coyomej’, in the Nahuat language, the indigenous language spoken by those in this study. 
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indigenous peoples’ rights, and set international standards to reduce discrimination. This 

international treaty has proved to be fundamental to indigenous peoples’ fight for justice and 

reparation, and has supported their activism and visibility over recent decades. Derived from 

this convention, language rights have also appeared, albeit not as prominently. They have been 

seen as the “‘Cinderella’ human right” (May, 2011), as their significance in relation to wider 

human rights, and indigenous peoples rights, continues to be underemphasized. For indigenous 

communities, however, their language often remains central; acknowledged as the window 

through which they have learned to be in the world. Their indigenous language frames their 

cosmovision and identity; it sustains their ontology and epistemology. Their histories, stories, 

their foundational myths and legends, their intimate knowledge of the natural world are 

embedded in their language (Nettle & Romaine, 2000).  And mainly because of their 

indigenous language, amid their difficult living conditions, indigenous children’s access to 

education –usually only via  the dominant language– is constructed as problematic: low 

performance, high repetition and dropout rates (Raesfeld, 2009; Stiegler, 2008). Their 

experiences highlight the inequality they often face within public education systems shaped by 

colonisation.  

The present study is focused on a small indigenous bilingual school in the sierra de Puebla, 

Mexico, where nahuas and totonaku indigenous people, live in similarly problematic 

conditions. The local challenges are similarly represented by a dominant culture and language, 

and subordinated indigenous cultures and languages. The indigenous community’s 

marginalization also appears in the diglossic situation of the indigenous language 

(Fishman,1991), which is used in the private domains (family and home) but is mainly 

excluded from public and prestigious domains (administration and education). These 

inequalities result in the uneven access of indigenous children to education and health, and 

reflect the widespread, but silenced, discrimination towards indigenous people and languages 

that is a historical product of colonialism in Latin America.  Van Dijk, (2005) maintains, 

“symbolic and physical violence, discrimination and segregation, war and extermination are 

part of indigenous history” (p.221). This structural discrimination and segregation have been 

present in the region of this current study for centuries. However, more recently, the situation 

for indigenous people in the region of Cuetzalan has started to change.    
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I will examine the educational effort of an indigenous cooperative, Tosepan Titataniske2, to 

revitalize their Nahuat language and culture within their indigenous bilingual school, Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan.  The aims of the school are to strengthen the indigenous language and 

culture, include and value indigenous knowledge and ways of life, and maintain their 

indigenous identity throughout the school process. They see their indigenous language, Nahuat, 

as a key marker of their identity, and the medium in which they share their knowledge, stories 

and history, and so, the indigenous language appears as a key strand in the school curriculum.  

These efforts align with the understanding that language is the medium and space through 

which people are and interact with their world. Through language people learn who they are 

and who they are not, within family, community, and the wider society (Kramsch, 1998). 

Language is often a key feature of identity, and when a community has suffered domination, 

their language can also become a symbol of their cultural integrity, their shared history, and 

struggle. Language may not be the only element to who they are, but it is central to keeping 

their culture alive. Therefore, “while language may not be a determining feature of ethnic and 

national identity, it remains nonetheless a significant one in many instances” (May, 2012, 

p.135, emphasis in the original). In this study, the indigenous language is a referential axis over 

which the work of the indigenous cooperative, via their indigenous bilingual school, is oriented. 

This work aims to promote ‘Yeknemilis’, or what the indigenous community understands as a 

‘vida buena’, a better life.  If Tosepan’s school is successful in revitalizing their indigenous 

language, knowledge, and identity, within such an unequal problematic context, their efforts  

may thus well inform other grassroots indigenous schools in Mexico and elsewhere.   

 

1.2. Tosepan Titataniske, ‘together we will prevail’  

Firstly, I will introduce the Mexican indigenous cooperative “Tosepan Titataniske” (“Together 

we will prevail” in the Nahuat language) in Cuetzalan, in the sierra de Puebla, Mexico; this is 

the origin of the indigenous bilingual school in this study. The Tosepan Titataniske cooperative 

has been working for 41 years, and it currently comprises 32,179 members, Nahuat or Totonaku 

(indigenous) families, from over 410 communities and 26 municipalities in the sierra de Puebla. 

Tosepan is an organization created in 1977 to support indigenous people in the region and it 

works to achieve a better life for all. The cooperative began in order to ensure the fair supply 

                                                           
2 Mainly a nahua community, although recently some totonaku families have joined the cooperative. 
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of sugar to indigenous people. Sugar was highly used by indigenous communities as the whole 

family consumes abundant amounts of coffee, and in the 1970s it was still being monopolised 

by the local mestizos who had increased the price of sugar significantly.  The cooperative 

managed to avoid the unfair intermediaries by starting sugar distribution for themselves. It was 

a long and difficult process, risky as it even involved death threats to some of the members. 

They have had to be careful and strategic.  

When the Tosepan managed to solve the sugar supply, they started to focus on other products 

and services, always looking at what the indigenous community needed. They have continued 

to do so for 41 years in highly successful ways. During these four decades, the Tosepan 

Titataniske has widened its scope and grown into a number of specialized cooperative societies, 

focusing on areas such as farming and distribution of their organic coffee, and ‘Melipona’ 

(‘Pisilnektsin’) honey production, their eco-touristic hotel, cultural Spa, and others. 

Throughout the years, they have been able to improve, increase, diversify, distribute, and 

export their produce and products with the support of fair trade organizations, such as GEPA3, 

Certimex4, Naturland5, and the Ceres certification6.  

The Tosepan community introduced decades ago the the promotion of the ‘traspatio’ or a house 

milpa and an organic coffee garden known as ‘Koujtakiloyan’. This was part of a program for 

the certification of their coffee in the Fair Trade markets. They based it on their traditional 

coffee garden, the Kuojtakiloyan (“useful or productive forests”) in Nahuat. It is an ancient 

traditional way of planting, which has been acknowledged as holistic and highly productive. It 

consists of a family garden in which indigenous farmers plant coffee, amid maize, beans, 

vegetables, and fruit trees in a small piece of land, usually a hectare (10,000 metres). As Toledo 

and Moguel observe in their study of Kuojtakiloyan:  

with an estimated total of 250–300 species, of which 96% are useful species...The study 

also revealed relations between local ecological knowledge and the architecture, 

composition, and maintenance of these coffee gardens...The indigenous coffee growers 

distinguish and name 18 main plant “families” (and one of mushrooms)… playing 

different roles in the structure and dynamics of these agroforestry systems created by 

indigenous families.(Toledo & Moguel, 2012, p.365,366) 

                                                           
3 This German-based organization fosters justice within international trade, and partners mainly with ‘Southern 

producer groups’ 
4 Hence the exports of the Tosepan cooperative to Germany and Japan 
5 Organic agriculture that preserves natural resources, soil, water, and species and nature conservation  
6 For organic farming, and food processes that protect the environment 
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This coffee garden is significant for the subsistence and the economy of the cooperative 

members, since it provides for each indigenous household and allows for commercial 

possibilities as well. The Koujtakiloyan relates to an important area of work for Tosepan, 

environmental protection and sustainability. This traditional shaded-grown coffee is 

acknowledged as one of the most advanced sustainable planting systems at present, a key to 

biodiversity maintenance and protection (Toledo & Moguel, 2012) Appendix 1 

about half of the recorded plants, that is, 125 species of these coffee gardens, are staple 

foods (tropical fruits, bananas, citrus, yams, greens, and others)… Almost 40 herbal 

medicines are also obtained... Ornaments, reeds, firewood, honey, and a selected group 

of cash-crop species (cinnamon, allspice, macadamia, mango, as well as coffee), are 

also some of the products derived from …the Kuojtakiloyan." .(Toledo & Moguel, 

2012, p.366,367) 

This exemplifies the success and perspective of the Tosepan cooperative towards indigenous 

knowledge, community connection, and their collective work towards Yeknemilis, buen vivir, 

a better living. Tosepan has expanded their work to areas that have not been addressed by the 

state, and it has supported the distribution of indigenous produce and resources to reduce 

inequality (Concheiro, Couturier & Almeida, 2004). During these 41 years, their work has 

covered the construction of rural roads and highways, traditional medicine and health, and even 

a ‘cooperative society for savings and loans’ –a bank – known as ‘Tosepantomin’ (“the money 

of all” in Nahuat).  Tosepantomin is oriented towards supporting the housing program for the 

indigenous community. So far, it has assisted 17,000 families to build sustainable homes. The 

program draws from resources coming from the indigenous people themselves, local technical 

support, and from the indigenous practice of Tamakepalis, or mano vuelta, (an indigenous 

practice of communal solidarity through collective work, it entails people working together 

when anybody from the community needs support). Furthermore, the Tosepantomin received 

the prestigious “2017 European Microfinance Award”, for their innovative approach to the 

multiple housing issues regarding vulnerable or marginalised groups, the level of trust from the 

indigenous community, and the respect for the natural environment it fosters. There were over 

37 microfinance projects from 23 different ‘developing countries’ entered for this award in that 

year.  

The Tosepan cooperative has grown so significantly in these 41 years that it is now a Union of 

Cooperatives, albeit still addressed as ‘La Tosepan’. Tosepan has created work and knowledge 

networks, through their diverse connections, they aim still to focus on members and community 
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to improve the life of people in the region. This objective is stated in the cooperative’s vision 

and goals: to support the achievement of what they understand as a good life7. They expect to 

be respected by mestizos in the region, and pursue life as the collective indigenous culture they 

are. Recently, because of the growing presence of massive mining and hydroelectric 

international projects, they have also become involved in the defence of their indigenous 

territory, and the prevention of environmental and social problems derived from these invasive 

and destructive projects. This has exacerbated the problematic situation in the sierra facing the 

Nahuat and has demanded strategic work and communication with the communities, local 

media, and companies and government authorities.  

This was an outline of Tosepan Titataniske; this cooperative started the indigenous bilingual 

school Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan as a critical response to the public education system. They 

have been working on this bilingual school for more than 12 years, and have been looking to 

develop their own methodology, which they already call the ‘Metodología Tosepan’. They 

attempt to develop a way to teach Nahuat and include it in the literacy process within the school. 

Other central objectives are the inclusion of their indigenous knowledge, instilling Nahuat 

ethical and cooperative values, and contributing to the formation of the future leaders of the 

indigenous cooperative. Given the existing inequalities in public education, and the 

discouraging experiences indigenous children have had in the public school system, they aim 

to support indigenous students in this educational space.  They want to provide them with better 

possibilities to learn within an educational context that gives value and includes their culture, 

language, and identity in the schoolwork. Their educational work looks to foster the 

appreciation of their indigenous language, knowledge and culture. They imagine a learning 

space where indigenous culture, knowledge, and language are recovered –and revitalized– 

within the educational process. One of the areas of the Tosepan is the school, Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan, and this indigenous school is at the heart of the study. 

1.3. Description of the study 

My research examines the work within Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, the indigenous bilingual 

school, in regards to their language use and practices. It was clear to me that previous research 

that I had conducted there on their inclusion of Nahuat in their bilingual school, was just a 

                                                           
7 Their concept will be discussed at length in a subsequent chapter, as ‘Yeknemilis’, ‘buena vida’ and ‘buen 

vivir’ [indigenous notion of good living]. It is one of the central elements of this study 
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glance over their complex and meaningful efforts to revitalize the language8. Allow me to 

elaborate: I first established contact with the cooperative and the school in 2011, through the 

work of my daughter, Andrea, in their cultural Spa. It was through her connection that I was 

allowed to go into the school in 2012 to observe their work, and the role and function of Nahuat 

and Spanish within the curriculum. I had previously been involved in education and language 

teaching for more than twenty years in different capacities. I observed the school work and 

completed my masters’ research there. My masters’ thesis focused on the unresolved linguistic 

conflict in the region, the linguistic imperialism, and the consequent indigenous language 

teaching approach in the school. When I completed the study, I returned to  Tosepan to share 

my research with the school community. I discussed the findings with the Kalta (training 

centre) coordinator and the director (principal) of the school. I additionally worked with the 

teachers, shared relevant materials for language teaching, suggested methodological 

approaches and, finally, I proposed the possibility of a deeper, more prolonged study. The 

people in charge of the indigenous bilingual school agreed. I then came to Aotearoa New 

Zealand.   

From that time –the beginning of my PhD– I have gone back to Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, 

every year, and went twice in 2016 for the more intense data collection phase.  During those 

visits, I have ‘lived’ in the site, I have done school and class observations, talked with the 

directors and teachers, and participated in community and school activities. I have also taken 

courses with the teachers, observed meetings with them, with researchers, and parents, I was 

in two important Council assemblies, and I gave presentations to the students, and presented 

my research to the Cooperative Council. During these visits, I looked at what the students and 

teachers do, what they say, how they behave, and what they need to know to be part of the 

school community.  Something I saw during that first research encouraged me to go on and 

find more. Through their work, they seemed to ‘reframe’ the students’ indigenous identity 

within the school in a positive manner. This is in such stark opposition to what usually happens 

in Mexico with indigenous students that it captivated my attention.  

Six years after my first visit to the indigenous school, and following my doctoral research 

within the school, I argue that there are a number of key elements contributing to their work 

and the apparent ‘reframing’ of the students’ indigenous identity within the school.  Initially, 

my focus for this current study was on the local language planning in Tosepan 

                                                           
8 For my masters’ thesis: “Educación Intercultural Bilingue, un Caso Mexicano. Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan” 
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Kalnemachtiloyan, the indigenous school.  Language planning was my main interest at the 

beginning, and I did not foresee it would provide such a broad, captivating scope. So, I was 

interested in looking at the local language planning within the school. The language use and 

attitudes, the language practices within the school process, the deliberate choices and decisions 

regarding the indigenous language implemented by the community itself: an indigenous 

bilingual school working as a bottom-up language planning project (Hornberger, 1997). This 

study, I thought, would analyse the direct intervention of the community to shape their 

language future through their school. I thought it was fascinating.  I also found intriguing the 

diverse, contributing ways that could be used to look at the indigenous school, and to look at 

the efforts of the indigenous cooperative through the school: linguistic, methodological, 

theoretical, and symbolic perspectives.  I will elaborate on these points through the explanation 

of my approach and the key concepts in the present study.  I am also looking at the possibility 

to “find a balance between structure and agency” (p.13) within a bottom-up language planning 

project, as advocated by Cassels Johnson, and Ricento (2013), as well as potentially extending 

my gaze beyond that.   

 

My initial interest in this study was language planning; I explain. Language planning has been 

defined as “a body of ideas, laws and regulations (language policy), change rules, beliefs, and 

practices intended to achieve a planned change (or to stop change from happening) in the 

language use in one or more communities” (Baldauf & Kaplan, 1997, p.3). From this view, my 

interest was to look at the language choices and actions within the educational practice, which 

could reflect –and inform on– the general orientation, attitudes, and beliefs on both Nahuat and 

Spanish within the school. These choices and actions could be open and declared, or covert and 

very subtle. Still, all of these choices would have a language effect. Everyday options and 

decisions have an effect on each language use and status. Therefore, key people, roles, and 

other elements may have a vast influence on language use in bilingual contexts, such as this 

indigenous bilingual school, Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan. But, who were these key, central 

characters, and what were they choosing regarding languages?  My initial attention was thus  

focused on the micro site of the school and the classroom.  However, the school and classroom 

do not exist in a vacuum, but within particular, specific social, historical, linguistic 

backgrounds, and settings.  These aspects were going to be needed for a fuller understanding 

of Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan. I would need to have both a micro and a macro perspective.     
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Language planning was mainly seen as a top-down process, coming from the nation state and 

its institutions focusing mainly on the use of languages in the wider society. An important area 

for this wide perspective of language planning has traditionally been the emphasis on ‘national’ 

languages, and how they function as a cohesive device to give unity to emerging nation states 

(Shohamy, 2006, Bloomaert, 2006). This is the macro view. Now, local language planning 

accounts for the actions defining how language is used, seen, documented, maintained or 

promoted, and can be started by the local community itself (Hornberger, 1996; Liddicoat & 

Baldauf, 2008). The role of language planning within this specific educational space, Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan is central. This is the micro view. Language planning also looks at the 

effects of these choices and actions on the local language use. Additionally, there can also be 

planned or unplanned actions; since both could be shaping language use on the site (Bauldauf, 

1994).  How much was actually planned, and how much was just happening organically within 

the school? And, which were the consequences and effects of these language choices and 

actions on the educational process? As an educator, and a language teacher for more than 

twenty years in Mexico, this was definitely my main interest. Many things have changed since 

that time, and, eventually, I will elaborate on how my academic, professional, and personal 

lens have evolved throughout my doctoral journey in Aotearoa New Zealand. Now, I will 

continue describing my study. 

I chose to undertake a critical ethnographic research to look initially at Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan’s language planning, as mentioned. I wanted to observe how language 

planning affected indigenous language and culture revitalization, if that was the case, and how 

students’ identity was ‘reframed’ as a result, as it seemed to be happening. The fact that 

Tosepan decided to undertake this planning role refers to Bauldauf (2008), who most clearly 

highlights agency (showing who is in charge of language planning) as a key variable in a 

language context. The agents, the people in charge of the approach to specific goals regarding 

the status of a language (status planning), its standardisation (corpus planning), and its 

inclusion in the curriculum (acquisition planning), would shape the complete language 

planning process in a local context.  Liddicoat and Bauldauf (2008) observe about these groups, 

and their significance in micro language planning: “Such local groups often establish 

educational undertakings in order to fill gaps found in mainstream provision or even to resist 

perceived discrimination” (p.8). Tosepan started their bilingual school precisely to counteract 

inequality and discrimination; however, their language planning actions extend beyond the 

school and into the wider community, affecting it as well. My perspective on the centrality of 
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the local language planning on the site has thus both evolved and expanded throughout the 

course of this research. Given these wider contextual influences, the research questions that 

ended up guiding the study can be summarized as follows.  

 

1.4. The research questions 

1. How does the school language planning in Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan foster the 

‘reframing’ of indigenous identity in a positive way to support school performance?  

 

2. How would this indigenous bilingual educational process evolve throughout the time 

of the study? 

 

3. What elements influence the educational work within Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan for 

language and culture revitalization?    

 

I will provide an account on the way in which I proceeded with the study to answer the research 

questions proposed. I will describe the methods I used and the methodological choices I have 

made throughout the research, and their rationale.  As with the rest of my study, it all seems to 

be closely knitted together and the segmentation of the areas is somehow artificial. The aim is 

to achieve some clarity. I have offered a brief outline of the study, and I turn now to provide 

the general outline of the thesis. The sequence I will follow goes from the macro into the micro. 

The thesis goes from the wider outline of the Latin American context, into a more detailed 

description of the complex Mexican context and the location of indigenous peoples in the afore 

mentioned country. I describe the language policy of the wider and national region. I then 

proceed to describe the recent history and evolution of education for indigenous children in 

Latin America and in Mexico, especially. Then, I discuss briefly the two contrasting 

perceptions of bilingual education in the country. Through this contextualization, I aim to 

convey the problematic background within which indigenous people operate nowadays in 

Mexico and, particularly, in the location where this indigenous bilingual school originated.  

I will then provide a more detailed perspective on the region of Cuetzalan, in the sierra de 

Puebla, Mexico, and one of the small villages within it: San Miguel Tzinacapan.  This village 

and the main downtown –Cuetzalan– are the central geographical spaces where 40 years ago, 

local indigenous people and ‘urban professionals’ from outside the region (Almeida and 

Sánchez (1989) dared to imagine a different way to live, and started an organized collective 
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effort to achieve a better life for the indigenous community. To examine the origins of this 

change process, I will let the voices of four key participants introduce the context through their 

own stories and experiences in the region. Their stories will draw out the social historical 

location, where years later, Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan –the indigenous bilingual school– 

appeared within Tosepan Titataniske –the wider indigenous cooperative.  I will include then 

my own voice with a reflective piece of writing on their educational efforts, and I introduce the 

school thereafter. I will go then into the final chapters, the ones that explore the central 

concepts/elements of the study, one by one.  1) The local language planning, (the original model 

or metaphor that I proposed, along with the adjustments I made for a better adaptation to the 

context). 2) The work of the school towards Yeknemilis, comparable to Buen Vivir, and 

decolonization, and: 3) the representations of indigenous identity through the linguistic 

landscape within the school and around it. I examine their combined effects through the school 

orientation, and the teachers’ language use and practice. The central key concepts will be 

discussed as part of a contingent, not isolated, but within a dynamically integrated, mutually 

affecting process. 

The study of this indigenous bilingual school or ‘educational system’, might be valuable in 

light of current research showing that “the efforts which have had the greatest impact and 

duration are those initiated and carried out by the indigenous community” (Hornberger, 2012, 

p. 357), and that involvement from these communities is key to sustaining local or regional 

language planning initiatives. Also important is the relative abundance of contexts within 

Mexico and Latin America where revitalization of indigenous languages is initiated by the 

communities themselves, rather than from top-down language planning (LP) programs. The 

indigenous bilingual school, Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, started from a similar vision and 

entrepreneurship as discussed in Hornberger’s notion of ‘bottom up’ LP. It has also 

demonstrated a strong will to preserve their indigenous language, culture and identity. This 

study and theorization may thus potentially provide broader generative possibilities for further 

grassroots indigenous language education projects.   

It is also necessary as part of this overall analysis to address current gaps in intercultural 

bilingual education, regarding language shift, indigenous language teaching, and indigenous-

medium of instruction to support transfer of skills, and how this impacts indigenous students’ 

identity. All these areas need further research to lower inequality within educational contexts, 

particularly for indigenous children, in this region and elsewhere (Cummins, 2000; Cummins, 

& Tamayo, 1994; Hornberger,1988; Francis and Hamel, 1992). Regarding bilingual programs 
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and how they can support students, for example, May and Hill emphasize: “More extensive 

research and assessment of such programmes is thus urgently needed, particularly with respect 

to those conditions that promote the successful achievement of biliteracy, and thus educational 

achievement” (May & Hill, 2005, p.381). Equally needed, according to UNICEF (2012), are 

educational resources for indigenous education and “design strategies…that can improve 

curricular relevance and ensure that students are equipped with the skills required in a world 

of intense social and cultural transformations” (Del Popolo, 2012, p.9).  

Another important consideration is related to what Regina Cortina (2014) describes bilingual 

education as needing, namely: “cómo enseñar las lenguas indígenas e ideas de cómo los 

estudiantes y maestros indígenas pueden recuperar su bilingüismo e identidad.”  [how to teach 

indigenous languages and ideas on how indigenous students and teachers can recover their 

bilingualism and identity” p.14, my translation]. Contributions in this area may be central, since 

as an often-faced limitation in indigenous education is the lack of alphabetic literacy 

development in the indigenous language, and the need for indigenous teachers to develop this 

literacy themselves. This study may contribute in that area as well. Similarly important is the 

need to approach multilingualism in Latin America and Mexico in order to increase the 

possibilities for equality for students, including indigenous ones. It might reinforce the long 

due recognition of bilingualism and multilingualism as an ability, and not lack of it when a 

dominant language is not part of the repertoire (López-Gopar, 2009, 2016). This approach 

would suggest using indigenous languages as medium of instruction, or at least provide further 

consideration for indigenous students and their languages at public schools from teachers. The 

current educational language policy in Mexico imposes high demands on indigenous students 

since the need to learn English is strongly supported in public schools and within the official 

discourse, which makes indigenous languages more vulnerable. There is thus the need for 

indigenous languages, culture and identities to be valued and at least partially included within 

the public system (López-Gopar, 2014). 

Additionally, many students in indigenous-medium instruction are not first language (L1, but 

second language (L2) speakers. Therefore, the need to consider instruction programs in both 

languages, language teaching programs within the intercultural curriculum, and in-depth work 

on L1 (Hamel, 2006, 2008, 2010 May & Hill, 2008) is central. When indigenous languages are 

supported in school, the introduction of a second language, and even a third one, in the 

curriculum is less challenging (Cummins, 1993). In this case, research that includes bilingual 

speakers of minority indigenous languages in Mexico could be taken as a basis for subsequent 
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research in this area (Hamel, 2004, 2008).  The current study may also foster awareness in the 

region of the significance of intergenerational transmission of indigenous languages 

(Fishmann, 1991), and the status of the indigenous language(s) and Spanish locally. This in 

order to avoid the ‘rising bilingualism’ in Mexico, which even in the so-called intercultural 

bilingual schools from the public education system “may only be transitional in the ongoing 

process of language shift [away from indigenous languages]” (Hamel, 2008, p.311).  

The intense observation of ‘curriculum’ in practice, the one appreciated in the classrooms in 

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, may support the understanding of some of the outcomes of this 

approach in indigenous bilingual education, especially in regards to the interaction and 

connection that every student is now expected to have with the global context and not only 

their local community. The school and classroom observations will similarly further the 

understanding of the local language policy  –as it is openly intended for revitalization in this 

school– and its relationship with the actual practice within the school and classroom 

(Hornberger, 2011; Martin-Jones, 2011).  In this study as well, the Language Planning Onion 

metaphor, first developed by Ricento and Hornberger (1996), will be useful to examine the role 

of agency within the different layers observed to be affecting educational practice and LPP in 

the research site (see also Hornberger and Johnson, 2007).  Additionally, the study will 

contribute to weaving clearer connections, since according to Johnson (2011) “a perennial 

challenge is how to make connections between the macro and the micro, that is, between the 

multiple layers of language policy creation, interpretation, and appropriation.” (p.267). A 

thorough study, along with interaction and reflection opportunities for the participants and the 

researcher, may thus improve indigenous children’s educational opportunities, and further 

support the role of diverse individuals as agents regarding language planning in immersion or 

bilingual education locally. This support may encourage the transformation that is developing 

in the site, as Freire would have imagined, viewing such dialogue as an opportunity to have 

educational processes transformed in order to enhance social justice. 
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Chapter 2. On Method and Methodology 

My methods for the study involved semi-structured interviews, fieldwork, participant 

observation, school and class observations, and a journal. I have collected my data in a series 

of visits to the indigenous cooperative, amounting to 11 weeks in total and divided into four 

periods. One of those weeks was spent reconnecting with the people of the cooperative, later 

my key informants.  Two more weeks, several months later, accounted for a preliminary visit 

with the purpose of gathering information on the context, on the linguistic landscape of the 

school, the cooperative compound, and the community where the indigenous school is located. 

The longest visit amounted to six weeks devoted to the intensive school and classroom 

observations, to the participant interviews and an unplanned return to the community after a 

few days to be present in the town festivities for the saint patron of San Miguel Tzinacapan. 

These festivities involved the participation of many students, parents, teachers, and cooperative 

members within the celebration, and in the traditional dances in honour of ‘San Miguelito’. 

The last eleven days involved meeting with the participants to discuss their data, and to share 

with the Cooperative Council my research findings and the argument of my work in progress.9  

Initially, I had planned six interviews with the school personnel for my data collection, the 

principal of the preschool and primary, the director of secondary, the coordinator of Kalta, and 

three teachers. In the end, I was encouraged and directed by key participants to meet and 

interview other members of the cooperative, and esteemed academics: a close collaborator, and 

a teacher trainer and consultant of the cooperative school. These new insights brought a broader 

perspective since not only people directly involved with the school were interviewed but also 

prominent cooperative members with a leading capacity. These latter participants have had 

different degrees of involvement with the school; they had been central to the discussion and 

establishment of their educational goals within the Kalta. Some also contributed to the 

development of the school’s organic curriculum, which seems to be in constant flow and 

evolution. I include below  a table which shows the different visits to Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan and the Tosepan Titataniske cooperative with notes on some of the activities 

I did, and participated. 

                                                           
9 I made a final visit to Tosepan in December 2018. I shared with the teachers some of  my findings and with the 

director of the school, Leonardo Durán, what I had concluded. On that occasion, all the images and visual 

representations I used for the work of the school were approved by them. 
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Visits to the school and community. 

Dates  Activities  Location 

2014                              

    April 
    1 week 
        

Informal, friendly visit. 
Prior to coming to Aoetaroa New Zealand in June 2014. 
Seeing key possible future participants. 
Confirmed my research interest and their possible, likely connection to my 
study in their school.  

Casa de 
Piedra, 
Cuetzalan. 
 
  
 

   

2016   

      
January, 
  
       2 
weeks 
 

Preliminary visit. 
Stayed in Tosepan’s compound 
Main objective, to gather material and information on the local 
linguistic landscape. 
Visited the ‘Casa de Cultura’ and the local museum. 
Scanned published documents from the Tosepan cooperative. 
Located books on Nahuat grammar, and from the ‘Taller de 
Tradición Oral’. 
Received documents and thesis done previously about Tosepan’s 
work, that they wanted me to have. 
Reconnected with old acquaintances from the eco-touristic hotel, 
the café, the training centre, cooperative offices and the school. 
 

 
Tosepan Kali 
 
Cuetzalan 
downtown 
 
Library in   
Kalta 
 
 
Tosepan 
compound 
 

   August –
September 
 
6 weeks 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Main data collection within the school and local site. 
 
Stayed in Tosepan’s compound 
School observations 
Classroom observations (Casa de niños 1, casa de niños 2, Taller 1, 
Taller 2,  and in levels 1, 2 and 3 of Secundaria)  
Had lunch with the different levels in observations. 
Observed students in their work in the corn field and 
agropecuarias 
Participated in preparation of ‘efemerides’ and the ‘Feria de la 

lectura’. 

Semi –structured interviews to participants. 

Observed students’ rehearsal in several orchestral music practices 

within the CECAMBA project supported by the cooperative. 

Presented to Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan students on Māori (this 

term refers to indigenous people from Aotearoa New Zealand) 

culture and schools,  on plants and birds from NZ, and on the story 

of Maui. 

Participated in school assemblies and special learning sessions 

with teachers, community members, guest speakers, and parents. 

(regarding Tamakepalis, ‘mano vuelta’, school year calendar and 

plan, the arts and music classes, local handcrafts, the school arts 

and music project, assemblies within secondary school, sessions of 

  
 
Tosepan Kali 
 
Tosepan 
Kalnemach-  
  tiloyan 
 
(School, 
classrooms, 
dining rooms, 
Field) 
 
Kaltaixpetani- 
 loyan (the 
following 
activities in 
Kalta) 
 
 
Tosepan 
Kalnemach-  
  tiloyan 
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  4 days 
more 
 
 
 
   

philosophy, the ‘Feria de la Lectura’, and the special school event 

to celebrate the Mexican independence) 

Observed secondary students in their classes/formation in the 

cooperative strand in their curriculum (Friday assemblies, students 

observation/partici[ation in Tosepan Kali, the Café,  Tosepan Pajti, 

and Tosepantomin) 

Participated in a special course with Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan 

teachers about the use of the Pre-Hispanic abacus, the  

Nepohualtzinzin. 

Attended Pierre Beaucage’s workshops with the students to 
prepare their projects on indigenous knowledge recovery within 
the community. 
Attended Pierre Beaucage’s presentation to the indigenous 
council and local elders of his research on Nahuat ‘Indigenous 
ethics’. 
Participated in a Tosepan cooperative council assembly regarding 
their discussion of indigenous identity –or Maseualidad–  with local 
elders. 
Visited San Miguel Tzinacapan weeks prior to the town 
celebrations. 
Attended to a presentation of the Tosepan Titataniske diversified 
work to university students from Puebla and Veracruz. 
Attended to a presentation of Nahuat language and revitalization 
efforts to Nahuat language students from the National University 
of Mexico (UNAM).  
Attended a special class in Nahuat language and use, from 
community teacher and dictionary author Eliseo Zamora (2009). 
Participated in meaningful social occasions with teachers and 
school authorities. 
 
 
Attended the celebrations to ‘San Miguelito’ in San Miguel 
Tzinacapan.  Observed (and enjoyed) the diverse traditional dances 
and ceremonies to celebrate and honour San Miguel Arcangel, the 
saint patron of the village of San Miguel Tzinacapan.  
Participated in the diverse activities and celebrations to honour 
Archangel Michael.  Surveys, religious rituals, community 
connection, and meals in the town.  
 

 
 
 
Tosepan 
compound 
 
 
 
Kaltaixpetani- 
  loyan 
 
Tosepan 
compound 
 
 
Kaltaixpetani- 
  loyan 
 
 
San Miguel 
Tzinacapan 
 
Auditorium 
 
 
Kalta 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
San Miguel 
Tzinacapan 
 

   

2017   

 
11 days 

Stayed in Tosepan’s compound 
Held dialogue and conversations with teachers and key 
participants.  
Visited and observed the work in the diverse levels within the 
school, and a number of informal and more formal conversations 
with the teachers and key participants. 
Presented to the school authorities, and the Indigenous council of 
Tosepan Titataniske about my research and findings. 

Tosepan Kali 
 
Tosepan 
Kalnemachti- 
 loyan 
 
Kaltaixpetani- 
  loyan 
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Visited the radio station from the indigenous cooperative, Tosepan 
Limaxktum, and shared my experience in New Zealand and some 
highlights of my research in a radio interview with Sr. Boni. 
 
Participated in the elaboration and painting of seven long cloths 
in a collaborative and community activity, to share in a pictorial 
way, the story of the Tosepan cooperative with communities of the 
region.   

Tosepan 
Limaxktum 
 
 
Auditorium 

 

 

Over the course of this current project, I completed a total of eighteen interviews, they were 

usually in Kalta (in a meeting room, in the library, and in the restaurant as well), they were also 

in the classrooms when students had left, and in the café when it was empty. One of the 

interviews was conducted in the office above the dining room of primary school, and another 

in the centre of Cuetzalan, in a popular restaurant; the participants determined where they 

wanted to have the conversation. Most of the interviews were recorded, and later transcribed. 

The transcription was of the whole conversation, the pauses were not measured, but it was 

noted when something was particularly emphasized with the tone of voice, or the general 

attitude.  I took notes in all the interviews, which was used as a support when there was a 

problem with the tape-recorder (three times) or the sound (twice). The interviews went from 

45 minutes to almost four hours once, according to what the participant wanted to do. The 

conversation followed in general a list of open-ended questions, and inquired about the school, 

the people that had been important in its development, the perception of the different stages of 

its development, and the values and principles that had guided the evolution of the school. 

There were some other questions regarding the students, the needs they could identify in the 

diverse student population, the role of the languages within the classroom, the kind of activities 

that support each of the languages and their view on the work of the school regarding the 

indigenous language and knowledge, and some other points that appeared connected or relevant 

at the time.      

I complemented my data collection with a variety of activities observed within the school and 

other data sources. I observed all the levels and classrooms within the school for at least three 

complete days for each level (seven hours in preschool and primary, and 9 hours in secondary 

classrooms). I observed all the teachers, the diverse classes, subjects, and special school 

activities in all the school levels. I participated in two key assembly meetings, in community 

activities and in the town festivities.  I had numerous informal conversations within the school, 
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the Kalta, and in the community. The interviews included ten teachers –from preschool to 

secondary, twelve grades within seven classrooms–  the director of preschool and primary, the 

more recent director of the secondary school, the coordinator of the Kalta and spokesperson of 

the cooperative, an external educational consultant and teacher trainer,  two directing members 

of the indigenous council of the cooperative –one indigenous and a non-indigenous one, both 

connected to the school– and, finally, a Canadian researcher who has been significantly 

associated with the region, the indigenous community, and the cooperative for more than 40 

years.  During the last interview of my data collection, Sr. Boni, a key member of the 

cooperative council, clearly stated that: “Esta escuela se ha ido cambiando de acuerdo a los 

procesos de la cooperativa” (Iturbide, B., personal communication, 15 Sep. 2016). [This school 

has been evolving according and following the processes of the cooperative], so my initial 

perspective needed to widen to include what the cooperative had planned and foreseen for their 

indigenous bilingual school over time. Additionally, I looked at exercises prepared by the 

teachers to work on indigenous language and knowledge, and two special projects within the 

school; I also considered the linguistic landscape within the school and around it.  My broader 

view allowed me to look at the intersection between the school, cooperative, and local 

community, particularly regarding the cultural, linguistic, ethical, and educational aspects from 

the indigenous community, which were reflected in the school. 

I initiated my fieldwork with unobtrusive observations, although they became participant 

observations within the initial stages of the research. I was expected and asked to interact with 

the students, share some of my knowledge about Aotearoa New Zealand and Māori with the 

primary and the secondary students, and be a participant of the school activities in general. I 

did share some information on New Zealand, trying to include some of the things that could be 

interesting for the students. Among them, the haka that can be seen when New Zealand teams 

participate in international competitions, and how some Māori words were used by people in 

general, the typical birds and plants that can be seen in Aotearoa New Zealand. Additionally, 

the giant fern, and its similarity with the ‘helecho arbóreo’ which grows in Cuetzalan, and the 

communities surrounding it, being a natural feature of the region. I also included the indigenous 

language, te reo Māori, their perspective on their language as a taonga (treasure), and how 

Māori had started a whānau (extended family) and community effort to support their language 

within some locally managed Māori immersion schools. I also discussed how those efforts 

supported the view of Aotearoa New Zealand internationally as a place where indigenous rights 

were respected. The subsequent conversations were relevant as well.   
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2.1. Critical ethnography 

The study is a critical ethnography of the indigenous bilingual school Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan. Coming from ethnography, critical ethnography sets to interrogate power 

relations within specific communities to examine who is being advantaged, and identify the 

disadvantaged ones.  Traditionally, ethnography has observed and analysed diverse cultural 

groups and communities; it later focused on the social practices (activities which are shared by 

a group of people) within groups or communities. The aim of ethnography is to understand the 

group’s point of view, or the ‘emic’ perspective, although it has received critique because of 

seeming methodological, and ethical problems.  Ethnography was widely seen as a method to 

achieve a detailed description of a context, very often a culture. However, it had failed to be 

comprehensive enough. It had also failed to engage with power imbalances in the contexts 

observed. As Blommaert notes “[ethnography] has the potential and the capacity to challenge 

established views” (2018, p.7). Within this perspective is where critical ethnography appears.  

Critical ethnography (CE) exercises the potential to challenge what it is; it openly assumes that 

the examination of a specific context is not neutral. In this vein, Palmer and Caldas add that 

“[f]rom a critical ethnographic perspective, all research is ideologically tinged; critical 

ethnography is merely open about it, which allows an audience to better judge the credibility 

of the research.” (Palmer & Caldas, 2015, p. 2). Similarly to the way critical pedagogy (Freire, 

1972, 1979) accepts education is politically embedded and should aim for social justice, CE 

sides with the politically disadvantaged and forwards the possibility for change and ‘praxis’. 

In this vein, CE “sets out to critique hegemony, oppression, and asymmetrical power relations 

in order to foster change”. (Palmer & Caldas, 2015, p.1). Critical Ethnography, then, seems 

appropriate in regards to the search for social justice, which aligns with this study of  language 

planning within an indigenous bilingual school.  

CE shares a series of qualitative methods that are aligned with ethnographical or 

anthropological studies: long-term immersion in the field, participant observation, artifact 

collection, and interviews. In the case of this critical ethnography, the perspective would help 

to clarify how Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan is implementing their cultural view on their 

indigenous language. The inclusion of Nahuat in school work reflects their alternative focus; it 

shifts the attention and fosters reflective action or ‘praxis’ (putting theory into practice). In this 
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context, Freire seems almost tangible, perhaps more so on the way education is perceived, not 

just as information transferring (as in the banking education concept critiqued by Freire) but as 

a much more horizontal and symmetrical exchange of knowledge. Additionally Freirean is their 

perspective of drawing on students’ knowledge and resources (in this case linguistic) to engage 

in dialogue and construct knowledge, both in Nahuat and Spanish.  Therefore, the language use 

and practices within the indigenous immersion and bilingual school will be central in the 

present CE.  

The present critical ethnography did not follow the classical anthropological perspective that 

demanded living in the site for a long period, for example a year. However, as I mentioned 

above, I have been connected to the indigenous school for six years now; I have ‘lived’ in the 

site for weeks at a time each year after my first encounter with the indigenous bilingual school 

in 2011. Every time I visited the community during this research, I stayed within the Tosepan 

compound in their eco-touristic hotel Tosepan Kali.  I slept there, I had breakfast in the hotel –

and community- cafe, I went to visit the school from early morning, I left the school at 3pm or 

4pm and had lunch at Kalta, in the restaurant just above the meeting rooms. I worked and wrote 

at a restaurant table or at the library in Kalta in the evenings, and I had dinner at the café before 

going to sleep in my room. All of these activities took place within a sort of compound where 

all the areas shared the same space: a beautiful green bushy hill that belongs to the Tosepan 

cooperative.  

Tosepan’s compound encompasses the school, the training centre, the cooperative auditorium, 

the beneficio10 for the coffee process, and the building where they prepare toiletries using 

melipona honey. The hill additionally houses the place where they offer doctor appointments; 

the place where they sell traditional herbal remedies; the eco-touristic hotel, the cabanas, the 

Café; the classrooms that are used by the people of CONAFE11;  the cultural Spa, and the 

swimming pool. I had every opportunity to be an observer and a participant in the everyday 

work and life within Tosepan. My focus remained clear on the stance of my study, bearing in 

mind that the critical perspective “is committed to the ideals of equity and social justice, 

acknowledging that, even as LPP is a mechanism for majoritarian control, it can be a site of 

                                                           
10 This is the name of the building where the whole process of the coffee takes place 
11 An educational area of the SEP (the Ministry of Education) which works with children in remote indigenous 

and rural areas 
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resistance and transformation” (McCarty, 2013, p.40).  My interest was on  language planning 

and the possibility to foster or facilitate resistance and transformation through LP in the site.  

I find myself at a crossroads, and it has to do with an identified problem that arises when a 

researcher uses ethnography. Within the theorization about the subject of research, there is also 

the realization that an element of validity intrinsic to fieldwork, fully sensed and perceived as 

such within the field, seems to remain in the fieldwork. The new research stage demands that 

I convey the validity of what was observed and appreciated to a different audience, the 

academic one, which is completely detached from the fieldwork and the participants, detached 

from the certainty of the field. In this sense, 

[e]thnography, typically, depends on data drawn from human encounters in real space 

and time. The ethnographer and his/her ‘informant’ interact, like all humans, in a 

contextually specific space-time which defines the outcome of such interactions. The 

outcome is, typically, an epistemically genred collection of texts: recordings, fieldnotes, 

and later a paper or a monograph.”  (Blommaert, 2010, p. 2)  

Therefore, I find myself immersed within great amounts of data and considering the 

possibilities in the use of the diverse ‘epistemically genred texts’. Consequently, I need to 

consider how best to approach the subject of study to ensure the accurate perception of what 

was observed and its validity.  And there is also my interest in engaging deeply in the 

knowledge process, along with its slightly more creative side. Then, the safe haven of Laura 

Richardson’s view: “Any dinosaurian beliefs that "creative" and "analytical" are contradictory 

and incompatible modes are standing in the path of a meteor; they are doomed for extinction” 

(2008, p.962), as I gladly found. I will not overdo this ethnographic creative analytical process, 

but it will allow me to enrich the process. Since my ethnography is located in the field of 

education and language teaching, and being thorough and objective,  I bring to focus what 

Corson (1990) describes to be ‘good ethnography for schooling’, and which follows the 

following criteria.   

it involves prolonged and repetitive observation within the actual context; it disturbs 

the process of interaction as little as possible; its instruments are generated in the field; 

hypothesis and questions emerge as the study proceeds; and its major task is to 

understand what sociocultural knowledge participants bring to the context and generate 

within it. (p.28) 

In my subsequent description of data collection methods, I will be safely within the description 

provided above. Through my prolonged contact with Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan and the 
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repetitive visits I made to the site, I will provide diverse perspectives to draw the study of this 

particular indigenous school, in a sufficiently strong academic voice. I elaborate my approach 

below. 

I initially looked at the school study through Robert Stake (1995) and his notion of case study. 

This is the methodological approach that I employed for my master’s research; this approach 

allowed me to ‘see the school’ as it was, with no pre-set theoretical frame. For the present 

research, I also considered that “[e]ach case study is a concentrated inquiry into a single case” 

(Stake, 1995, p.237), and this intense inquiry would integrate additional methodological 

perspectives and methods along the way. Stake argues, for example, for a broad social science 

approach, and this also potentially accords with this current in-depth study of the individual 

school, its educational philosophy, model and the vision underpinning its language 

revitalization work  (May, S., Hill, R. & Tiakiwai, S., 2004). The importance of research on 

language planning and the role of language as a “means of access to power and influence, and 

the symbolic value of language in establishing social class and ethnic identity” (Spolsky, 1998, 

p.66) will thus be considered in the diverse aspects of the language planning, especially since 

the status of languages will be discussed. I explore the school’s work, aims and challenges, 

their beliefs, language practices and choices, and the day-to-day decisions and language 

interventions that take place in the school’s educational practice (Hornberger, 1994). 

However, given my primary focus on how language planning works at a local level to reduce 

inequality, particularly with respect to the actions needed to change the status of the indigenous 

language of the research site, I considered that a case study approach was limited.  Instead, I 

opted to use Critical Ethnography as “it is ideally suited to exploring questions of educational 

inequality in relation to social class, gender and/or ethnicity“ (May, 1997, p.199), especially in 

regards to wider issues of emancipation and social justice. As McCarty has stated: 

“Ethnographic studies of LPP seek to describe and understand these complex processes and in 

particular, the power relations through which they are constructed” (2015, p.81). The critical 

ethnography thus allowed for rich data collection and also for a perspective in which the view 

from the indigenous cooperative, the community, and from within the people working at the 

school, could be critically appreciated. I bear in mind that it is now central to transmit the social 

setting observed as “what it is - a social and cultural construction, linked to wider power 

relations, which privileges some, and disadvantages other, participants” (May, 1997, p.199). 

Based on the data collected, I intend to describe Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan’s ‘reality’ to 

convey what it may mean for an indigenous student to be in this school.  
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From this, my strategy to describe the school, the cooperative, and community is to provide a 

variety of texts that could contribute to the understanding of the research site. I employ ‘thick 

description’ as suggested by Geertz (1970) to convey what being in the field actually was about. 

In the understanding that “qualitative work carries its meaning in its entire text” (Richardson, 

2008, p.960), I rely on a variety of texts that will account for my ethnographic work. I use 

vignettes from my participant interviews, and add descriptions of the classroom observations. 

I examine the decisions taken by the teachers within the classroom. I include a brief section of 

my field notes and a short selection from my fieldwork journal.  Additionally, I add some pieces 

of reflective writing that I have created in critical stages of my research journey. Especially 

because my work includes ‘representation’ of [indigenous] identity, and its role in the 

construction of perspectives,  I include these reflexive pieces of writing to widen my 

perspective and increase the validity of my study. This is important because there has been 

increased attention to researcher subjectivity in the research process – a focus on how 

does who I am, who I have been, who I think I am, and how I feel affect data collection 

and analysis...[this view] has yielded further questions about a researcher’s ability to 

represent, to know another, and questions the construction of our ethnographic and 

qualitative texts. Can we truly represent another?  (Pillow, 2003, p.176, my emphasis)  

In order to provide enough elements so the readers can ‘construct their own representation’, I 

also provide a selection of some of the work and activities done in the school. These are diverse 

exercises designed and created by the teachers, the school, and school collaborators. These 

‘fichas’ are part of the teaching process about indigenous language and knowledge. These 

‘language teaching’ and ‘indigenous knowledge’ fichas that I highlight as samples have been 

used in a variety of ways. These samples appear within the section of appendixes, as an array 

of ‘learning artefacts’. In addition, two final points: I provide a selection of photographs to 

illustrate the findings discussed in the chapter of representations of indigeneity through the 

linguistic landscape. And I provide a very short video,edited by my son, Alonso (using my poor  

limited video sections on the site, and some maestro Gabriel shared with me), as it conveys the 

educational philosophy and language orientation relevant in the school: social interaction as 

central, modelling, older students caring for the younger ones, creating meaning 

collaboratively12, and emphasising collective well-being. I provide this variety of data sources 

as the basis for my subsequent analysis and discussion. These ‘epistemically genred collection 

of texts’ thus serve as the basis for a ‘naturalistic generalization’ approach to data, in the holistic 

                                                           
12 This orientation to learning resembles Vygotsky’s theory, and has also echoes of the ways collective 

indigenous cultures have transmitted their cultural knowledge (Cf., Benton, R., 1988, 1995 ) 
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style of Stake (1995), including in my ethnographic work a language planning perspective, a 

view on the linguistic landscape, and a critical stance along with ‘buen vivir’ and 

decolonialism.      

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan sees indigenous language, and indigenous identity, as an asset –

what Hornberger (1994) calls a “language-as-resource” orientation, following Ruiz (1984) to 

encourage a wider use of their language and to support intergenerational transmission. As LP 

is central to the study, I will use Hornberger´s (1994) LP research framework. Tosepan is 

implementing a local LP to recover indigenous voices and identity, define what to include in 

the curriculum that represents these, and through this, “challenge the status quo in societal 

power relations” (Hornberger, 2015, p.14). I thus use the above mentioned methodological 

tools to understand Tosepan school’s work and efforts to change the subordinated position the 

indigenous language has had, in regards to the mestizo mainstream community. I focus on 

‘language policy at work’ (Corson, 2000, p.200), on the ‘real’ curriculum and people 

interaction, and, via this examination, highlight just what can be achieved to achieve more 

socially just educational conditions for a long-oppressed indigenous community.  

 

2.2. The methodology: The three key concepts 

My thesis argument is that there is a trialogic interaction within Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, 

involving three central mutually influencing elements that account for the ‘re-framing’ of the 

indigenous identity of the students. The mutual effect and interaction between these three key 

elements, in which none of these has more or less importance than the others, creates a space 

for identity reformation.  This space enables students to ‘reframe’ their own indigenous identity 

in a more positive way, which also supports, in turn, the educational process for language and 

culture revitalization.  In this trialogic interaction, the initial element is the local language 

planning processes, the second one is the community and the school’s work towards 

Yeknemilis, Buen vivir –a notion appeared as central during fieldwork– and the third element 

or concept is the representation of indigenous identity in the site through the linguistic 

landscape.  In this study, I examine and discuss these three main elements and influences that 

contribute to ‘reframing’ students’ indigenous identity and their complex and synchronised 

actions within the site. I aim to find clarity into how this process came to be.  In so doing, I will 
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offer a snapshot of how one indigenous community in Mexico is taking their present and their 

future into their own hands. 

Therefore, my methodology for the study is based on these three key concepts that allow for 

an interesting and comprehensive set of methods to look at the research site: the indigenous 

bilingual school.  The concepts that I use to weave and convey my understanding of the work 

within the indigenous bilingual school, Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, are creatively explored. 

These key notions changed and evolved during the study; first according to my initial 

observations and the relevant literature, and afterwards following what was observed during 

the data collection and the findings from the fieldwork, interviews, and the participant 

observation in the site.   

I have considered a variety of ways to ‘build my case’; I have chosen a sociolinguistic 

framework proposed by Enrique Rainer Hamel in 1997, as the general model for my study. 

This framework expands in three levels that encompass linguistic structure, discourse, and a 

cultural model.  Hamel’s perspective is grounded in linguistics, my perspective is grounded in 

education. My study will mirror this model in a way, although my understanding is not based 

on linguistic features, but rather on language planning, defined by Fishman (1973) as “the 

organised pursuit of solutions to language problems” (p.23-24).  For this first level within the 

framework, I approached the study looking at the indigenous bilingual school through the 

active choices and decisions on language use and practices key stakeholders made to reach 

their overall aim of indigenous language revitalization. This is the linguistic element in my 

study, language planning. To continue with the next level of the sociolinguistic framework, I 

additionally included the diversified cooperative’s work to achieve what they understand as 

Yeknemilis, Buen Vivir; this is the cultural element.  I finally explored the representation of 

indigenous identity within the school and research site through the linguistic landscape;  this is 

the element of discourse.  This broad scope allows for a comprehensive view of the school. 

Every key concept draws from related methodological notions that enrich the perspective, 

allowing for a more thorough, rounded view. For the first concept, the local language planning, 

I selected a language planning model to look at the language choices and decisions within the 

school in all its layers, and I suggest an adjustment to the model that seemed useful for the 

research site, and the indigenous world view underpinning it. For the second concept 

Yeknemilis, I look at the way the indigenous Nahuat community understands this notion and 

how it mirrors Buen vivir and other indigenous perspectives for a good dignified life in South 
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America. I also explore the connection to decolonial views in the region and discuss how these 

elements al affect the educational work in the school. For the third concept, the representation 

of indigenous identity through the linguistic landscape of the place, I explore the notion of 

representation as an element that portrays a discourse –in the way that Said (1999) looks at 

representation– within the school and the immediate area surrounding it. I discuss my 

interpretation of the meanings conveyed through the visual elements coming from the 

community itself –traditional and recent– which actively explore interculturality and the 

fostering of connections. I argue that these three concepts or elements allow for a holistic 

understanding of the school and exert an influence in the school processes of the students in 

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan. This influence supports the reframing of the students’ indigenous 

identity in a more positive light. 

2.3. On translation  

I also need to include here a note on the translations I made and used for the study. The 

educational effort of the cooperative through the indigenous bilingual school is an active 

attempt to ameliorate inequality, to counter asymmetrical power relations that have constructed 

indigenous identity as subordinated to the mestizo/white one in Mexico. Similarly, Spanish –

Mexico’s dominant language– seems to be unfavourably positioned when it comes to global 

languages. Even though Spanish has a world-wide presence, within Mexico, English is 

perceived as more powerful and prestigious. These language conflicts will be explained in 

detail in Chapter 5. Suffice to say now that because of these language tensions, I have decided 

to provide the visual layout of these languages within my thesis text in the following way:  

I will include the excerpts from my participants’ interviews in the language in which they were 

collected. Most of them were in Spanish and some included Nahuat words or phrases. 

Additionally, in my effort to remain connected to the Latin American region and, particularly, 

Mexico, I use a number of highly relevant academic sources in Spanish where possible. 

Therefore, from this point onwards, Spanish will be in bold and italics, and Nahuat (and Māori) 

words will be in bold; the hope is that the reader will gradually become familiar with the names 

of the cooperative and the school, and other cooperative areas. Additionally, the presence of 

the Spanish words in the thesis in bold seems fair, so as to compensate for the inequality of 

their presence within the text, amidst the English language.  I have done this not only because 

the thesis is written in English, but because I want to emphasize how these words actually 

‘spoke’ to me in the process of meaning-making. I state in this visual way the weight these 
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words have had on my reflection, and on the thoughtful process of the thesis writing per se. 

Additionally –and this is a more practical and just reason– the Spanish and Nahuat text will be 

readily accessible for the indigenous community and for the Spanish speaking readers, who 

will be able to easily locate these ideas and sections of the thesis for their own consideration. 

The translations of these excerpts have been done by me, since my first language is Spanish 

and my life history and sociocultural framework allow me to provide a close, accurate 

translation. However, I always leave intact the quotation in Spanish to allow others to see the 

original excerpt. Providing a translated version in a language (English in this case) of 

something expressed in another language (Spanish or Nahuat) may imply an element of 

disloyalty or duplicity. I acknowledge that my translations here are not literal because this 

approach does not always seem to convey the full meaning I felt the speaker/ or the source 

meant to convey.   

My concerns in providing these translations are twofold:  First, that I offer a reliable 

transcription in English when I fully understand the literal Spanish original meaning. Second, 

that I allow my translation to be organic, flexible enough to align with what the speaker meant, 

and how what was said in Spanish (or in Nahuat) can be best conveyed in English. When there 

was ambiguity, I asked for clarification on the comment from the participants. If this was not 

possible, I did not use the comment in the thesis. Although interpretations and translations in 

academia assume a high ethical commitment, they might be affected at times by personal or 

cultural perspectives. Each translation that I provide in this written work is thus my best 

interpretation of the original quote. However, the original quotes remain in the thesis, both for 

my participants’ voice to appear in it, and for the readers to appreciate the original along with 

the interpretation made.   

This approach is similarly to what Sr. Boni expressed during his interview regarding the 

students in the school. He had seen them during an open event that showed the cooperative 

members the work the students do at school.  Sr. Boni explained his expectations for the future 

and acknowledged the difficulties in translating ideas in Nahuat to Spanish, or vice versa.  

los jóvenes en la escuela podrán estar exponiendo en su lengua… (Nahuat). Es 

complicado porque la estructura del Nahuat no es como la de español, la estructura 

del Nahuat es más de raíz…  es de raíz y más de aglutinación, entonces tu nunca 

podrás hacer una oración con sus silabas, porque no se rige por silabas, sino por 

raíz. Si yo digo… A ver, una palabra…una fácil es ‘tasojkamatik’. 
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Lleva tres raíces:  

  Tasoj   de querer, de estimar, de respetar 

  Ka,  como un auxiliar de la acción  

   Matik  de saber 

Cuando yo digo eso en mi lengua, quiero decir que “ahora sé que tú me estimas”, 

por lo que me estás dando, o “ahora sé que tú me amas”. Eso es para nosotros.  ¡Y 

LO SIENTES cuando dices eso!  Lo que yo no puedo sentir cuando digo “Gracias”,  

porque no sé…no sé… tiene su esencia, por supuesto, pero no lo siento como 

cuando digo tasojkamatik, porque no es… no es lo mío. (Iturbide, B., personal 

communication, 15 Sep. 2016) 

This can be translated into English as:  

[Young people in the school will be able to make expositions in their own language… 

(Nahuat). It is complicated because the structure of Nahuat is not like that of Spanish, 

it is more of stems [*roots] of stems and also more agglutinative. Then, you will never 

make a sentence with its syllables, because Nahuat is not ruled by syllables, but by 

stems.  If I say…Let’s see, a word…an easy one is ‘tasojkamatik’. 

It has three stems:  

  Tasoj  meaning love, care, respect 

  Ka,  as an auxiliary of the action   

   Matik  meaning knowledge   

When I say this in my language, I mean that: “now I know that you care for me 

because of what you are giving me”, or “now I know that you love me”. That is the 

meaning for us. AND YOU FEEL IT when you say it! It is something that I cannot feel 

when I say “Thank you”, because, I don’t know…I don’t know, it has its essence of 

course, but I don’t feel it as when I say tasojkamatik, because it is not…it is not 

mine]. 

Additonally, some students have also acknowledged the difficulties they have when they need 

to translate from one language to the other, how they may try to convey all the meaning, and 

what they aknowledge is actually lost when they go from one language to the other. Some of 

them, being Nahuat first language speakers, have been very clear that in order to translate they 

need to be tolerant with inaccuracies and the loss of meaning, with the sense that sometimes 

the meaning is not (nor can it ever be) complete…  

 

2.4. A voice within… on becoming the Other 

I have found that writing this thesis has involved an important element of transformation and 

re-framing of my own personal identity, and a somewhat tumultuous personal reflective 
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process. This process has affected my study in the sense that students from Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan are being affected by the diverse elements surrounding and influencing 

their educational process.  This study has ignited a personal identity transformation that I 

believe has allowed me to look at the process of the indigenous students’ experiences –within 

the school and the cooperative in Tosepan– through renewed eyes.  I believe that the reflective 

pieces of writing, discussed above, contribute to the overall understanding of the process within 

the school, and also to the process that we, Mexicans, mestizos, as descendants of indigenous 

peoples that were subjected to a long and harsh process of colonization, have just refused to 

realise….our own indigeneity.  These pieces of writing follow what Van Maneen (2011) calls 

‘confessional tales’. They abound in the ethnographic process, and the challenges and turning 

points that urge the researcher to look at different aspects of their research:  to question what 

they thought they knew, and to elaborate with openness, based on the evidence collected, the 

transforming process of finding meaning in their subject of study.  I reconnect these 

confessional tales, these pieces of reflective writing, and elaborate on them in regard to the last 

concept I am using for my study: the representation of indigenous identity in the site.  I will 

use italics for these sections throughout the thesis, as in the following.   

‘Finding a voice’  

“A voice cannot carry the tongue and the lips that gave it wings. Alone must it seek the ether.  

And alone and without his nest shall the eagle fly across the sun.”   

Kahlil Gibran  

When I finished my initial [Masters] research within Tosepan Kalnemachtoliyan, I knew it 

was not over for me.  I had to go deeper, know more, and find a better way to understand this 

indigenous bilingual school entirely.  I embarked in this daring adventure of doing a PhD in a 

foreign country at a time and age in which people do not usually think about starting all over 

again. And so, at fifty, I left my country, my family, my home, my university job, because of my 

encounter with Tosepan, and because of what the students in Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan had 

allowed me to see, to realise.  I did it in part because I wanted to acknowledge the fact that I 

had lived my whole life looking at other people, at indigenous children and students, without 

really ‘seeing them’. I had been in education for twenty-two years without realising the struggle 

these particular students go through when they encounter the Mexican educational system, and 

the additional demands they face in higher education due to globalisation and neoliberalism 

within Mexican universities.  
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There is something that I have to clarify; I had not been “acculturated to feel comfortable in 

relations of domination and subordination rather than equality and independence” (Kincheloe, 

McLaren & Steinberg, 2011, p.163). My parents had always been aware of differences and had 

tried to help others and treat them with respect. I was also fully aware of the social contrasts 

and the urgent need to support students who were disadvantaged. I have always believed in 

equity and not just equality, I knew there were students who needed alternative approaches, 

different kinds of input, additional support, and I tried to provide those for them.  Working at 

a prestigious Mexican private university, I did my best to support students that belonged to 

underprivileged communities, or as Mexicans would rather say: less ‘fortunate sectors of 

society’  –as if luck had anything to do with it, and not the social and historical powers that we 

were not resisting enough.  That is what I thought at least… I just had not been fully aware… 

and for me, encountering Tosepan was as if I had opened a dam; there was no possible way to 

stop it. It was as if I had unlocked a Freirean conscientization process, and I had to allow 

myself to be fully drawn into this awareness process to be able to go on.   

Then, already in New Zealand, in Te Puna Wānanga, the School of Indigenous and Māori 

Studies, I had the opportunity to meet a number of Māori scholars. They usually asked me 

about my whakapapa [my geneology]. Before anything else they wanted to know who I was, 

where I came from, and about my connections to people and land… Which were my 

connections? I was born in a Mexican mestizo family with strong Irish roots, which was quite 

dear to us. My great grandfather had been born in Ireland and he is the source of our family 

name, Benton. My brothers and I were always encouraged to be proud of our Irish heritage 

and surname while growing up in Mexico, and we always felt it as a privilege; this was our 

main connection, I thought.  Additionally, as countless fellow citizens, my family had a 

combination of Spanish and Mexican ancestry.  And, certainly, I always knew about a great 

grandmother who was an indigenous woman from Jalisco, Mexico, although sadly we never 

heard much about her. Later on, through the work and research that I started in Aotearoa New 

Zealand, I would make a meaningful connection to my whakapapa, and I will examine that 

further below.  In the meantime, my commitment in this study is to honour my ancestors and 

the communities they belonged to: the ones who spoke English, the ones who speak Spanish, 

and the indigenous ones as well.  
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My encounter with Māori education  

‘Finding a voice’… As I look back on this process, on my personal journey, I should say that I 

might not come across as an academic voice in this reflection.  I might be trying to express 

what would not actually be seen in a ceremony like this, but what might be experienced in 

ceremonies that acknowledge, in a way, not only the physical realm but the spiritual one. For 

me, it was a process of making peace with the fact that the doctoral path I had so unexpectedly 

taken —and for some people so ‘untimely’ in my life— would also demand from me to overcome 

many personal challenges, and the ‘calling’ in this Pōwhiri [welcome] ceremony would 

represent a significant one for me.  

Just a couple of weeks after I started my doctoral studies in the University of Auckland, I took 

part in a traditional Pōwhiri in the beautiful Tūtahi Tonu Marae as a welcome to international 

students. It was such a heart-warming and perfect occasion for me, after a particularly difficult 

and lonely time, that thinking about organizing a similar ceremony for my family —while 

happily chatting with some colleagues in a cold August afternoon— felt just natural. I wanted 

my family to experience what I had experienced.  It was also my intention to connect them in 

this way to me, to my doctoral path and to this beautiful land.  I had not foreseen, however, 

what a demanding, moving and emotional journey this pōwhiri would be for me, as if it were a 

representation of my own personal journey into this land.  

The organization of the pōwhiri was a long and eventful time. There were six months of plans 

and preparations. The actual welcoming ceremony was in January, when our families had 

arrived here. There were meetings and plans, then new plans and adjustments, more meetings, 

and practice for the event. There were many unexpected requirements and processes learned 

along the way.  Roles that were central and had not been imagined before…and then a new 

phrase appeared “Kia kaha!”[Be strong!]. A strong and good will was there to carry us in this 

journey, and we kept on going.   

The karanga call [that starts the pōwhiri] in Māori culture can be seen from two contrasting, 

clearly different perspectives. It might just be part of a beautiful traditional event, and it can 

also become something deeper;  it can become a transforming spiritual and emotional ritual.  

From my naive point of view, I thought we were organising a beautiful celebration for our 

visiting families. I found out, in the midst of it all, how profoundly spiritual and moving this 

process would be for me.   
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After months of careful consideration, suddenly, the day was here. 10 am. Our families had 

gathered by the tall tree overlooking the marae [traditional Māori meeting house]. It was time 

to begin. Tauwehe Tamati [a dear Māori friend and staff member] was there, supporting me as 

she had done all the way. I tried to be fully present and centred. I was determined to do the 

karanga, to do my calling, from the heart, as respectfully and honestly as I could. I was 

honoured and grateful for the opportunity, although it did present a real and unexpected 

challenge. And then it went: “Karanga mai, karanga mai, nau mai, haere mai…, kia kaha… 

ki te hoe… karanga mai…”.  Voicing this call in Māori was dear to me. Doing the karanga 

represented a huge emotional and conscious step for me towards the purposeful inclusion of 

my land, my family, my daughter and son, to my doctoral journey here –my waka– in Aotearoa 

New Zealand. 

Doing the karanga for my family also meant calling the indigenous within me, and the people 

from my country, to be welcomed in this land. Calling out to my family from this indigenous 

place, was emotionally demanding. I was able to finally acknowledge with an open heart that 

I not only had Irish ancestors, but indigenous ones as well; that I was proud not only of my 

European ancestry, but also of my indigenous one. I represented their inclusion symbolically. 

Therefore, the traditional dress, the handcrafted jewerly and the koha (gift or donation) that 

we presented to Tūtahi Tonu Marae. It was a humble attempt to be their voice in here, in 

Aotearoa New Zealand.  Giroux wrote that “to be voiceless in a society is to be powerless”( 

(2001, p.228). Maybe, in recovering their voice, the indigenous community in Mexico would 

find the power to change what their hearts have set to change.  

“Your hearts know in silence the secrets of the days and the nights. 

But your ears thirst for the sound of your heart's knowledge. 

You would know in words that which you have always known in thought…” 

Kahlil Gibran  

The sound of my heart’s knowledge… And I thought about her, I thought of my not very well 

identified indigenous great grandmother who had been humbly waiting for us, for her family, 

to acknowledge her and to include her into our whānau.  I smile, because when I say “I thought 

about her”, I am just trying to convey what my spirit went through;  I ‘felt’ all my family with 

me, and I was just being the voice of this calling to bring my people closer again… ‘Finding a 

voice’ here also means finding it in English, in this language that is foreign to me but that I 

desperately need to feel as my own so I would be able to move forward. I am claiming the right 
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to express what I feel in the best way I can, from my own particular place, and with my own 

voice, even though it might sound a little ‘foreign’, and a little too emotional.  I just long to say 

“this is who I am, and this is what I can contribute”… .  
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Chapter 3. The Latin American and the Mexican context 

The main objective of this chapter is to provide the sociohistorical context of the study, where 

Tosepan Titataniske –the indigenous cooperative– and later Tosepan Kalnemachtloyan –

the indigenous school– appeared.  I will also outline the progress of education in this region 

and in Mexico for indigenous students. It is important to bear in mind the three key examined 

interacting concepts, which guide this study.  Within the school and the community, the work 

on language planning, its effort towards Buen vivir / Yeknemilis, and the representation of 

indigenous identity within the local context. All three shape and inform the school’s and the 

community’s educational work. Before exploring these key concepts and to better appreciate 

their interconnection and effects, I initially provide the broader background and context of 

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, the indigenous bilingual school. I initially discuss the 

sociohistorical context of the wider region. I begin this chapter by providing a glimpse of the 

general historical background of this region from the Latin American perspective, turning the 

focus to approach the national view, and offer an outline of the history of education for 

indigenous children. The subsequent chapter will explore in greater detail the local region, the 

indigenous cooperative, and Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan.  

3.1. Latin American context 

Writing an outline of the historical background of the Latin American region, and specifically 

Mexico, is essential. Latin America was part of the process seen in other areas of the world, 

where Europeans who considered their culture as civilised, assigned the category of barbaric 

and ‘uncivilised’ to the people they conquered. Immense regions with a different culture, rather 

abundant natural resources and wealth, but ‘lacking’ the western knowledge, language and 

manners the Europeans considered classical were subjugated (De Carlo, 2008). The ‘civilizing 

mission’ was thought to correspond to the Western cultures: the British, French, Spaniards and 

Portuguese. “The indigenous cultures were considered subordinated to the European 

“civilization” and were therefore supposed to integrate in new and “modern” societies.” 

(Stiegler, 2008, p.55). This assumption provided European people the necessary motive, in 

their perspective, to conquer vast regions, and submit the native people to a process where 

Europeans imposed their ‘civilization’ through cruel methods, obtaining plenty of wealth and 

territory in return (De Carlo, 2008, Rubial, 2002; Alcalá, 1997). 
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When the Spaniards came to the American continent, there was actually a debate on whether 

or not the ‘natives’ had a soul. The ‘Debates de Valladolid’ were to discuss if the inhabitants 

of the ‘discovered’ American continent were human beings…or not. As abhorrent as it may 

seem, this inquiry on the indigenous people’s soul, therefore their human condition, was merely 

an argument for colonization, and to establish the need for a “just war”. These debates were 

the first to discuss the human rights of indigenous people in the Americas. As Maldonado-

Torres (2007) explains, the answer in the Debates de Valladolid was not as relevant as the 

question asked.  “El “descubrimiento” y la conquista de las Américas fue un evento histórico 

con implicaciones metafísicas, ontológicas y epistémicas.” [The ‘discovery’ and the conquest 

of the Americas was an historical event with metaphysical, ontological and epistemic 

implications] (Maldonado-Torres,  2007, p.137).  The outcome of these debates would allow 

enslavement of the people from the American continent. Bartolomé de las Casas, a highly 

influential Dominican friar, tried to stop the abuse against indigenous people and advocated for 

their human rights. He was named ‘the Protector of the Indians’ and fought unrelentingly 

against the enslavement of the Indians, and for their right to self-government until he died, in 

1566.  

Regrettably, by the time the debates concluded –in 1551– the conquerors had already 

established an unjust treatment of indigenous people, and the outcome of the debates did not 

change it. This treatment followed the non-ethical interaction distinctive of wars. Nelson 

Maldonado-Torres (2007) elaborates on this: 

El colonialismo moderno puede entenderse como condena o vida en el infierno, 

caracterizada por la naturalización de la esclavitud, ahora justificada en relación con 

la constitución biológica y ontológica de sujetos y pueblos, y no solamente por sus 

creencias…. La expresión hiperbólica de la colonialidad incluye el genocidio  (p.137, 

p.138). 

[Modern colonialism can be understood as a conviction or a life in hell, characterised 

by the naturalization of slavery, now justified in relation with the biological and 

ontological constitution of subjects and peoples, and not only of their beliefs…the 

hyperbolic expression of coloniality includes genocide]. 

The Americas were the first extensive region controlled by European colonizers, and their 

control was ruthless. The subsequent movements of European nations over foreign lands, 

including Africa, Middle East or Asia, marked subsequent colonizations with a similarly 

characteristically violent, non-ethical nature. These actions were underpinned –and 

rationalised– by assumptions of ‘race’ and difference, and the created hierarchies among them. 
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Quijano (2000) argues that one of the fundamental tenets of eurocentric power and influence 

is the idea of race, and the further classification of human population under this idea. He 

additionally explains that the notion of race is “una construcción mental que expresa la 

experiencia básica de la dominación colonial y que desde entonces permea las dimensiones 

más importantes del poder mundial, incluyendo su racionalidad específica, el 

eurocentrismo.” [a mental construct that expresses the basic experience of colonial domination 

and which, since that time, permeates the most important dimensions of world power, including 

its specific rationality: eurocentrism] (p.122).  

Race was a new way to extend old practices of superiority/inferiority.  It also became the key 

criterion to assign people hierarchical roles, levels, and jobs within the power structure of the 

new colonial society. This racist distribution allocated people in the Americas into diverse 

categories, namely white, indian, black, and mestizo. Quijano (2000) further clarifies that race 

became the idea that naturalized the harsh colonial oppression from Europeans towards 

indigenous people. The lowest position in the social hierarchy was allocated to black people –

mostly slaves– and the level before the lowest was for the indios [Indians], a word that has had 

pejorative connotations until the present time, with the exception of its use by some indigenous 

people who have reclaimed the term for themselves. As the colonization process continued, 

numerous combinations appeared from these original racial categories.  

Reaching the 18th century –as the racial categories multiplied– the subsequent mixed-race 

combinations were named and traced in an attempt to prevent the disappearance of clear social 

boundaries.  Within the ‘castas’ system, Spanish people from the peninsula had the highest 

rank. They were followed by the criollos, who were white people with Spanish ancestry born 

in the Americas. Next and lower came the descendants from Spanish and indian, who were 

named mestizo. There were progressively more categories, for example from a black and a 

white a mulato was born, from an indian and a black person came a zambo. This growing 

number of castas continued, coining ludicrous names such as salta p’atras, lobo and coyote13.  

These castas [castes] were carefully represented in paintings that either visually symbolised 

one caste, or several, or the sixteen most common combinations for interracial mixing. The 

different race combinations and castas were associated with the diverse skin colours and racial 

features. This perception, which was kept throughout the whole colonial period in the Americas 

                                                           
13 The latter caste had its origin within an indian and a mestizo, and an adaptation later became widely used to 

name and represent the non-indigenous people, they are the ‘coyomej’. This is used in the region of Cuetzalan. 

http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coyote
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and in other subsequent colonial territories in the world (e.g. Philippines), was associated as 

well with the racial distribution of work and the diverse ways of exploitation within colonialism 

and the subsequent development of capitalism. It is relevant to include this extended quote 

from Quijano (2000) elaborating on the consequences of this hierarchical racialized structure: 

  

Esto se expresó, sobre todo, en una cuasi exclusiva asociación de la blanquitud 

social con el salario y por supuesto con los puestos de mando de la administración 

colonial. Así, cada forma de control del trabajo estuvo articulada con una raza 

particular... Una nueva tecnología de dominación/explotación, en este caso 

raza/trabajo, se articuló de manera que apareciera como naturalmente asociada. Lo 

cual, hasta ahora, ha sido excepcionalmente exitoso.   (Quijano, 2000, P.124) 

 

[This was expressed, particularly, through an almost exclusive association of social 

whiteness with the salary and, of course, with the ruling positions within colonial 

administration. In this way, each avenue of job/trade control was associated with a 

particular race…A new technology of  domination/exploitation, in this case race/job,  

was articulated in such a way that it would seem naturally associated. This has been, , 

until now, exceptionally successful]. 

Maldonado Torres (2007) supports this argument on the origin of race within the conquest of 

the Americas, and the subsequent global spread of the notion to other regions of the world.  He 

further elaborates that the notion of ‘race’ provided legitimacy to what he calls the ‘non-ethics’ 

–or the absolute absence of ethical values– of the soldiers in the war of colonization; non-ethics 

which continued long after the actual combat ended.  According to him, this indicates that the 

event which started modernity –the conquest of the Americas-  became “un proceso perpetuo 

de conquista”, [a perpetual process of conquest] (p.139).  In regard to the colonial time and its 

racial hierarchization, Maldonado-Torres argues that: “[e]n la modernidad, ya no será la 

agresión o la oposición de enemigos, sino la “raza”, lo que justifique, ya no la temporal, 

sino la perpetua servidumbre, esclavitud y violación corporal de los sujetos racializados.” 

(2007, p.140, my emphasis)  [in modernity, it will no longer be the aggression or the opposition 

of the foe, but the ‘race’ which will justify not only the temporal but the perpetual servitude, 

slavery, and corporeal violation of racialized subjects]. And so race has remained as the 

justification for ‘the perpetual conquest’. 
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Historical perspective. Recent history  

The last decades of the 20th century in Latin America were marked by political and social 

unrest. A tense and violent period in this region was signalled by the defeat of the dictator 

Batista in Cuba in 1959.  The Cuban revolution, along with Fidel Castro and ‘Che’ Guevara, 

inculcated the spread of socialist ideas in the region, along with the aim to support the poor and 

opressed. Latin American seemed to be resisting more effectively the interventionism of the 

United States of America throughout the continent. The Cuban revolution was followed 

throughout the continent by governments that were influenced by socialist ideas. Among the 

most popular was Salvador Allende in Chile at the beginning of the 1970s, and later the 

‘Sandinistas’ in Nicaragua in 1979. Over time, however, the interventionism from the USA 

became more forceful and open, and both socialists and nationalists governments were 

overthrown by this foreign intervention, as in Chile, for example (Cancino & Cristoffanini, 

2012).  

These highly socially mobilized times were marked by students’ movements and activism in 

several parts of the world, France, West Germany, USA, Japan, Uruguay, Ecuador, Brazil, 

Colombia, Venezuela, and also in Mexico. Furthermore, those decades were a time of great 

intellectual influence from key Latin American thinkers, both current and historical ones. These 

include the  essays and poems of José Martí, early in 1892, and his concern to face USA’s 

continental ambitions as a unified Latin America. Another example are the essays of José 

Mariátegui in 1928, where he discussed the problem of indigenous people as a socioeconomic 

and not only a cultural one, as it is  the essay ‘Calibán’ from the Cuban poet Roberto Fernández 

Retamar in 1971, who reflects on Latin American identity. The ideas shared in Freire’s seminal 

book ‘Pedagogy of the Opressed’ in 1968, which argued for people’s right to literacy and less 

oppressed lives; and the ideas in Eduardo Galeano’s well-known essay, “The open veins of 

Latin America” in 1971, where the history of control and domination from the USA on Latin 

America was critically analysed, also stand out.  

These events and ideas were relevant because they marked an emerging critical effort to work 

as a region, in a more unified and less-dependent manner. This effort attempted to fight a strong 

orientation in this region, “[a]s Aníbal Quijano (2000) observes, 500 years of colonialism and 

neocolonialism have embedded a powerful orientation to Europe among Latin American 

intellectuals” (Connel, 2007,p.140).  These years also saw the formation of many military 

governments in South America, several particularly violent, and supported by the USA. These 
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right-wing military governments tried to put an end to the increasing leftist social movements 

and resorted to repression to preserve the status quo. 

 

Contemporary times 

The conditions in which the diverse indigenous peoples have lived in Latin America continue 

to be of marginalization and exclusion. This includes marginalization and exclusion not only 

from social public domains, but also from administration and services, affecting the rights of 

indigenous people in general.  Many of these indigenous peoples are also affected by poverty 

and its related problems.  Poverty, in turn, diminishes their possibilities to access the services 

that would allow them a less deprived way of life.  This problem is widely comparable in Latin 

America, indigenous communities in the region share a similar story. According to Del Popolo 

(2012)  “[i]n Latin America there are at least 670 indigenous peoples, and though they are 

diverse in demographic, territorial, cultural and socio-political terms, the one thing they have 

in common is the structural discrimination that affects them all, translating into greater levels 

of poverty and social exclusion” (p. 4).  This structural discrimination started with the conquest 

by Europeans, namely Spaniards and Portuguese, and it has continued until current times under 

powerful elites throughout Latin America. 

Indigenous communities in Latin America subsist in social, political and economic contexts 

that are identified as problematic. Deprivation and discrimination have been common for 

indigenous people in many countries in the region. In order to understand their conditions, I 

include below a short sectionon a report from an international organization in the Latin 

American region. The circumstances in which many indigenous communities find themselves 

are particularly difficult, as it will be seen. The levels of poverty they endure affect their well-

being. However, in the north of the American continent, and in the far south of it, there have 

been even more direct repression for indigenous peoples, and open attempts to isolate them, to 

disappear their tribes, and their way of life.  These peoples have had to fight for survival in a 

much more dramatic manner.  
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UNICEF Report on poverty 

Since deprivation of indigenous peoples contributes to their exclusion from education and 

administration in Latin America; I include this report to better illustrate their social context. 

The UNICEF (2012) report states that the social inequalities found in this region –Latin 

America and the Caribbean Islands– are the sharpest ones of the world. This information may 

outline more accurately the situation in which the majority of indigenous people live in Latin 

America nowadays. The definition of ‘poverty’ for this organization refers to the population 

earning less money than the well-being line, and lack of coverage –or a deficiency– in at least 

one of the mentioned areas. These areas are ‘health, education, adequate nutrition, water, 

sanitation and housing’ according to the English language document. ‘Extreme poverty’ would 

be defined as  earning less than the well-being line, and three or more deficiencies in any other 

area. So the difference between poverty and extreme poverty is the number of areas it affects.   

It might be significant to note that the Spanish language report from the same organization, 

excludes ‘information’ among the criteria for the areas, each area is considered a social 

right.  The English report clearly states:   

Thresholds of privation have been defined for seven rights to permit the 

multidimensional and direct measurement of poverty. The seven are, namely, the rights 

to health, education, information, adequate nutrition, water, sanitation and housing. 

This model distinguishes between two levels of privation: severe privation of some 

rights, giving an estimate of extreme poverty, and moderate privation. (The rights of 

Indigenous children, UNICEF, 2012, p.4 p.5, my emphasis) 

The report continues explaining the overrepresentation of children in the data of poverty among 

the general and indigenous population in Latin America. Children that are poor  –those under 

18 years old–  reach 63%, which is an extremely high figure. If the attention is focused only 

on the indigenous population, considering only children as well, the figure rises quite 

dramatically to 88%  (ECLAC &UNICEF, 2012b) So practically, nine out of every ten 

indigenous children in this region suffer some sort of privation. “A generalized pattern of 

inequality was detected, with indigenous children experiencing greater levels of privation than 

non-indigenous children in all the dimensions considered” (Del Popolo, F. 2012, p.6).  
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3.2. Mexican context 

This section will outline the sociohistorical context of Mexico to sketch a more thorough  

socioeconomic context of the indigenous school of this study. The numbers provided may seem 

a statistical fact, but the reality experienced –day in and day out– by indigenous people in 

Mexico can be much harder than what a set of percentages and figures may convey. The 

contrasts that can be found and the social marginalisation of indigenous people, the deprivation 

in which their children live, or experience school, may not be easy to render from a foreign 

perspective. This may also be true even for people from Latin America and Mexico, for the 

ones who are so familiar with the naturalization of inequality and discrimination that they 

hardly notice it anymore.  

The different indigenous groups in Mexico, appeared in what is known as ‘world history’ only 

within the frame of colonial domination. And so, they were allocated to the margins from the 

beginning, and they have remained there.  I will draw here from a highly respected Mexican 

anthropologists: Guillermo Bonfil Batalla (1980), who elaborated on the difficulty to grasp 

who indigenous people are, when their stories and histories have long been marginalised. He 

argued on the fact that Mexico was seemingly two places at one, the ‘México profundo’ (1987) 

which includes the indigenous people with all their struggles, and the ‘México imaginario’, 

which mainly look at the country as a fair and egalitarian place. Bonfil (1980) suggested that 

the stories of indigenous people were not history, as their history was yet to be written. He 

argued that indigenous stories thus needed to be recovered and told. He added that the 

knowledge about indigenous people should come from themselves; not from the outside, which 

looks at them as if looking at a distant other (Said, 1977, 1985). 

The submission of indigenous people in colonial Mexico was rationalized from the very 

beginning. This region and their inhabitants were considered inferior beings that were in a 

sense ‘granted’ to the Europeans. The native people were not Christian, not ‘civilized’ to the 

western eyes (Bonfil, 1980).  ‘Redemption’ appeared as the justification of the brutal settlement 

of Spaniards, conveniently assisted by the widespread dissemination of deadly diseases. The 

forceful ‘redemption’ of the native people, who worshipped the sun, the moon, the wind and 

their land seemed appropriate.  This ‘redemption’ also imposed on indigenous people a new 

King and Queen in a foreign land, and a new god (Galeano, 1971; León Portilla, 1981; 

Beaucage, 2005).  
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For the European population, the so called ‘encounter of cultures’ was to precede the spread of 

Christianity to reconcile these people, along their considered savage costumes and rites, with 

the word of Jesus and His kindness. The accounts the missionaries left of their efforts described 

the ‘great spiritual mission’ they had undertaken. And so the symbols that reinforced the 

messianic nature of their endeavour are abundant:  friars arriving in groups of 12, as the number 

of Jesus’ apostles Religious images that seemed to have appeared in Cem Anáhuac14, and so to 

‘have chosen’ the indigenous land. Remarkable stories told about the expeditious manner in 

which thousands of native people converted to the catholic religion, conversion that could be 

accounted for by some practical reasons, such as survival, more than to divine intervention 

(León Portilla, 1981; Rubial, 2002; Alcalá, 1997).  

As the centuries went by, the indigenous people, dramatically reduced by sickness or mere 

exploitation, barely managed to keep their communities under the repression of Spanish 

conquerors who benefitted from their slave labour. The hardship indigenous people suffered is 

furthered illustrated by Baldauf and Kaplan (2007) in these terms: 

estimates put the Mexican population at approximately 25.3 million in 1519, 16.8 

million in 1523, 2.6 million in 1548, 1.3 million in 1695 and 1 million in 1705. This 

stunning decrease in indigenous population…led to the extinction of more than a 

hundred languages  (p.16)  

These figures give an account of the population just before the arrival of the Spaniards in the 

regions where Mexico is located. In 1523, just after the conquest, the population decreased in 

almost 44%.  In the following 25 years, the population decline reached 90%. Yet, from this 

figure, already minute, the subsequent ten years witnessed a further reduction of 30% of the 

remaining population. This dramatic decline occurred during the two decades of the Spanish 

domination. Naturally, with the rapid disappearance of peoples and communities, complete 

indigenous cultures and languages vanished as well. Indigenous cultures, along with their so 

called ‘barbaric’ knowledge, started to be systematically repressed under the European 

domination 500 years ago.  

Indigenous people in Mexico and in the Latin American region endured what is described by 

Palacios (1994)  as follows: 

The native population suffered genocide, usurpation of their lands, imposition of the 

Spanish language and a forced evangelization -in short, the submission of their culture 

                                                           
14 This is how indigenous people called the American continent, or the Americas, before the conquest. 
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and the violent imposition of a foreign one. ( ... ) Due to the Spanish system of education 

and to the colonial-political domination, Indians and 'mestizos' were persuaded of the 

existence of a superior race, culture and religion (the Spanish) and an inferior one: 

theirs." (Palacios, 1994, p. 265) 

 

After centuries of turmoil, indigenous people continue to resist efforts to assimilate them to the 

‘modern’ Mexico; they are still perceived as an obstacle to progress. It is actually a tribute to 

indigenous people’s resilience and endurance that some of their peoples, cultures and languages 

still can be heard. The discriminatory perception towards indigenous people in Mexico 

continued to be present during and after the social movements of independence and the 

revolution, even though indigenous people and peasants,  considered poor and low in social 

status, participated in the battles bravely. The superior social status granted to the Spaniards 

during the Colony, and to their descendants, suffered no change nor transformation throughout 

the centuries. In this vein, 

[t]he colonial ideology, which conceived the Indian as a "primitive" whom the 

Spanish had to "civilize," was maintained until the Republic period (1980). This 

assimilation ideology tried to incorporate the Indians to the Western Christian value 

system, but although it met limited success, it dissolved the components of Indian 

sociocultural identity, including language, religion and economic model. (Palacios, 

1994, p. 265) 

 

This perspective supported the categorization of the population in Mexico within the complex 

racial stratification named ‘castas’, described above.  In relation to all these varied 

combinations that took place during the Colony, it is said that 'mestizaje' was mainly a practice 

of resistance, a means to survive.      

 

The impostion of the Spanish language had been tried during the Colonial times but with little 

success; this language policy had not been effectively implemented by the time the colonial 

period ended. It did become more relevant after Mexican Independence (in 1821) with the 

effort of the group of ‘criollos´, second generation Spaniards, and privileged mestizos, who 

aimed to ‘construct’ the national Mexican identity. These groups integrated Spanish 

language15, along with some religious elements, which strategically combine pre-hispanic 

beliefs and Spaniard ones, such as La Virgen de Guadalupe and also La Virgen de los 

                                                           
15 mainly to identify it with the national language, even though the effort to impose its use was not implemented 

until after the Mexican Revolution, which finished in 1921 
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Remedios. They included these symbolic religious elements to increase the cohesion of such a 

diverse national population (López, 2001; Rubial, 2002). The castas legacy was to continue in 

the ‘new’ nation, along with the allocation of types of jobs to diverse specific ‘castas’.  It 

became clear from the beginning that criollos and elite mestizos would represent the privileged 

sector, and the ‘lower’ general ‘mass’ of diverse mestizo and indigenous people would be in a 

lower category, meant to be the base, the very bottom of the new national society. This would 

prolong the exploitation indigenous people had endured in the colonial period. The 

participation in the nation’s major historical events and the contribution indigenous people 

made to this emerging nation was still not visible. Even after  they had been proclaimed in the 

official discourse as the origin of Mexican national identity, and as proud descendants of the 

Aztec and Mayan empires and cultures.  In this vein, Patricia Velázquez (2004) explains:                                                    

Los indígenas de México han sufrido todo; hambre, pobreza, exclusión, 

segregación, abandono, pero sobre todo despojo. El despojo a su cultura, a su 

dignidad y a sus tierras. ( ... ) Esta situación que parece eterna, y que muchos se 

niegan a ver, ha provocado la intervención de Comisiones lnternacionales de 

Derechos Humanos, para enmendar en algo el problema indígena, no solo en 

México, sino también en otras latitudes de América Latina" ( p.3) 

 

[Indigenous people in Mexico have suffered all that can be suffered: hunger, poverty, 

exclusion, segregation, abandonment, but above all: dispossession. The dispossession 

of their culture, their dignity, their lands. (…) This situation that seems eternal, and that 

many refuse to see, has prompted the intervention of International Commissions of 

Human Rights, to mend in part the problems of indigenous people, not only in Mexico, 

but also in other latitudes of Latin America]  

 

After a lengthy period of assimilationist efforts, indigenous peoples’ problems were seen in a 

one-dimensional manner. Accordingly, the indigenous communities should try to ‘integrate 

themselves’ into the Mexican nation, so they could ‘receive’ basic services, or so it was stated.  

Indigenous people were, still,  part of this strong and almost ‘mythical’ nation, which is how 

Mexico was constructed.  Many of these assimilatory efforts were ostensibly concerned with 

providing them with what ‘they needed’, but seldom actually considered what  indigenous 

peoples themselves wanted. Rather, these discourses were underpinnned by what the nation 

state needed them to be, according to its homogenising objectives.  

Similarly oriented to assimilation,  a government policy called ‘Indigenismo’ [Indigenism] 

was developed in the 1930s. It aimed to defend and protect indigenous people, but one of the 

aims was clearly to integrate them into the Mexican society. Naturally, indigenous people were 
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never consulted nor  seen as collaborators, but just as in need of protection. ‘Indigenismo’ has 

since been widely critiqued, as its aims were not beneficial for the indigenous communities and 

it did nothing to prevent the disappearance of indigenous languages and cultures. 

‘Indigenismo’ was, in the end, an open effort to assimilate indigenous people.  According to 

the Mexican anthropologists Bonfil Batalla (1980) and Favre (1998),  this policy just aimed at 

transforming indigenous people into what the  nation needed: Mexicans.  

The official policies regarding indigenous peoples included glorifying the Pre-Hispanic 

indigenous cultures (before colonisation), while displaying an open effort to ‘erase’ the native 

cultures and assimilate them. The effort to weaken indigenous cultures has been present 

throughout and has been disguised in some important moments in the history of Mexico. 

During difficult times, indigenous people were promised basic rights and land if they fought 

with one side, or the other (Hamel, 2001). They did participate fighting bravely and supporting 

what they believed were their common ideals:  “Tierra y libertad” [Land and Liberty] the 

widely used ideal of the Mexican Revolution (1910-1921). However, their ideals and 

aspirations were hardly fulfilled, since no real rights were granted to them when the conflicts 

finished, their struggle is still much present. 

 

Student movements in Mexico, the ‘loss of innocence’  

The second part of the 20th century was characterised by increasing social protests and activism, 

and the students’ movement in Mexico has been a milestone in its recent history. There had 

been echoes coming from students’ protests in several countries. The student movement in 

Mexico had been gaining force, until it was brutally repressed by military forces on 2 October 

1968, 10 days before the 19th Olympic Games, the first ones ever to be held in Latin America. 

The attack on the students was in Tlatelolco square, during a demonstration. There has never 

been agreement on the number of victims. The official number of deaths vary from 27 to 43, 

to “many” (Echeverria, in 1988);  other accounts go from 190 (CNH),  to 325 (students; John 

Rodda), to 500 (Mexican journalist), to 800 (Jose Cabrera Parra), to thousands. Additionally, 

there were thousands injured and arrested, there were disappearances as well.  

The Olympic Games were held with almost no disruption and a number of innovations were 

proudly offered to the international audience (the different spots signalling, the colour-code 

used to map the Games, the ‘Ruta de la Amistad’, and the logo). The cultural, artistic and 
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scientific agenda designed for the Games was also the first of its kind, and the games involved 

the participation of 97 countries. Additionally, the first woman in history to light up the 

Olympic flame was Mexican –Enriqueta Basilio–  and she did it in these games; she received 

the torch from a soldier in gala uniform. Mexico was entering the world stage, and its 

international reputation had to be conveyed under the best possible light. Everything had been 

carefully prepared to offer an image to the world that would counteract prejudiced comments 

made on Mexico holding the Olympic Games. During the games, the only echo of social protest 

was that of the atheletes Tommie Smith and John Carlos from US, who won gold and silver in 

the 200 metres sprint. They went on the podium and raised their fists in black gloves in the 

‘Black power’ salute to support the civil rights struggle in US. Additionally, Smith, Carlos and 

the Australian athlete Peter Norman –the silver medallist- wore buttons of the Olympic Project 

for Human Rights campaign that fought to overcome racial segregation.    

 

Hidden from both the public and the international view, the student movement of 1968 and the 

government repression around it, marked the beginning of ‘la guerra sucia’ [the dirty war] in 

Mexico. This dirty war strengthened the silent repression from the Mexican government to its 

dissidents. The demonstrators had been mainly left-wing students, many blue collar workers, 

many student teachers from rural teacher colleges, indigenous people, and farmers. Armed rural 

movements spread in some regions of Mexico: Guerrero, Michoacán, Chiapas, Oaxaca, Puebla. 

The ‘dirty war’ started in the 1960s and continued for decades. This harsh military repression 

tried to control the guerrillas and often resulted in civilian casualties during their ‘operations’, 

women, children and elders among these casualties. Carlos Montemayor (1999) explains: “[l]os 

movimientos guerrilleros en México han sido constantes. En ocasiones como recursos de los 

pueblos; en otras, de ejércitos regulares vencidos o de militares sublevados” (p.9)   [the 

guerrilla movements in Mexico have been constant. On some occasions they appeared as a 

resource coming from the peoples; in others, from defeated regular armies or from rebellious 

militia men’].  During this period of guerra sucia [dirty war], there were numerous incidents 

in which the army was involved in the torture, killing, and disappearance of a number of people 

–even complete villages.  In the states where there have been episodes of the ‘dirty war’, some 

with high percentages of indigenous people, the origin of the violence and repression has been 

widely known by the population, but hardly ever openly discussed; certainly not mentioned by 

newspapers or the press. 
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The 1980s marked a difficult time for Mexico due to a major debt crisis; aggravated by a 

devastating 8.1 earthquake in 1985, which left substantial damage. The Mexican peso devalued 

on a regular basis between 1983 and 1988. In those six years, the value of the US dollar against 

the Mexican peso multiplied more than fifteen times (15.4). In that critical scenario, the country 

somehow still seemed to be moving towards a more democratic time. The left gained 

momentum under this democratic impression. The presidential campaign and election of 1988 

saw the candidate of the left, Cuauhtémoc Cárdenas, gain increasing support. The ruling party, 

however, the PRI, acted swiftly and the elections were rigged in their favour. The method was 

ironically revealed in the memoirs of the president at the time, which were published in 2004. 

In 1988, to bring rapid closure to the fraudulent elections, Salinas de Gortari –along with his 

neoliberal agenda– was swiftly announced as the winner. Some measures were taken to prevent 

Cuauhtémoc Cárdenas from organizing opposition to this result. The other popular and 

charismatic presidential candidate, Manuel Clouthier, led the protests and the civic resistance. 

One year later, Clouthier died in a ‘frontal car accident with a truck’ in the middle of the sierra, 

there was an impact, however,on the back of his car. The 1988 election marked a shift in 

Mexican politics. It was also a sign for the imposed government of the times to come; Mexican 

society was giving some signs of greater opposition to the anti-democratic practices in the 

country, albeit they were only pockets of resistance. Still, the new government attempted to be 

perceived as both democratic and respectful of citizens’ rights.   

The 1990s saw a growing tendency to legitimize the rights of minority groups, and indigenous 

peoples. This was in part due to the reorganization of the economies that followed the global 

economic crisis at the beginning of 1990s (Muñoz, 2006; Garcia-Sayan, 2009).  In Mexico, 1 

January 1994 marked the beginning of the Zapatista rebellion in Chiapas, one of the states with 

the highest percentage of indigenous people in its population. This conflict has been relevant 

for indigenous peoples’ rights and, in general, in raising awareness in civic society of the 

terrible conditions in which indigenous people have long lived in Mexico. This milestone in 

Mexican history will thus be briefly examined below.  

 

Ejército Zapatista de Liberación Nacional (EZLN) 

On 1 January 1994, Mexico woke up to the news of an armed uprising of indigenous people in 

the south on Mexico; they were part of the Ejército Zapatista de Liberación Nacional 

(EZLN, the Zapatista Army of National Liberation). This rebellion was unexpected by large 
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sectors of the Mexican population, and it appeared on the first day of the Tratado de Libre 

Comercio de Norte América (TLC), known as the “North American Free Trade Agreement” 

(NAFTA), which was to ‘propel’ Mexico to a prosperous and modern future, or so its 

proponents said. The international agreement –as it happens– had completely ignored deprived 

communities, farmers and indigenous people. It would benefit mainly the national elite and the 

transnational companies.      

The EZLN appearance and their declaration of war on the Mexican government led to a conflict 

with violent episodes and harsh repression for indigenous communities. It is generally referred 

to as a twelve-day conflict, since the order to cease fire came in that time, however, the 

hostilities continued for years. The start of this insurrection marked a critical period between 

the Mexican government and indigenous people in Mexico, who were represented by the 

EZLN. The main aim of this guerrilla army was to defend the rights of indigenous people. The 

Subcomandante Marcos, the leader of the insurrection, stated on 2 February 1994 what their 

social movement aimed at: “¿La toma del poder? No, apenas algo más difícil: un mundo 

nuevo…. nuestro trabajo es ese: pelear y morir para que otros vivan pero una vida mejor, 

mucho mejor que la que nos tocó morir a nosotros.”  [The seizure of power? No, something 

barely more difficult: a better world…. our work is this: to fight and to die so others live, but a 

better life, much better than the one we will get to die”  (Subcomandante Marcos, comunicado 

de prensa, 2 de enero 1994). 

There were problematic events and brutal incidents, in which the Mexican government and 

Army were accused of grave human rights violations. The effort to work swiftly towards a 

peace agreement, as demanded by the Mexican people, led in time to the COCOPA (Comisión 

de Concordia y Pacificación, Concord and Pacification Commission) which promoted dialogue 

and pursued the continuation of the peace conversations. The peace conversations were a long 

delicate process. It was followed closely, and in awe, by the Mexican urban society. The peace 

commission (COCOPA) finally reached an agreement in February, 1996, (Carretero, 2002). 

After this long process of dialogue and deliberation, both the government and the EZLN signed 

what was known as the ‘San Andres Accords on Indigenous Rights and Culture’. These accords 

were expected to be sent by the government to both legislative chambers in order to make the 

constitutional reforms needed for the recognition of indigenous peoples’ rights in Mexico, as 

it had been publicly agreed. In this document, the EZLN had proposed an approach for the 

recognition not only of individual, but also of the collective rights of indigenous peoples. This 
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was to be turned into a proposal of law. However, more than 24 years later, the San Andres 

accords have never been implemented, let alone, passed as law. 

Carlos Montemayor (2007) states that the EZLN movement “se adelanta a la reaparición de 

otros movimientos guerrilleros en el país, cuya fuerza y número es, en los umbrales del siglo 

XXI, imposible aún de ponderar e identificar” (p.244). [takes a step ahead the reappearance 

of other guerrilla movements in the country, whose strength and number are, in the beginning 

of the 21st. century, impossible yet to assess and identify]  The indigenous groups and fighters 

within the EZLN have long been trying to defend their position and interests. The guerrilla 

groups in general have tried to organise ongoing regional resistance in order to resist the 

neoliberal political measures of the last 30 years.  

The attempt to finish off the EZLN guerrillas included armed actions that clearly reached at 

times the local population, and these actions have been extended nowadays under the auspices 

of the Mexican Drug war. The current war against drug trafficking began in 2006; the army 

started then to intervene openly in military actions across diverse areas. This conflict has been 

characterised as ‘a low intensity war’, but the violence coming from the drug dealers, or from 

the army itself, has brought desolation to a number of regions, and recently, the country in 

general. The number of deaths of this so called ‘low intensity war’ reached 234,996 in October 

2017 (INEGI), and more than 32,000 additional disappearances, but even official records 

acknowledge there is no certainty in this number. The ‘low intensity war’ has made 2017 the 

most violent year in Mexican history since the Revolution in 1910.  Additionally, there has 

been a resemblance to the modus operandi of the ‘dirty war’ in some violent turning points in 

modern Mexican history: the extrajudicial executions of 22 civilians by soldiers in what is 

known now as the Tlataya massacre, in June 201416; and the infamous disappearance of the 43 

student teachers from Ayotzinapa, Guerrero, in September 2014. A closer view into these 

violent events would make any firm believer in democracy and state institutions in Mexico, 

shudder. 

 

The CONEVAL. Mexico, report on poverty 

The perspective will now turn to the socio-economic current situation for indigenous people in 

Mexico, which mirrors the highly problematic context in Latin America. Different national 

                                                           
16 As concluded by the National Human Rights Commission (CNDH) in 2016 
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organizations, contribute to draw the scenario. The CONEVAL (Consejo Nacional de 

Evaluación de la Política de Desarrollo Social) [National Council of Evaluation of Social 

Development Policy] is a Mexican institution that collects data on poverty and measures the 

impact of social programs in the target population. Their reports are based on the statistical 

information gathered throughout the country by the INEGI (Instituto Nacional de Estadística 

y Geografía) [the National Institute of Geography and Statistics].  

The information gathered in Mexico in 2012 offered a stark contrast between urban and rural 

populations.  For example, 40.1 % of people living in rural settings were considered ‘poor’, 

and an additional 21.5% were ‘extremely poor’. That is, the percentage of poor people among 

the rural population was 62.5%.  In urban areas the percentages were 34.3% for ‘poor’ people 

and an additional 6.3% for ‘extremely poor’. However, even considering that these figures are 

worrisome, if the comparison is now made between indigenous and non-indigenous people, the 

situation is even more problematic. The Coneval reported that 42.6 % of non-indigenous people 

in Mexico in 2012 lived in ‘poverty’.  The indigenous population showed a significant increase, 

however, reaching 72.3%  in poverty.  From the figures given, the percentage of non-

indigenous people living in ‘extreme poverty’ is 7.6%, and it rises to 30.6% among the 

indigenous population - four times higher (Coneval, 2013a).  In a country such as Mexico, 

whose territory is divided by states, it is noticeable that the poorest states and regions are the 

ones with higher indigenous population.  
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Chapter 4. Education in Latin America and Mexico 

Me rodearon los despreciados, niños y niñas que conocian la vergüenza de permanecer por 

años en el mismo grado: los reprobados, los que leían cubeta en vez de Cuca y sumaban dos 

más dos igual a seis, los que no pude reprobar de nuevo y quería llevar por el amargo 

tránsito de la escuela oficial sin llantos ni reclamos...(Salinas-Samuel, 2000, p.12) 

[I was surrounded by the disdained, boys and girls who knew the shame of staying years in 

the same school grade: the ones who had failed, those who read ‘bucket’ instead of ‘Becky’ 

and added two plus two equal six; those who could not fail again. The ones I wanted to take 

through the bitter path of public school without crying or complaints…] 

 

Mexico and the Latin American region share an overwhelming inequality, and the problematic 

context for indigenous students discussed above. The fact that a community lacks good 

nutrition and water, or that it has sanitation and housing problems, affects children and their 

access to education.  Sometimes they have no access at all to school, or to full primary, or 

secondary schooling options. Other times children have access to school, but in their 

circumstances they may experience poor academic performance. This low performance could 

be connected to malnutrition, sanitation, housing deficiencies, or any other of the areas of social 

rights mentioned above.  Other factors that affect children’s performance or permanence in 

schools can be the inequalities that affect schools’ buildings, or the unequal distribution of 

educational resources to schools, or the availability and preparation of teachers in rural zones.  

Deprived contexts may lead to challenging schools roles, and the educational system in this 

situation becomes increasingly problematic (Raesfeld, 2009; Rogoff, 2005; Stiegler, 2008).    

 

4.1. Indigenous Education in Latin America  

 

I will outline in this chapter a brief overview of the educational efforts directed to indigenous 

children –18 years or younger– in the Latin American region initially, and then in Mexico 

particularly. This overview will draft relevant approaches in the last decades of the 20th century, 

mainly from the 1960s and 1970s. Within the problematic historical and social scenario 

outlined above in relation to indigenous peoples in Latin America, much of the effort focused 

on instigating assimilation, particularly through education. These strategies were guided by the 

overall aim to ‘desindianizar’ or ‘civilize the indians’, and were implemented throughout Latin 

America. The assimilation of indigenous people was seen as necessary to foster national unity, 
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which was considered fundamental. As Steigler (2008) observes: “The governments intended 

to reach this via different policy strategies where education played a central role. Due to the 

ideal of ‘homogeneous’ nations, the consequence of the educational policies was the 

assimilation of the indigenous languages and cultures” (p.55).  Indigenous children were in the 

centre of this effort when they had access to the education system.  

Indigenous languages were systematically excluded and/or dismissed from schools; their use 

was discouraged even among the children themselves (Nahmad, 1982; Poblete, 2004; Hamel 

et al, 2004). Consequently, indigenous children were mainly taught in the dominant colonial 

Spanish or Portuguese languages, whose use was extensive in most language domains. This 

language policy continued well into the final decades of the 20th century.  As a result, the 

majority of indigenous children found themselves lost in the midst of a context and language 

they did not know.  Many failed the initial primary courses, and many dropped out of school 

in the following ones, unable to learn content delivered in Spanish (López & Sichra, 2008; 

Hamel, 2008;  López, 2014). Indigenous children had difficulty coping with the content in a 

language they did not know well, and within schools that systematically discriminated them. 

What these students found familiar, their language and culture, was completely ignored or 

dismissed. This exclusion also instilled in them a sense of poor self-esteem and low capacity 

to respond to educational demands (López, 2014). In time, the poor educational results obtained 

by indigenous children at schools were also a justification for the state to reduce educational 

resources directed to them, since they were ‘not aptly used’, or such was the argument. In 

general, there was less funding for rural and indigenous schools, and significantly more funding 

for urban schools, where the majority of non-indigenous children, Spanish speakers, received 

their education.  

All this redistribution of resources and efforts in the public education system was a reflection 

of ideas that emphasized the importance of social control, in which John Dewey, the American 

pedagogue, participated actively.  According to Adriana Puigross (1983), there was a network 

in the US that intended to promote education to ensure progress in Latin American countries. 

This network seemed to have started with democratic ideals, ‘differentiating’ among urban 

public schools and rural ones. As it seemed to be productive, it was extended and implemented 

in several countries in Latin America, including Mexico, where it was called ‘educación 

diferenciadora’.  However, in time, the distribution of resources became less democratic 

(Puigross, 1983). The name conveyed the idea of differentiated funding in order to compensate 

for the lack of resources in deprived regions, but it was in fact the opposite. The network 
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provided more resources to urban and privileged areas under the rationale that they were 

obtaining better results. It decreased funding to already deprived regions and schools.   

According to Dewey and others –allegedly concerned with national unity, democracy and 

progress in the US– education had to fulfil three important functions. First, the function of 

massive ideological diffusion: this was considered central because ideologies would eventually 

transform into habits and traditions, thus ensuring that any social change would be unlikely, as 

if opposing ‘common sense’. In this way, rigid control over a society was guaranteed (Dewey, 

1977 cited in Puigross, 1983).  Secondly, school would modify habits and behaviour learned 

in the family, and the values learned from the community, but that may be antagonistic to the 

ideas the state school system, and the teachers, were representing. The third function would be 

to resolve the mediation of political encounters through pedagogic practice. As Puigross (1983) 

elaborated early, the school is increasingly becoming a socialization agency and transforming 

into a social stratification tool. The school process thus instils ways of socializations and values 

in students, which clearly signal towards the accepted (dominant ethnic group) behaviour and 

language use, as it discourages disagreement with mainstream ideas. The process within school 

thus serves imperialistic and dominant interests rather than the needs and interest of the 

children.   

Additionally, Indigenous education has also been argued to be a form of control, rather than a 

well-intended educational plan in Latin America, especially when it is bilingual education. 

Poblete (2004) argues that the notion of ‘interculturality’ that has been attached to indigenous 

bilingual schools in Latin America, may have been developed to exert greater control over this 

sector. He says that through this, indigenous communities diminish their demands. So, 

intercultural bilingual education for him:  

es control porque para el estado existe un hecho primordial, que es asegurar la 

gobernabilidad, para lo cual se institucionaliza esa demanda para responder 

eficientemente a ella. Pero también es reivindicación porque representa: la legítima 

aspiración de quienes han sido históricamente marginados y su inclusión dentro del 

aparato estatal, lo que de alguna forma garantiza la adquisición de una cierta 

‘visibilidad’ social.  (p. 4) 

[is control since for the state there is a primordial concern (fact)m which is ensure 

gobernability, for which the educational demand is institutionalized so it is covered 

efficiently. But intercultural bilingual education] is also reivindication because it 

represents the legitimate aspirations of the ones who had been historically marginalized, 
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and their inclusion within the state system, which in turn ensures certain social 

‘visibility’] 

In recent times, and as a result of the effort of indigenous communities themselves, there seems 

to be a new relationship with their respective nation states. This is due to the fact that some key 

legislation and international declarations have given recognition to the collective rights of 

indigenous people, adding to their individual rights (May, 2010). The key legislation mentioned 

is the one from the International Labour Organization Convention No. 169, and the United 

Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. These instruments establish the rights 

to non-discrimination; cultural integrity; ownership, use and control and access to land and its 

resources; development and social well-being; political participation; and prior free and 

informed consent (Del Popolo, F. 2012). Thus, through these rights, indigenous peoples were 

entitled to educational projects specifically developed for indigenous children. Some have been 

implemented with the aim to be more effective at addressing the needs of these groups; some 

are still aiming at a swift assimilation. A more thorough review of policies affecting indigenous 

peoples and indigenous languages will be discussed in the next chapter. 

Intercultural bilingual education in Latin America (indigenous education) implies a profound 

democratic process that still needs to develop and unfold in the region. The current 

achievements in this area have been a combination of grassroots community projects, political 

strategies to deal with indigenous communities and their demands, along with significant 

conflict and ensuing dialogue (Poblete, 2004). Nowadays, it is recognized that factors such as 

inequality in the school system, the actual physical conditions of the schools, the homogenizing 

curriculum, and the teachers encompass a complex combination that influence educational 

outcomes. If these factors are problematic, the learning outcomes and the students’ experience 

within school will be problematic as well.  This challenge has certainly been the predominant 

experience of indigenous students in Latin America to date. 

The structural problems that affect schools vary greatly depending on their location, the 

available resources, the actual physical condition of the different school buildings or 

classrooms, as well as the student population, their origins, and first language (L1).  In general, 

it can be said, that the richer the state or city, the better the education service and coverage they 

have. This condition also changes according to the particular region or municipality where 

schools are located,  and also the language(s) spoken at school. Latin America has an education 

system that reflects the deprivation of large sectors of the population. For example, according 
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to the OEI (Organización de Estados Iberoamericanos), there are 60,000 schools in Latin 

America without electricity, and the organization identifies Mexico and Peru as the countries 

in greater need; in these two countries there are as many as 18,000 schools with no electric 

power. 

The actual physical conditions of schools in the so called ‘developing’ –or periphery– regions 

of the world add to the challenges and incongruities that disadvantaged or minority students 

have to overcome in school. This and other relevant aspects should be considered when looking 

at issues of inequality in the educational process. When Canagarajah (1999) discusses the stark 

contrasts between classrooms in countries from the ‘Centre’ and countries from the ‘periphery’, 

he states: 

conditions (in the western classrooms) are certainly much better than those found in 

most periphery communities, where the perennial questions about the purposes, 

attitudes, motivations, and consequences of learning, and the costs and benefits of 

schooling, have to be weighed with immense care.  (Canagarajah, 1999, p.12)  

So, in addition to the difficult conditions of classrooms in many indigenous regions in Mexico, 

the aspects of the appropriateness of the particular educational models, the potential learning 

outcomes for these students, the language of education, and students’ difficulties are all areas 

worth assessing. Indigenous people in Mexico and Latin America face education within a 

problematic and challenging context. This adds to the discrimination and exclusion they 

encounter in other domains. This particular sector of the population in Latin America and in 

Mexico, specifically, have been underserved in terms of education, coverage, quality and 

access. 

 

4.2. Indigenous Education in Mexico 

It seems appropriate now to turn to a more contemporary description of the Mexican context, 

with its particular combination of beauty, abundance, marginalization, diversity, and 

inequality.  I would like to present Mexico’s ‘modern’ façade, and afterwards I will explain 

briefly the origin of its present.  Mexico’s population was 112 million inhabitants in 2010, 

between 11% - 13%  of these were indigenous people, around 15 million people (INEGI, 2012). 

Life expectancy is currently 76.6 years, and there are 30 million children under 14.  Mexico is 

the fourteenth richest nation in the world by GDP, and yet 53.3 million people are poor 
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(Esquivel, 2015).  It is estimated that in 2012, 1% of its population owned 43% of Mexico’s 

total wealth (WealthInsight, 2013, qtd. in Esquivel, 2015), which depicts the inequality in the 

country, and mirrors world inequality as well.  Stavenhagen (1966) and Casanova (1963), 

argued long ago in their seminal studies that the powerful elite had managed to replicate 

colonization  in Mexico, after its independence from Spain. This ‘internal colonialism’ has only 

perpetuated inequalities and benefited just the existing elites. Meanwhile, indigenous people in 

Mexico have faced great vulnerability derived from poverty, which directly affects indigenous 

children’s access to education (Raesfeld, 2009; Rogoff, 2005; Stiegler, 2008). 

The sociohistorical conditions have kept indigenous communities marginalised for centuries, 

which has also been significant in regard to loss of indigenous cultures and languages. The 

ongoing language shift in Mexico requires urgent protection for its indigenous languages.  

Indigenous rights need to be protected as well, especially linguistic and educational rights. 

Mexico has 68 indigenous languages within 11 linguistic families, and 364 identified variants. 

Many of these variants are mutually unintelligible, ergo being languages as well.  Educational 

challenges from such linguistic diversity are important, especially because of the deprivation 

indigenous communities often continue to live in. No access to school and poor educational 

performance are recurrent features for indigenous children. The national curriculum, from the 

highly centralized Mexican educational system, has little consideration for their knowledge, 

which increases students’ disconnection with schooling.  

Some figures may help to illustrate the difficult scenario indigenous peoples live in Mexico.  

In 2010, there were 6.7% illiterate people in Mexico (INEGI), but among indigenous people 

the figure was five times higher; it reached 31.6%.  Additionally, from every 100 students in 

primary education in Mexico, around 66 finish in time, but only 17 continue to university. In 

contrast, looking at this transition for indigenous students, it can be found that from 100 starting 

primary education only one indigenous student will continue to university (Schmelkes, 2013a).  

Furthermore, around 39% of people (15+ years) in Mexico have no primary or secondary 

school education.  Among the general population as well, 43% of the students between 14 -19 

years leave school; typically stopping in the second year of secondary.  However, in regions 

with high percentage of indigenous population, the school grade completed before leaving is 

even lower. The potential thus lost for indigenous students, represented in these figures, can 

only be imagined.  
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The problematic participation and the marginalization of indigenous children from educational 

processes constitute a significant problem in Mexico. Indigenous students have to overcome 

significant obstacles within the public education system.  Studies, such as the ones done by 

Rogoff (2003), and Raesfeld (2009), have aimed at understanding what indigenous children 

need to cope with in their schools, their different ways to approach the school activities and 

content, and how teachers may misinterpret them. These researchers look for more 

understanding from teachers to find ways to ameliorate the recurrent problems of 

discrimination indigenous students face. There is a revealing contrast in literacy rates among 

indigenous people who speak Spanish and those who do not.  For example, among Spanish 

speakers, the literacy rate goes from 70% to 90%, in the country  according to the region, but 

among indigenous language speakers who are not Spanish speakers the literacy rate goes from 

only 48% to 75% (INEGI, 2010).  There is thus an urgent need to do more research on 

indigenous bilingual education in the country in order to contribute to lessening the inequalities 

indigenous students face within the Mexican school system, or to provide viable educational 

alternatives.  

Bilingual education in Mexico, perspectives 

Officially, bilingual education is seen under one perspective in Mexico: a section in the Federal 

Law of Education (Agreement 66) which promotes bilingualism, and further states indigenous 

children’s right to be educated in their indigenous language. It clarifies that the inclusion of an 

indigenous or a foreign language in education would fulfill the learning objectives of ‘bilingual 

education’.  In practice, however, it is not so. Sayer and López-Gopar (2015) explain that in 

Mexico, ‘bilingual education’ is an umbrella term that encompasses a variety of schools and 

educational models. The different models of bilingual education in Mexico are distinctive, and 

also typical, within school settings. Broadly speaking, there have been two general perspectives 

towards bilingual education in Mexico; each will be briefly discussed below. 

Bilingual education in Mexico  

First, bilingualism with Spanish and a foreign dominant language, English, French, German, 

among others, is seen as a resource, counting as additive bilingualism; thought to provide 

advantages to students. Conversely, bilingualism in education involving Spanish and an 

indigenous language is not seen in such a positive light. The latter bilingual education is called 

‘intercultural education’, focusing on indigenous children, and seen as subtractive 

bilingualism, a disadvantage for students. This problematic perspective to intercultural 
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bilingual education in Mexico makes visible the long sociolinguistic struggle for indigenous 

language recognition and use in schools.  

These conflicting views are an expression of the asymmetric status and perception of the 

different languages in Mexico: Spanish as the dominant language, foreign languages perceived 

as prestigious, and at the bottom, indigenous languages, often seen as not ‘modern’, 

subordinated, and problematic. The dominance of Spanish in all domains, the pronounced 

symbolic value attached to English, and the subordination and low status of indigenous 

languages have influenced a clear language shift in the country away from indigenous 

languages to Spanish.  These conflicting views on bilingualism, extend to the perspectives on 

indigenous – intercultural– bilingual education, mainly found in rural or indigenous regions of 

the country, but also to low economic urban contexts. As it happens, indigenous children and 

bilingualism are often associated with low achievement and poor educational outcomes (Juárez 

& Rodríguez, 2016; Martínez-Rizo, 2012; Torres & Tenti, 2000). 

Indigenous –Intercultural- bilingual education  

The teaching of a foreign language in private education in Mexico started in the 1930s (Tapia 

Carlin, 2009, cited in Sayer & López, 2015). Private schools are keen to work under a model 

of ‘bilingual education’, even if the foreign language is used less than 50% of the class 

instructional time. This ‘bilingual tag’ is used to attract potential students, since it is commonly 

believed –and promoted– in Mexico, as in other Latin American countries, that English is the 

‘door’ to higher educational and working opportunities. This model of bilingual education has 

traditionally been education for the privileged and the elites, or the aspiring middle class. These 

families would spend significant amounts of money for the benefit of their children, or so they 

think: “As a desired form of linguistic capital in Mexico (Clemente, 2007), access to acquiring 

English has historically both reflected and reinforced divisions of social class” (Sayer & López 

-Gopar, 2015, p.581). And, naturally, parents want their children to partake in higher class 

segments. Privileged children are also supported by holidays or language courses abroad, so 

these students usually have a good command of the foreign language taught, English primarily. 

Underprivileged students, who account for significant numbers, do not usually have these 

advantages nor knowledge.  

In contrast, Intercultural bilingual education for indigenous students is within a smaller area of 

the Ministry of Education, with limited resources and budget. In Mexico, what is officially 

called ‘Intercultural Bilingual Education’ has been in existence only since 2001 (see also 
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below). Before that, educational projects for indigenous children (for example, bicultural 

indigenous education, and all with different aims and names) were promoted on paper, but 

hardly ever implemented. Intercultural Bilingual Education aims to support indigenous 

language and culture, with a focus on interculturality: to give both cultures and languages 

(indigenous and Spanish) a functional role in the school process, and to foster equality, 

although these aims have seldom been realised.  

 

Historical overview of Indigenous education 

Having stated this, I will outline the historical evolution of indigenous peoples’ education in 

Mexico and some defining periods and setbacks encountered during the last century until now. 

There have been quite contrasting stages in the history of education for indigenous children in 

Mexico. After the Mexican Revolution in 1921, the generalized effort to spread the use of 

Spanish through the basic educational system of those years began to be look for more 

structured. Jose Vasconcelos, the first person appointed to direct the Ministry of education in 

1925, in his essay “The Cosmic Race” “defended the creation of a new race based on universal 

knowledge, not on skin color. Since then, Mexico has adhered to a monolingual ideology: one 

nation, one language, and one identity…Indigenous peoples had to be “civilized” (Despagne, 

2013, p.118).  What seemed to be a democratic and patriotic aim, mainly fostered the 

homogenization of Mexican society through assimilation: the ‘cosmic race’ was not 

indigenous… Public schools then imposed the learning of Spanish, with the consequent 

deterioration and/or disappearance of many indigenous languages of Mexico, along with their 

cultures. It was the beginning of a shifting process that has continued for decades.   

There were some early attempts to value indigenous languages and education; for example by 

Lázaro Cárdenas in the 1940s (Hamel, 2008). However, these efforts resulted eventually in a 

paternalistic national policy –Indigenismo– that tried to assimilate indigenous people into a 

more homogenous nation state, and make them less ‘indigenous’, through ‘education’ (Bonfil, 

1981).  During the period of Indigenismo the official offer of bilingual education increased.  

Despagne (2013) cites Comas, discussing in the 1950s, on bilingual education and its 

assimilationist aims. Despagne adds “He further claimed that bilingual education was designed 

to be a planned and selective acculturation process to save the pre-Hispanic legacy and 

eradicate any harmful characteristics of Indigenous cultures (Comas, 1953).” (Despagne, 
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2013, p. 118, my emphasis).  This overall perception dominated the following decades and 

reinforced the effort of assimilation. 

Hamel (2008) describes the difficult path and development of indigenous linguistic and 

education rights in Mexico throughout the years. He develops his argument on the idea of 

nation foundation and control through both education and language. He sees a weaving of 

discourses and discriminatory practices which restrain indigenous peoples’ rights;  consistently 

in favor of privileged and non-indigenous students. He continues stating that “[f]rom colonial 

times until our days, Mexican governments have always subordinated the questions of 

pedagogical appropriateness and the quality of learning to the political questions of control and 

integration of the indigenous population” (Hamel, 2016, p.3). This ‘integration’ has been closer 

to assimilationist efforts than inclusive ones.   

 

This aim for control is demonstrated in the following ‘developments’ over time by the Ministry 

of Education for the education of indigenous children. “In 1951 the Ministry of Education 

established its first formal bilingual education program for monolingual indigenous people 

through a government-sponsored agency, the Instituto Nacional Indigenista”(Cummins & 

Tamayo, 1994, para.3).  It mainly followed paternalistic guidelines as discussed above, so this 

effort did not promote the advancement of indigenous people, but more their assimilation, as 

previously explained. After that the ‘Dirección General de Educación Indígena, DGEI 

[General Direction for Indigenous Education] in 1978 was the first educational model 

addressed specifically for indigenous children, or so it was stated. They started with the design 

of a ‘bilingual and bicultural education’ model, but it did not improve school achievement, nor 

indigenous language use. By 1982, a decade later, the Ministry of Education institutionalized 

what was called bilingual bicultural education (1982). Hamel explains that “[t]he most 

significant activity of the department consisted in the development of primers in the 40 most 

widely spoken indigenous languages of the country. Again, implementation lagged behind, and 

these teaching materials were rarely used in the classrooms.” (Hamel, 2008, p. 304). In the end, 

these projects were politically used as to demonstrate the will of the government to solve the 

‘Indian problem’, often discussed in those words. Since this program was not effectively 

implemented, it just reinforced the disconnection of the so called bicultural schools from their 

indigenous local context. 
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A central action of the mentioned DGEI, under the direction of Salomón Nahmad, fostered a 

program that aimed at ‘supporting’ indigenous students in their integration to the public 

education system. The program was thought to facilitate the transition from indigenous 

languages to Spanish. The teaching in  indigenous languages medium had been given some 

consideration at that time, but merely in the possibility to encourage language shift.  It was first 

implemented after the bilingual and bicultural educational model failed to produce positive 

learning outocmes and adaptation of indigenous students to school. In this vein, Hamel 

explains: 

in 1979, a preschool year was introduced that was officially called “Castellanización” 

(“Hispanicization”); i.e., the teaching of oral Spanish. The idea was for indigenous 

children to learn enough Spanish over one school year to continue with elementary 

school— including literacy and free textbooks—under the same conditions as other 

Mexican children. (Hamel, 2001) 

The Hispanicization program or ‘Castellanización’ (which meant a year Spanish immersion 

for indigenous children to start school) was widely present in rural and indigenous schools, 

with its correspondent and ever present assimilationist aims. In Mexico, and some other 

countries where it was implemented, the aim was to assimilate the indigenous populations into 

the mainstream, through the open discourse that they needed Spanish over their indigenous 

language, in order to to stay in school, be part of the nation, and its administrative 

services.   Nahmad has since stated his desire to have made adjustments to the DGEI program, 

as he eventually considered that it was almost ethnocide (Nahmad, 1982, cited in Hamel et al, 

2004).  Hamel (2008) additionally attempts to clarify the more recent and prevailing views 

regarding indigenous languages. He discussed the “apparent paradox in Mexico between 

present overt policies that support diversity and indigenous language maintenance on the one 

hand, and covert pressure for assimilation on the other,” (p.301). This contradiction between 

policy and practice, and the effort to ‘homogenise’ Mexican population at the expense of 

indigenous peoples, seem to have continued until the present time. 

 

 

As mentioned, the widely known ILO-convention 169, and his acknowledgement of universal 

indigenous rights in 1989, contributed to the creation of an addendum to Article 4 of the 

Mexican Constitution a year later (in 1990) (Pellicer, 1997). The mentioned addendum 

acknowledged the ‘multicultural composition’ of the nation –the very ‘existence´ of indigenous 
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people in Mexico. The addendum also included a sentence on the protection and promotion,  

thereafter, of indigenous peoples, their culture, and distinctive ways of social organization. It 

followed an earlier section in the Federal Law of Education (Agreement 66) which supports 

the right of indigenous children to be educated in their own language. 

Castellanización, as an educational project in Mexican schools,  was critiqued by specialists 

although its implementation continued. The project had even failed to teach Spanish effectively 

to indigenous children. The discriminating attitudes towards language and indigenous cultures 

Castellanización upheld are still present among teachers within public schools in Mexico, as 

well as in the wider society . Some researchers have also remained highly critical of the 

implementation of indigenous education and programs,  benefits, and learning outcomes for 

indigenous students in these programs (Hamel, 2001, Raesfeld, 2009). Hamel, on this position, 

critiqued the fact that even though some policies were less overtly discriminatory toward 

indigenous cultures, (such as the education law in 1973, which included a clause on respect for 

indigenous cultures),  they were nonetheless driven by an indigenous educational project that 

in the end aimed at ‘Castellanización’, and that was implemented, driven by the philosophy of 

‘Indigenismo’ (Hamel, 2001; Hamel, Brumm, Avelar, Loncon, Nieto & Castellón, 2004).  So 

even though this intercultural education program was identified as being incompatible in light 

of the new relationship and interaction being developed among the governments and the 

indigenous peoples in more recent decades, it can still be seen in more recent years. The 

consequential derogatory view of indigenous languages associated to these programs is still 

present in public schools in Mexico; the disregard of indigenous languages and cultures from 

the wider population does not seem to have evolved:  

Most of the educational reforms of the 1990s included the notion of intercultural 

education for all –influenced by the demands of education for all and establishing links 

between education and the strengthening of democracy. This has been precisely one of 

the most pressing demands from indigenous leaders who claim that society at large 

should become intercultural since throughout history indigenous people have always 

had to learn from the non-indigenous but the opposite has never been the case. (López 

& Sichra, s.f. p.4) 

The ongoing dismissal of indigenous languages and cultures within education in Mexico, and 

their invisibility in official educational policy is no longer widely accepted; particularly since 

indigenous peoples’ are now better positioned in the wider social scene. However, Intercultural 

Bilingual Education has continued to be very problematic. When Hamel (2008) discusses 

intercultural education, he states that “[a]t present, a range of pedagogical practices are in use 
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in the indigenous educational system in Mexico. The most widespread practical model propels 

transition to Spanish” (p.305). He elaborates on this language shift effort within school and 

critiques the top down educational model, and the compulsory indigenous primers (textbooks) 

developed and designed by the state. These textbooks portray the mainstream ideological 

premises, the exclusion from the curriculum of indigenous language and culture, the lack of 

proper Spanish language teaching models, and the general mismatch between the curriculum 

and indigenous students’ needs.  Hamel goes on to state that “these modalities of schooling 

tend to reproduce subordination (…) As a matter of fact, the inappropriateness of the school 

system as such severely violates the indigenous students’ educational and linguistic rights 

(Hamel, 2008, p.306). As seen, linguistic rights have been fading within indigenous people’s 

rights in general, and there is the urgent need to address them to reduce its ambiguity. This is 

necessary in the reductionist view that sees bilingual education for indigenous children as a 

sort of ‘transition to Spanish’ programs.  It would also allow indigenous people some margin 

of autonomy within intercultural educational projects to be more effective in the support of 

their language and culture, in their protection and promotion.             

In this 21st century, bilingual education for indigenous children has officially become 

‘intercultural bilingual education’ (IBE). It formally started in 2001 as a government project a 

decade after the constitutional recognition of diversity in Mexico (1992).  IBE represents an 

important effort toward equality, (albeit not toward equity). It is stated as a model that can defy 

power inequalities within education, working directly on language revitalization and the 

inclusion of indigenous cultures (Cortina, 2014).  However, IBE is still a problematic area.  It 

is part of a sub-area of the Ministry of education (SEP) in Mexico, and given  “the size of the 

native population and the significant historical commitment to public services, the Mexican 

state developed by far the largest public school system for the indigenous population in the 

Americas” (Hamel, 2016, p.3).  Still,  there are many aspects in IBE which continue to be 

problematic, indigenous and bilingual teachers are difficult to find, and teacher training is 

scarce,  teaching resources likewise, and the funding for this area –let alone its research– has 

been drastically reduced.  

Recently, therefore, IBE is more consonant within the changing national context, although the 

indigenous languages are still allocated a subordinated role and used as transitional towards 

Spanish. The critique of this new concept of ‘intercultural education’ that extends throughout 

Mexico and Latin America, is the fact that IBE entails “una apropiación oficial de un “modelo 

liberal” del multiculturalismo. En esta apropiación, el derecho a una educación cultural y 
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lingüísticamente pertinente se combina con un ímpetu de promover el “capital humano”, 

proveniente de un modelo educativo compensatorio” (Dietz & Mateos, 2011, p. 137) [an 

oficial appropriation of a ‘liberal model’ of multiculturalism. In this appropriation, the right to 

a linguistically and culturally pertinent education is mixed with a motivation to promote 

‘human capital’, coming from a compensatory educational model]. This is identified as part of 

the current problems within indigenous education;  it also illustrates why the effort to adapt the 

curriculum in indigenous schools is so relevant, the change in perspective may mean a world 

of difference.  

 

Algunos proyectos de educación indígena 

 

In 2003, the multicultural and multilingual composition of the Mexican society was 

acknowledged in the Constitution; a decade after the Zapatista uprising and as a consequence 

of the influence of this indigenous movement.  This recognition came with the appearance and 

wider visibility of alternative educational projects in Mexico, and a few of them are noted here. 

“Along with these reforms, different educational and social projects have emerged to maintain 

or revitalize Indigenous languages such as the ‘Language Nests’ project in Oaxaca” (p.584). 

The “Language nests” were started in Oaxaca, the Mexican southern state, in 2008 (Meyer & 

Soberanes Bojorquez, 2009). They loosely mirrored the Māori model of language revitalization 

and “are similar to Nava Nava…proposal of creating community groups of interested people 

to meet and reinforce local language knowledge and use”  (Messing & Nava Nava, in Coronel-

Molina & McCarty, 2016, p.86). Oaxaca is an indigenous region with an extraordinary 

linguistic diversity.  It has a high percentage of indigenous population, who have long resisted 

assimilationist policies; they also live in one of the poorest states in Mexico.  Language nests 

have been promoted officially within Oaxaca since 2008. They have extended to other states 

and indigenous communities. The oral emphasis of the model, the importance of language and 

culture and the inclusion of community and elders, were central for the engagement of 

communities there. A combination of efforts is behind these initiatives, namely Meyer and 

Maldonado (2004), an NGO of indigenous teachers (CMPIO), indigenous communities and 

the State office of the SEP [the Ministry of Education]. Additionally, there is interest nowadays 

to open ‘language nests’ for migrant children; they might be implemented in the future in 

Oaxaca City and Mexico City. 
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In a different state and region, Hamel’s (2006, 2010) study on a P’urhepecha school has 

demonstrated the benefits of indigenous medium education on school performance and 

biliteracy, as well as the transference of some abilities to Spanish language. Indigenous teachers 

of two primary schools in the ‘P’urhepecha’ region in Mexico started this project. 

‘P’urhepecha’ is used in the region in all domains.  Long ago, after the year of Spanish 

Immersion towards Spanish instruction, students used to have no comprehension of language 

nor content. In 1995, the teachers decided to change the approach and proceeded to use the 

students’ language for teaching. Thereafter, all subjects have been taught in P’urhepecha, with 

positive learning outcomes. This illustrates the profound contradiction between the ‘inclusive’ 

overt government objectives and the contradictory policies, or the actual lag in implementation. 

These schools are indigenous medium schools in the first years of primary, and bilingual in 

higher levels. Teachers and researchers are working now to find the perfect combination of 

languages to encourage students’ ability to transfer their skills to Spanish “for academic 

purposes”, as Hamel and Francis (2006) state.  

There are other educational alternative projects to mention in the region of the present study 

(Lua, 2015), among them, the secondary school Tetsijtsilin directed by maestra Coral Morales 

(2012), near Cuetzalan, Puebla. Morales collaborated in the first Nahuat dictionary, and 

contributed to a Nahuat grammar book. She has been a strong force for many years in the 

implementation of intercultural and community practices within the “Telesecundaria”, which 

has traditionally been a compensatory program, alongside a flexible curriculum. Emphasizing 

indigenous language, knowledge and values, her work is on ‘situated learning’, so indigenous 

knowledge and traditional care for the land is included in the curriculum as a more relevant, 

and sustainable, practice. This project supports indigenous language use and productive 

traditional projects; it has fostered a significant increase in learning outcomes and resilience of 

students leaving secondary and the community. This school has a close connection to Tosepan.  

Additionally, there are a number of educational efforts in Mexico that come from local 

indigenous communities themselves and that explore autonomy, intercultural education, 

resistance, community connection and indigenous knowledge.  These projects experiment with 

local and indigenous voices and are emerging as a necessary counterbalance to the dominance 

of mainstream education. Many of these projects are daring and original, they are a medium 

for indigenous and local voices to search for alternative –decolonial– ways. (See volumes of 

the Congreso Nacional de Educación Indígena e Intercultural, 2009, and the volume from 

the COMIE on Multiculturalismo y Educación, 2013). 
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Chapter 5. Language policy within the region 

5.1. Overview 

In the following chapters, I will examine the complexity of local language planning in Mexico 

with all its layers, going from the national, the regional to the efforts within Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan, the indigenous bilingual school that is the focus of this study. I will discuss 

global practices and trends in regard to Language Policy and Planning (henceforth LPP) –often 

mirrored by the national LPP in Mexico– and the tensions that usually arise with local language 

practices. In the study, I will describe how the indigenous community from Tosepan, within 

such a conflicting context, still manages to find ideological and implementational spaces for 

language planning within their school (Hornberger, 2002) that foster their indigenous language 

and culture, Nahuat. That said, I will also show how Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, as part of the 

Mexican context, is constrained by wider national language policy and planning  processes.  

Within a long articulated top-down approach to LPP in Mexico, to shape and control the 

linguistic landscape of an emerging nation, indigenous languages have been consistently 

diminished, while the nation-state support has traditionally gone to the dominant language, 

Spanish.  Spanish has been, therefore, highly promoted for decades, while indigenous 

languages –along with indigenous peoples and cultures–  have struggled in its wake.  This long 

period of linguistic asymmetry for indigenous educational projects in Mexico has also now 

seen added pressure to learn English as ‘the’ global language. English is proposed to ‘expand 

horizons and open opportunities’, and is seen by its proponents as a matter of ‘linguistic 

modernisation’, which leaves indigenous languages as irrelevant and inconsequential (May, 

2005). Largely in the same vein, the language ecology of Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, the 

indigenous school under study, is problematic and complex. Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan 

demonstrates strong will to support the revitalization of their indigenous language and culture, 

but it finds itself within a national context where foreign languages are the (only) ones seen as 

desirable assets for all students. This again shifts the focus away from indigenous languages 

and their relevancy in contemporary Mexico. 

The complex and delicate power balance –or imbalance– between languages in such a setting 

is, therefore, of paramount importance. Nation formation at the beginning and, more recently, 

the expansion of English as a global language, have greatly contributed to the decline of 

indigenous and minority languages in a number of Latin American regions, Mexico included.  
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A designated national language, as an important identity marker, became an element to unify 

–or homogenise– nations, and to support the construction of a national identity in emerging 

nations, or so it was intended. This has led to the decline of indigenous languages (Anderson, 

1999; May, 2012).  In a context in which minority and indigenous languages are in decline, 

languages and LPP cannot be seen as neutral, as Shohamy (2006) argues. Rather, the promotion 

of one (or more) languages at the expense of others is affected by ideological, social, political 

and economic agendas, and has been used to reinforce or replicate these agendas. Shohamy 

adds that  

languages express national (or other) identities that are embedded in shared history and 

cultures; they are also ideological because they are associated with aspirations of unity, 

loyalty and patriotism;  they are social because they are perceived as symbols of status, 

power, group identity and belonging; and they are economic because knowledge of 

languages can be linked in different types of economic consequences, positive as well 

as negative. (2006,  p.55)  

The many different social practices where language is a medium become expressions of the 

language policy of a particular case, not only what specific language policy documents state. 

In fact, the actual language practices in a place may support, modify, or work against the overt 

and stated language policy; this perspective advocates for an expanded view of language, and 

of language policies, as Shohamy argues (2006). Furthering this argument, Shohamy discusses 

the permanent tension between the open –stated– policy, and the overt, subtler intentions which 

affect the language practices of a particular site.  Therefore, looking at language practices in a 

setting is central to grasp the actual –assumed– language policy and planning of a place, or the 

practices that might be shaping the use of language on the site.   

In this study, I focus on the language planning within the indigenous Tosepan bilingual school; 

the conscious decisions or actions made and/or taken that have an impact on the language 

practices there. According to Kaplan and Bauldauf (1997), it can be said that “[i]n the simplest 

sense, language planning is an attempt by someone to modify the linguistic behaviour of some 

community for some reason” (p.3). The active effort to change the linguistic behaviour on the 

research site –the local language planning within the school– was the beginning of my interest 

in this study, which expanded later on, as I have previously outlined.  In this section, I will look 

at the different levels of language planning in the school: the individual use, the linguistic 

practices in the classroom and school, and by extension, the language use within the indigenous 

cooperative (in the areas adjacent to the school) and the wider community. Language planning, 

as a key concept, will allow me to understand how languages are used locally, and the impact 
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their use has had within the mentioned domains. Previously, I outlined how the region of the 

school and the wider country of Mexico influenced local language use. Here, it is still relevant 

to bear in mind that “[t]he link between language planning and sociopolitical developments is 

obviously of paramount importance” (Blommaert, 1996, p. 217). This includes the particular 

location, the historical background and the sociolinguistic context, which all invariably affect 

language and what can actually be done regarding language practices in a region.  

 

5.2. Evolution of LPP 

Ricento (2000), in a key contribution, discussed the evolution of the Language Policy and 

Planning (LPP) field. At the beginning, he argues, LPP was identified with the macro social 

and political processes that tended to focus on the practical language problems that emerging 

postcolonial nations, in particular, faced. As Tollefson also notes, “[t]he term language 

planning was initially used in Haugen’s (1959) study of the development of standard 

Norwegian, and referred to both corpus planning and status planning.” (2008, p.3).  In this 

initial stage in the 1960s and 1970s, language planning did not acknowledge any power 

struggles which could affect the processes of language examined at the time.  LPP was 

considered politically neutral. It was only subsequent to this time, from the 1980s onwards, 

that the negative consequences and pressures exerted by the endorsement of a particular 

language by governments and its institutions, and the disfavour of other languages, would 

became more evident (Fishman,1991).   

This is to say, a more critical perspective on language planning started to develop after strong 

internationalization trends, which favoured some languages as central and disregarded others 

as less important. This was the case during the 1990s, for example, when English started to be 

seen as ‘the’ global language. Gradually, complex consequences to these global LPP initiatives, 

beyond just language use, started to be noticed. Linguistic inequalities began to be more visible. 

Some languages –dominant ones– were clearly favoured and thrived while other languages –

minority or indigenous–  were left disadvantaged and/or ignored.  In this vein, Thurlow (2009) 

stated: “That English is a “language” or “global language” and Ebonics or Estonian are not, 

says more about colonial power and international political economy than it does about 

phonetics, syntax and grammar” (p.4). The rapid process of globalization and the consequential 

loss of languages worldwide, has also received more attention in LPP in the last 20 years or so 

(Nettle & Romaine, 2000; Tollefson, 2008). These more recent contributions made clear how 
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LPP may extend, as a wave, to the wider social, economic and political contexts in which they 

are situated. More importantly, gaining and having control over language and language 

practices at a local level could be potentially relevant for counteracting former (usually 

national) LPP uses or practices. This possibility has given a renewed interest to LPP as an 

emerging field, and it has reinforced LPP efforts to undertake further research on language loss, 

maintenance, language revitalization, and language rights, particularly for minority and 

indigenous communities (May, 2012). 

5.3. Latin America 

Latin America has a long history of cultural and linguistic assimilation of its indigenous 

peoples. The region has seen a disconnect between overt official discourses on diversity, which 

underscore the importance of indigenous peoples and languages to individual countries, with 

ongoing governmental efforts to extend the use of Spanish and diminish indigenous languages. 

In this way, it has been commonplace in Latin America to find a scenario where “[e]n aras de 

la construcción de una identidad y cultura nacionales, el proyecto uniformizador suponía un 

desaprendizaje paulatino, pero seguro, de las instituciones y expresiones culturales y 

lingüísticas propias.” [‘with the aim in mind of constructing a national culture and identity, the 

uniformizing project assumed the gradual, but certain, unlearning of the own institutions and 

the own linguistic and cultural expressions’] (López, 2001, p.2). In this way, the tendency was 

to support, in the end, the assimilation of indigenous peoples to the mainstream dominant 

society.  Luis Enrique López  (2008) goes further stating that ‘ethnocide’, either overt or covert, 

has been a key part of Latin American history. 

 

The Latin American context has its own particular characteristics regarding indigenous peoples 

and the language policies directed at them, and these thus need to be acknowledged as such in 

order to better understand their impact over time. Language policies in this region are 

commonly affected by subtle and often contradictory social processes and forces.  As Enrique 

Rainer Hamel (2013) states:  

To interpret the complex field of language policies in Latin America requires a 

conceptual framework broader than the traditional models of language policy, [and] 

planning…which typically reduce their object to overt state interventions designed to 

change the "natural" course of language development. Rather, language policies will be 

understood in this framework as sociohistorical processes that change language 

constellations (p.610) 
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So, it is by looking at the actual language constellations –in practice and as they happen– and 

not only the documents outlining the language policies, that we will ascertain the complex 

linguistic ecology that is present here.   

 

Language conflict, the “Declaración de la Asociación de Lingüística y Filología de 

América Latina”   

I will elaborate on an example to illustrate the tensions and contradictions that can be found 

regarding language policies in Latin America. This example contributes to the examination of 

language conflict in Latin America.  It demonstrates the current tensions around language 

policies and language hierarchies in this context, and it is included here to emphasize the strains 

around language policies and the ongoing discussions that result.  

Latin American academics recently took a stand against current language policies in the region, 

arguing that these policies are highly problematic because they contribute to prolonging 

colonialism/ inequality(see below). Their perspective illuminates how complex language 

conflict is still in the region of the present study. This example comes from a recent congress 

of the Association of Linguistics and Philology in Latin America (ALFAL). The association 

had their last international congress in Colombia, in 2017. There were a number of themes 

discussed, and an important one referred to language policies within the academic world in 

Latin America. A number of well-known linguists, among them Enrique Rainer Hamel, wrote 

a ‘Declaración’ on behalf of their Association.  This declaration was published on 27 July 2017 

in five different languages, and it expressed two collective concerns. The first preoccupation 

was with the current trend for the expansion of English within strategic areas in science and 

education, and in Latin American universities, which has resulted in a shift away from Spanish 

and Portuguese within scientific and social science academic publications. The second concern 

is related to the progressive imposition of evaluation, hierarchisation, and exclusionary systems 

in higher education, which come from entrepreneurial, business-like (neoliberal) models. The 

declaration states that these evaluation processes are not supportive of critical research, 

scientific, and humanistic education coming from alternative locations, or from regions other 

than the central mainstream ones (such as Latin America, or indigenous contexts). In this 

protest, they make visible, therefore, an existing and unfair bias towards western (or ‘northern’) 

perspectives, even within the ostensibly southern Latin American context.   
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The Declaration states the following: 

Hoy nos encontramos ante una disyuntiva…transitar desde la situación actual, 

caracterizada por una marcada hegemonía del inglés…hacia un monopolio total del 

inglés en el futuro inmediato en este campo…O, por el contrario, reabrir y reforzar 

el largo ciclo de desarrollo vertiginoso de las ciencias basado en un modelo 

plurilingüe, regionalmente diferenciado  (Declaración, p.1).   

[Today we are facing a turning point…making a transition from the current situation, 

characterised by a stark hegemony of English…towards either a complete monopoly of 

English in the immediate future in this field…Or, on the contrary, to the reopening and 

reinforcement of the long cycle of fast development of sciences based on a plurilingual 

model, regionally differentiated]  

Their concerns regarding language inequalities, their advocacy for a plurilingual regional 

model, and the intent to state a new LPP approach within the academic domain in Latin 

America, are highly significant and demonstrate that language inequalities are more present 

and visible nowadays. The recent research on the prevalence of English in Latin American 

universities and wider academia, and the pressure on Latin American intellectuals to publish 

in this language or face exclusion, is what originated the ALFAL declaration. This concern had 

been raised before by Hamel, Álvarez-López & Carvalhal (2016) using the example of Brazil. 

They indicated 5986 as the significant number of academic journals published in the mentioned 

country, and the fact that from the ones dedicated to natural sciences (about 2800 journals in 

2004) only 17 (seventeen) were registered at the time in the ISI’s Science Citation Index. 15 of 

these journals were in English. The figures show such a stark contrast that it is signalled with 

certain alarm. The authors inquire, 

What is at stake when such skewed images coagulate into rock-solid beliefs within 

prevailing international knowledge systems? It means that very powerful dominant 

ideologies are at work that are able to completely wipe out whole continents as being 

irrelevant in science and in higher education, or in many other fields. (Hamel, et al., 

p.2) 

This is undeniably a valid concern, and the linguistic inequalities it visibilizes –along with the 

repercutions it may have in terms of marginalization and invisibilization– should be further 

addressed.  

My final example comes from some actual events I experienced within an international 

conference, the AILA (Association Internationale de Linguistique Appliquée) held also in July 

2017 in Rio de Janeiro. These events clearly demonstrate that linguistic tensions arising from 
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language inequalities have not ceased or diminish, and must be further addressed. The fact that 

the official languages of a conference are not used in an equitable comparable manner is 

significant enough to create tensions among presenters, discussants, and participants of the 

conference –even to the point where discussion time within workshops is devoted to choices 

of language. It also brings about the right to defend a language when it seems to be under 

pressure or unfairly diminished in the space of academy. Language policies clearly affect the 

context and academic work of researchers, more so the ones coming from less visible or 

powerful contexts, from ‘developing countries’, or the ‘global south’  (See Ch. 9 for a 

discussion on these definitions).     

These cases show that there is always the possibility to implement language planning to exert 

an influence on language practices within a particular context.. How effective these attempts 

to do language planning would be remains to be seen, but it certainly proposes questions. The 

fact alone brings critique, raises heated deliberation and provokes thoughtful consideration.  

All of these are important in a global context that seems to be favouring English and falling –

yet again- under the pressure of the ‘convenience’ and ‘suitability’ of monolingualism. Such 

examples visibilize a fight for inclusion and diversity within academia nonetheless.  

Additionally, they open a space, at least, to ponder a different scenario, and, at most, to search 

for alternative (multilingual) worlds. 

 

5.4. Mexico 

In Mexico, sociohistorical processes have generally sustained a negative orientation to 

diversity and towards bilingualism in indigenous languages, which has been seen as a burden 

derived from “the Indian problem”. Although some indigenous rights are recognized in 

Mexico, the assimilation of indigenous peoples is still a major goal for conservative sectors.  

The notion that within the constellation of languages in Mexico, the indigenous ones are the 

least important remains quite prominent. Additionally, there is an unspoken belief that 

ethnolinguistic minorities may not be truly loyal to the dominant, Spanish speaking population, 

and that indigenous languages are not useful or advantageous. Hamel (2013) elaborates that, 

as a consequence, indigenous peoples have “internalized this hegemonic ideology and exhibit 

defensive attitudes regarding the legitimacy of their languages” (p.626), further complicating 

the possibility of supporting indigenous languages vis-a-vis Spanish.  
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In contrast, indigenous bilingual communities with a more positive perspective on the value of 

their own language(s) may facilitate a more equal relationship –or interaction– between their 

long subordinated indigenous languages and Spanish in dominant language domains (such as 

education) within the Mexican context. If this advantageous additive perspective is supported 

by some pertinent language policy and planning, eventually, a gradual change could be 

achieved, since there is a growing perspective in Mexico which allocates some value to 

diversity and indigenous languages in this country, in any of their 364 language varieties.  But 

still, within the Mexican context, “[t]he cultural and linguistic expressions of indigenous and 

other minorities are recognized both as a problem and as a right, and their existence is seen as 

a barrier to national unity” (Hamel, 2013, p.611). In any case, trying to overcome these 

conflicting language orientations to support language rights for indigenous peoples is proving 

to be a challenge in contemporary Mexico, given its LPP history and the ongoing dominance 

of Spanish in the region. 

In this vein, the language domain of education has become particularly important to plan and 

implement alternative LPP actions. After all, if education was central in the spread of Spanish 

historically and in the diminishing of indigenous languages over time, it can also under 

different circumstances now play a more supportive role for the latter: So education is seen 

as a key arena in which indigenous peoples can reclaim and revalue their languages and 

cultures and, in so doing, improve the educational success of indigenous students (May, 

1999; Smith, 2012); hence, the desire of indigenous peoples for greater linguistic and 

educational control within education. (May, 2013, p. 38).  

Traditionally, the nation states in this region have worked under the idea prevalent in many 

countries, which “believed that LPP in education could play a significant role in the processes 

of political and sociocultural integration that were crucial for new states formed at the end of 

colonialism”  (Tollefson, 2008, p.4). In this vein, and in the specific context of Mexico, Hamel 

(2008) describes two central elements:  “[e]ducation and language as instruments of state 

building and control [which] have played a major role ever since complex states emerged on 

Mexican territory” (p.302). Hamel develops his argument further on the idea of nation 

foundation and control of its people using these elements:  Language and education. These 

concepts are followed through time, elaborating a historical account of discourses and practices 

which have restrained indigenous peoples’ aspirations, and which have also disregarded their 

rights, always in favor of the privileged and powerful. The focus through the description of this 

journey has been indigenous language struggle. 
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Some indigenous communities are thus now trying to use the educational domain in their 

favour,  with their own community grassroots projects aiming to support, at least locally, their 

indigenous languages and culture.  However, developing this perspective has taken too long 

for some languages.  In this long unequal linguistic ecology, a very important number of 

indigenous languages have already been lost, as described before. Still, many communities 

have managed to resist and keep their languages even after prolonged attempts to diminish 

them. As Hamel (2016) notes:  

Out of approximately 130 indigenous languages spoken at the time of the conquest in 

what is today Mexico, some 68 vernaculars have survived. Although the indigenous 

population is growing in absolute numbers, most indigenous peoples are undergoing a 

process of assimilation and language loss. (p.3).  

This illustrates the magnitude of the loss and the challenge in Mexico today, while also 

clarifying the need to support indigenous languages promptly.  A possible way to do this, then, 

is through language planning within education. This domain, with sufficient support from 

families,  communities (Hornberger, 1996, 2006b; King, Foggle & Logan-Terry, 2008, 

MacCarty & Nicholas, 2014), and also a wider support and connection (McCarty, T. L., 

Nicholas, S. E., Chew, K. A., Diaz, N. G., Leonard, W. Y., & White, L., 2018), may increase 

the opportunity for indigenous languages to still have a place in Mexico’s future, and other 

reegions as well.  

Language policies in Mexico mainly exist within the educational policies established by the 

government to direct and control educational practices nationwide. Since the relatively recent 

augmented visibility of indigenous peoples, there have been increasingly diverse efforts in 

bilingual education for indigenous children in Mexico. Among them, top-down projects for 

indigenous students have evolved so far into the model of Intercultural Bilingual Education, 

first implemented under this modality in 2001 (seen in Chapter 4). There have also been diverse 

bottom-up LPP projects, local in nature, which have originated in indigenous regions and from 

the communities themselves. These projects became more prominent especially following the 

ILO Convention 169 of 1989, which Mexico signed up –eventually– in 2001. This and the 

United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) in 2007 have had 

a positive effect on the current language policies for indigenous peoples education. The most 

prominent events will be outlined in the next section in order to provide a more precise 

sociolinguistic scenario of the impacts of these wider developments on the research site, the 

indigenous bilingual school, Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan.  
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Overview: Some relevant events for language policy 

Some recent events, and legislation, have had an effect on language policies in Mexico, 

regarding indigenous languages, especially after the previously mentioned ILO 169.  Several 

events have been relevant to indigenous education –and have been overviewed in Chapter 4– 

but other events have related to indigenous people’s rights in general, and have been 

expressions of the –not so extended– will to favour indigenous peoples in Mexico, and the 

interest in specific sectors to support indigenous languages. What follows, is a brief orderly 

historical overview of the main developments relevant to indigenous peoples’ linguistic  rights. 

As described, it was during the 1970s that indigenous education was first allocated its own 

department within the Ministry of Education (known as bilingual bicultural) in Mexico. This 

institutional recognition was related to a process of reflection and dialogue from indigenous 

peoples, and what was called the “Declaración de Barbados”, a document signed in 1971 by 

eleven anthropologists, including the highly regarded Guillermo Bonfil Batalla (1990, 2004). 

The aim of this declaration was to denounce the ethnocide of indigenous peoples from the 

Amazones. This document was centred on a new theoretical category, ‘ethnic group’ and 

marked the beginning of a new self-definition process for indigenous peoples. It declared as 

well the ‘indigenist’ policy in Latin America as colonialist and classist in nature (Medina, 

1998).  

Roughly a decade later, 500 years after the ‘discovery’ of the American continent, in 1992, 

there were loud expressions of rejection to the official plans to ‘celebrate’ the arrival of 

Europeans to this land. Indigenous people and their supporters, in Mexico and throughout the 

continent, encouraged the commemoration of the arrival as a mournful, cataclysmic event. 

During that time, some changes were made to the constitution of Mexico –within the Articles 

4 and 27– to ease the protests. These changes officially recognized the multicultural and 

multilingual character of modern Mexico, but it did not change the problematic circumstances 

indigenous peoples faced. 

 

Ley general de Derechos Lingüísticos 

The San Andrés Accords debated in the 1990s in Mexico (see p.50) did not lead immediately 

to any significant legislative change.  However, this difficult war time did have an impact on 

what became the most relevant policy regarding indigenous peoples’ rights –their linguistic 
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rights– in recent Mexican history.  In 2003, the “Ley General de los Derechos Lingüísticos 

para los Pueblos Indígenas de México”,  [General Law  of Linguistic Rights for Indigenous 

Peoples in Mexico] was passed.  This Law, which has 25 articles under four different chapters, 

begins as follows: 

ARTÍCULO 1. La presente Ley es de orden público e interés social, de observancia general en los 

Estados Unidos Mexicanos y tiene por objeto regular el reconocimiento y protección de los 

derechos lingüísticos, individuales y colectivos de los pueblos y comunidades indígenas, así como 

la promoción del uso cotidiano y desarrollo de las lenguas indígenas, bajo un contexto de respeto 

a sus derechos. 

[ARTICLE 1. The present Law is of public order and social interest, with observance in Mexico 

and it has the objective to regulate the recognition and protection of the linguistic rights, both 

individual and collective of indigenous peoples and communities, as well as the promotion of 

everyday use and development of indigenous languages, within a context of respect to their rights.]    

 

This highly relevant Law grants indigenous languages in Mexico the condition of “national 

languages”, and declares that they have the same status and importance as Spanish, (the 

dominant, albeit not official language in the country). The Law also states the pluricultural and 

multilingual character of the country and directly addresses indigenous rights and education. It 

declares the nation state should guarantee its indigenous population access to basic 

(compulsory) bilingual and intercultural education. It states official support to provide 

education to indigenous children through the medium of their indigenous language, and makes 

indigenous peoples and communities co-responsible in seeing or providing the conditions for 

this to happen. This Law also discusses the sustenance of projects to promote the use of 

indigenous language(s), their standardization, and the related collection in libraries or cultural 

centres of books and resources in indigenous languages. It stablishes the responsibility of the 

government to offer services in indigenous languages, and acknowledge, protect, and promote 

the preservation, development, and use of indigenous languages.   

The 2003 Law is thorough and ambitious, although its implementation is yet far from complete. 

Neither has it been defended as needed, especially in regard to the ongoing discrimination or 

exclusion indigenous people suffer in Mexico, or the definition of actions to address this 

problem.  Some of the articles in this Law were reformed in 2015 to include words and phrases 

such as: respect for human rights; no discrimination; access to justice; respect to the dignity 

and identity of indigenous people; everyday use and practice of indigenous languages, among 

others. Still, no sanctions are effectively employed to prevent further discrimination, at least 
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no more than removing a comment from social media, updating an advertisement, or issuing a 

feeble apology for any actions by officials deemed racist towards indigenous people.  

Furthermore, the visible and honourable intention to defend indigenous languages stated in the 

actual 2003 Law, has found a lack of support for indigenous rights and also for indigenous 

intercultural education in Mexico. Indigenous education has long been assimilationist in nature 

–as discussed– and even after the passing of this general Law of linguistic rights, indigenous 

students and their cultures are viewed from patronizing perspectives and, still, as barriers to 

progress and modernization. Indigenous languages are thus still viewed mainly as aiding the 

transition to the dominant language, Spanish. And in practice, no further effective support has 

been implemented for indigenous/intercultural bilingual education, and even less so, for 

indigenous language medium education.  

That said, the General Linguistic Law of 2003 had a clear, practical, result in the creation –six 

months later– of the ‘Instituto Nacional de Lenguas Indígenas’ INALI.  This is an 

organisation within the sector of the Ministry of Education. The stated objective of this institute 

reads in the following terms: ‘to promote the strengthening, preservation, and development of 

indigenous languages, and the knowledge and enjoyment of the cultural wealth of the Nation 

and also to assess the three government levels to articulate the necessary public policy in the 

subject area.’ This led in time, as well, to the Comisión Nacional para el Desarrollo de los 

Pueblos Indígenas [the National Comission for the Development of Indigenous Peoples]. 

Again, these have constituted encouraging intentions and objectives, but they are still far from 

becoming practice in the country; there is still a long way to go. 

 

The PNIEB or National English Program for Basic Education 

I will refer now to an example that highlights the tensions and conflicts around language 

policies. This example is centred in Mexico and it is about a proposed program known as 

PNIEB (Programa Nacional de Inglés en Educación Basica,/ National English Program for 

Basic Education, NEPBE). The attempt to implement and promote this national English 

language teaching program exemplified the general misfit between what is stated officially in 

policy, and what can actually be seen in educational practice in Mexico. The PNIEB was an  

official teaching program that responded to a factor that has made the linguistic ecology in 

Mexico more complex: the strong international trend that posits English as ‘the global 

language’ (Pennycook, 1994).  This proposed national educational program highlights the 
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contradictions between the official discourses stating support for indigenous people’s rights 

and languages through the General Law of Linguistic Rights for indigenous Peoples, and what 

actually drew attention and wide support in the Mexican context, the rise of English in Mexico.  

I describe what the program intended below, and discuss some of its implications. 

In 2009, the Ministry of Education started the pilot phase of a national project for compulsory 

English language teaching in basic education, the so called PNIEB. This national program for 

English teaching in public schools was launched among discourses elaborating on the 

importance of English for internationalization. The aim of this program, which expresses a 

national language policy, stated the following: 

By the time students complete their secondary education, they will have developed the 

necessary multilingual and multicultural competencies to face the communicative 

challenges of a globalized world successfully, to build a broader vision of the linguistic 

and cultural diversity of the world, and thus, to respect their own and other cultures.                            

(SEP, 2011, p. 22, Sayer & Gopar, 2015, their translation) 

This program was portrayed as an intent to make educational practices for all children in 

Mexico more democratic and accessible –high and positive aims– but it responded to an 

economic argument that assumed the average citizens would need English language to play 

their part in ensuring the country could be globally competitive. It also inferred that knowledge 

of English would allow Mexican people to “participate in society and resolve practical 

problems, improving living conditions and co-existing in a society that is ever more 

complex”(SEP, 2011, p. 10).  In fact, there are manifold political issues behind the program, 

along with a low sensibility for indigenous students  and their diverse educational contexts.  

The PNIEB program intended to provide Mexican students with English learning opportunities 

to contribute to the development of global citizenship, as discussed above. This seems like a 

very ethical, inclusive, world-culture oriented perspective. All these goals are key to the this 

top-down project and its implementation across Mexico. The PNIEB was planned to start in 

preschool and continue until the last years of junior high school;  it was expected to support 

the ‘articulation’ between school levels. The program integrated 2.5 hours of English language 

instruction to the curriculum per week, from preschool to junior high school. This long program 

planned 1,060 hours of compulsory foreign language teaching throughout basic education. It 

was to be applied in one format or model, to ‘promote’ English learning in all regions –with a 

‘one size fits all’ perspective– despite the diversity and contrasts within educational contexts 

in Mexico. 
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This educational policy  –a ‘de-facto’ language policy–  mirrored the efforts of other Latin 

American countries 17  but the scope of PNIEB in Mexico was broader and much more 

ambitious. English as a foreign language was piloted for implementation in public schools in 

Mexico in 2009, as said. The project was planned to initiate in preschool, and extend to 

secondary school. According to Sayer and López-Gopar (2015), “the PNIEB is premised on a 

discourse that Pennycook (2007) terms the “myth of international English,” the belief that 

globalization makes English necessary, and that its acquisition leads individuals and countries 

to greater social and economic prosperity” (p. 583). In reality, they argue, an elite consensus 

makes English desirable for Mexico due to commercial ties to USA. This language policy poses 

important challenges, educational and structural demands – simply in terms of teachers and 

resources– and also because of its exclusionary perspective. The rationale behind the program 

is at the expense of intercultural bilingual education, since it creates a division of efforts 

regarding language teaching, and it poses a power struggle between languages (Canagarajah, 

1999, Sayer & López-Gopar, 2015), placing indigenous languages in direct competition with 

English in the curriculum (Hamel, personal communication, July 2017), which is problematic 

due to the high status English has in the country.  

The PNIEB is situated within an educational reform that is currently in the process of being 

implemented in the country. One of the aims of the educational reform is to recover “la rectoría 

del Estado en materia educativa” [the leadership of the nation-state in regard to education’, 

PNIEB, p.9]. The nation-state leadership, and what the educational reform may mean for 

stakeholders in Mexico has caused great controversy and protests around the country. In this 

case, similar to what happens in other regions of the world, ”[t]he primary cause of these 

struggles lies in the fact that school curriculum is a site of contest between the aims and 

discourses of diverse groups who seek to influence the direction of education” (p.1271), as 

Stewart (2014) notes, and that these varied groups are influenced by both power and economic 

considerations. At present, teachers and the Ministry of Education hold antagonistic 

perspectives about each other’s part in the contested educational process. However, for this 

section I will only comment on the national English program mentioned, the PNIEB. 

The PNIEB responded to the discourse of ‘modernization’ of the public education system; or 

so it states the official document from the Ministry of Education. The English program aligned 

with the current tendency for ‘internationalization’ and globalization. The PNIEB was thought 

                                                           
17 namely Colombia and Chile (See Anne-Marie de Mejía, 2005, 2011, for a thorough discussion) 
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to increase the competitivity of Mexican students. This program, Sayer argues (2015), 

responded to the Neoliberal market and the current economic dynamics.  This policy is located 

within a trend in Latin American countries in recent years, which mandates the alignment of 

the curricula to international standards and the global market. Sayer and López (2015) report 

on English language teaching in Mexico and make evident the stark contrasts there. They offer 

three case studies of schools with diverse contexts, student population, and distinctive models 

of education. They discuss the challenges regarding English language teaching in each of these 

contexts, and discuss the role of English in bilingual education in Mexico.  

The critique of these authors, after the description of linguistic rights in Mexico, and the critical 

historical analysis of indigenous language policy Hamel (2008) provides, exemplifies the 

tensions evident in the wider national context.  It shows its complexity and contradictions; the 

current national language policy is relevant and affects indigenous schools, as they attempt to 

maintain or revitalize their indigenous language. Still, there is the need to locate a space where 

the national policy for foreign language teaching, and the language revitalization efforts of 

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan might not collide, but move forward together.  

 

Language conflict, discussion on the PNIEB 

The project for the implementation of the PNIEB, was undertaken by experienced English 

teachers, who imagined a democratic space for all children in basic education. This notion was 

a central element within many of the discussions held in English language teacher conventions 

and events discussing the project. The PNIEB attracted a variety of perspectives and language 

teaching expertise from Mexico and abroad. As described above, the official documents of the 

PNIEB program elaborate on the need for Mexican students to develop strategies to cope with 

the more frequent ‘modern intercultural encounters’. The goal states the need to develop a 

multicultural and multilingual perspective in students.  

According to the PNIEB learning outcomes, students should learn to use English to organize 

thoughts, solve problems, understand and appreciate diverse cultural expressions. Students 

within the program will acquire ‘tools’ to participate in ‘social practices’ through the English 

language. Furthermore, it states that "it is essential that [students] acknowledge the  role  

language  plays  in  building  up  knowledge  and  cultural  values;  children  should  also  

develop an analytical and responsible attitude to face the problems that affect our world." 
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(PNIEB, p.21).  This seems ideal, but perhaps it is simply a utopian view. Indeed, motivated 

teachers would be keen to provide students with ‘tools’ to ‘face the challenges of the modern 

world’, but if these high levels of thinking are a challenge in the first language, it seems the 

goals are just stated as such to diffuse significant opposition.    

 

Reflections on the PNIEB 

The official general aims of the program show a disconnection to the contexts of students. 

Difficulties arise if Mexican students look at the world abroad in ‘appreciation’ and forget to 

see and appreciate their own particular context, their own rich history, languages, indigenous 

knowledge and ways of life.  After all, indigenous peoples, languages and cultures are hardly 

included in mainstream education. The stated aim of the PNIEB also discusses a foreign 

language in terms of embedded cultural values and a platform on which it is possible to 

construct ‘knowledge’ –mentioned as fundamental mainly in relation to information and 

communication technology and foreign languages.  

A number of questions arise as well, could ‘fundamental knowledge’ better be obtained in a 

foreign language in these areas than in Spanish? Or maybe better obtained by a medium other 

than indigenous languages? Does this mean that ‘fundamental knowledge’ is less likely to be 

acquired in heritage languages? Or could this suggest that indigenous languages would not 

be as effective supporting their learning and thought processes in these areas? Could 

indigenous languages support learning and school processes, at all? And could this 

‘fundamental knowledge’ be acquired in places other than in school?  And if it were, would it 

count as ‘valid knowledge’?  

Additionally, the national English program seems to disregard, in a way, the 364 language 

varieties in Mexico, from 68 languages and 11 different linguistic families. This whole universe 

of languages and distinctive worldviews is expected just to be latent, with no interconnection 

nor making any practical contribution to the learning processes of mestizo and indigenous 

students.  But this will not be the case for English, for the ‘global’ language; English might very 

well be present for students their whole schooling process, or the few years they spend in it, 

given that indigenous students often dropout from school before completing the basic levels.  
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English language is referred to as linguistic capital that all Mexican students ought to aim at, 

if they want to succeed in the international, globalized, highly modern world of their future. It 

strikes a chord, probably in my nationalistic heart. It cannot be as such, or can it?  Furthermore, 

while it is true that many Mexican parents would sacrifice everything to provide their children 

with the ‘best’ school they can afford, thinking that education is still an avenue of social 

mobility, equating English language with ‘linguistic and cultural capital’ in Mexico seems an 

overstatement to me. It is clear that there are factors that could support students’ success in 

schools and being able to speak English is not necessarily among them.  Additionally, I would 

also say that the mention  of English as linguistic capital, could be dependent on the very 

profitable aspect around English language teaching in Mexico. This aspect could well 

contribute to the interest around English teaching, and should be considered. 

 Sayer (2015b) observes of the PNIEB  

the policy marks a shift for Mexico from a model of elite bilingualism to 

macroacquisition. Historically, only private schools offered bilingual instruction in 

primary school, and only about 10% of Mexican parents can afford to enrol their 

children in private education. As a result, access to learning English became another 

means for Mexico’s elites to control the reproduction of linguistic and cultural capital. 

(p.262, emphasis in the original) 

There are two interesting sections in this quote. First, saying that the mere implementation of 

the English program will result in ‘macroaquisition’ of the language by the population, seems 

naïve and unlikely.   As Sayer himself, Mercau, and López G.B. (2013) aknowledge, the program 

is problematic even regarding the challenges presented by the lack of language teachers, and 

the diverse and constrasting demands of the teacher training programs needed. There are also 

the administrative demands, and the little enthusiasm within some entrepreneurial sectors for 

the program (producing, for example, highly publicized biased and unfair ‘reports’ on the 

program).  

The other section of the quote has to do with the limited percentage of families having access 

to English instruction (as it makes inequality clear), and a sort of personal reluctance to accept 

that English is a linguistic and cultural capital in Mexico per se. There are a series of 

circumstances and a long historical discourse that portray English as desirable for students, 
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but still, being a way “to control the reproduction of linguistic and cultural capital” seems a 

simplification.  Additionally, there seem to be emerging strategies to ameliorate the impact 

English has in some regions, which can significantly change the perception on English in 

relation to other languages in Mexico.  In this case, an example is the approach taken by Mario 

López-Gopar (2009, 2014) in the language teaching program CEAR,  in Oaxaca, Mexico, which 

uses English language teaching to support the status of the students’ diverse indigenous 

languages, and encourage a more positive view on bilingualism.   

In contrast, Sayer and Romero show their keen optimism for English language teaching in 

public schools in Mexico when they declare: “Now, learning English could function as a social 

equalizer, not linguistic mechanism for maintaining social divisions (Sayer, 2014).”(Sayer & 

Romero, 2013, p.1), which seems disproportionate.  Sayer’s  perspective seems to suggest 

English language, as a sort of ‘concrete good’, could be ‘democratically accesed’ by students 

through this kind of language teaching programs. He also appears to indicate underprivileged 

students could reach greater levels of equality within the public Mexican educational system 

by means of learning English.  I differ.  Acquiring a language within this ecology of languages, 

entails much more than having access to lessons, and more than a school program. The 

complex and discriminating experiences of students within public schools in Mexico need to 

be further considered. There are also structural problems that contribute to the inequality in 

the Mexican context –as discussed widely- and they will not diminish their impact through the 

implementation of an English teaching program. Sayer himself discussed some of the 

complexities around the implementation of PNIEB in Mexico, and he explored these difficulties  

in light of the language policy in Mexico (2015a).   

In general, it seems that there are voices who tend to look at this program through the eyes 

of practitioners, and in doing so, they concentrate on the opportunities mainly. Some of the 

authors might focus on the possibilities that the effective implementation of this program 

could actually mean for many underprivileged children. They see that if done well and 

strategically, extending this program could actually provide significant learning opportunities 

for many children. However,  the students who could profit may be the ones better adapted 

to the school system already. The ones whose cultural capital correspond to the one the school 

values and rewards. It may not benefit underprivileged students.  
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Additionally, there is still the question of the knowledge and language attitudes that may be 

fostered in students with the official, and national support, to foreign language programs in 

public schools such as the PNIEB, which may be in detriment of indigenous languages and even 

Spanish. As Sayer and López (2015) rightly state, in “cases, such as the introduction of English 

in public primary schools, the language hierarchy and linguistic ideologies are aligned to favor 

the global language” (p.588);  and with this support, western ideology and ways of seeing the 

world embedded in the program might be conveyed as higher or more valid as well. Also, it 

seems that some authors discuss the PNIEB project as significant and positive, elaborating on 

the English program role in supporting the ‘transformation’ of this developing country into a 

‘multilingual nation…’ (Quezada, 2013).  But why isn’t Mexico seen already as a multilingual 

nation?  Clearly, the diverse languages present in the Mexican context posses different status 

and value than English in the ‘modern’ world.   

It is apparent that some well-intended language teaching researchers, from Mexico and 

abroad, trust and believe this aspect of the discursive agenda from the nation state and its 

institutions. They seemed to side with a current perspective that emphasizes the argument 

that we, Mexicans, need help, support, in order to be ‘prepared’ to continue our path into the 

twenty-first century. This statement just contributes to the binary vision of the civilized and 

the one who needs to be ‘educated’, ‘helped’.  There are far too many aspects to carefully 

ponder and discuss regarding national language teaching programs, especially when the 

language supported is a foreign one.  

The official language policy states support for the Mexican indigenous languages, but in 

reality, just by looking at this example, it is evident that they are not a priority. Indigenous 

bilingual schools, and the related programs to foster the use of indigenous languages, do not 

get much support from the state. The Mexican context requires adaptable language and 

educational programs; it also requires thoughtful consideration of the diversity of students 

and contexts. There is the need to stop and wonder. The richness and diversity present in 

Mexico have not been appreciated yet. We might just lose our ‘identity’ in the rush of 

searching for inclusion and acknowledgement from the global, ‘modern’, international scene.   

To sum up,  the mere example of the proposed implementation of the PNIEB and the discussion 

generated around the program,  might convey the magnitude of the language tensions and 

conflicts in the Mexican context. 
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Chapter 6. Language Planning, approaching the context 

 

I turn now to outline the local region of the study, and the language planning approach within 

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, the first key element of my study on the indigenous bilingual 

school. Following the discussion of the language policy in Latin America and Mexico, I will 

describe the aim and focus of language planning as a field of study, and will thoroughly 

introduce the local context of Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan. 

Language planning (LP) has come to be seen in recent times under a light, which focuses on 

the critical transformative potential it may have, and not just its role in supporting homogenous 

and imagined communities (Anderson,1991).  The more recent and current interest in LP is on 

its possibilities to ‘shape’ language use and practices in a given community.  This new 

perspective derives from the idea of language as a social construct, which is subject to some 

adaptation and/or modification by a number of different agents within different settings or 

contexts. “In the simplest sense, language planning is an attempt by someone to modify the 

linguistic behaviour of some community for some reason.” (Kaplan & Baldauf, 1997, p. 3). 

Having in mind the possibilities for transformation this could have, since “language planning 

is first and foremost about social change (Rubin & Jernudd, 1971; Cooper, 1989; Tollefson, 

1991)” (Hornberger, 2006, p.2).  

The possibility of social change is a perspective of great interest in this study. So, in order to 

look at the language planning, I considered a highly cited question which is useful to clarify 

the nature and perspective of any language planning action. This question demands focusing 

on the real context, and what is actually happening there; it grounds the understanding to the 

praxis. It was stated by Cooper (1989), and attempts to concentrate the attention on what could 

be really happening in the following words: “What actors attempt to influence what behaviours, 

of which people, for what ends, under what conditions by what means, through what policy-

making processes and with what effect?” (p. 98). In this process, the view is on what is 

happening without losing sight of what will –or might– come after. 

Within this study, which looks at the local language planning in Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan –

the indigenous bilingual school– I wanted to observe the actions, planned or unplanned, that 

might shape or affect the language practices in the place. In this case, it would refer to how 
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Nahuat, the indigenous language, Spanish, and English are used, taught, learned, seen and/or 

made visible within the school and its surroundings. Another relevant aspect would include 

how the indigenous language is documented, maintain or promoted in the site. Additionally, 

what the role of each language is, and their function within the educational process.  With this 

ideas in mind, I undertook an ethnographic research project with a critical perspective, to focus 

initially on the language planning in the school. The study evolved and now it articulates three 

key areas. One of them remained to be the local language planning, the one explored in this 

chapter; another area is the indigenous school’s work (supported by the cooperative) to promote 

and achieve Yeknemillis, vida buena, Buen Vivir. The last key area is the representation of 

indigenous identity through the local linguistic landscape. All these, will be following my 

argument on the trialogic interaction of the three mentioned key elements to account for 

the ‘(re)framing’ of the indigenous identity of the students within Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan. 

 

6.1. The LP Integrative Framework  

To examine the first key element, the language planning of Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan within 

the indigenous cooperative (Tosepan Titataniske), I considered the language planning areas 

in the integrative framework elaborated by Nancy Hornberger (1994). This model encompasses 

nearly three decades of scholarly work on language planning and its goals. The framework 

identifies three areas: the corpus planning, referring to language itself, its standardization and 

documentation. The second area is acquisition planning, interested in the users of the language, 

and the learners (design and developing of resources). The third area is status planning, 

concerned with use of language, functions and domains. Each type of planning has two areas: 

first, the Policy planning approach (macroscopic level and focusing on formal language); and 

second, the Cultivation language approach (microscopic level and focusing on the functional 

role of language in society).  I will explain these dimensions in relation  to the research site, 

before  describing the actions that are being undertaken regarding the three areas specified in 

this framework by Hornberger.  I consider this sequence will allow me to extend on the 

previous work on the site –the historical aspect– while maintaining the focus on the actual work 

within Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, the bilingual school, and Tosepan Titataniske, the 

indigenous cooperative.   
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6.2. Section A). The different frameworks in the research site 

 

Looking specifically at the site, there have been a few ways in which this particular research 

location, and the work done in the last four decades there, has been explained. I will consider 

the perspective of some key members of the initial organizations that worked in the region, as 

well as the standpoint of the indigenous community and cooperative which initiated the 

indigenous school. The diverse views contribute to this understanding since they analyse their 

personal and their groups participation in the local process. The representation of some of these 

understandings has had some resonance in the current work in Tosepan Titataniske –the 

indigenous cooperative– regarding education and language planning, and consequently, in 

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan –the indigenous bilingual school. 

The two organizations or groups that were central in this process, the Plan de Zacapoaxtla and 

PRADE, will be just outlined here and examined more throroughly further ahead (see chapter 

7), through the voices of key participants. The first group, the Plan de Zacapoaxtla was 

constituted by agronomist engineers. They were part of a government program that aimed to 

achieve political change through the targeting of indigenous farmers through an enriromental 

program. The idea was to support production in deprived –and highly mobilized regions–  to 

achieve the pacification in the sierra, in the Zacapoaxtla region, near Cuetzalan, in particular.  

This pacification would be achieved –or so it was the plan–  through the ‘modernization’ of 

maize via ‘green’ scientific technology, which included the use of hybrid seeds, synthetic 

fertilizers and pesticides (Kreitlow, 2005).  In time, as it will be seen, the engineers from the 

Plan de Zacapoaxtla supported the indigenous community in their organization efforts and the 

supply of basic products (sugar). Plan de Zacapoaxtla promoted and supported the emerging 

indigenous organization and cooperative, and eased key alliances with the local government, 

diverse NGOs, and several universities.  

The second group, PRADE, was a team of committed Catholic professionals –among them 

sociologists, psychologists, anthropologists, and teachers– who wanted to make a change in 

society and lessen inequality. They worked intently on local organization, the recovery of 

traditional ways, domestic production, traditional medicine and health, education and research. 

Five women –among them a mathematician, a sociologist, and a pedagogue– integrated PRADE 

at the beginning. Two had studied in Europe, one in France, and another one in Italy. Later on, 
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six religious educators joined them. Three Ursulina nuns and Three Lasallists brothers. They 

did not totally agree with their religious order orientation towards working with upper-class 

students mainly. These people had a vision of Christianity that was more connected to the poor. 

One of the members had gone to Ayahualco, to work with indigenous farmers and their 

families.  Afterwards, he and the religious men went to work in a Normal rural in Veracruz… 

they were in that process when they met ‘las muchachas’, [the girls]  from PRADE, and decided 

to join their community process in San Miguel with PRADE. People called them los maestros, 

[the teachers].  Additionally, three religious sisters, nuns, left Mexico City and a famous 

primary school for upper class children, and also joined the team to continue their work with 

indigenous children instead; people called them las madrecitas, [the little nuns or the little 

mothers] (Sánchez & Almeida, 2005). There was also an anthropologist, who was there just 

for a year, and, in 1977, a social psychologist joined them and later on married the initiator of 

PRADE.   

PRADE were interested in supporting the indigenous community and were influenced by ideas 

which opposed inequality, some of the spirit of the Encíclica del Concilio Vaticano II, and it 

seemed also by the Teología de la Liberación [Liberation Theology]. Both approaches 

expected Catholic people to develop a will to work for the poor to ease their suffering.  In Latin 

America, these ideas allocated an active social role to the church and to Catholics in addition 

to the religious role they had long had. Liberation theory was perceived probably with a more 

critical, militant standpoint in their work.  In this vein, the notion of the alleviation of suffering 

led to the inspiring, albeit isolated, effort in the middle of the sierra, in San Miguel Tzinacapan. 

PRADE’s effort started in 1973 and eventually extended little by little and transformed the 

unequal local context. In time allowing indigenous people to become the ones who directed the 

changes, tho ones who made decisions and collectively planned their actions in the region. 

Gradually, indigenous people gained their agency as a result of these initiatives.  In time, as 

well, the coincidence of efforts of these two organizations, the cultural view and the indigenous 

organization had a significant local impact. Regarding the are of this study, the region depicts 

currently a number of interesting alternative educational bottom up projects, ranging from 

preschool to university level (Lua, 2015).   

Beaucage (2012) indicates these two organizations as having a central role during the 1970s in 

the region. PRADE and the Plan de Zacapoaxtla were the ones that supported and worked for 

the amelioration of indigenous people’s way of life in this region of the sierra de Puebla.  

Beaucage additionally discusses how the effort of the two organizations was even more 
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efficient because of the concidence of their perspectives and roles with the Maseaul indigenous 

perspective. According to this, women were considered closer to the cultural pole within the 

community, and men closer to the nature and productivity pole. Beaucage argues this was a 

key factor in gaining the indigenous support for the two organizations. It had been almost 

natural for the indigenous people and the two organizations to see alignment in their 

perspective and work. It integrated the effort in a more complete and resourceful manner. 

 

Ethnodevelopment  

María Eugenia Sánchez, as the initiator of PRADE, was guided by what she considered ‘her 

compass in difficult times’ (Radio BUAP, 2015): trying to achieve ‘un bienestar sencillo para 

todos’ [a simple wellbeing for all], a ‘relación simetrica’  [a ‘horizontal interaction’] between 

indigenous people and mestizos such as herself, and the accomplishment of a project of 

etnodesarrollo [ethnodevelopment] in the place. Ethnodevelopment had been proposed by the 

French sociology school she was familiar with, due to her studies in France. It is probably one 

of the earliest examples in Latin America of this approach, ethnodevelopment, since it started 

a significant journey in 1973 in San Miguel Tzinacapan, long preceding, for example, 

Stavenhagen’s (2012) article arguing for the importance of this approach and the need to 

consider implementing it in Latin America.    

The ethnodevelopment process fosters an alternative path that relies on the strengths of an 

ethnic community, and their cultural values, to resist the oppression from the dominant 

community.  Their version of ethnodevelopment on the site seems strikingly similar to that of  

Liberation Theology in Latin America: the conscious and deliberate choice to side with the 

poor and support them; the need to take the gospel to a more real practical realm; and the related 

effort to support deprived populations in a more direct way than the previous one advocated by 

the Catholic churc. Interestingly, PRADE does not acknowledge a direct influence from the 

Liberation Theology, although they do refer to the Concilio Vaticano II [Second Vatican 

Council].  However, what these two religious documents share is a key contrast with the former 

standpoint of the Catholic Church, and the way in which ‘the poor’ are conceptualised. The 

notion changes in this document in relation to the former ones within the Catholic perspective.  

In the mentioned religious document, a central aspect of the understanding of ‘the poor’ 

allocates them agency.  This concept of the poor –seen as underprivileged population who still 

had the possibility to gain awareness, take decisions, and choose paths of action— was 
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radically different. This is what the PRADE team was looking to support from the beginning of 

their work within the indigenous community.  

PRADE supported the community, organized basic health centres, developed small domestic 

production units, founded and supported diverse level schools, such as Montessori preschools, 

and Tetsijtsilin, a Nahuat medium secondary school. PRADE also started an informal 

educational program for the community and founded a research centre. Under this effort the 

Taller de Tradición Oral (TTO) [Workshop to recover Oral Tradition] started as well in 1979, 

due to the interest of Alfonso Reynoso Rabago who had arrived some years before to work 

with PRADE, and had learned Nahuat (Beaucage, 2012).  As part of their work, the TTO 

initiated the recovery, the collection, and documentation of local and indigenous stories, and 

local history. According to Beaucage (2012) by 1984, they had collected hundreds of local 

stories and had started their local publication by artisanal means. These texts were used in 

public events, and community theatre plays, as well as in the local secondary, Tetsijtsilin, and 

the Montessori preschools, Inchankonemej. They started as well the documentation of Nahuat 

language and its grammatical features with the work of a French linguist, Sybille Toumi (1984). 

PRADE searched for collaboration to support the work of indigenous people in their 

organization and their assemblies. They encouraged the turn to traditional ways of life and the 

dances in the community (San Miguel Tzinacapan), especially for the San Miguel festivity in 

the last days of September, which runs stronger every year. PRADE did all this from their daily, 

simple life and work among the indigenous community; the members of the team lived  and 

worked there for years. And then, they started to step back, passed on responsibilities, let 

indigenous people take the lead, and just followed or supported what the indigenous 

community wanted to do. They became mere witnesses of the intricate way of life and 

indigenous organization that seemed to have come to new life in San Miguel Tzinacapan; one 

of the original points of departure of the indigenous cooperative.   

The PRADE experience with the indigenous community to foster their own ways to develop is 

described by one of the founding members of PRADE, and a key participant in the 

transformation of the site.  The examination, done by Maria Eugenia Sánchez and Eduardo 

Almeida (2005), is central in several aspects since it covers thoroughly their work in the site 

for almost 20 years.  I will outline their work within the community, which included a variety 

of areas, but will focus my discussion on the actual choices and decisions they made regarding 

the use of the indigenous language, and the effect this had on the current use of Nahuat. 

Throughout their work with the Nahuas from San Miguel Tzinacapan, PRADE took some key 
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actions, which have had effects even in present times, and these actions will be discussed 

further below.  

Regarding their participation, Sánchez and Almeida (2005), state that  

la experiencia de Tzinacapan de 1973 a 1984, podría ubicarse entre los movimientos 

no-violentos que buscaban generar pequeños núcleos de cambio social orientados a 

transformar desde abajo y desde adentro la macro-sociedad, núcleos de cambio social 

en ruptura y a la vez en tensión con la sociedad dominante. (p.362) 

[the experience in [San Miguel] Tzinacapan from 1973 to 1984, could be allocated 

among the non-violent social movements that actively tried to generate small social-

change nucleus, oriented to achieve transformation from the bottom-up and inside-out 

the macro-society; these centres or nucleus of social change were in rupture and in 

tension, at the same time, with the mainstream dominant society.]  

The work of PRADE towards ethnodevelopment, aimed at bringing new life –to revitalize- the 

cultural traditions and roots of the indigenous community there.  To accomplish this goal the 

efforts of PRADE extended to a number of areas already mentioned, production, education, and 

community life. Their work allowed for the recovery, and re-positioning of the indigenous 

culture and way of life within the region. Some PRADE members realised immediately that the 

indigenous language would be central to their effort to engage with the community and support 

it. In this vein, language became the thread that would weave their efforts, not only learning to 

speak the indigenous language and using it with the indigenous people in their everyday 

interaction, but also fostering its use in the activities they started with the community and also 

–very importantly- in the gatherings, which mirrored the indigenous ‘asambleas’ [local 

meeting or assembly]. These assemblies were organized weekly, at times, or monthly to discuss 

current problems, possible actions, outcomes of previous actions, and making collective 

decisions on ways to proceed. This collaborative community action, this incipient organization 

started to gradually shift things, which was an achievement in itself!  The region had been in 

an extremely deprived and oppressive situation that seemed to have no possible solution 

(Beaucage, personal communication, 2016). The interesting thing is that it did start to change, 

and it began its transformation in a relatively short time. The actions promoted by PRADE, as 

reported by Alain Touraine (in Sánchez & Almeida, 2012) established an interaction, a 

dialogue between ‘saberes y sabidurías’, [roughly ‘knowledge and wisdom’] coming from the 

two poles of the interaction (Mrs.Amanda, personal communication, 22 August 2016). 

Knowledge came from the urban professionals and the wisdom came from within the 
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indigenous community. This fostered what the PRADE team (Sánchez & Almeida, 2005) called 

a ‘synergy’, and it had interesting and diverse results: 

la sinergia entre pueblo y equipo [PRADE] dinamizó las celebraciones, apoyó el 

desarrollo de la escritura nahuat y aumentó el estatuto de la lengua en la zona; 

permitió la recuperación de la memoria colectiva a través del Taller de Rescate de 

la Tradición Oral, impactó las relaciones de género, articuló las nuevas actividades 

educativas con la cultura y acrecentó la autoestima de los pobladores. (my emphasis,  

p.24) 

[the synergy between the community and the team [PRADE] dynamized the 

celebrations, supported the writing of Nahuat and raised the status of the indigenous 

language in the region. It allowed the recovery of the collective memory through the 

Workshop to recover and document the Oral Tradition; it impacted gender relations, 

articulated the new educational activities with culture, and increased the self-esteem of 

the inhabitants.]   

As it can be seen, the presence of these organizations had an impact on the three areas 

considered central in this study: 1) It modified language practices, 2) It connected culture with 

education, and 3) it had an impact on the identity of the members of the community. This work 

has been referred by them as the search for a utopia; one that started to be built between 1973 

and 1984. Since the social conditions were so challenging in the sierra de Puebla at that time, 

the team modified their view of a ‘vida digna’, [a ‘dignified life’], to what they called 

‘supervivencia digna’, [‘survival with dignity’], which was perhaps both more accurate and 

feasible than self-development. Similarly, they used the concept ‘redes de resistencia’, 

[‘resilience webs or networks’] rather than the term ethnodevelopment.  Furthermore, they 

worked on ‘disaster prevention’ rather than just trying to reach ‘ecodevelopment’ (Sánchez & 

Almeida, 2005, p.464).  The team tried to be realistic in regards to the transitions and what 

could be accomplished working with the community within a French view of social 

development adapted to the actual local context. It grounded their work to the social 

circumstances within the region, instead of working in an imagined context that would not be 

able to connect theory with what was really happening on the site. 

Sánchez and Almeida’s (2005) examination of what the PRADE team had done in the village 

of San Miguel Tizanacapan, the hometown of many teachers and students in Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan, is described by Alain Touraine in this way: 

La acción misma del equipo había modificado profundamente San Miguel. La 

población había recuperado su memoria, redefinido sus relaciones con las otras 
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colectividades y finalmente los investigadores habían logrado introducir la idea de 

un etnodesarrollo… El resultado principal es que la comunidad adquirió una 

autoestima cada vez mayor, lo que le permitió emprender nuevas transformaciones. 

(Sánchez and Almeida, 2005, p.11) 

[The actions of the team itself had a profound transforming effect in San Miguel.  The 

community had recovered their memory, redefined their relationships with the other 

collectives and, finally, the researchers had managed to introduce the idea of an 

ethnodevelopment…The main result is that the community developed a higher self 

esteem, which enable them to initiate new transformations.]   

This new self-esteem or self-knowledge and appreciation have been informing the cooperative 

and learning processes in the current context: their language planning, their work towards buen 

vivir and their indigenous identity represented through the linguistic landscape in the context.  

PRADE’s utopian ideas aimed at constructing ways that would allow indigenous people to gain 

more control over their projects, resources, and over their cultural practices. These goals 

provided the possibility to create transregional networks of appropriation and resistance, and 

the will to fight for the acknowledgment of indigenous people as subjects in their own right – 

as agents, as it were.  They also searched actively to modify the sociocultural context so that, 

in time, it would foresee the establishment of a horizontal [symmetrical] dialogue between 

indigenous and non-indigenous people. These actions have been continued by the indigenous 

cooperative, who have also tried to reinforce the productivity, solidarity and exchange 

networks, and their connections beyond the regional ones. 

During the time of PRADE’s collaborative work with the community, some natural disasters –

and other kinds of disasters– hit the region in the sierra de Puebla, adding unexpected obstacles 

to the efforts of the indigenous people. On 23/24 December 1989, for example, there was a 

major snowstorm, as if it was the announcement of the hard times to come for the sierra and 

for all:  

la pérdida de cafetales fue casi total, como si la naturaleza de la zona protestara 

contra el mercado mundial en donde se había dado, precisamente en 1989, una caída 

brusca del precio del café. Como si la madre tierra reclamara por el fraude electoral 

de 1988 en el que había quedado Carlos Salinas de Gortari como presidente de la 

república, cuando todo dejaba ver que la izquierda unida había llevado a la victoria 

a Cuauhtémoc Cárdenas. Como si la caída del muro de Berlín, que había acabado 

con los totalitarismos de Europa del este anunciara que el capitalismo neoliberal 

arrasaría pronto con los pobres de la tierra. (Sánchez & Almeida, 2005, p.386)   
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[The loss of coffee plantations was nearly total, as if nature in the region 

protested against the global market, which had seen, precisely in 1989, a 

sudden fall of the price of coffee. As if mother earth complaint at the electoral 

fraud of 1988 in which Carlos Salinas de Gortari was appointed as president of 

the republic, when everything signalled to the left coalition having taken 

Cuauhtémoc Cárdenas to the victory. As if the fall of the Berlin wall, which had 

signalled the end of totalitarian governments in Eastern Europe, announced 

that neoliberal capitalism would soon sweep away the poor of the earth.] 

Such was the magnitude of the coffee disaster in 1989, and the other ‘disasters’ that took place 

in Mexico with the rigged presidential election and the overall crisis around the world in that 

time. All these was soon followed by other unexpected unfortunate events.  Still, the indigenous 

community managed –with earnest effort and strong will– to survive. They managed to 

maintain the work of the indigenous cooperative during such a hard and challenging time. The 

fact that the Tosepan cooperative sustained its work under such difficult conditions is a 

testament to the indigenous resilience and their collaborative work. The cooperative, slowly 

but surely, kept on drawing more indigenous members, which in time started to change the 

region throughout the following years.   

 

Further research perspectives on the site 

Almeida (2011), from PRADE as mentioned,  examined their work in San Miguel Tzinacapan 

by drawing on the ecology systems theory of Bronfenbrenner (1979). He used it as a framework 

to analyse the participation of PRADE in the indigenous community. The theory of systems 

describes reality with an orientation to social equilibrium or balance, PRADE looked more 

specifically at the (social) construction of a society from the consideration of conflict and 

violence. The diverse systems that are part of the theory were adapted to start here around the 

individual; they looked at the household, or domestic group, as the microsystem (a wider 

network than family). The community became the mesosystem, along with the communal 

living place, the traditional rites and festivities. The exosystem became the work domain (even 

though they acknowledge that for indigenous people work is closer and more connected to 

domestic life).  The macrosystem was identified as the world of politics and economics, with 

their own particular local shades, since the community was within a subjected (sometida) 

culture, thus resulting in some animosity present. In this analysis, Almeida proposed an added 

system to the ones elaborated by Bronfenbrenner, which was the megasystem of capitalism and 
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all the boundaries and limits it sets to the transformation that is feasible in a country with a 

number of subordinated subcultures (Almeida, 2011).   

The theory of systems perspective offers the possibility to look at the different areas within the 

research site in order to analyse them and clarify their importance. It does not offer, however, 

the possibility to see the overlapping of efforts and work, the way in which language, for 

example, goes across dimensions and contexts and how it connects the areas in the research 

site. This is something that can be accomplished, however, or made clearer, via the metaphor 

of the language planning onion, and its focus on the language practices on the site. Through 

this metaphor, the way language can connect the different areas can be better appreciated, as I 

will describe in the next section. 

 

The Language Planning Onion 

 

After some time analysing the research site, I considered the language planning onion as the 

best way to understand it.  This language planning schema, more likely a metaphor,  was 

initially proposed  by Ricento and Hornberger (1996) in an attempt to promote the examination 

of particular contexts to understand why in some cases a language thrives and in some others 

it seems to be marginalised. The model supported establishing connections between theoretical 

knowledge and the role of practitioners. The LP onion ‘unpeeled’ and outlined the different 

layers of the process as well as the levels and agents in their interaction, with the aim to clarify 

them for practitioners. Ricento and Hornberger believed ‘English language professionals’ are 

very much involved in day-to-day language planning processes. In this vein, the unpeeling of 

the layers of the LP onion aimed at increasing the understanding of the diverse LP processes 

to facilitate social change. They argue practitioners may contribute and that they actually shape 

language policies by supporting or opposing them, and by supporting equity and diversity, or 

opposing power imbalances which ‘reflect’ institutional and historical beliefs. The outer layer 

of the onion reflected the national or broader policies, and it showed how each layer is 

connected, implemented or contested in the following inner layer, for example the regional 

one, or the one coming from institutions. The LP onion continues until it reaches the centre at 

the micro level, where they locate language practitioners. 
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The LP onion was further elaborated by Hornberger and Johnson (2007), who advocated for 

ethnographic multilayered studies of language planning, as this approach would allow for the 

slicing of the LP onion. They argue ethnography –ergo the sliced onion– would reveal spaces 

where practitioners could in turn promote or resist particular policies. They draw on two studies 

in contrasting intitutions and contexts (the school district in Philadelphia, and a graduate 

program in intercultural bilingual education). Hornberger and Johnson draw on long 

ethnographic research and data, and exemplify how the opening and closing of implementation 

and ideological spaces can be appreciated through written or spoken discourse (Hornberger & 

Johnson, 2007, p.509). Their aim was to examine the articulation from the macro to the micro 

contexts, and look at the potential of agency in local educators in the way they enact, oppose, 

or engage with language policies. 

Several aspects of my study suggested this language planning onion –as a model or a metaphor– 

would be ideal to look at the language planning in Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan. My research 

study would be ethnographic in nature, based on an extended connection to Tosepan’s school, 

and it would examine language practices and use within the educational process. It is critical 

as I questioned the power imbalances that prevail on the site. Additionally, I would consider 

the work within the school –and the wider indigenous cooperative– as it has extended to the 

three main types of language planning that Hornberger (1994) considers in her integrative 

framework: 1) Status planning, about the uses of language and its goals. 2) Acquisition 

planning, or the users of language and its promotion. And 3)  Corpus planning, or the work on 

language documentation and its particular approach.  With these in mind, I tried to use the 

metaphoric LP onion to examine the language planning in context within Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan, as the initial guide for analysis. I thought of both the individual ‘layers’, 

and the ‘whole’ language planning in the research site. I could see that the onion metaphor is 

intened to work as a: 

schema characterizing various components in which policy decisions and practices are 

realized…[T]hese components –variously referred to in the language planning 

literature as language planning agents, levels, and processes– are layers that together 

compose the LPP whole (the "onion"). (Hornberger & Ricento, 1996, p.402) 

I would use this schema to describe and ‘unpeel’ the layers of the figurative language planning 

onion in this research site as an initial step to discuss the context of the study. It will also be 

central to identify the agents within each level and process. I considered this metaphor would 
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allow for distinctive views on the unpeeling, slicing, and stirring of the LP onion (Ricento & 

Hornberger, 1996; Hornberger & Johnson, 2007; McCarty, 2011).  

The unpeeling of the onion was initially outlined for Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, the 

indigenous bilingual school, by the examination of the national context, and later, by the history 

of indigenous –or intercultural- bilingual education in Mexico (see Ch.4). The national 

language policies discussed in chapter 5, shape the landscape where Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan is located and operates. To complement this, the discussion of the language 

planning in the site will be followed by the school’s description, aims, and its local 

sociocultural context, This sequence is meant to make the ‘unpeeling of the onion’ clearer for 

analysis in this study.   

Critical ethnography guides the slicing and exploration across layers –with a permanent focus 

on language–  to uncover the agents, and the complex processes started by the local language 

planning in the school.  The identification of agency within the metaphorical onion –the 

location of the actors that allow the language planning within the school and immediate 

context– will show a significant transformation of the research site. This transformation 

becomes more evident within the school and young students, and with the cooperative training 

centre, the Kaltaixpetaniloyan. The examination through this metaphor has made evident that 

the school –Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan– the Kalta, and the indigenous effort in the 

cooperative and community, exist within a space created by the organizations that started 

working in the region forty one years ago. It does not mean that the mestizo organizations 

of ‘progressive engineers’ and ‘urban professionals’ are solely responsible for the 

transformation of the site…It means –literally–  that they opened the space for the indigenous 

community to take charge, become agents, and make it happen.     

The processes and the agents regarding language planning in the school lead to a discussion on 

the role of educational practitioners, the teachers in the classroom, as the stirrers of this LP 

‘onion’ (McCarty, 2011).  The ones involved with the direct implementation of the local 

language planning, affecting the classroom, the students –and beyond– with their language 

practices, attitudes, and choices.  The coordinators’, directors’, and School Council decisions 

and choices towards the indigenous language are examined. The teachers’ use of language, 

their attitudes, and the opportunities they create for students to use, include, appreciate, or 

dismiss their indigenous language, are central to the LP process and will, therefore, be 

discussed. Educators and teachers have been observed to affect the three LP cultivation areas 
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here (Language corpus planning, Language status planning & language acquisition planning),  

regarding Cultivation Planning  (on function), which is the focus of my study. 

Local educational practitioners, and teachers, are the ones with the direct opportunity to 

set things in motion within the classroom, and inspire new and creative ways to use the 

indigenous language, extend its functions, and affect its status.  This becomes a possibility 

because the indigenous cooperative Tosepan Titaniske, and the indigenous communities within 

it, (including San Miguel Tzinacapan), support and aim for indigenous language revitalization 

as well.  In this way, the work of the school aligns with the effort of the indigenous cooperative, 

and some individual families. Another key contributor to the school’s process is the 

Kaltaixpetaniloyan in its wider educational effort, which is strengthened by the teachers’ and 

students’ active participation in the town festivities and the local practices and traditions of the 

community, and it is additionally supported by all their meaningful national and international 

connections as well.  It all contributes to the gradual, consistent growth of this organic effort 

oriented to Yeknemilis, Buen Vivir and, as part of it, for indigenous language and culture 

revitalization within the school Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan.  

 

The indigenous perspective. Effects on language planning as it is now  

 

The metaphoric representation of the LP onion and process also echoes Tosepan’s own design 

of their ‘Universe of Action’. This ‘Universe of Action’ represents the indigenous 

cooperative’s plan and goals for the Kaltaixpetaniloyan – their own learning and training 

centre. This  model, developed by the cooperative members in a collective generative process 

in 1997 is relevant as it gave structure to the long connection of indigenous cultural practices 

and the work of the cooperative. It also systematized indigenous knowledge and thinking, to 

better plan their collective future. Their indigenous model will be discussed in subsequent 

chapters, suffice to say in here that it represents the conceptualization of their perspective for 

intervention and action: “Es buscar cómo tener otro modelo de vida distinto, en donde lo 

importante no sea la ganancia o el dinero, sino la persona!”  (Águilar, A. , INT, 10/09/2016) 

[‘It is the search for a way to achieve a different model of life, in which the important thing 

would not be profit or money, but the person himself!’] 
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6.3. The acknowledgement of the historical perspective 

PRADE and the Plan de Zacapoaxtla started their work in the region forty one years ago –as 

examined earlier – and the present effects are there to be seen. Their former presence, their 

work and the resulting effects, can be appreciated in the current linguistic context.  During the 

study it had been clear that their long attempt to change the language constellation of the region 

had been central and had affected the language dynamics in the region.  There had been 

captivating changes –within the indigenous community– fostered by these two mentioned 

organizations which had been of central in the transformation of the site. The region of the 

research site was described as ‘a whole different world’ by some of the participants interviewed 

(Aguilar.A., personal communication, 10 Sept 2016; Beaucage, P. personal communication, 8 

Sept. 2016;  Mrs.A, personal communication, 22 Aug. 2016)  The spread and relevance of the 

effect of these two organizations led me to adjust my research and view. I therefore started to 

consider the modification of the language planning onion to the particular research context I 

was discovering.  There was an undeniable historical aspect in this context, which had to be 

acknowledged in the examination of the language planning within the indigenous bilingual 

school and its context.  I will address this modification further below, but before I examine this 

change, I will explore here some prominent academic voices that advocate for the inclusion of 

the historical perspective within language research.  

Bloomaert (1999) provides some perspective as to what he calls the intrinsic historicity of 

language, and the need to look at language processes and data, under a historical consideration 

in the definition of the research object. An aspect relevant to this particular research –he 

argues– is the impossibility to examine some notions just as synchronic concepts –at a mere 

point in time– such as power.  The research analysis needs to include a diachronic perspective 

- the recognition of history, of the passing of time on them, and its effects on diverse notions. 

Further advocating for the inclusion of the historical, Blommaert explains: “Insights into the 

development of power relations are of the utmost importance for an accurate understanding of 

the synchronic use of power”.  This is to say, in order to understand what happens with power 

at a specific point in time, we must have an understanding of the passing of time on it, and 

perhaps how power has been exercised or exhibited throughout time in the context investigated.  

And he adds: 
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The same comment can in fact be made for all group-related concepts in sociolinguistic 

analysis. One cannot define a speech community in purely synchronic terms. And if 

one does define it in historical terms, this historical dimension should make itself felt 

at the analytical level. (Bloomaert, 1999, p.7)  

Another relevant view is that of Stephen May (2005)  who discusses and critiques ‘presentism’, 

or the denial of historicity when looking at language research contexts. He discusses 

Bourdieu’s long standing critique of linguistics, as this field often finds suitable “examining 

language in isolation from the social and political conditions in which it is used” (p.321), when 

this is clearly a limitation for relevant research.  May also refers to the study of language rights; 

he asserts that ignoring or not discussing in depth the particular socio-historical and socio-

political aspects of the national languages, for example, and how they came to be fostered as 

such, only reduces and simplifies the perspective, thus limiting the understanding and relevance 

of any language planning analysis. He argues strongly for the ‘rehistoricising’ (May, 2005, 

p.323) of the examination of language processes in which specific social, historical, and 

political circumstances originated linguistic asymmetry –or inequality– in regard to language 

rights of specific speech communities, for example. These definite social, historical and 

political conditions need to be addressed, discussed, and examined. They should contribute to 

the actual understanding of the context, and challenge the naturalisation of inequality, which 

might not be addressed sufficiently through the ‘sanitised, ahistorical, and limited perspective’ 

frequently observed within linguistics research.   

This kind of ‘historicity turn’ is what I would like to argue for, within the analysis of the 

language planning in Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan.  In this effort, I am also drawing on some 

researchers within the national Mexican context.  Here, some authors should be highlighted.  

Initially, Hamel (2013), who in this area discusses directly language policies as a product of 

sociohistorical developments; and I quote again: “language policies will be understood…as 

sociohistorical processes that change language constellations (Hamel, 2013, p.610).  Here the 

recognition of historical, social and political struggles is central and the diachronic perspective 

becomes essential for the understanding and analysis of language policies in the Mexican 

context.  

Hamel has long chosen to emphasize in his linguistic research the importance of the specific 

contexts, the concurrence of events, the combination of aspects, their historical evolution, and 

still, the mere passing of time, and how it affects either the policies, the language practices, 

bilingual education or indigenous language rights.  Language policies, in his view, are not 
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clear-cut guidelines coming from specific documents; they become messy, inferred from what 

is planned and from the historical background and from the current events within the context.  

Language policies are to be studied with a careful consideration of all social and historical 

aspects affecting the actual policies, their planning and/or their implementation. That seems to 

be a sound way forward.   

Elsie Rockwell (2009) is another Mexican voice who advocates for the consideration of the 

historical aspect for research. She mentions specifically in her discussion the studies based on 

educational ethnographies, which have the potential to contribute to the understanding of the 

evolution and change of a particular context. She argues that sometimes social and political 

circumstances do not define –per se– the work of a school, and that the connections established 

between micro and macro levels, have to be made carefully within ethnographies. She 

additionally states that social categories may have an effect in the understanding of facets of 

the work within a school. Rockwell (2009) adds that each ethnographic study should consider 

the levels of time, and space, and use historical information as the context in which a particular 

local school develops. In this vein, she expreses that   

La escuela rebasa el espacio físico y temporal que se asigna a las actividades 

escolares formales: su espacio real permea otras instituciones y espacio sociales –el 

trabajo, la política local, la concepción del mundo de los habitantes, la economía 

doméstica, las prácticas culturales  (Rockwell, 2009, p.119) 

[The school surpasses the physical and temporal space that is allocated to formal school 

activities: its actual space permeates other institutions and social spaces –work, local 

politics, the world vision of the inhabitants, domestic economy, cultural practices.]  

Her expanded view of educational ethnography, encourages the search for meaningful elements 

and connections within the school space –and between the school and its context– and 

additionally, the appreciation of the temporal space the school may inhabit in its particular 

location.  All these contribute to the meaningful study of educational processes, especially now 

that cultural learning is more common within educational efforts. It also allows for the study 

of each educational effort as part of larger socio-historical, global processes.   

Additionally, Maria Bertely (2008), who is considered a pioneer of diachronic studies within 

indigenous education and communities in the Mexican context, has long advocated for the 

consideration of the importance of historical perspectives in research with indigenous peoples, 

and has focused largely on the notion of autonomia and etnogenesis.  She argues for the 

validation of the latter concept: “etnogenesis como una categoría procesual y relacional que 
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alude al protagonismo y a la capacidad histórica de un pueblo, lingüística y culturalmente 

distintivo, de negociar y traducir a su favor los proyectos educativos oficiales.” (Siguenza y 

Fabian, p.99 in Bertely Busquets, Dietz & Tepepa, 2013) ‘[etnogenesis as a processual and 

relational category that refers to the prominence and the historical capacity of a people, 

linguistically and culturally differentiated, to negotiate and translate in their favour the official 

educational projects’]. In this case, it was Bertely’s focus on the historical process which 

allowed her to identify this particular process, deep within the tensions originated between the 

community and the actual official school process. This concept relates in my view to the notion 

of teachers’ ability to identify and open ideological and implementational spaces (Hornberger, 

2002) within the overt stated policies and the actual language practices they actually foster 

within their classrooms; this notion will be discussed further below. 

 

6.4. Section B). The PICKLED ONION: The alternative model  

 

During the analysis of this linguistic context, I slowly came to the realization that I had to 

consider not only the LP onion, but a slightly different one: a “Pickled Onion”. The one that would 

allow the observer to look at the different layers, processes and agents within the local language 

planning of the school, but through the added dimension of time.  An LP model for this particular 

site that would include explicitly the historical perspective, which was not present as such 

within the onion metaphor. There, the unpeeling, slicing, and stirring of the onion were manily 

focused on the understanding of the layers, the different processes present within the language 

planning, and the agents who were central in each individual layer and process at a particular 

point in time.  In this case, the added dimension of historicity in order to understand how the 

LPP onion had come to be,  became extremely significant. There had been historic events and 

historical actions within the research site, which had had a language planning objective in mind, 

which have affected, and are still, undeniably, part of the local language planning onion. These 

actions were central to the understanding of the language planning in Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan. The realisation of the importance of a diachronic approach led me in turn 

to broaden the LPP onion metaphor.  

The language planning onion, with the added ‘historical’ dimension, transformed into a pickled 

onion!  An actual onion, that could be unpeel, and be sliced, but that would have gone through 
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a kind of ‘preservation’ process, allowing it to contain the added dimension of historicity.  The 

LP onion metaphor had  initially seemed useful in my study, as it provided clarity and 

flexibility, but this particular site also required insight into not only space, but time as well, 

since the language planning I could observe unfolding in the research site had had a clear and 

purposeful beginning 40 years before. In short, the modified metaphor of the ‘pickled onion’ 

allowed me to appreciate the effect of time, and the evolution of the school’s and cooperative’s 

work, specifically on the indigenous language on the site.  

 

The present language planning Pickled onion was the result of local and prominent 

historical language planning actions and developments, as it will be seen. While the LP 

Pickled onion is still analogous to the LP onion, it offered in this particular case a more 

accurate, richer,  perspective on language planning. It would look at the historical language 

planning and its influence in the present LP onion appreciated through the ethnographic study. 

The onion also provides a visual image of the contingency of the central elements found 

both with the local language planning, and among the key concepts that I am using for 

the thesis.  There had been a sound historical effort in this location that opened the opportunity 

for an ideological space for indigenous people to develop their agency –to become organic 

intellectuals– which in turn opened an implementational space (Hornberger, 2002; Johnson, 

2010) for the revitalization efforts to appear within the region and more concretely in the 

cooperative’s educational efforts.  Hence the importance of using the local language planning 

as one of the key elements of the study.  Hence the relevance of including the consideration of 

time. 

The effects of this historical pickled onion have transformed the landscape as well, in every 

sense. This is why I am also drawing on the linguistic landscape for my study, specifically on 

the information it provides into the representations of indigenous identity and how 

‘maseualidad’ is understood in the site.  The present landscape that can be appreciated portrays 

the significant connections of indigenous people to their natural environment, with their land, 

their community, their gods, their cosmovision and their indigenous language. All these 

elements are conveyed, or could be ‘read’ through a multitude of vibrant and symbolic images, 

and words within the place.  

For the group of committed catholic people, known as PRADE, 40 years ago, "[l]a idea 

principal era que el proceso de desarrollo debía ser definido y puesto en marcha por los 
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propios indígenas, en acuerdo con el medio ambiente y sus valores culturales." (Sánchez & 

Almeida, 2005, p.33) [‘The main idea was that the development process had to be defined and 

started by indigenous people themselves, in agreement with their natural environment and their 

own cultural values’].  This idea guided their work, and was supported by their ‘strategic 

retreat’ later, which allowed a stronger indigenous presence throughout time.  

               

Some of the changes PRADE and the Plan de Zacapoaxtla made, 40 years ago, have had 

collateral outcomes.  Through their work with the indigenous community, they were able to 

open an ideological space. A space in which it was possible for the local indigenous people to 

start imagining themselves and their community in a completely different manner.  Indigenous 

people started to figure out a way to live, other than the alarming poverty and oppressive 

situation the community experienced 40 years ago. The indigenous people regained their long 

lost agency and through this, they started driving the movement for change. The cooperative 

and the community have not stopped since1977.   

This ideological space appeared because the two organizations implemented actions that had 

the very specific purpose of changing the status the indigenous people had had in the region, 

and those actions started to have an effect as well, on how the indigenous language was 

perceived in the region. The change in one of areas had a positive summative effect on the 

other.  The realization that these two groups had the reinforcement of the indigenous language in 

mind when they started their work was unexpected. They had language planning in mind.  This 

is so, even if this change began in humble ways, as when the women from PRADE invited an 

indigenous person as the ‘padrino’ [godfather] of their house warming celebration, instead of 

a wealthy local mestizo as it would have been customary. Then there was their decision to 

move and live in the small village of San Miguel Tzinacapan, instead of the more urban 

downtown of Cuetzalan. Following this, there were efforts to learn the indigenous language 

from early in their experience, so they could communicate with the people. And  most 

importantly, perhaps, was the opening of two  educational programs, inchankonemej (a 

Montessori preschool, started at the suggestion of the indigenous parents in San Miguel 

Tzinacapan) and Tetsijtsilin (a secondary school, started by los maestros). These two 

programs used Nahuat as the medium of instruction. These organizations declared and acted 

on what they believed: Nahuat was valuable and indigenous people should keep on speaking it 

in the region. They should not be discriminated because of it, nor because of any other aspect 

of their indigeneity. This belief was still articulated by Ing. Álvaro, one of the original members 
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of Plan de Zacapoaxtla, the group of ‘progressive engineers’. He stated: “No estamos en 

contra del español, sino nada más en contra de que se menosprecie a la lengua, y queremos 

que se valore el Nahuat” (Aguilar, personal communication, September 2016) [we are not 

against Spanish, we are only against the diminishing of the indigenous language, and we want 

Nahuat to be appreciated].  

Nahuat language was encouraged within the activities of these two groups, and how this was 

fostered related to the function and role each of the organizations had taken in the region, in 

each particular case.   The effect of this historical additive orientation that viewed Nahuat as 

a resource had wider effects in the cooperative (supported by the Plan de Zacapoaxtla through 

los ingenieros [the engineers] and by PRADE as well). It also had visible effects within the 

community, in Cuetzalan and most prominently, in San Miguel Tzinacapan (with the support 

of las muchachas, las madrecitas and los maestros [the young women, the nuns, and the 

teachers). It was later that Nahuat gained even more implementational space and started to be 

considered also as a right.  

These two groups were not only looking to reinforce indigenous identity and language, but also 

the conscientious development of indigenous organic intellectuals. Two key members of 

PRADE explain the ‘personal projects workshop’ organized in the village and which resulted 

from the coordinated action of six indigenous farmers and ‘a group of urban professionals’, the 

members of  PRADE. Their aim was to support the collective intellectual work of the members, 

based on the use of their lay experience as a key element in their intellectual elaborations. 

Combining ‘saberes y sabidurías’ [scholarly knowledge and lay experience and knowing], as 

Sánchez (2005) had imagined at the beginning of the 1970s,  a process she viewed as central.  

Almeida and Sánchez (1989) elaborate: 

Social participation is the key criterion to belong to the Workshop. The main focus of the 

Personal Projects Workshop is on the systematisation of the participants’ personal 

experience as the method in training for research, theory making and evaluation. The 

purpose of this being the emergence of organic intellectuals amidst the active militants of 

the popular process. (p.240, 241) 

PRADE were aiming for a profound transformation of the site in a variety of levels. Their long 

commitment to this project was far deeper than what other anthropological, ethnographic, 

development or social dynamization projects would consider.  As recalled within an interview 

‘con los saberes que habíamos aprendido en los estudios profesionales y la sabiduría que 

tenía la gente de la comunidad), podríamos tener una austeridad y un bienestar sencillo para 
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todos. Era un compromiso de vida.’, (Mrs.Amanda, personal communication, 22 August 

2016). [With the knowledge we had acquired at university and the wisdom that people from the 

community had, we could work to have austerity in a simple, yet goof life for all. It was a 

commitment for life]. This would have a strong impact in association with the collective cultural 

perspective and the prominent role of community. This historical process would influence the 

linguistic landscape as well. 

 

6.5. Going back to the integrative framework. The three areas of language 

planning  

Now focusing on the school, if we consider the three types in the integrative framework 

(Hornberger, 1994), the educational effort within Tosepan covers each one: Corpus Planning, 

Status Planning, and Acquisition Planning.  Regarding the area of Corpus planning, there has 

been an extensive amount of work done over the years among members of the Tosepan 

cooperative, and also within the indigenous community itself. Since Nahuat was originally an 

oral language, and the written aspect of it is only relatively recently developed, there have been 

some challenges to overcome. In this vein, Aldegundo Gonzalez explains that “[t]odavía no 

tenemos una escritura unificada y cada quien escribe como le diga su corazón, y eso es lo 

más importante. Lo importante es escribir” (Gonzalez, A., personal communication, 10 

September,2016)  [we still do not have a unified writing convention, and everyone writes 

according to what his heart tells him/her, and that is the most important. The important thing 

is to write’].  Assuming that ‘following one’s heart’, implies a sense of loyalty to the 

community’s view, and also that the differences in spelling do not interfere with 

communication. There are a number of ways of writing the indigenous language, which vary 

according to the diverse regions, and to the ‘own-heart’ conviction. For example, Nahuat, can 

also be written as Nauat, and Nawat, alternatively. There is some disagreement over this as 

‘u’ is not considered a vowel in Nahuat, so in fact, the ‘h’ is seen merely as an interference 

from Spanish; but it is not seen as such by all. The three forms mentioned were used in different 
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sections of a workshop given to university Nahuatl18-language students in Kalta, during my 

fieldwork (September, 2017). 

However, there is the will to reach some standardization for the language and the indigenous 

community connected to Tosepan has a committee focused on corpus and standardisation. This 

committee has been working within a wider documentation project of the Nahuat language. 

This ‘committee of validation’ –has been enthusiastically described by its members as their 

own ‘Academia de la Lengua’ [Language Academy]– where around eight people from 

different communities participate, they discuss the words, provide the etymology, the meaning, 

and offer examples of use. They have collected all the information on an online platform of 

free access. Their Maseual/Indigenous dictionary already has 8,245 words –as of the latest 

version. It explains the kind of word, the meaning, and a phrase to illustrate the use. This 

committee has been working together since 2007.  Nowadays, they are going for a more 

ambitious project, trying also to provide resources for the students in the school and for the 

members of the cooperative, and Alde González explains, “estamos comenzando ya la 

Maseualpedia”  (Aldegundo. G., personal communication, 16 September 2016), [we are 

starting the Maseualpedia] they are documenting and recording indigenous knowledge. They 

are toying with the concept of western encyclopaedias and therefore, they named this effort 

‘the Maseualpedia’, drawing on Maseual knowledge.  It is growing slowly but surely. Even 

though they want to provide Nahuat references for the students and the members of Tosepan, 

the project is evolving at its own pace.  

Status planning includes the functions of the language and the domains in which the 

indigenous language is used, or encouraged. Regarding the area of status planning, the mere 

fact that the initial years of the school are constituted by immersion language medium grades, 

supports and increases the status of Nahuat within the context. The fact that indigenous 

knowledge is integrated into the curriculum also contributes to the local language planning for 

language revitalization. Naturally, each individual classroom presents a particular constellation 

of languages, established and set in motion by each individual teacher. This fact modifies the 

students’ language practices and their perspective on the languages in a variety of ways, even 

within the same school – this point will be discussed more fully in due course (See Ch. 8).    

                                                           
18 In this case, the university students were learning the most spoken variety of Nahuatl which uses the 

combination ‘tl’, some of the differences with the local variety (Nahuat) were discussed. Students were finally 

directed to do some ‘field-practice’ in San Miguel Tzinacapan, to test their ability to communicate. 
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There is also the connection of language with identity, the belonging to a community and 

becoming a real member, a real participant within their region. This would connect the effort 

of the school, and of language, to the promotion of indigenous agency. Maria Luisa Albores, 

the secondary director, comments on the harsh contexts in which the students live. She explains 

that teachers and directors think of the school as the children’s space, and they prepare it for 

them so all could be better, “es un intento de estar bien ¡de ser felices en donde estamos!”, 

‘[it is an attempt to be well, to find happiness where we are!]’.  And she emphasizes that her 

dream and hope is that the students “permanezcan vinculados a su comunidad, ya sea en la 

danza, en la música, o en algún oficio, pero que se vuelvan actores dentro de su comunidad.” 

(Albores, M. personal communication, 18 August 2016) [‘remain connected to their 

community, either within the dances, the music, or in a trade, but that they become actors 

within their community’]. 

The other area would be acquisition planning, the actual promotion of language learning and 

inclusion of Nahuat in school activities to foster its use and promote students’ acquisition. This 

accounts for all the preparation needed for learning and teaching the Nahuat language. It 

encompasses the resources the teachers, and some collaborators have created and are constantly 

creating and adapting for each particular level, to work on the literacy process, on mathematical 

thought, and also to learn about the indigenous community and knowledge more broadly. An 

important area here is the work on the Nepohualstintsin, and the workshops for the teachers 

and coordinators to implement it in the schoolwork in the following months. I partipated in 

some of the workshops taught by maestro Gabriel and by maestra Yessy, with the primary 

teachers, as they learned and practised with the Aztec abacus. Here it is relevant to mention 

again the work that maestro Gabriel does in the school, thorugh his Arts program. Maestro 

Gabriel has been central in producing and translating a significant amount of rhymes, children’s 

games, and songs –including the national anthem– into Nahuat.  He has been key as well in 

articulating the study of music within the school with indigenous knowledge and the 

Maseual cosmovision. His role and, in general, the role of the teachers as centre and core of 

the LP onion of the site is examined throughout observations of their educational work in the 

remaining chapters.  

A central area of the acquisition planning for the school is the work the teachers do with the 

school council and with the external consultants for the school. Among them, the visits and 

connections with educators from the Basque country, from Colombia, from the Mayan regions 
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and others. Highly significant is the role of Ana Mari Rodriguez as she gives one or two-week 

workshops to the all the teachers three or four times a year. She has been doing that for a 

number of years now and is highly regarded by the school community. Maestra Ana Mary is 

an experienced educator and supports teacher training for Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan in this 

way. They work collaboratively on specific methodological approaches the teachers or the 

school directors would like to implement or try, and also create a space for the teachers to 

discuss creatively the adaptations and innovations they are considering for their specific levels.  

What might be relevant here for schoolwork is the fact that her language orientation does not 

seem to be the same as the one held by Tosepan. There seems to be a clash of perspectives. In 

any case, her methodological support and her interest in communicating innovative aspects to 

school activities has guided the work of the school for many years in an effective manner. 

Among these contributions are the different ways to plan a lesson, a day, and a week work, the 

use of cursive handwriting, the use and care of a fountain pen; all of these suggestions have 

come with thorough explanations of the cognitive processes involved, and the diverse 

educational benefits for students’ thinking and practices.  

Returning to the language aspect, also relevant here are all the activities led by Pierre Beaucage 

and the teachers to recover indigenous knowledge (see Chapter 8 for further discussion). These 

projects are completed in two intense periods every school year as Pierre works with the 

students, and the Tosepan cooperative, during May and September each year. He cheerfully 

mentions he does that to coincide with the two most important religious festivities and town 

celebrations (personal communication, 08 September 2016), which provides him the oportunity 

to collaborate on education, on anthropological aspects, and on Tosepan’s defense of the 

territory. The projects Pierre Beaucage undertakes with the students have created additional 

materials for the school in Nahuat and Spanish, and have also directed the indigenous view to 

important areas they would like to examine collaboratively with Pierre. He has continued to 

publish with the TTO (Taller de Tradición Oral) from San Miguel Tzinacapan, and also with 

prominent members of the Tosepan cooperative and community.  Additional information on 

the language planning within the school will be provided in the description of Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan,  its actual language practices and their relevance and effect for the students 

and their school work.  
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Chapter 7. Four short profiles to set the context. Introduction

  

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan originated within the indigenous cooperative –as part of their 

wider efforts at greater self determination. The work of the indigenous school is ‘embraced’ by 

the cooperative in this sense. Accordingly, since the context of the Tosepan Titaniske –the 

indigenous cooperative– is essential to understand the school.  I will draw this sociocultural 

background by including in here four profiles of people long connected, in different capacities, 

to this region and to the cooperative. These profiles will expand some of the information 

already shared, but from a unique personal perspective. The accounts will also provide some 

insight into Tosepan’s educational perspective, the processes and dreams that brought the 

indigenous school into existence. The following profiles will contribute to outline the central 

tenets guiding the educational work in Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan. The short personal stories, 

what these key contributors viewed and/or experienced from their different locations years ago, 

may thus help to portray the diverse forces at play and the agents that started changing the 

region.  

The first account comes from an indigenous man, who lived through a time when 

discrimination was widespread, not challenged, not even questioned.  He is Mr. Bonifacio 

Iturbide Palomo, the treasurer of the Tosepan Titataniske. His first language is the indigenous 

language of Nahuat; he also speaks Spanish fluently. He had been a witness to his culture and 

indigenous language gradually vanishing, until what became a turning point in his life: his 

initial contact with the Tosepan cooperative. Later on, after years of work and collaboration 

with the cooperative and through their connection with the University of Mondragón, Mr. Boni 

participated in a language revitalization course in the Basque country, in Spain. This 

participation inspired part of his current work within the cooperative to support indigenous 

language and identity.  

The second profile is from Álvaro Aguilar Ayón, ‘Ingeniero Álvaro’ as he is respectfully 

known in the region. He is an engineer who came as part of the ‘Plan de Zacapoaxtla’, a 

program from the school of graduate studies from Universidad de Nayarit, almost forty years 

ago. His first contact with the indigenous people, and then his connection with the 

impoverished people in the region, moved him to stay.  He decided to continue his work in 

Cuetzalan. He started to work with the indigenous community, with the new aim of following 
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the indigenous people’s initiative.  He is a mestizo, or as they are known here: a ‘coyomej’. He 

does not speak Nahuat, but he understands it.           

The third perspective comes from Pierre Beaucage, a Canadian Professor Emeritus of 

l’Université de Montréal, who has known the region for 40 years.  Pierre Beaucage has 

participated in numerous projects within the community, both of cultural and language revival, 

as well as in the documentation of indigenous knowledge. He has had a strong connection with 

the local community for years.  Pierre lived in San Miguel Tzinacapan for six months, years 

ago; he learned Nahuat then and speaks it fluently, he also speaks Spanish. He has published 

widely in collaboration with an indigenous group from the region: the ‘Taller de Tradición 

Oral’ recovering stories and local knowledge (‘the Oral Tradition Assembly’ from San Miguel 

Tzinacapan). He has become a close collaborator of the Tosepan cooperative and works 

directly with the students of Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan twice a year.  

The last profile is from a woman who came to the region a long time ago, she was close to the 

PRADE group. She worked with the aim of helping the poor who abounded in the region. She 

was close to a religious order, the Ursulina sisters. She had envisioned herself as part of a group 

that would support indigenous people.  She, along with a nun sister, realized very quickly that 

language would be central in their effort to connect with the local people. They learned Nahuat 

and continued their work through a small Montessori preschool. They named it 

‘Inchankonemej’, the ‘house of the children’ in Nahuat.   

Having made these introductions, I would like to let these participants speak and let us hear 

their voices through their stories. I will therefore, discuss the central issues and connections 

through my interactions with each participant. These vignettes will add, in my opinion, to the 

clarity of the context.     

 

7.1. Ingeniero  Álvaro 

Álvaro Aguilar Ayón is a familiar name and face in Tosepan. He is usually around Kalta, 

meeting with different people and local cooperative leaders. I have known ‘Ing.  Álvaro’ since 

I first came here, some five years ago, although I have never talked to him besides exchanging 

greetings when I cross his way in the Kalta or around it. He seems to be approachable amid all 

his very busy work in Tosepan. It is needless to say that everybody knows him, and that he is 
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highly respected.  People do care for him, and it seems to be reciprocal. He is quite identifiable 

because of his appearance, his grey curly hair, pale skin and blue eyes. He is considered an 

assessor of the cooperative, although he is part of the  cooperative as well. He is usually among 

the people in charge of the negotiations that Tosepan establishes with other organizations, or 

with the regional government. He is in the Cooperative Council, and in the Council of the 

school as well. It would be highly relevant to interview him; the reason why I did not think 

about it before eludes me... 

I just finished interviewing Leonardo Durán Olguín, the director of the school –the preschool 

and the primary school- when he suggests meeting with ‘Ing. Álvaro’; I am both excited and 

daunted. I feel it would be an extraordinary opportunity to talk to him about Tosepan and the 

school, their language choices and so on; but will he consider this interview a good investment 

of his time? Ing. Álvaro is usually in such a hectic sequence of activities all the time, or so it 

always seems. He arrived in Cuetzalan in 1980, only three years after the indigenous 

cooperative started, and he has stayed ever since, now as part of the indigenous cooperative. 

Why didn’t I think of interviewing him before? I feel intrigued at the varied sensations I feel 

approaching and interviewing various people, both in the cooperative and the school. I sense 

the power attached to the different positions running through everything. Even in this highly 

democratic organization, though…or is it just me? Is it me who allocates different status, 

hierarchy and so, power, to people in the organization? Does it have to do with my experience 

as a language teacher, a university academic coordinator, as an educator? Or does it have to do 

more with my previous experiences in the national context, or as a Mexican woman?  In any 

case, I might be marvelling at the way this particular community interacts in such symmetry 

and in such equal way with ‘the others’ –the ones not within their cooperative, or trusted circle–  

but it seems I still cannot get rid of my own ‘rusty’ preconceptions and feel everyone in the 

cooperative as carrying equal responsibility or having the same status. But does everybody here 

see them all as ‘equal’ in every sense, or do they fall for the same misconception I am falling 

for now? 

Ing. Álvaro came to Cuetzalan as a part of a program of the school of Graduate Studies of the 

Universidad de Nayarit. This centre promoted fieldwork to graduate students so they 

proceeded, (after two years) to their master’s degree, and later to Doctoral studies. With this 

academic future path in mind, Ing. Álvaro committed to the “Plan de Zacapoaxtla”, the 

government program also supported by the university he had graduated from. There were six 

engineers coming to Cuetzalan. Their aim was to work with indigenous people to encourage 
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better production practices. Ing. Álvaro says there was much initial resistance to their 

involvement with production since the indigenous people of the region did not see any benefit 

in the use of what was supposed to be improved technologies for their fields and region, which 

the Plan de Zacapoaxtla promoted. Finally, there came a moment when the engineers, in a last 

effort to engage with the population, started talking to the people and realised the program 

could work if it responded to the actual needs and interests of the local population, as opposed 

to being a top-down program, aligned with government plans. He then decided to forget about 

the program he came with, and started to work directly with the indigenous people and 

supported their organization in the regional cooperative. He had been struck by the terrible 

poverty in the region, and thought he could be more useful there, and so he stayed. He was the 

only engineer from the program to do so.  

The interview was a warm conversation in which Ing. Álvaro outlined his vision of the 

cooperative work in some key aspects. The first one was the role of Tosepan as an organization 

that aimed to encourage learning for all members. He said they realised soon that learning some 

practical skills would allow the cooperative to subsist as an organization. In his view, being 

able to follow procedures and understand simple financial statements to increase productivity 

was a necessary first step to becoming a real cooperative organization. This was also important 

to negotiate at local or regional level with other organizations. He identified the role of the 

Kaltaixpetaniloyan as fundamental for the cooperative. The second important aspect he 

mentioned was their determination to be autonomous, and not ascribe to any government 

program, as this would make the cooperative lose decision-making capacity on procedures, and 

on the definition of outcomes;  they were striving for autonomy!  A key aspect, which proved 

to be decisive in the future of the cooperative and the region was a personal decision some of 

the engineers of the Plan de Zacapoaxtla had made, they would follow the lead of the 

community to plan their future action. Ing. Álvaro locates this realization as a central one in 

his work; the cooperative would direct their action and follow the indigenous practices of 

having assemblies, face challenges and solve problems as a collective. He acknowledged the 

leadership of the cooperative had to come from the indigenous members and the community 

themselves,  it was a bottom-up project, and he realised it would be highly valuable precisely 

for it!    
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Tosepan as a learning place  

From the time Ing. Álvaro came to the region, thirty-seven years ago, he started working along 

with the indigenous people to understand the cooperative processes, the principles and values 

attached to this kind of organization. This was predominant throughout the first years of the 

cooperative and through the 1980s. It marked the beginning of the learning process they all had 

to make together. He explains:  

“Nosotros mismos aprendimos los principios y valores del cooperativismo, que 

afortunadamente, tuvo mucha coincidencia con la cultura propia de la zona. Muchas prácticas y 

valores de las culturas indígenas se acercan a los valores y principios del cooperativismo; valores 

como el respeto, la solidaridad, la ayuda mutua”. (Aguilar, Interview, 10 September 2016). 

‘We learned the principles and values of cooperativism by ourselves, which fortunately, had 

much in common with the culture of the region. Many of the practices and values of indigenous 

people and culture are close to the values and principles of cooperativism; values as respect, 

solidarity, reciprocal care and mutual support’ 

Envisioning the Tosepan cooperative as ‘a place to learn’, they started with the cooperative 

processes, as explained, and later on, designed a non-formal education centre, where practical 

knowledge –as oppose to a diploma- could be gained.  This project was the Kaltaixpetaniloyan, 

(‘the house where the spirit is opened’ in Nahuat), their learning centre. This centre, the ‘Kalta’, 

preceded their formal education project in Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, their indigenous 

bilingual school. They started the design of the Kalta during the 20th anniversary of Tosepan. 

Their vision for their learning centre was discussed collectively, and they stated this 

educational perspective in a document written by Ing. Álvaro (Aguilar, 2002). Many areas of 

their current project have since evolved from there.   

The organization realised they needed a learning centre of their own. A place where the 

cooperative members could learn and get the training they needed for their activities. 

“Necesitamos un centro de formación propio, para que ahí sigamos capacitándonos, mucho 

más de lo que nos hemos capacitado hasta ahora. Pero también para que ahí se formen los 

futuros cooperativistas”. [We need a learning centre of our own so we can keep on training, 

much more than what we have trained until now. But also, so the future leaders and cooperative 

members can be educated there] (Aguilar, personal communication, 10 September 2016). The 

proposed centre would allow the possibility to provide continuous learning and training, with 

a vision set in the future of the community.       
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The Kalta project was designed collectively by the cooperative members in 1998, through  

strategic assemblies to plan together the following twenty years of cooperative work. They 

focused on the needs of the Tosepan members and community and imagined what could be an 

alternative future if they could exert some influence. The design was detailed but also wide and 

ambitious in their selected seven lines of work. This universe of action will be discussed further 

in the following chapter. Ing. Álvaro stated how important it was for him to work in the 

cooperative for this comprehensive design. He explains the indigenous vision is shown in the 

design of Kalta and its diverse sections.  This design made their work thorough and determined. 

This ‘Universe of action’ has shaped many of their strategic actions in the subsequent twenty 

years. This work was the origin of a number of relevant educational, and informative areas, 

one of them is the indigenous bilingual school, Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, the focus of this 

study.  

     

Tosepan Titataniske, autonomous bottom-up project 

The efforts of the cooperative grew to encompass many areas in order to provide their 

indigenous members with what they identify as Buen vivir for all, a better life. In this way, 

other areas of interest appeared for Tosepan to fulfil this aim. There are now nine small 

cooperatives within Tosepan Titataniske. This big cooperative focuses on the organic 

production of coffee, allspice, cinnamon, honey and other products in the sierra, and on 

reforestation and sustainability. Within this, the Tosepan Xicaulis is in charge of the 

transformation, distribution and commercialization of these products. Then, the Tosepan 

Siuamej is a cooperative for women in productive areas besides their home. They also thought 

about having family bedrooms or cabins for members and their families, in case the workshops 

in Kalta were for several days, or because members sometimes come from faraway. In time, 

this project evolved into the Tosepan Kali, a cooperative that provides ecotourism services 

and accommodation for people visiting the region. 

Ing. Álvaro explained the cooperative’s efforts and growth were based on solidarity towards 

the members and the collective, and not what the market dictates. In this vein, they advocate 

for the ‘economía solidaria’ or solidarity economy, and consider the cooperative should work 

rather like a family. They expect each member to look after the others in every important area. 

Based on this solidarity they later started the Tosepantomin in 1998, which is the cooperative’s 

saving and credit organization; here, members can get life insurance as well. It provides the 
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service banks did not offer to indigenous people, and they have expanded their work to cover 

housing. The housing program started in 2006, joining the resources of their cooperative bank 

and a subsidy from the government available in the region. Through this program, the 

Toyectanemililis, they have built 11,000 houses to date. Now, having in mind the relevance 

of Buen vivir for the study, the last area I will mention is Tosepan Pajti. This cooperative 

within Tosepan offers health services that encourage illness prevention rather than just healing. 

They recover and foster indigenous knowledge regarding their medicinal herbs and plants, and 

also promote going back to traditional meals: economic, healthier and more nutritious, both in 

the community and the school.     

The fact that their indigenous values reflect so much the importance of community, and the 

care and respect for the other, has been a generative tool for them. It has allowed them to 

express themselves, exchange and discuss ideas from each individual perspective, always 

knowing that the greater good of the community is at the heart of each discussant. That is how 

they have been able to figure out ways to work in areas that have been so distant from their 

personal experience, and probably also far away from their own expectations when they started 

their cooperative. Listening to each other is how they designed the Kalta in the late 1990s. This 

also became central to their educational efforts and a key to their fight for autonomy, for their 

right to have a say in the way things were done. The idea to start a school that belonged to them 

appeared at this point and was eventually established in 2006. They thought education coming 

from the people themselves may become a powerful developing process, as opposed to what 

they had seen happening within the public education system. This is why they entered the 

formal education system, for which Ing. Álvaro was always an adamant advocate. He is clear 

in his dream of having further grades for their children, and finding a way to open their own 

college. Later on, when we were finishing the conversation, he declared 

La escuela es lo más valioso de la Tosepan! Los cuadros que salgan de la escuela van a 

lograr la permanencia de la cooperativa. Solo podemos lamentarnos de no haber 

empezado esto hace veinte años, treinta años, porque ya ahora tendríamos gente salida 

de ahí, con arraigo en la zona, con valores y principios del cooperativismo, con la cultura 

propia de aquí, valorando lo de acá y aportando para el desarrollo de la región. (Aguilar, 

Álvaro, personal communication, 10 September 2016) 

The school is the most valuable thing we have in Tosepan! The leading members who come from 

the school will achieve the permanence of the cooperative. We could only regret not having 

started this project twenty, thirty years ago, because now we would have people from there, 

attached to the region and land, with the values and principles of cooperativism, with the local 
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culture, valuing what we have here and contributing to the development of the region.  

 

7.2. Senor Boni 

Ing. Álvaro strongly suggested meeting with Sr. Boni, as his opinion regarding the work of the 

cooperative in the area of education was fundamental, he had said. I tried to do so without 

delay, but it took me days to be able to see him; he was always either getting into Kalta for 

meetings or leaving in a haste to visit the communities. He seemed to be a very busy member 

of the cooperative, and quite a respected one. After several days, I received a phone call letting 

me know Sr. Boni was in Kalta and that he would see me after a meeting. I felt relieved, but 

being the Treasurer of the cooperative I was not sure what the interview would bring.  

I arrived at Kalta in minutes, I waited there. Sr. Boni was yet in another meeting. It is in this 

centre –the Kaltaixpetaniloyan– where much of the cooperative busy life takes place, day in 

and day out. The minutes went by, some other people seemed to be waiting for Sr. Boni as 

well. At last, people started going out one of the spacious rooms, some of them walked around 

a middle-aged man with gray hair; he received papers, looked at them and talked to people 

briefly.  He got to the reception desk, stopped and looked around. Then, Lupita called me: “Ana 

María, this is Sr. Boni!”  I stood up swiftly and approached them. I introduced myself.  Sr. Boni 

was silent when I greeted him.  

Sr. Boni seemed very serious and proper; he was not wearing the traditional clothes, just a 

black t-shirt and blue jeans. He is medium height and his grey hair contrasts with his tanned, 

young looking face. He greeted me and directed me confidently to the library. He then pointed 

at a chair for me and sat at the long meeting table. He knew I had been visiting the school and 

talking to the teachers. He said firmly at the beginning:  “Yo no sé nada de educación, pero si 

quiere, platicamos”; [I do not know anything about education, but if you want, we could talk] 

(Iturbide, Bonifacio, personal communication, 15 september 2016).  He continued saying he 

might provide some information in the cooperative’s view, but he did seem uncertain as to why 

I had been so adamant to talk to him, he expressed his doubts about this conversation being 

useful to me. I appreciated his concern. I wanted to be respectful and forgetting the questions 

I had, I just asked him to tell me whatever he thought would be relevant to know about his 

connection to Tosepan or about his native language, or his participation in the project of the 

‘Kalta’ as a learning centre.   
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Knowing of my interest, Sr. Boni began his personal account in regard to the Nahuat language, 

how it had gone through a considerable shift over the years.  He started with him, learning the 

language and having difficulties at school because of it, then witnessing its gradual 

disappearance, to unexpectedly finding reasons to value the language again, and finally 

identifying its permanence as key to their survival as Nahuas.  His own family had started with 

two indigenous speakers. Along the way, one of them decided to drop the indigenous language, 

not to speak Nahuat anymore. Sr. Boni explained how hard this situation had been for him, it 

was a consequence of being ill-treated, discriminated against for so long. He kept on talking in 

a very soft voice, looking far in the distance to those years away. He said they chose not to 

speak Nahuat to their children; they thought it would be of no value to them. Sr. Boni said he 

is to blame for that and feels remorse, but he emphasized he really did not see a reason to do 

so. Sr. Boni recalls intense suffering, and he remembered how hard it was and how long it took 

them, as a family, to embrace Nahuat again…I am writing some notes, listening very quietly, 

and I just wondered how that would feel, and then I look at his utter sadness and, still, I can 

hardly imagine…  

It is hard to do justice to the thoughtful, moving personal journey Sr. Boni described in the 

interview, through writing. He went from an active morning, going about his usual business, 

talking to a number of cooperative members, speaking at meetings and so on, to sitting in the 

dim light in the cooperative library, reflecting and talking about what he remembered of the 

troublesome beginning, and about his indigenous language and being; talking about his 

personal struggle and fears. It was certainly a sudden look back in time.   

Sr Boni’s narration encompasses important issues indigenous people have faced before, within 

the region and the cooperative. In his story, three main areas are identified. The first one is how 

indigenous identity was consistently constructed as of lesser value than the ‘mestizo’. The 

second one highlights how indigenous language and culture were actively discriminated 

against, resulting in their gradually vanishing from certain domains. The third one focuses on 

the cooperative having been a school for him, and Tosepan’s role in promoting relevant 

learning –and creating learning spaces– for all the members.  The first issue he mentions, the 

long discrimination of indigenous people, and their lower status in the region, mainly mirrors 

what happens widely in the country, and elsewhere (Van Dijk, 2005; Del Popolo, 2012). 

Prejudice towards indigenous people extended almost naturally to their language and way of 

life, their stories and knowledge. Thus indigenous language and culture had no value for the 

few mestizo families that controlled the region, and had, therefore, just been marginalised and 
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was slowly losing visibility. I will extend my discussion on these aspects further below. The 

third important area Sr. Boni addressed had to do with the work of the cooperative, promoting 

and allowing learning for all, Nahuat and Spanish speakers, men, women and children alike. 

This inclusive learning environment seemed to challenge the discriminating context and also 

contributed to the cooperative’s idea of Buen vivir, through their autonomous work, and their 

support of indigenous language and culture.   

Discrimination towards indigenous people, language and culture.  

Discrimination had been directed at indigenous people, and any element or representation of 

their indigenous culture. It was an acute disregard for all their traditions and customs, their 

physical complexion, traditional clothes, their indigenous language. They even extended to a 

so-called connection with ‘contrasting abilities’ when you spoke one language or the other.  

Some very common remarks signal a strong disregard for indigenous people.  In this vein, Sr. 

Boni mentioned in a soft tone of voice that:  

“si hablabas en Español eras gente ‘de razón’, pero si ibas vestido de huaraches y calzón, 

decían ‘ese es indio’…. Pero eso somos nosotros, tenemos nuestra propia forma de amar a 

la tierra, de quererla, de cultivarla…” (Iturbide, B., personal communication, 15 Sep. 2016) 

[If you spoke Spanish, then you were considered a man of some ‘reason’, but if you were 

wearing ‘huaraches’ and ‘calzon’19, then you were labelled an ‘indio’, (this term excluded 

‘reason’)….  But that is precisely who we are, we have our own particular way to love the 

land, to honour it, to work in it…”] 

So, if you looked like an ‘indio’ because of your clothes even, you were discriminated, that 

was it. Sr. Boni, though, acknowledged indigenous people and mestizos were not the 

same…they were not, and did not ‘feel’ as, mestizo –or coyomej–, and he softly chose to 

emphasize indigenous people’s meaningful connection, and love, for their land and what it 

offers them.  This discriminatory process on the ground of language and culture has been an 

important issue in the region. The Tosepan community, following their own processes and 

thought, has decided to use their own term to talk about indigenous people from their region, 

they call themselves ‘Maseual’, ‘indigenous people’ in Nahuat. I will thus use this term as well 

when referring to them. 

Sr. Boni discussed at length the “Castellanización” process he suffered at school, where 

indigenous children usually encountered harsh discrimination. These children had their first 

                                                           
19 White pants made of white sturdy fabric that indigenous people wear 
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contact with Spanish at school and were expected to leave behind anything indigenous or from 

‘indios’ at the school gate (Hamel, Brumm, Avelar, London, Nieto & Castellón, 2004). He 

remembers being at school, and having teachers who spoke only Spanish, and who forbade all 

children to speak Nahuat. The young students could not even go to the restroom if they did not 

ask in Spanish. They were expected to learn to read and write in Spanish, when they could 

hardly understand their teacher’s language. Many people here in Cuetzalan and Tosepan 

underwent the same experience, and Sr Boni confessed it had been very hard. Consequently, 

for their own educational project, he emphasized Tosepan wanted a school where children 

could be happy, a school where no student felt discriminated because they were indigenous. 

During the interview, Sr. Boni also shared the transformation of his personal perspective 

towards his first language, Nahuat.  He was unequivocal in describing how his view had been 

transformed by the approach of the cooperative towards Nahuat language, their culture, and the 

position Tosepan seemed to have within the region.  When he found Tosepan –the cooperative– 

he gradually came to the realization that his language and culture had value, he became aware 

of their relevance:   

Antes que yo conociera la cooperativa, tenía pena de hablar el Nahuat, que supieran que 

puedo hablar Nahuat. Pero encontré que aquí te valoran. Entonces, lo que yo consideraba 

perdido, me encuentro que aquí es importante: que este es tu territorio, que aquí naciste, y 

que hay una cosmovisión propia que está siendo desplazada! Que nosotros somos los 

sujetos de ese desarrollo, y que es posible!  (Iturbide, B., personal communication, 15 

September 2016). 

Before I knew the cooperative, I was ashamed of speaking Nahuat, I was even ashamed of 

people knowing I could speak Nahuat. But then, everything I considered once lost, seemed to 

become important here: that this is your territory, that you were born here, and that there is 

a whole indigenous world vision being displaced!  I found that we are the subjects of our own 

development, and that it is possible! 

It was not only about recovering their pride in their language, but also realizing that their 

culture, knowledge, and traditions had a distinctive, meaningful worldvision to sustain them. 

Throughout the years, he was able to see more clearly that there had been sensible reasons to 

account for every detail and tradition in their culture and that there was value in their indigenous 

knowledge. However, this richness had just been suppressed. It was valuable but it was hard to 

acknowledge under such an oppressive environment. The most relevant consequence of finding 

value in his language and culture was also realizing the indigenous worldview allowed one to 

envision a future that they could also aim to achieve. He realised they could start the changes 
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they needed. He found himself and his community able to be the agents of their own change, 

and it seemed it had been a liberating realization.  

Linguistic and cultural shift.   

Another point Sr. Boni mentioned was how the nation state has long contributed to the 

linguistic shift, facilitating cultural dislocation and assimilation as well. Sr. Boni said that “Acá 

ha sido un desplazamiento estratégico, los programas sociales, las leyes, ‘tú estás bien, se te 

respeta, hay una ley indígena, que más quieres?” [there has been a strategic shift,  with social 

programmes, with the indigenous rights laws, as if they were saying: ‘you are well, you are 

respected, there is even an indigenous rights law, what else do you want?] (Iturbide, B., 

personal communication, 15 September 2016). When in fact, he adds, the laws are not helpful 

at all; ‘we are losing who we are’ he said. He says indigenous rights laws probably just make 

it more difficult to fight, because they are used or referred to so indigenous people think their 

situation is improving, when in fact it is not. He believes there might need to be still more 

struggle, if indigenous people are to understand the magnitude of the crisis they are facing.  

Meanwhile, Sr. Boni is working, along with the Tosepan cooperative, to reinforce indigenous 

identity and language, from their own location.  Besides being the treasurer of the Tosepan, he 

is the director of Tosepan Limakxtum, a community radio station. Since Mr. Boni is interested 

in Maseual (indigenous) identity, the radio programs cover relevant topics, for the locality. 

Additionally, Sr. Boni is considering using the ‘Cooperativism’ strand in Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan’s curriculum, to encourage secondary students to get involved in the ‘Radio 

comunitaria’20 as he envisions new projects there, to add this public domain to their language 

use in the community. The radio is broadcasting in three languages currently: Nahuat, Spanish, 

and Totonaku. The latter indigenous language is from another community working recently 

with Tosepan.  Sr. Boni wants to have more songs for children in Nahuat, singing to local 

nature and stories. And he adds that he would like to sing rock in Nahuat! However, he 

acknowledges there is a delicate balance between the modern world and their traditions, and 

that not everybody is keen on the idea! He, however, affirms they can be indigenous and 

modern at the same time and go into those areas recovering spaces they had lost.  

Sr. Boni developed some aspects of this radio project when he participated in a language 

revitalization course, in the Basque country, in the University of Mondragon some years ago. 

                                                           
20 the school’s curriculum and the work within the school will be discussed further in Chapter (*school) 
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He got there a sense of urgency, and more clarity on what had happened to their indigenous 

languages and people. From his visit to the Basque country, he said the work and perspective 

of the Basque people have been very important for him, for them all. Sr. Boni considers the 

Basque are 30 or 40 years ahead in this process of recovering space for, and of the 

revitalization, of their language and culture. He is convinced Tosepan has the opportunity to 

revitalize their language to the same level eventually as the Basque people have done. In fact, 

people from Tosepan identify strengths they have over the Basque approach, in regard to 

language revitalization and the school; I will discuss these strengths in following chapters.  

Tosepan as school, to achieve Buen vivir 

Sr. Boni said Tosepan, the cooperative, has been a school for him and a source of strength. He 

talks agt length about his experience within Tosepan: yo aquí en la cooperativa encontré como 

una escuela, pero también una gran fortaleza identitaria, el no sentirse más marginado por 

pertenecer a una etnia  [Here in the cooperative I found a place to learn, a school if you may, 

but also, a great strength in my identity;  not feeling marginalized anymore for being part of 

an ethnic/indigenous group] (Iturbide, Bonifacio, personal communication, 15 September 

2016).  He added how this ethnic tag is usually given to small communities that live secluded 

in the sierra, but if they refer to another, to a bigger group, then they would refer to it as a 

‘nation’, emphasising the unfairness of this treatment. He feels that through all the sharing of 

knowledge that is done in Kalta, the cooperative learning centre (see below), he can finally 

say: “Siento que soy, sin que me dé pena ser”, [I feel myself , without feeling ashamed of who 

I am]. (Iturbide, Bonifacio, personal communication, 15 September 2016), as if knowledge had 

painted a new landscape for him and his people. 

The first step in their educational efforts, was through the Kaltaixpetaniloyan, a learning centre 

for cooperative members. Sr. Boni participated in the design of Kaltaixpetaniloyan in 1998, 

through countless meetings and assemblies. ‘Kalta’ –as they know it–  was the cooperative’s 

first incursion into informal education, designed for courses and workshops on a variety of 

topics: diversification of crops, organic coffee and allspice, sustainable farming, ‘melipona’ 

honey production, among others. Later on, they opened the school, Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan 

in 2006, to reinforce the indigenous language and culture, and to imagine a place where their 

children could be happy. Sr. Boni asserts that “la escuela se ha ido cambiando según los 

procesos de la cooperativa, no es una escuela rígida”, [the school has been changing 

according to the processes of the Tosepan cooperative, it is not a rigid school]. (Iturbide, B., 
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personal communication, 15 September 2016), and that the school follows the guidelines 

discussed in the cooperative, so it is really woven into the cooperative‘s work. And he adds “la 

educación debe ser sobre donde estamos, sobre nuestro conocimiento… los cambios que ha 

habido son los que han  ayudado a fortalecer la escuela,” [education has to take into 

consideration our own location and knowledge… the recent changes have made the school 

stronger] (Iturbide, B., personal communication, 15 September 2016).  Sr. Boni specified that 

they expect these adaptive processes to continue in the future, and that part of their idea of the 

school is its flexibility.  

Sr. Boni elaborated on the importance of autonomy for Tosepan, so they can take their own 

decisions and work towards their own idea of a good life. In this vein, the concept of 

Yeknemillis, Buen vivir is roughly understood as a good, healthy and prosperous living and 

achieving well-being for all. Buen vivir has been a key objective for the cooperative from the 

beginning, and it extends to different areas: community, health, education. A full and 

prosperous life for Nahuas is not connected to just material things. It has more to do with being 

able to be who they are, in connection to Mother Earth and their communities.  According to 

Sr. Boni, the idea that it is possible to achieve Buen vivir through the cooperative movement, 

has gained strength more recently. He explains how the assembly and the cooperative processes 

took hold immediately, given that it was all so closely connected to the cultural practices they 

had. In the end, the discussion of the community problems and taking decisions in the collective 

have been part of their indigenous tradition. The fact that there is no concern for individual 

personal gain, but for what affects them all, he says, facilitates the process. The cooperative 

has placed the cultural concern for Buen vivir as a key tenet for their work; their independent 

work is seen as central to achieve this.   

There are still many things to talk about, but more meetings await, and so Mr. Boni finishes 

the conversation saying again “de educación yo no sé nada, lo que sí sé, es que debe ser en 

nuestra forma de vivir, como lo hemos pensado en la cooperativa.” [I do not know anything 

about education. What I do know, is that education must be according to our own way of life, 

and in the way we have thought about it in the cooperative] (Iturbide, Bonifacio, personal 

communication, 15 September 2016). I thank him and leave.  Afterwards, I wondered how 

many things have had to coincide and happen in this context so that –after forty years of hard 

and organized work– the people in Tosepan can have the possibility to revalue their place in 

the world, and acknowledge the value of who they are. If all Sr. Boni wants is for education to 
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be relevant for the indigenous students, and to take into consideration what they know and who 

they are, I guess it is an auspicious beginning. 

 

7.3. Pierre Beaucage 

It was a rainy morning. I had a traditional breakfast consisting of ‘enchiladas en salsa verde’ 

which Josefina had prepared in the Café. I thanked her before heading to the Kalta. I need to 

make a payment to the university so I go very quickly to Kalta and immediately get into the 

small library. There is a musty smell in the room. The recently donated wooden bookcases 

delimit half of the room, along with a fancy large wooden table that uses almost half the space. 

There is a white-haired man sitting with his computer on the one, long table. I approached the 

table on the side hoping to make a successful Internet connection this time. I greeted the man 

and asked him if I could sit there to work for a while. He immediately says: ‘of course, come 

in, there is plenty of space!’. I sit there right away, I start getting my laptop and things out. And 

suddenly, the man stands up, approaches me swiftly and he says: ‘Pierre’ while he extends his 

hand to greet me.  I turn around and ask puzzled, ‘Pierre?’ and he says: ‘Pierre Beaucage’, and 

then I exclaim while I shake his hand: ‘OMG, I know you, I have read a lot about your work 

here, it is an honour to meet you!’ He smiles gently and tells me he would be in Cuetzalan for 

a month, until the town celebrations, which start on 29 September. I will leave a week before 

the event, and just following the conversation on my study Pierre tells me: ‘If you have not 

been in the town party for Archangel Michael –the saint patron of the town of San Miguel– 

you have not seen anything, you cannot write about them! But do not worry, you just go the 

TAPO in Mexico City, you travel for six hours, and you will be here again!’.  I smile faintly at 

the prospect.  

Pierre Beaucage came to the Cuetzalan region more than forty years ago and he had been deeply 

affected by the poverty he saw there. It was so appalling that he thought there was hardly 

anything to be done. Being a Marxist, and seeing poverty was so overwhelming, Beaucage 

expected there would be an uprising from the indigenous population. Time went by, and he 

was devoted to anthropological studies elsewhere.  A few years later, in 1976, he came back to 

Cuetzalan, and things were so different that he found no explanation, so he immediately 

decided to stay and do research there. He wanted to understand what made the transformation 

possible when it had seemed so unlikely during his initial visit. He was a professor then at the 
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University of Montreal, he is an emeritus professor now. Pierre Beaucage has kept a strong 

connection to the region and has stayed around from time to time, ‘while there is life, there is 

fight’ he says, as the proverb goes, ‘that is why I am still here!’ 

Pierre Beaucage has been doing anthropological research in the place for more than four 

decades and has written about, and with, the indigenous people, the Maseualmej21 for a long 

time. Some of his research had covered indigenous identity, their cosmology, their connection 

to Mother Earth (Taltikpaknantsin ) and nature, their historical accounts, their local stories 

and the way indigenous people and coyomej [mestizos] are portrayed in their narratives, and 

the traditional Xochipitsaua music. He recently published a book accounting for his 

anthropological studies in the region for forty years. During the interview I had with him, Pierre 

Beaucage explained that there were two moving forces in setting the field for the indigenous 

organization years ago; the first one was PRADE, the second one the Plan de Zacapoaxtla. 

According to him, the confluence of these two organizations was central to the foundation and 

early development of what would become the indigenous cooperative Tosepan Titataniske, 

which would set the region in motion. The first organization, PRADE, was a group organized 

by a scholar, a sociologist, Maria Eugenia Sánchez. She had contacted Pierre Beaucage asking 

him about Cuetzalan, the region he had studied. She wanted to do her fieldwork there to 

complete a doctorate in a French university. Pierre gave her all his information. Maria Eugenia 

came to San Miguel Tzinacapan, and did her research in that community. When she finished 

her doctorate, she returned to San Miguel, to give back what she thought fair. She knew she 

would need help, and so she got together a group of committed catholic people and called the 

group PRADE (Programa de animación y desarrollo/Program of animation and 

development).  

The second key to the transformation, was the Plan de Zacapoaxtla, the group of engineers 

discussed by Ing. Álvaro above. The group was supported by the Universidad de Nayarit and 

the government with the aim to organize the indigenous people in the area. Pierre says the 

engineers had the objective to facilitate the assistance the government wanted to provide in the 

area; especially in exchange of a quieter, less disruptive region. The engineers decided to 

change their approach and facilitate the organization of the indigenous people, and not the one 

designed by the state. This new approach showed a rapid growth once the objectives were 

determined by the indigenous community itself. The latter goals were opposed to what the 

                                                           
21 Maseual is the singular form 
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government assistance programs wanted to achieve there. This new approach caused a 

complete shift in the region, a shift that started on many different fronts. It took some time, but 

little by little, the organization brought improvements for the indigenous people: lower prices 

for the products they needed, better sales of their produce, managing to avoid unfair trade 

practices, skipping intermediaries who kept all the profit for the indigenous produce, a higher 

diversification of their crops, health clinics, running water in houses. These improvements have 

made a significant difference, one step at the time. 

Besides identifying these two agents of transformation in the region, Pierre discussed two 

important changes in the region: one regarding the interaction of indigenous people and 

mestizos, and the second one related to the educational work started back then. He stated that 

through the process started by this confluence of organisations and the indigenous cooperative, 

indigenous people managed to establish a completely different interaction with the mestizo –

the coyomej- in the region.  Pierre continued saying that a remarkable change had been that 

the Maseual people have managed to overcome their lower hierarchical position in relation to 

mestizos, and he also identified a clear change in the hierarchy of interaction between men and 

women (Beaucage, 2012). Maseual people are achieving a steady change in the region, and 

demanding better treatment and conditions elsewhere. The indigenous organization and work 

has crystalized in the cooperative. Tosepan Titataniske has allowed the indigenous community 

to bring changes in many areas that needed their attention. They have done it gradually, during 

the time the cooperative has been in existence, which stretches now for forty years.   

The other change mentioned by Pierre is the promotion of education that ‘spread’ in different 

projects that were started and supported by PRADE. It went from the organization of a Taller 

de Tradición Oral in San Miguel Tzinacapan, (TTO) started by Alfonso Reynoso, which 

aimed to recover oral history, stories, and knowledge from the elders. They wrote them 

carefully in Nahuat and Spanish and shared them in the community. Pierre Beaucage has done 

research and has some publications with them, sharing the responsibility of the process, through 

co-authorship. TTO has also published books and booklets on their own, and they still work 

together. Another project was the Inchankonemej, the Montessori preschool, which will be 

discussed in the next section. Additionally, there is a secondary school named Tetsijtsilin, 

(‘stone that makes a sound’ in Nahuat) which is still working and has won recognition for its 

situated learning and curriculum, and is directed now by Maria del Coral Morales (2013). To 

explain the richness and depth of these individual educational projects is beyond the scope of 

the study, but identifying the interesting alternative educational projects that this region has 
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seen throughout the years, send an interesting message about the local elements and conditions 

that have allowed for such educational impetus, and creativity. The whole region might be 

worth considering for a further educational study.   

7.4. Mrs. Amanda   

In this section, I will examine the perspective of a woman who has been in the region for quite 

some time. She is Mrs. Amanda22 and knows first-hand how the region has evolved in the last 

decades. She was part of PRADE, an interdisciplinary group that arrived in 1973 to the sierra 

the Puebla, the region where Cuetzalan and the Nahuat community is located. They dreamed 

about being able to support the local indigenous community. These people were catholic and 

educated; many of them had been trained as teachers, although Mrs. Amanda had no formal 

teacher training. PRADE means ‘Proyecto de Animación y desarrollo’. They had been called 

by María Eugenia Sánchez Díaz de Rivera, who had obtained a doctorate in sociology in 

France. She had a large project in mind, which included the main areas of a community. The 

project encompassed several aspects: education, culture, health, and the productive and 

spiritual areas as well.     

First, María Eugenia’s friends and some Ursulina nuns arrived in the middle of the sierra, in 

1973 with the dream of being helpful to the community. Their efforts to support the community 

was remarkable.  Their work aimed at solving the most urgent needs of the community, which 

were important due to the level of poverty in the region. Cuetzalan is one of the places in 

Mexico with more water/rain precipitation per year. This is both an advantage for the fields of 

the local ‘campesinos’, --farmers- but also a disadvantage due to the poor living conditions, as 

well as the topography, the hilly and rocky landscape of the region. These characteristics make 

work in the fields very hard, and it demands much experience and mastery to get good crops. 

Accordingly, at the time, houses were frail and humid, food was scarce and not varied enough, 

and children suffered malnutrition and sickness. There was much to be done, so they started 

simply with, a vegetable garden, some rabbits and a small dispensary. Later on, María Eugenia 

realised they would need more help; she made arrangements and three Lasallista brothers 

arrived in 1976, the team was growing. 

In our conversation, there were two important elements Mrs. Amanda mentioned. The first one 

was about how PRADE had facilitated all organizing procedures when the indigenous 

                                                           
22 A pseudonym has been used in this case and when any of the students are mentioned in the thesis. 
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cooperative started. Mrs. Amanda says the changes in the region were due to the presence of 

PRADE, a decisive influence according to her. She said that throughout PRADE’s work and 

projects, the whole community got involved in a slow but steady movement towards less 

difficult living conditions, less hardship. For example, she says, all the assembly processes and 

how it had to be conducted was part of the work PRADE did. They showed indigenous people 

how to formalize and document the process of the community assembly, which, in any case, 

added a written dimension to the traditional cultural practices they had had in the region. But 

it also made the process easier to follow in subsequent assemblies, she remarks. 

Mrs. Amanda recalls how people in PRADE acknowledged very soon the value of the 

indigenous language and culture, in quite a contrast to what happened in the region. María 

Eugenia reminded them they would try to achieve things ‘en unión de saberes y sabidurías’, 

‘joining together professional knowledge (theirs in PRADE) and wisdom (from indigenous 

people)’ (Mrs. Amanda, personal communication, 22 August 2016). This remark that guided 

them shows how much respect María Eugenia Sánchez had for empirical and theoretical 

knowledge, and how she wanted the symmetry of interaction to start from there. They left the 

centre of Cuetzalan and moved to San Miguel Tzinacapan, a little further away, and tried to 

learn the language to communicate better and engage with the people. They had an intensive 

two-week-course, and further practice among themselves, but they mainly spoke with the 

community as much as they could. They were able to speak Nahuat fluently quite rapidly. All 

this had an effect on their relationship with the local people.  

Soon after, some indigenous parents approached the women. The parents knew they were 

teachers, so they offered them a stone house in the town to start a Montessori preschool. PRADE 

brought materials from the city and the parents built what was needed, small furniture and, 

also, adapted materials for the children. They called the preschool Inchankonemej and the 

teachers worked there through Nahuat medium. The local children would come to the 

Inchankonemej and find two kind guides who spoke their language and explained how the 

varied materials could be used. They charged nothing for that. It became quite in demand and 

they realised soon they would need help. They set to give some basic training to some young 

indigenous women; in the following years, they opened five preschools in the community, run 

by the indigenous women who had been trained by them. Some current members of the 

Tosepan Titataniske cooperative had attended these Inchankonemej and remember them with 

much affection.  
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There were many projects that PRADE started in those days. These plans followed the original 

guidelines of PRADE to support the local community. One of these projects was a secondary 

school, an ‘open school’ that the Lasallista brothers founded. They called it Tetsijsilin, ‘little 

stones that make a sound’ in Nahuat. They included local and indigenous knowledge in the 

curriculum, the indigenous language, and the farming practices of Maseual, trying to make it 

relevant and meaningful for the students. This project continues to date, transformed into a 

Telesecundaria, and it has been very successful mainly because an extraordinary woman and 

teacher continued the Lasallistas’ work. For the last 17 years, she has worked for the indigenous 

children and teenagers of the place.  She is ‘maestra Coral’, as they call her with affection and 

respect, although she has successfully finished a doctorate in education and won awards and 

recognition with the school. Maestra Coral and her husband have worked for years to continue 

the work of Tetsijtsilin, the secondary school founded by the PRADE group thirty years ago.  

In the end, the second aspect Mrs. Amanda mentioned in the interview related to what she 

considered a turning point in her life, since her identity became fluid and evolved within the 

indigenous context and language. Her life had already been altered by her participation in 

PRADE and her activities in the indigenous community.  She acknowledged herself changing 

and not feeling certain as to how she could see or identify herself… The indigenous people in 

the village were not used to having mestizos among them, not ones that were willing to treat 

them as equals, nor richer than the ones belonging to the few families that controlled the trade 

and commerce in the town. Living in the village also made her closer to the community. She 

felt captivated by the devotion and the simplicity of their faith, challenging even more her own 

sense of self. She did not talk much about this, she mentioned it and let it vanish then.. identity 

issues are truly personal, they move and change your core values and the perception of who 

you are. It can be daunting…and enriching. 

  

7.5. Central issues 

These profiles raise key issues that will be discussed throughout the remaining chapters of the 

thesis, to guide our understanding of the school and its processes. Among these issues, some 

should be remembered in particular: the widespread and ‘naturalized’ discrimination and 

exclusion of indigenous peoples in the region, the extreme poverty they lived in, the proximity 

of cooperative values with core values of the indigenous people there, the Maseual, allowing 
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for connection (Beaucage & TTO, 2012). Also identity issues, relevant for the cooperative and 

the school: navigating indigenous identity and personal identity, interactions between 

indigenous and mestizo, being indigenous and the discrimination attached to it, interestingly, 

the challenge to the identity in the two mestizo people engaged in work with the cooperative. 

Their claim to maintain and revitalize indigenous language and culture, and find avenues for 

that, possibilities to encourage their language and worldview, or foster indigenous language 

use in given domains, their school, to begin with; their will to challenge what is the norm (May, 

2009; Thurlow, 2010). The realization that agency is possible within policing of language use, 

and that there is a measure of power influencing, or challenging, a given language practice or 

its use in a given domain, (Pennycook, 2001), and the fact that indigenous language and 

knowledge are valuable assets, precious, really. The fact that there is a will to contribute to 

outline Tosepan’s educational perspective, work within it to counteract the sociocultural 

context that originated the school, and resist the language shift and their own acculturation 

(Hamel, 2001).   

The personal stories presented are from people long connected to the cooperative and the 

region. They offer what their location allowed them to experience years ago and at present. The 

criteria for selecting these profiles, was their possibility to portray the diverse forces at play 

when the cooperative started; there is much more to say of what is happening now, how all 

these igniting forces have influenced the community, the cooperative they started, and their 

place as well. These profiles may direct our attention to the agents of change in this region, but 

this was just the beginning. The members of this indigenous cooperative –this community– 

were eager to work on their own, to follow their own path.  They have found avenues for 

collaboration while they keep control, which is central for them, and they have found key 

support to work on the problems identified within the indigenous ‘asamblea’, and work on 

these problems one at a time. They seem not to feel an urgency to move forward a resolution, 

but they do move towards it; every problem requires certain time and that is acknowledged. It 

does not seem to worry them extremely.  

People within Tosepan have also been able to widen their connections and deepen their 

collective consensus processes. It is all part of what they aim to do now, they are looking at 

finding alternative ways to address their problems by themselves. They seemed to have waited 

enough, and little by little, their organised, cooperative work is allowing them to see some 

positive results. It seems that "[a]hora se busca reivindicar a través del derecho de auto 

gobernarse, no se pretende la independencia, se busca en realidad, el respeto y la 
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recuperación de la dignidad, por la vía de la autonomía." [now, vindication of rights is 

pursued through the right to self-government, they do not pretend independence, what they 

pursue in fact is respect, and the recovery of their dignity through the path of autonomy]. 

(Concheiro, Couturier, y Almeida, 2004, p.18). 

No wonder the lives and ‘selves’ of indigenous people in Tosepan have been modified also, 

because of the personal engagement and the self-commitment of the idealistic people that 

coincided in their beginning as an indigenous cooperative. In addition, even though the 

presence of PRADE and the Plan de Zacapoaxtla, contributed to ignite this region, to set it in 

motion, there was clear agency from the indigenous community itself.  This agency could be 

identified for example at the beginning, when members of the community decided to engage 

with the early childhood teachers in PRADE; when they prepared a house in San Miguel 

Tzinacapan to open a school for their children. When they created the educational materials 

themselves and adapted them to start the first Inchankonemej of the region. When a group of 

indigenous people and mestizo ones gathered to recover indigenous history and stories, or even 

when they embraced the written aspects of the organization as a cooperative, soon after these 

organizations arrived. So, maybe, the confluence of cultural elements and all the effort that was 

done after PRADE, with the ‘urban professionals’, and the Plan de Zacapoaxtla, with the 

‘progressive engineers’, created a space which never left the region.   

Moreover, it has been as if the indigenous community had just been waiting patiently –as they 

always do– for the occasion to work together, as a community. To look and go beyond their 

difficult circumstances and keep on working. After all, these changes can be seen after forty 

years. Their conditions were harsh back then, but it has not gotten easier, since Tosepan 

Titataniske and the Maseualmej face currently enormous threats from national and international 

mining companies –countless fracking projects, high-voltage power lines, and the menace of 

massive dams to generate electricity. These menaces to their way of life and their land have 

increased the pressure to maintain their careful collective work to defend their land, their way 

of life, within a violent context and an indifferent –and greedy- government…How will they 

continue? They will continue going step by step, planting corn, recalling their Maseual 

ancestors and their fights, treasuring their language and culture, showing their children how 

the land should be protected, looking after the community, asking for solidarity to other 

indigenous peoples of the world…they are after all, ‘Altepejtajpianij’, ‘the guardians of the 

land’.    
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Chapter 8. Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, an Indigenous 

bilingual school 

I am looking at the language planning of this indigenous bilingual school in regard to their 

language and culture revitalization process. Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan is woven into the wider 

effort of Tosepan Titaniske, the indigenous cooperative, which has been working in the sierra 

de Puebla, Mexico, for forty-one years already.  Through this ethnographic study, I would like 

to convey their distinctive educational effort, and a sense of familiarity with Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan, with the apparently ‘natural’ inclusion of their traditional community 

values, their ethical values, meaningful connections, and knowledge. Their inner understanding 

of simple, caring, community life. A view that also appreciates the problematic context in 

which they have developed, and which goes beyond the typical indigenous bilingual project in 

order to perceive the uniqueness of this school. I would also like to foster a wider inclusion of 

the Mexican indigenous perspectives to the international academic conversation around 

bilingual education, language revitalization, and intercultural education.   

8.1. Sociocultural context. An outline 

I begin the closer look at the context of Tosepan with an outline of the local region where it is 

located. Cuetzalan, the municipality centre or ‘cabecera municipal’, seems to be a space 

‘bubble’ where time appears to have been still for decades. Cuetzalan is a city and at the same 

time, it is the centre of the municipality.  It has been slowly built with white local stone, 

abundant in the region, and which is also used for some prominent city houses, the low 

buildings, the main church, and the cobbled streets. The white houses and small buildings are 

built more simply, and most of them have red clay ‘teja’ ceilings, so the local streets seem to 

have a beautiful washed symmetrical appearance topped with the red traditional clay. The ‘city’ 

of Cuetzalan consists of the downtown just described and of several small villages or 

‘rancherías’, mainly inhabited by indigenous communities. The small villages are scattered 

around Cuetzalan and over the sierra. On Sundays, many of the indigenous people from these 

neighbouring villages sell their produce or handcrafts in the main downtown plaza [square] of 

Cuetzalan, in the Church of San Francisco patio, around the tall wooden pole where the 

‘voladores’ perform their ritual indigenous ‘flying dance’, jumping from as high as the church 
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tower. The Sunday market is an aromatic, colourful and hectic gathering of local indigenous 

farmers, traders, and artisans. Here, the indigenous language is widely spoken, and the 

traditional clothes can be seen on sellers and buyers alike. Cuetzalan becomes quieter during 

the week, still Nahuat can be heard and a few people wear their traditional clothes. Coming 

from the ‘big city’, it feels as if the site was located in a space and time bubble, as if it existed 

in old traditional times.   

8.2. The sociolinguistic context  

The indigenous community speaks a variety of the most spoken indigenous language in 

Mexico, Nahuatl. It has around 1,500 000 speakers (INEGI).  School materials and books are 

produced for Nahuatl language by the state; but not for the particular variety in the region of 

the study: the northwestern Sierra of Puebla. The variety spoken in this region, Nahuat, has no 

tl combination, among other lexical differences. Cuetzalan is the municipality with more 

Nahuat speakers in Mexico, 57,189 according to UNESCO (2010). This regional language is 

said to derive from the ‘nahua del este’ (Hasler, 1976, in Zamora, n.d.).   

According to Fishman’s continuum of stages to describe language loss, the location of the 

indigenous cooperative, the bilingual indigenous school, and San Miguel Tzinacapan23, can 

be within an optimistic level 4.  Nahuat is actively encouraged and widely used in the 

mentioned places, but still the shift is such that some children are not being spoken in Nahuat 

by their parents anymore, even if the older siblings speak it as a first language, so a more 

realistic level 5 in the mentioned continuum of stages, perhaps.  But language use varies 

accordingly to defined boundaries, as in pockets, therefore the contrasts in small neighboring 

regions in language loss. Intergenerational transmission of the indigenous language is central 

to the preservation of the language (Fishman, 1991), therefore the importance of the broad 

educational effort in the cooperative, and especially in Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan.   

 

8.3. Physical description. Tosepan compound 

Tosepan Titataniske,  its physical central base, is located in a compound on a small green and 

bushy hill, just in the outskirts of the sierra where Cuetzalan is located.  There are different 

areas located in delimited spaces, though many adjacent to the others.  The central one is 

                                                           
23 a neighbouring village part of Cuetzalan and highly relevant for Tosepan, both the cooperative and the school 
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Kaltaixpetaniloyan –‘the house where the spirit opens’. It is a two-story stone building, it has 

3 office spaces, two big classrooms –or meeting rooms-  and a small library on the ground 

floor;  there is a kitchen and a restaurant area with a terrace on the first floor. There is also an 

area in the centre of the building, similar to a small lobby, where some bilingual and locally 

published books can be found. Visitors or guests can also buy there what the cooperative grows 

and produces; organic coffee, honey, cinnamon, allspice, vanilla, fruit liquor, and some artisan 

soaps, body creams, and shampoo with local natural ingredients. 

The Kaltaixpetaniloyan has a prominent location within the Tosepan compound. This building 

seems to concentrate the constant work and presence of cooperative authorities, promotors, 

cooperative members, researchers, and visitors.  Outside the ‘Kalta’, there is a cement rectangle 

big enough to have students playing football or basketball; a bit farther away there is a path 

surrounded by tall trees that directs to the school.  On the opposite side, a stone path goes down 

the hill towards the first cabins of Tosepan Kali on the left and the coffee-bean-shaped Spa on 

the right.  Going down the path the café room is located and on the other side of the café is the 

‘cultural’ Spa and a swimming pool for guests. A little further, there is a three-story bamboo 

building with the 16 rooms of the eco-touristic hotel, it has a beautiful small bamboo ‘bridge’ 

welcoming guests into the bedrooms area. Further down, going along some steep stone steps 

you find the hotel reception and office area.  Further right and still at the bottom of the hill, you 

walk a little to find the recently built hostel. Going from ‘Kalta’ towards the other side of the 

hill, there is a beehive-shaped auditorium, as to show the purpose of the building is to house 

intensive work and communal discussions; it also serves as a working casual place at times, as 

a school auditorium, and as a rehearsal place for the local and student music groups. Going 

further down from there, there is a large ‘bodega’, a warehouse, with two huge paintings on 

the front, flanking the massive door. This building is where is located the Beneficio for the 

organic coffee process of the cooperative.  Also on ground level, at the outskirt of the hill, there 

are two small offices where Tosepan Pajti is located, naturistic and herbal medicine offices, 

as well as a traditional garden and some small rooms, which serve for dentist and doctor 

consultations.  A bit further there is the small building where all their own artisan toiletries are 

made. 
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8.4. Kaltaixpetaniloyan, ‘the house where the spirit opens’ 

Tosepan Titataniske’s cooperative membership is splattered in indigenous communities and 

towns surrounding Cuetzalan. Indigenous people were excluded from the municipality 

downtown, and were marginalized a long time ago. However, in 1977, the Tosepan Titataniske 

cooperative started and it shortly began expanding. In due time, the Council of the cooperative 

and the members decided to locate their offices precisely in the centre of Cuetzalan. They did 

it consciously, as a symbol of a gradual re-appropriation, and to allocate greater visibility to 

indigenous people as well (Beaucage, 2012). According to them, this was an important step as 

their cooperative organization “se  arraiga  en  una vieja tradición de resistencia contra los 

abusos y las injusticias” [‘is strongly based in an old tradition of resistance to abuse and 

injustice], (González, A., Gracia, G., De La Calleja, M., Francisco, V., 2013, p.77). The 

cooperative has been involved in diverse areas in the region with the support of their indigenous 

members. Their work attempts to foster a fair distribution and market for their produce, organic 

coffee, cinnamon, and allspice –which grants the region a fragrant aroma during September 

and October. The cooperative members have learned the value of being self-sufficient –of 

relying on themselves-  and if they have little, they actually do not need too much.     

One of the guiding propositions of the Universe of Action of the Kalta is the following: 

El modelo educativo del “Kaltaixpetaniloyan” responde a las demandas de 

formación más sentidas, posibilita el fortalecimiento de liderazgos y contribuye a 

impulsar el desarrollo sustentable en la Sierra Nororiental de Puebla  (Aguilar, 2002, 

p.163) 

[The educational model of the “Kaltaixpetaniloyan” responds to the formation and 

training needs identified locally, it makes the strengthening of diverse leaderships 

possible, and contributes to foster sustainable development in the northwest Sierra de 

Puebla]   

They have stated the need to work around the community needs and reinforce indigenous 

leadership and agency. They would be involved and engaged with diverse educational 

organizations, a number of universities and institutions, and academics as well, throughout 

their own project and, still, manage to keep the control of the process under indigenous hands. 

The indigenous model has guided their educational work for twenty-one years and it was also 

the origin of the cooperative school, Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, in 2006. This has also been 

an evolving model, and I would address it further ahead. 
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Within the Tosepan cooperative there is an active practice of their traditional assembly, 

directed by the indigenous council; this has been a cultural practice for long. According to Ing. 

Álvaro, in Tosepan “se tiene una vida permanente a través de asambleas que hacemos cada 

mes, al nivel de las comunidades y a nivel regional.” (Aguilar, personal communication, 10 

September 2016). [There is a permanent activity through assemblies that we have every month, 

in the communities and the region]. The format is similar to the traditional assemblies 

indigenous people had to solve the community’s problems; their collective discussion of 

problems and their work aligns with their cultural practices, and it has proved to be effective 

to address their ever present problems, they work on them as they see needed. It has also been 

a learning process and place for many of them.  

Most of the cooperative members are middle-aged people, who could not attend school, and if 

they could, it had been for little time. Some of the members went to school, but most of them 

did not finish primary, and some were illiterate. The regular activities in the indigenous 

cooperative needed the members to handle basic administrative processes. In this way, when 

the first cooperative started 24 , an intensive training and educational process began. This 

formation process included learning about the function and role of a cooperative, and becoming 

familiar with the principles of cooperativism. These principles were rapidly understood 

because they aligned very closely, as well, to the Nahuat collective perspective and their 

cultural principles of reciprocal care and solidarity.  

A training centre was urgently needed, and when the cooperative had been working for twenty 

years, they started to work collaboratively on that project.  Ing. Álvaro recalls what the process 

with the indigenous council entailed; countless conversations and meetings. Ing. Álvaro 

explains the cooperative considered their autonomy central, their ability to retain control of 

their projects and not to lose it over any assistance programs from the government. They knew 

these programs usually came with a gradual increased dependence on them. They started 

collectively their proposal for the learning and raining centre. Their main objective was defined 

as ‘este espacio permitirá que tanto los socios como los integrantes de sus familias puedan 

desarrollar sus capacidades, con el fin de que ellos sean los actores de su propio desarrollo’ 

(Aguilar, personal communication, 10 September 2016)  [this space would allow the 

cooperative members as well as their families to develop their skills and competences, with the 

objective that they become the agents of their own development] 

                                                           
24 Bearing in mind that Tosepan would later become a ‘union of cooperatives’. 
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The learning and training centre was named Kaltaixpetaniloyan, la casa donde se abre el 

espiritu, [‘the house where the spirit is opened, in Nahuat’), Kalta for short. The name 

acknowledges their perspective on learning as vital to their culture, and their permanence as 

who they are. The role of ‘learning’ was identified as very significant and vital for their future 

growth. The Kalta and the intellectual work done by the cooperative members and the council 

in 1998 was aimed at improving their way of living. They developed their Universo de acción 

[Universe of action]. To advance their ideas on this notion, they represented their ‘Universe’ 

as a circular map, as follows. 

 

The Universe of Action from the indigenous community is also particularly interesting as it 

seems a ‘rounded’ metaphor, it is organic and close to indigenous thinking, and the focus of 

the current Universe of Action does not revolve around the Kaltaixpetaniloyan –and their 

original model of education– but it is centred now around Yeknemilis, la vida buena, el Buen 

Vivir.  They have devoted the centre to what they understand as good living, but also to what 

it represents to have made this shift. It is a conscious step towards centring their effort on the 

people, on the person.  
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The model for the Universe of Action was developed though several strategic ‘asambleas’ –

assemblies- They wanted to design and plan together their following twenty years. They 

envisioned their own ‘Universo de Acción’, and the areas in which they could work to effect 

changes. They designed their ‘universe of action’ and divided it in seven lines of action, of 

influence. The Kalta would have their indigenous language, culture and knowledge as central 

to their work.  The lines of action are the following:  

1) integrated management of natural resources,  

2) conservation of the environment,  

3) indigenous and cultural identity,  

4) formal education,  

5) development of skills and capabilities,  

6) training of community promoters, and  

7) human being and virtues.  

Each one of these lines of action was allocated various areas to work within each one. For 

example, the areas in ‘formal education’ were literacy, primary, secondary areas and a strategic 

‘Etc………’, etcetera, signalled their openness to future needs and possibilities. The areas in 

‘indigenous and cultural identity’ were indigenous rights, maintenance of Nahuat language, 

and recovery of indigenous knowledge.  In skills development, they included trades, languages, 

technology and Arts. It was all designed in a circle, it was a comprehensive development 

project. They allocated time to both work on nature and the human being, both of which they 

consider important. Ing. Álvaro explains the indigenous vision is shown in the design of Kalta 

and their Universe of Action.  This design made their work thorough and ambitious. This 

‘Universe of Action’ shaped their strategic actions in subsequent years. This work has given 

origin to their participation in Fair Trade organizations, the export of their organic coffee and 

allspice, their housing project, their cooperative bank, the women cooperative, and the 

indigenous bilingual school. 

Tosepan had done much work to possibilities for education, and to open public schools in 

indigenous communities 

Nosotros promovimos que cada comunidad tuviera sus servicios comunitarios, uno 

es el de la escuela. Cuando nace la Tosepan había en todo el municipio nada más 

tres o cuatro primarias que tenían hasta sexto año. Ahorita, la mayor parte de las 

comunidades tienen preescolar, tienen primaria, y muchas tienen secundaria, y 

también bastantes tienen ya bachillerato. Pero lo promovió la organización, no?  

Entonces ese fue el reclamo!  (Aguilar, personal communication, 10 September 2016) 
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[We promoted that each community had their public services, one of them is the school. 

When the Tosepan started, there were in the whole municipality only three or four 

primary schools which had until 6th grade. Right now, most of the communities have 

preschool, primary, many have secondary school and several already have high school 

as well. But this is something that the Tosepan organization promoted, right? That is 

why we had protests!]  

This work to create education opportunities later proved to have become highly problematic. I 

elaborate on this: Indigenous people had been waiting for years to have schools, and what they 

found was that the children who attended lost in school their love for the land, for their culture 

and traditions. They had learned to see their indigenous culture as less worthy than that of 

mestizo and urban society. Indigenous people had set their hopes in these schools years before. 

So, the cooperative had long negotiated with the local and the regional government for the 

opening of preschool, primary, and even full secondary schools in local indigenous 

communities. The cooperative saw it as part of the public community services the indigenous 

communities should have access to, as seen.  

The growing number of schools in the region did not improve the situation of the indigenous 

people. Sometime after indigenous children had more access to public schools, numerous 

complaints and protests started to appear in the assemblies, from the cooperative members who 

were parents. They said their children were not learning much, but mainly that the students had 

changed. They did not want to help their parents in the field anymore, nor go with them to work 

the land. Their children were leaving to go to the city as soon as they could, to work in the 

lowest menial jobs and be in even more precarious conditions than in their communities. 

Indigenous people were ‘losing their children’ or so they felt.   

When it was clear that the effect of public schooling in children was of complete acculturation 

and a lingering feeling of poverty, a ‘spiritual poverty’ later mentioned by them, they thought 

about creating their own school. It was then clear that schools would not support children, 

neither to learn, nor to value their language and culture. Parents had realised Indigenous 

children were also discriminated in public schools, they were seen as inferior because of their 

language and culture precisely… Education was a mechanism that reinforced the dominant 

discourses and attempted to assimilate indigenous students, it was also meant to ease social 

discontent offering educational possibilities. As Leonardo Durán says, they rapidly realized 

that: “uno de los vehículos de desmovilización de los pueblos es la escuela.” ‘[one of the 

vehicles of demobilisation of the peoples is the school] (personal communication, 18 August 

2016). The schools were only increasing in the children, their sense of disengagement with 
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their native language and culture. Therefore, part of their resolution to open their own 

indigenous school had to do with their disappointment at public schools and part to address 

their responsibility for the community services they had promoted in the region as well.  

Trying to solve the unexpected effect on indigenous students in the region, the Tosepan decided 

to act, and they attempted a variety of strategies.  First, they tried to discuss the issue with 

people from the Ministry of Education in the state of Puebla, they thought that it would be 

important to share the experience they had had with the students. They subsequently proposed 

to the education authorities of the state the adaptation of the curriculum so the students would 

learn according to their culture. In this way, students would learn and would appreciate their 

culture and stay, instead of leaving to work in the city. They even proposed doing the 

adaptations themselves and send them to the Ministry for approval. They waited for a long 

time. There was no response from the Ministry, they would have to try to solve the problem 

themselves.  

The Tosepan cooperative was determined to open their own school, and they started inquiring 

and considering different models. They would do it with a project designed and controlled by 

them, they thought.  They would make all the curricular decisions, model, subject areas, and 

medium of instruction. That is how in 2006, eight years after the creation of Kaltaixpetaniloyan, 

they opened Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, ‘the school of all’ in Nahuat. They started their 

educational work in a small kinder and preschool that would initially follow the Montessori 

Method. They received donations with the material, and established contact with some 

Montessori guides who were willing to work with them and with the children. This auspicious 

beginning found a place in a secluded area of the Tosepan cooperative compound, surrounded 

by coffee bushes and trees in 2006.  The model and methodology would evolve trying to adapt 

to the needs of the children, the school and the cooperative.  

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan is an indigenous bilingual school; it resembles what is known in 

Mexico as an intercultural bilingual school.  The school was created to fulfil the aims of the 

educational philosophy of the cooperative expressed in their Universo de Acción, developed 

within their work in Kalta. As such, it is supported by Tosepan Titataniske. The guidelines they 

thought for the school are described by Ing. Álvaro: 

‘Tratemos de impulsar un modelo educativo distinto, pero que esté en manos 

nuestras’. A este modelo educativo le pusimos líneas principales: Una, el amor al 

campo, a la tierra!  Otra, los aspectos culturales propios de la zona, la lengua, las 
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danzas y otros más. Otra, prácticas de trabajo en equipo, para arraigar el 

cooperativismo entre los niños. Y lo último, cuidar la nutrición de los niños en la 

escuela, que estuvieran saludables…¡Ah! Pero además, que fueran con alegría a la 

escuela, que fueran niños alegres!   (Aguilar,  personal communication, 10 September 

2016) 

[‘Let’s try to implement a different educational model, which is in our hands’. To these 

educational model we allocate the following main guidelines: one, the love for the land 

and the field! Another one, the cultural aspects from the region: the language, the 

traditional dances, and some others. Another one, learning and working in teams, to 

encourage the values of cooperativism in the children. The last thing, care for the 

nutrition of the children in school, so they were healthy…Ah! And also, that the students 

went to school happily, we wanted them to be happy children!]  

 

And these are the guidelines that have been directing their educational work, even as it is 

evolving. Yeknemilis, vida buena, a good living, was also a significant aim for the students of 

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, not only after they completed school, but also while they were in 

it!  

The view of the Nahuat community on education and learning comes from the heart of their 

Nahuat culture, their cosmovision. Their view has resonances of prominent educational 

thinkers, but this is so because their view coincides with their cultural perspective; it aligns to 

what they believe, to their cosmovision.   Meaningful learning happens and can be observed 

within close social interaction among students themselves and also the teacher, there is a close 

connection, frequent opportunities for collaborative work. Some students display intent 

observation at certain times or in specific activities and then they share knowledge and teach 

each other. Students also display solidarity in some collaborative work and also through 

agricultural work, in their daily care for nature and community. These elements are included 

in their school work. Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan has been created to fulfil and achieve their 

particular aims, to reinforce their cultural views and their cooperative values.  

The educational view of the wider indigenous cooperative seems Freirean, as they see 

education, learning and knowledgeas the mediums to understand the word and their world; the 

mediums for transformation. They see knowledge being acquired and accumulated by sharing 

knowledge. The cooperative promotes circles of reflection and learning in the work with the 

indigenous cooperative members, and they additionally use local ‘generative words’ in their 

adult literacy programs. Their view may also have echoes of communities of learning, which 

promote active collaboration and the flexibility of school boundaries and inclusion. Their 
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perspective may also resemble what Ivan Illich (1985) wrote in Morelos, Mexico, on the 

deschooling of societies, the need for conviviality, and for learning webs or networks, and the 

recovery of agency. Illich describes how the right to learn is sometimes obstaculised precisely 

by the school itself –and he was well acquainted with the Mexican public education system. 

Illich further discusses the need to search for novel educational paradigms in order to support 

each student, and he makes the suggestion of creating “tramas educacionales que aumenten 

la oportunidad para que cada cual transforme cada momento de su vida en un momento de 

aprendizaje, de compartir, de interesarse.” (p.3) [Educational networks or learning webs 

which increase the opportunity for each one to transform every moment of their life in an 

occasion to learn, to share, to become interested]. These standpoints seem close to the 

educational perspective and effort of Tosepan. 

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan has the structure of a school, and the curriculum strands are 

closely aligned to their cultural, and cooperative values, and views.  This allows the school, 

and the life within the cooperative and the community to become a learning fabric, with flexible 

and open opportunities to keep on learning and appreciating additional, complementary and 

unexpected perspectives. what Illich calls a “trama educacional” [learning web]; adding 

significance to the school work by making it broader and more inclusive.  

In this way, the educational activity of the cooperative and community surrounds and embraces 

the school. It is a school, but it is their own school, still evolving and adapting. They have 

control and some flexibility in their content. They attempt to build for the school what they 

believe their children, and the future of the cooperative needs.  In order to achieve this, they 

have created opportunities to weave the work of the school into the community and their wider 

network. This can be seen, for example, when the school invites community members, or 

trusted connections, to be part of school activities and run special workshops for the students. 

In this case, for example, the students have been immersed in art projects. They have 

participated in Ahimsa and Satyagraha workshops to learn about Mahatma Ghandi and his non-

violent resistance movement. Students have also had workshops where they discuss diverse 

community related topics with a philosopher. They have also learnt about the soil and how to 

assess its health, how to treat residual water, and also learn how to do the diverse handcrafts 

from the region. The school and the cooperative connections are reliable sources for the 

enrichment of the school curriculum, and this is particularly explored during special summer 

courses. Additionally, the close connection with community members, artisans, musicians, 

elders, and researchers is a treasured one. These community members and esteemed colleagues 
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(or ‘friends of the cooperative’ as they call them) participate in the school work teaching the 

students on special sessions, or during the arts and music lessons. They attempt to practice and 

live the respecftull intercultural effort they expect for their students and members.  

8.5. Description of the school 

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan is a bottom-up indigenous bilingual school that has among its goals 

language and culture revitalization. The school is widely supported by the indigenous 

cooperative and the community, and their traditional collective vision and values underpin their 

educational goals. The school has a Language Planning (LP) objective of cultivating and 

revitalizing Nahuat and fostering language acquisition of Nahuat for non-indigenous children, 

within a macro context where Spanish is the dominant language;  they also work to start the 

introduction of English in the secondary level (Hornberger, 1997; Hornberger & King, 2012). 

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan encompasses three areas: preschool, (SEP), primary (CONAFE) 

and secondary school (Telesecundaria). The CONAFE and Telesecundaria are subareas 

within SEP (Secretaría de Educación Pública, the Ministry of Education) that mainly work in 

rural and indigenous communities.  The two latter models are seen as compensatory programs. 

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan attempts to provide a culturally pertinent response to the 

educational needs of indigenous children through school work. They follow the official 

national curriculum according to the SEP subsection, but they also include relevant content 

from the local region and the indigenous community itself (Morales-Espinosa, 2012; Hamel, 

2010; López & Sichra, 2008; McCarty, 2013, 2015).   

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan started as a Montessori kinder and preschool in 2006, and it has 

grown since then along with the students, this has made their project flexible, innovative, and 

organic. The educational effort can be better appreciated in light of Castillo-Hernandez (2007) 

remarks (referring to 2004) about the region: 

En Cuetzalan la escuela primaria bilingüe es casi inexistente. En preescolar los niños 

que asisten en su mayoría son monolingües en mexicano [Nahuat] y, aun cuando 

predomina el uso de la lengua materna, los programas se orientan hacia la 

castellanización oral. Por tal motivo la escuela se convierte en un espacio para el uso 

del español y el desplazamiento de la lengua indígena. (p.158) 

In Cuetzalan, bilingual primary school is almost non-existent. Young children who 

attend preschool are mostly monolingual in Mexicano [Nahuat] and even though 

indigenous language is predominant, school programs focus on achieving oral 
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castellanización. Because of this, school becomes a space for the use of Spanish and 

for indigenous language shift 

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan opened in 2006 with the objective to reinforce indigenous language 

and culture. The school has grown into different levels, and gone through diverse 

methodological approaches. The emphasis on indigenous language and culture has remained. 

Nowadays, immersion and bilingual education can be found in the same context.    

The different grades and levels within Tosepan school –and its approach to language- 

correspond roughly as follows. The first level is ‘Casa de Niños 1’, it is a Nahuat medium 

multigrade, children are 3 to 5 years old in this level although school levels are flexible and 

inclusive (corresponding to preschool in New Zealand). The second level is ‘Casa de Niños 

2’, it is also a Nahuat medium multigrade, and here young students are 5 or 6 years old, mainly.  

The Nahuat literacy process is worked intensively in this level (these correspond to the lower 

primary grades in New Zealand).  Then comes lower primary in the Mexican context: ‘Taller 

1’, where students are 7 to 9 years old (This would be upper primary in New Zealand). It is also 

a multigrade, and literacy in Nahuat and Spanish is worked within a bilingual classroom 

(around 60% Spanish, 40% Nahuat). Then comes what they see as the last multigrade level of 

primary: ‘Taller 2’, which works in Spanish medium mainly, with Nahuat in specific sections 

of the day and work, the percentage probably approaching 75% Spanish, 25% Nahuat. ‘Taller 

2’ has students who are between 9 and 12 years old, and encompasses three grades (what would 

be the last year of primary and intermediate school in New Zealand). Then comes three groups 

of ‘Secundaria’, a small class per level, with students aged from 12 to 16; these grades opened 

in more recent years and when students finish, they may go to a different school (high school), 

or may start working (these grades correspond to the lower years section of secondary school 

in New Zealand).                       

Tosepan Kalnecmachtiloyan has a mixed population, indigenous and ‘mestizo’ students attend; 

there are bilingual (Nahuat and Spanish) students in all the levels. Teachers are native speakers 

of Nahuat or second language speakers. Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan aims to become an 

indigenous language medium school and bilingual school of the whole project; they dream of 

having the possibility to include more than 50% of indigenous language in the curriculum of 

the higher levels. This school also works on the introduction of English as a foreign language 

in secondary school. This language teaching effort originated from the dissemination of the 

national English language program in public schools mentioned before.  
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Una escuela indígena, campesina y cooperativa 

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan’s curriculum follows these seemingly simple guidelines: “Esta es 

una escuela indígena, campesina y cooperativa” (Albores, Mari. INT, 18 Aug. 2016; 

Rodríguez, Ana Mary, INT, 19 Aug. 2016) [This is an indigenous, farming, cooperative 

school].  As such, all the school levels implement diverse activities and strategies to support 

these three general orientations. I will provide an account of the work students do within a 

school day to fully understand the three key guidelines. Mexican schools play an affective and 

important role in the construction of the nation and its myth; the Mexican flag is our most 

beloved and respected symbol, and so, it also plays its part in this indigenous school. Every 

Monday, there is a civic ceremony, as in any other public school in Mexico. The ceremony to 

honor the Mexican flag gathers the whole school in a small patio in Secundaria. The ceremony 

is hosted by a level of the school or one of the single grades in Secundaria. The students are 

responsible to make it beautiful and respectful. The ceremony includes Nahuat language in a 

central manner; students include important information for the week in national and regional 

history, both in Nahuat and Spanish. They also sing together the national anthem in Nahuat, 

which has been beautifully translated by maestro Gabriel. Students also say the allegiance to 

the Mexican flag in Spanish. The teachers and the director of both Casa de Niños y Taller 

(Leonardo Durán Olguín), and Secundaria (María Luisa Albores González), talk to students 

to share reflections, and remind them of important events and activities. Students then proceed 

to their classrooms and start working.   

The fact that the school is ‘indígena’ explains their decided inclusion of culture, traditions and 

their effort on Nahuat revitalization. This characteristic also guides the general language 

practices of each level in the school which are described further below. Within the school there 

is a Nahuat immersion initial area, a bilingual school in Nahuat and Spanish, and a higher 

section that works on Nahuat as a subject.  Additionally, the indigenous way of life and the 

ethical values associated with indigenous people become central in the school. For many years 

now, the indigenous community has been gaining increased awareness on the significance of 

their knowledge and this is the rationale for including it in many of their school practices. 

Indigenous knowledge is included for example in biology with their Maseual Taxonomy, and 

in language study with the Nahuat and Spanish versions of local stories and folk tales,. 

Additionally, the local history told by the elders can alos be referenced in school work. 
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The school is also seen as ‘campesina’, [from farmers and peasants], and in this case, 

indigenous and local knowledge is considered highly valuable and is included in the 

curriculum. The process of inclusion tends to be organic and can be flexible and adapt to special 

topics, celebrations, or relevant events within the school community. This inclusion has also 

been gradual and has increased in the last few years, following the indigenous and local 

knowledge recovery process. The knowledge collected is systematized in a way, and more 

readily accessible for the teachers and students to work during a special project, or to 

complement a specific topic already within the curriculum.  The knowledge regarding the work 

of the land, the preparation of the diverse seeds, the diverse use of plants and herbs, and the 

control of different pests in the cornfield or crops is discussed and included in the school 

curriculum. To comment on the importance of this activity, Beaucage (2012) examines the 

Nahuat concept of work and working the land. He states that the ethics of indigenous people 

and the centrality of their connection to land transpires through their notion of working the land 

and planting corn, which “opone simbólicamente a los campesinos indígenas a la gente de 

la ciudad (incluyendo al etnólogo) que viven sin cultivar la tierra, es decir, sin trabajar 

realmente.”  (Beaucage, 2012, p.29) [opposes symbolically the indigenous farmers to the 

people in the city (including the ethnologist) who live without working the land, this is, without 

working really].  

The last characteristic of the school is that it is ‘cooperativa’ [belonging to a cooperative]. The 

significant  thing here is the similarity the indigenous community found between the 

cooperative and its key lines of work and indigenous culture and worldview. In this way, the 

school includes in its work some of the aspects that are central to the nahua cosmovision and 

also from indigenous ethical values that are relevant within school work. Some of these central 

notions and values are the community, the collective well –being over the individuals, the 

respect for others, and for nature (Mother Earth, Taltikpaknantsin), the care for rivers, forests, 

plants and animals, the need to use food correctly and not waste anything that has been provided 

by mother Earth to people. Another key common notion is the will to share, that other members 

of the community have what I have, and the fact that collaborative work is better than working 

alone (as in their cultural practice of mano vuelta, Tamakepalis).  
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8.6. Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan. Underpinning principles.  

The revitalization effort within the school is supported by the wider work of Tosepan 

Titataniske which also promotes Nahuat language use to foster its normalization. They dream 

of reaching a point where the two languages would no longer be considered different in status 

in the region. They work to develop their own methodology, which they already call the 

“Tosepan methodology”, they are keen to spread Nahuat use in the region and support Maseual 

(indigenous) people (Benton, AM, 2012).  

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan can be succinctly defined as a bottom-up educational project 

originating from the indigenous community itself, from their own experience of inequality and 

marginalisation. Their attempt aims to revitalize their language and culture, reframing students’ 

indigenous identity, holding the community’s well-being as fundamental. Ingeniero Álvaro 

describes their dream and objectives when they started the design of their school, Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan. These were the elements they considered essential:        

 ¿Qué le pusimos a este modelo educativo? Uno, que arraigue a los niños al trabajo 

de campo, que le agarren amor al campo, al suelo, a la tierra y que no lo vean como 

algo denigrante.  Que fortaleciera los aspectos culturales propios de la zona, uno de 

ellos es la lengua, pero también lo de las danzas y otros más. Que se fomentara el 

trabajo en equipo y los valores del cooperativismo. Que cuidara la nutrición de los 

chicos, no caer en la obesidad. ¡Ah! Y que además pudieran ir con alegría a la 

escuela ¡que fueran niños alegres!” (Aguilar, personal communication, 10 September 

2016) 

[What did we include in this educational model? One, we thought [the school] should 

ground the children to the work in the field, foster love for the earth, for the soil, for 

the land, so that students would not see it as something lessening or diminishing. [The 

school] should reinforce the cultural aspects of the region, one of them is the language, 

other ones are the traditional dances, and some other elements. [The school] should 

foster working in teams and the values of cooperativism. [The school] would take care 

of children’s nutrition, and avoid obesity. Ah! And moreover, we wanted that children 

could go to school happily, that they were happy children!]  

Their educational work can be drawn from the previous description of their educational model, 

but also by the subsequent information on their educational perspective and also some sections 

of the data from the study. 
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The following section would describe the underpinning principles that sustain the general 

orientation of the school. These principles are communal between the school authorities and 

the teachers. Some principles are conveyed through daily work within the school, although 

some are supported more intently by the school community than others, and this problematic 

situation will be examined further below.  I will elaborate now on these principles through the 

clarification of the work of the school. 

My main interest in this section is to illustrate the role of the indigenous language and the 

different underpinning principles directly through, and from, the data.  I will do this as to 

promote an ‘in-field’ observation in a way. Some considerations justify the decision . First, my 

work encompasses an indigenous school and community who have been excluded and silenced 

for long; this inclusion could contribute to make their voices come across. Second, my study 

considers the power imbalances that have existed in the region for centuries; it also examines 

the effort of the school and the indigenous community to resist this imbalance: I should make 

my part and support them in this critical way in their fight for visibilization and social justice. 

Additionally, I consider that in this way the ‘representation’ of their work and themselves, the 

one coming from this particular study, would be a ‘shared construction’, a just and fair one.  

This is the rationale to include direct quotes from the participants and some from the field 

notes. The data will show how their educational work aligns with their cultural and ethical 

views.  The quotes will illustrate how their practices within the school, the indigenous 

cooperative and community reflect their interest to revitalize their language and give new 

strength to their culture, knowledge, and identity. These quotes will weave the representations 

of their principles and work.  They should suffice in conveying and communicating their own 

representation(s).  

1. Language and cultural views are vital  

2. Indigenous identity as valuable / the value of respect 

3. Autonomy 

4. Learning as community  

5. Learning as central / as action  

6.  ‘The school is not an island” connections, collaboration , and care  

7. Remaining within a critical stance  
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1. Language and culture are vital   

“nosotros decimos ‘bueno, y porque quitarles su lengua?’ Es como decirle, ‘tu lengua no sirve, 

tienes que aprender esta otra porque esta es la buena’. Y entonces dijimos, pues aquí no vamos 

a hacer eso, se le va a respetar su lengua a los niños. Pero además vamos a hacer lo otro: vamos 

a priorizar esa lengua.” (Ing. Álvaro, personal communication, 10 September 2016) 

[we say ‘well, and why should we take their language away? It is like saying to them, ‘your 

language is useless, you have to learn this other language, because this is the good one’. And then 

we said, we will not do that in here, the language of the children will be respected. But on top of 

it, we will do the opposite: we are going to make their language a priority.] 

 

“es distinto cuando uno ya está más avanzado y cuando llegas con un compañero que no ha 

escuchado nada de revitalización, de desplazamiento de lenguas, de esto que hablamos, y el 

como que dice, ‘bueno, a lo mejor sí, pero no es para tanto’! Nosotros sabemos que si!” (Sr. Boni, 

personal communication, 15 September 2016)  

[It is different when one has done more work, more advanced, and when you are with a colleague 

who has not heard anything about revitalization, or language shift, or these things that we are 

talking about, and then he may say something like, ‘well, maybe you are right, but it is not that 

problematic’!  But we know that it is!] 

 

“Pierre Beaucage is walking in!  He is giving a lecture to the secondary students for the beginning 

of the project they have about the documentation of indigenous knowledge. They did some work 

on local insects last year, and even the humble piojo [louse] was included by a little girl in primary 

school. This year it is the turn of the mammals. Mary introduces him as some of the students in 

secondary are new and do not know him. Then Pierre starts by greeting them all very happily and 

speaking in Nahuat quite fluently and for some time.  Some of the students seemed puzzled;  here 

is this Canadian emeritus professor, who not only speaks Spanish perfectly, but also speaks Nahuat 

as well!  Pierre gives the students a handout with all the possible questions for the interviews they 

will do this year in the community, in San Miguel. The questions come in Nahuat first, and then 

the Spanish version. He asked them to do the interviews in Nahuat, preferably, and then translate 

it.  Otherwise, as a second option, he said: “if you can´t do the interview in Nahuat, do it in 

Spanish”… but his attitude lets students know it would be a pity… He suggests talking to elders, 

and their grandparents and neighbors. “ (fieldnotes,  September, 2016)  

 

2. Indigenous identity as valuable / Respect 

“Yo creo que se está logrando el orgullo de tus orígenes, pero sobre todo porque somos parte 

de la raza humana, y que tanto valgo yo, que soy de origen Vasco, como tú que eres Maseual.”  

[Ana Mari, personal communication, 19 August 2016) 
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[I think we are achieving pride in our origins; but above all because we are all part of the human 

race, and I am as valuable as you are, me with a Basque ancestry, and you being Maseual] 

 

 

“There are two worlds in here! Perhaps I  have not had the chance to develop all this training, or 

formal learning as other teachers, but that does not mean we don’t have the sensibility! As 

language assessors and as Maseual people we have all the knowledge and sensibility we need. 

We can use Art content, music, and the danzas here, to develop children in this [preschool] level. 

A level that many see as less important than other levels, but not me:  All the foundation for the 

knowledge that students will need in the future is here, and we are the ones who provide that!" 

(Maestro Gabriel, personal communication, September,2016) 

 

“Pierre takes now the sheets of paper with the interview questions and he starts talking to the 

students to clarify a doubt the students had . Pierre gave the Nahuat version, carefully explaining 

its wording.  Then,  Marcos told Pierre he didn’t think it was the best way to ask the question, and 

he proposed another option to Pierre. They discussed the new phrasing with all the meanings it 

may convey. Finally, Pierre very happily agrees that Marcos’ rephrasing of the question is clearer, 

hence he says:  ‘your classmate has helped me with the Nahuat, his question is much better and 

more natural than mine, so we are going to use his’… Some students seemed surprised… Marcos 

does not look around the room, but he somehow looks taller.  Minutes later, some classmates 

start asking him about other interview questions and their meanings. He seems pleased.”  (field 

notes, September, 2016)     

 

3. Autonomy 

“lo que faltaría es cómo darle continuidad para que de veras los futuros cooperativistas, los 

futuros dirigentes de la cooperativa sean formados aquí, pues, ya con un modelo propio para 

esta zona, para esta cooperativa”  (Ing Álvaro, personal communication, 10 September 2016) 

[What we need to figure out is how to continue from here, so it can be a reality that the future 

cooperative members, the future leaders of the cooperative are educated and trained here. 

Educated with our own model, for this particular region, for this cooperative.] 

 

“No ubico etapas precisas en la escuela , pero si nos ha tocado tomar decisiones en el consejo. 

Por ejemplo que al principio arrancamos con Montessori, después vimos que no era;  teníamos 

que retomar cosas Montessori pero teníamos que buscar un modelo propio… una decisión 

política, digamos. Y estamos en eso.” (Alde, personal communication, 2 September 2016) 

[I don’t identify very precise stages in the school, but we have taken several decisions in the 

indigenous council. For example, that we started as a Montesori school, and then we realised it 

was not what we wanted. We would use some strategies from Montessori, but we wanted to find 

our own model…a political decision, if you may, and that is what we are trying to achieve.] 
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4. Learning as community  

“Aquí en la escuela no se les cobra ninguna cuota, ninguna,  lo único que les pedimos es eso, que 

aporten la comida para todo el grupo el día que les toque, pero además que los conocimientos 

que ellos tengan los puedan compartir. Hay padres que son artesanos, bueno, pues que 

compartan esos conocimientos con los niños; hay padres que trabajan muy bien lo de las abejas 

y la miel, hay padres que se dedican a la producción de maíz, también hay padres que son guías 

turísticos, bueno, que compartan todos esos conocimientos que tienen con los niños.” (Ing. 

Álvaro,  personal communication, 10 September 2016) 

[Here at the school we don’t charge the parents any fee, nothing. The only thing we ask is that 

they provide the food for the whole group the day on which it is their turn, and besides that, we 

ask them to share with the children the knowledge they have. There are parents who are artisans, 

well, let’s share that with the kids. There are parents who know how to work with the bees and the 

honey, very well, and parents who are farmers that grow and produce corn. There are also parents 

who are torurist guides; well, they can share all that knowledge with the children] 

 

Para mí, es muy importante que los niños hagan el trabajo agropecuario en la escuela, saber ser 

campesinos, es fundamental, tiene muchas funciones, la primera es la identidad…tu conexión 

con la tierra…. No hay campesino que no sea disciplinado. Todo lo que ves en aula lo aplicas en 

el trabajo del campo. Biología, matemáticas, Nahuat, todo!  Entran a clase muy tranquilos, 

después de trabajar la tierra, de haber platicado; trabajan en equipos, toman turnos, se 

organizan, se vuelven disciplinados. (Leonardo, personal communication, 18 August 2016) 

[For me, it is very important that the children do the agricultural work at school. Knowing how to 

be a peasant, a farmer, is fundamental. It has many functions, the first one is identity…your 

conection with the land…There is no farmer who is not disciplined. Everything you see in the 

classroom can be applied in the field. Biology, maths, Nahuat, all!  They go into the classroom very 

calmed, relaxed, after working the land, and having talked to each other. They work in teams, they 

take turns, get organized, they learned to be more disciplined] 

 

5. Learning as central   

Tenemos entonces que aprender más de estas cuestiones políticas para entender la crisis en la 

que estamos, lingüísticamente e identitariamente.  Pero yo tengo mucha fe en que si lo 

podemos hacer, la radio es para eso, la escuela es para eso! (Sr. Boni, personal communication, 

15 September 2016)  

 

[We have to learn more from these political issues to understand the crisis in which we are, 

linguistically and regard to our identity. But I have faith that we will be able to do it, the radio 

station is for that, the school is for that!] 
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“pero hay otros elementos que el currículo oficial no contempla y de ahí parte el interés de la 

cooperativa en integrar elementos importantes en la escuela. En términos generales, cultivar 

el amor al campo, los elementos cooperativos, y eso, y que al final, sabemos que es un modelo 

en construcción y este modelo al final tiene que irse integrando, pues.” (Alde, personal 

communication, 2 September 2016) 

 

[But there are other elements that the oficial curriculum do not include, and because of that the 

cooperative is interested in the integration of elements that we consider important for the school. 

In general, to instill the love for the land, the coopertiave values, and so, and that in the end, we 

all know that it is a model which is under construction, and in the end it will have to integrate and 

take shape]   

 

 

6. ‘The school is not an island” connections, collaboration , and 

community care  

“La cooperativa nace para mejorar nuestras condiciones de vida, y la forma en que plantea eso 

es que eso se puede lograr a través del trabajo colectivo realizado. Y esa ha sido nuestra gran 

lección; Nosotros solos no hubiésemos podido emprender proyectos como los que tenemos hoy 

en día, la escuela misma, no?  Uno solo no hace la escuela, la escuela se hace entre todos.”  (Alde, 

personal communication, 2 September 2016) 

[The cooperative is created to improve our conditions of life, and the way in which that is proposed 

is the possibility to achieve it through collective and collaborative work. And that has been our 

biggest lesson. We would not have been able to start projects as the ones we have today 

individually,  even the school itself, right?  One does not make the school, the school is made by all 

of us.]  

 

Entonces, cuando hablamos de una vida buena es una visión de compartir: ‘esto es bueno para 

mí, pues debería ser bueno para todos!’ Y en un tema contrario, en lo que nos puede afectar, 

por ejemplo la violencia, esto no tendría que estar pasando... ‘pero si me sucedió a mí, cómo le 

hacemos para organizarnos y evitar que esto le suceda a otros’.” (Alde, personal communication, 

2 September 2016) 

 

[So,  when we speak about a good life, it is with a vision of sharing: ‘this is good for me, well, it 

must be good for all of us!’.  And in the opposite way, in the things we suffer, for example violence, 

and the fact that it should not be happening…but if it happened to me, what do we do in terms of 

organization so it does not happen to others’] 

 

 

“Afterwards, the students of first grade of secondary go to the Cooperativism class, I follow the 

ones who are going  to the ’Salón Café’.  Toño, the director of Tosepan Kali is teaching them today; 

he continues his explanation about the process of the coffee from last week. He asks questions and 
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tells the students they will start with some practice. Tomas and Matias seem excited. The 

explanation about the roasting of the coffee grains seems far too long for the pair, but they look 

eagerly at the silvery machine to prepare the coffee and steam the milk. They laugh quite happily, 

but start taking some notes right away.  They seem to know that what they learn here may  be 

important later on” (fieldnotes, August 2016) 

 

7. Remaining within a critical stance  

“Si hablamos de educación intercultural, hay una diferencia muy grande entre lo que pasa en 

sociedades de origen inglés y lo que pasa aquí en México. Y es que el origen es diferente en 

cuanto a lo que impulsa el deseo de mejorar la educación. Yo me pregunto si el esfuerzo de los 

‘ingleses’ por apoyar la educación intercultural no viene de la culpa o de la soberbia….Aquí, la 

educación alternativa viene del esfuerzo y de la motivación de las comunidades minoritarias 

para lograr mejorar, no vienen del estado! “  (Leo, personal communication, August 2016) 

[If we talk about intercultural education, there is a large difference between what happens in a 

society with an English origin and what happens here in Mexico. And it is the fact that the origin 

of the motivation to improve education is different.  I wonder if the effort of the ‘English people’  

to support indigenous –intercultural– education does not come from their guilt, or even from their 

pride… Here, alternative education comes from the effort and the motivation of minority 

communities that try to make things better,  it does not come from the nation-state!] 

 

“Mari was teaching today, she worked with Español, but started with a little bit of history. 

Pakistan,  western views… later on she mentioned Malala’s book and her view on the importance 

of education for girls. She elaborated on how perspectives change, and the need to see multiple 

views.  She asked:  ‘who is giving the account?’, ‘which culture is she from?’ ‘what do they believe?’ 

She was eliciting participation from students;  they tried to look at different points and started to 

ask questions themselves. Some of the students followed Mary with ease, some others struggled.  

She kept the pace of the lesson fast and used questions to keep students with her.. . Then she 

worked with a text from Eduardo Galeano, “Cosas del futbol” (also in the lesson from the 

Telesecundaria textbook). There,  Eduardo Galeano described in his well-known engaging manner 

a football match between a powerful country and a seemingly weak one. The ‘powerful country’ 

lost the game, a fact some students enjoyed, and the discussion on the text started… Mari asked: 

‘why do you like the fact  that the powerful country lost?’ Students expressed their opinion freely 

and mentioned varied reasons; most of them spoke. The pace was quite dynamic; then, some 

phrases from the two stories made it to the board and students started working on the grammar 

of the sentences…quite a lead-in.” (fieldnotes, September, 2016) 
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The indigenous school as dreamed by the cooperative 

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan is a small school that has been imagined by the indigenous 

cooperative and school authorities as a prospective ‘semillero’ [a seedbed, and a source]. They 

consider that if their educational model is successful, they would be shaping the future 

cooperative leaders within the school, and that is what would ensure the continuity of the 

cooperative in the coming years. My study has to do with investigating an effort that has 

become dear to me, but that I attempt to document, analyse and examine detached from my 

passion…. The effort of an indigenous cooperative to create a space that would allow them to 

grow ‘seeds’ for their future; people whose passion and commitment might shape the way 

forward in this region in the sierra de Puebla. Tosepan’s educational effort is not an immense 

mighty ocean that comes and washes away the undesired, or turns things upside down to allow 

for new beginnings. No, this change is like that achieved by a silent and humble drop of water 

that finds itself immersed in a crystalline stream which slowly but surely leaves its mark on the 

whitish stones of the region, and within the cornfield of the school, and on the floor of the 

music classroom. 

Their interest in keeping their language and oral tradition is evident in many of their educational 

actions. The Tosepan school aims at language revitalization to reinforce it in the students and 

extend Nahuat language use, eventually, to public domains in the region (administration, 

communication) from where it has been historically excluded (Díaz Couder, 1998; May, 2012). 

Their aim to strengthen the indigenous language and identity to reduce discrimination and 

the cultural and linguistic subordination of Nahuat to Spanish in the region.  

They also want to reinforce their autonomy, and this is also part of the educational effort.  In 

a region where most of the intercultural –indigenous- education is driven mainly by the 

government or by academia (López, 2008, 2010), this project is being driven by the indigenous 

community itself, working with a local scope (regional) and with their own target population 

(Nahuat speakers in the sierra de Puebla, members of the indigenous cooperative Tosepan 

Titataniske).  As Honberger states, they are aware that “literacy in the dominant language of 

the society is linked to power in the society; while anyone or anything indigenous has 

traditionally been powerless” (2012, p.360). Consequently, Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan is 

using indigenous literacy in critical ways to empower an indigenous community that has 

traditionally been marginalized.  The indigenous children in Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan find 

themselves in a space which protects their indigenous identity, language, and culture while 
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reinforcing their stance and location with the mestizo dominant community. The school 

provides them with content which is connected to their cultural views and, therefore, more 

significant. Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan creates a space where the students can keep their 

language and culture, and their pride on their indigeneity.  More indigenous children should 

have that opportunity.  This research may contribute to envision such possibility.  

The collective collaborative vision and values of the indigenous cooperative and Nahuat 

worldview sustain their educational goals. They see their students as the future leaders of their 

cooperative, and so they aim at a strong indigenous identity (high regard for autonomy, 

collective well-being, equality and reciprocity).  They are mindful of the respect they believe 

indigenous people and farmers deserve to have and they are willing to offer a respectful 

treatment, culturally appropriate, for non-indigenous people. This approach to respect 

crystalizes in the symmetric interactions they have been able to establish with other groups and 

communities, national and international. The students work within their own cosmovision in 

the school and learn through key elements of their culture, their knowledge, the stories and 

histories from their community, their attention to collective wellbeing, mutual solidarity, love 

for mother earth, and their patient work in the land which protects nature and looks for 

sustainability. They offer respect and they expect respect; it is something that can be seen in 

daily interactions, and that is also actively sought by teachers and coordinators.  

The Tosepan educational council members believe the school should be closely woven into 

the cooperative and community, and it must connect students, cooperative, families and 

community.  A recurrent comment on the inadequacy of the school before, was the critique to 

the school ‘being an island’, and not part of the local community.  According to Tosepan, the 

school must be open to families and the community itself. Part of their educational work 

involves fostering students’ interaction with the community, through the space (it has no walls), 

its traditional practice, and its curriculum. A close connection to the community is seen as a 

source of strength for the school, and not a weakness; encouraging collaboration is culturally 

appropriate for them.  Learning definitely does not only occur at school, it is facilitated through 

the community and cooperative as well. 

As it can be seen, a key aspect of this educational project relies in the connection between the 

school, the cooperative, and the community. On this regard, David Corson (1999) found in his 

study of indigenous community-based education that besides the need for self-determination 

in indgenous schools, a strong connection to local families was central. In this way, school 
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would remain relevant for indigenous students, and also for the support of their language, 

indigenous knowledge and values. On this vein, Corson concludes that “when schools become 

organic to their local indigenous communities, such communities are able to insist on the 

insertion of their own values into the school’s organisation, management, pedagogy, 

curriculum and modes of evaluation” (May, 1999, p.3).  

Another central point is to clarify the definition of what ‘community’ is within this study. In 

the refining of what community is, I will refer to Fettes (1999) and his overview of the 

genealogy of the term. He argues that “we need to have a concept of community that goes 

beyond ‘people of related ancestry or traditions…’ to encompass a dynamic process of meaning 

creation and cooperative action” (p. 21).  He describes four models ranging from the Extremist 

approach to community, the Radical, the Universalist, and the Reformist. He asserts that a 

certain degree of autonomy and power are needed for a community to exist as well as flexibility 

to the understanding of formal schooling, so adaptations to the needs of the community are 

feasible. Fettes adds, “the word ‘community’ expresses a longing for both solidarity and 

authenticity: for closeness to others, yet a sense to be true to oneself.” (1999, p.29).  He also 

refers to the tension arising between the rational and natural will;  the latter suggesting the 

spiritual connection among all beings that is a held in indigenous communities. It seems that 

indigenous communities have not lost “the very sense of organic relationship with place, people 

and spirit” (p. 30).  

Fettes connects the latter understanding with Benedict Anderson’s (1991) notion of ‘imagined 

communities’ by proposing that Anderson relies on these dimensions (place, people, and spirit) 

and the additional of intuition and imagination. Fettes describes what Anderson proposed:  that 

the ties between the imagined communities come from “a continually renewed leap of faith to 

believe that the [co-citizens] are essentially like one self, and (equally important) that they 

reciprocate that belief” (1999, p.31). Fettes further suggests that the rituals and traditions in 

indigenous communities allow their members to ‘embrace the world’. And furthermore, Fettes 

proposes the following definition: 

Community consists, in essence, of such connections between expressed thought and 

lived experienced: a dynamic cyclical relationship between the stories people tell about 

themselves and the ways they relate to one another and their environment. It is a 

definition focused…on the relationships that [kinship, place and mind] exemplify. (p. 

32)  
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In this definition, I believe the community encompassing the indigenous cooperative, the local 

community and Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan could be situated. Furthermore, Fettes also 

suggests a way forward for indigenous community-based educational projects, which is the 

embracing of ‘cycles of narrative and practice’ between the school and the wider community. 

Fettes also proposes “building effective multi-community alliances in education” (1999, p.38). 

The way in which Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan and the wider cooperative are creating their 

knowledge sharing networks and their learning webs will be thoroughly discussed in chapter 

9.  Below, I will turn to describe the meaningful connections –cycles of narrative and practice—

that are constantly woven between the indigenous school and the community.       

One of the most meaningful ways in which the school and community connection can be 

appreciated is in the town celebrations and traditional dances to honour Archangel Michael, 

in San Miguel Tzinacapan. This important town celebration occurs every year on the 29 of 

September. The event may take up to five days of processions, ‘entrada de la cera’ [the 

entrance of the candles], traditional dances, and the sharing of food in the house of prominent 

community members. These people had a central role in the town celebration in that year, or 

for seven years according to the tradition, and so they invite the whole town, and the visitors, 

to visit their house and share an abundant, traditional and delicious ‘family’ meal.  These 

people, the Regidor de usos y costumbres, the Mayordomos and Tenientes, prepare –and save– 

for this celebratory event for years. The more people that respond to the invitation and attend, 

the more satisfied they are. This event serves several cultural functions: it supports the cultural 

traditional practices, reinforces indigenous language use –since some of the rituals within the 

dances are done in Nahuat. Additionally this religious festivity reinforces their autonomy, as a 

strong culture and people, and as an event where other indigenous peoples attend with their 

dances to pay their respect to the saint and to honour their indigenous identity. It has also 

reinforced their autonomy by showing the strong community and the respect they can 

summoned by not allowing, for example, the biggest media company in Mexico to film their 

town celebration, or even go into the town when the festivity is taking place. Or by the pride it 

gives them to know that statue of the revered ‘saint’: Archangel Michael, ‘had chosen’ to stay 

in their humble church in San Miguel Tzinacapan with them, instead of allowing people from 

Cuetzalan to take his statue to their big church, by performing a miracle. This event also 

conveys the impression that the strong community connection and the care for the others their 

culture demands from them, is seen with benevolence by San Miguelito. That this benevolence 

is even splattered with modern miracles as well;  miracles such as when a torrential rain that 
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had lasted for days, stopped just before the procession of the saint started, and that had a sun 

shining throughout the celebratory day, right until the fireworks display at 10pm, on 29 

September, 2017.  I was present then.  We could all sense San Miguelito’s appreciation for his 

people and his town…   

In this colourful traditional festivity, Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan is involved as a community 

in the festivities every year. The coordinators, teachers, parents, and students participate 

actively in many traditional dances, and in diverse ways.  They host and support the traditional 

groups of dancers during the months of rehearsal and preparations. Teachers and students are 

dancers themselves, others participate in the procession of San Miguelito, and many students 

do surveys among people from the community and the visitors to gather information for the 

school.  Furthermore, Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan works regularly during the national official 

holidays, so they participate in two traditional community celebrations: San Miguel Arcangel 

celebration and the festivity for San Isidro Labrador on 15 May. This connection between the 

school and the wider community has created, in their own way, a “trama educacional”, an 

educational network or learning web (Illich, 1985). It is an educational connection that 

tarscends the school; and this close-knitted relationship seems to have echoes of the knitting of 

a kete of knowledge, a kete that would be accessible to indigenous children and their families.  

This close connection between the school and community supports as well their language 

revitalization effort and the attempt the spread Nahuat language use to public domains 

throughout the region. This effort does not remain solely within the school, but seems to be 

supported at specific events and times by the Tosepan cooperative and the wider indigenous 

community. This aspect is highly significant, since the effort to revitalize a language or reverse 

the language shift that decreases indigenous language use, needs to come from multiple 

enriching perspectives and support. Regarding this revitalising effort, Fishman (1990) states 

the following: 

For RLS [reversing language shift] success the school must be an integral part of the 

family -neighbourhood axis of child socialisation and identity-commitment formation. 

Schools cannot succeed…if the relationship between teachers, parents and students is 

such that they are estranged from each other and from the curriculum. (in 2006, 

Hornberger and Putz, p. 105) 

This close-knitted connection weaves the multitude of efforts to nurture and deepen the work 

done in the school in value of the indigenous language, culture and community. In this school 
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and location, indigenous stories, history and knowledge are included and considered highly 

relevant. This stories, knowledge, and close connection convey the students the indigenous 

cosmovision and their view on life, on Yeknemilis, on a good life. An anecdote to introduce 

the work with indigenous knowledge and indigenous literacy within Tosepan 

Kalnemcahtiloyan seems appropriate. A primary student had been doing his part in a school 

research project on the recovery of indigenous knowledge about local fauna. The student had 

been asking all around for information with no results, when finally, he turned to ask his 

grandfather. His grandfather listened to the questions his grandson had, and then, the elderly 

man started to describe what he knew about the animal the student had selected, in a soft low 

voice. He provided plenty of practical information to the student, and so he was finally able to 

write a school report.  When he handed his report, he said at school, utterly surprised; ‘my 

grandfather knows so much about animals, he is a wise man!’ (cfr. Beaucage, 2012). The 

researcher was pleased with the report, and with the insight, this student had developed on his 

grandpa’s knowledge, it had been a genuine discovery for him!  

Revitalizing language and culture has been identified in this study as a multi-layered 

process (which will be discussed thoroughly in chapter 8). This aim has to be pursued with 

perseverance and from diverse fronts. This goal combines the effort of the Tosepan cooperative 

and the school. It is supposed to have the support of the community of speakers in the region, 

but still some indigenous families, Nahuat native speakers, talk to their children in Spanish. It 

seems that some of these families have internalized the negative attitudes towards Nahuat 

prevalent in the region for so long, and therefore do not support the use of Nahuat, even when 

they say they would like to do so. Spanish remains as the language with more importance and 

Nahuat as a language for the community that could be learnt later on. This perception of the 

asymmetry of the status of languages is less marked in the community of San Miguel 

Tzinacapan –where PRADE worked– but it can still be appreciated.  

RLS is an “admirable human endeavour…to rebuild life, to attain an ideal of cultural 

democracy and justice, to meet felt responsibilities ‘vis-à-vis, one’s identity, to 

behaviourally implement the traditions to which one subscribes…or, at least, to make 

supreme efforts on their behalf and to ‘go down trying’, if necessary.” (Fishman in 

Hornberger & Putz, 2006,  p.108) 
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Education as a path to knowledge and agency. Mati, Saber, and Knowledge 

 

Their educational model acknowledges the Nahuat/ indigenous cosmovision; knowing is 

central in their fight to transform their region.  This can be explained by the significant double 

meaning of the Nahuat word for knowledge, which is explained by Pierre Beaucage (2012) in 

the following terms: “[el] verbo -mati significa ‘saber’ y ‘poder’ : Yon tamati quiere decir 

a la vez : ‘Él/ella es quien sabe o quien puede’. Están estrechamente relacionados los dos 

significados : se puede porque se sabe' (p.102).  [The verb –mati means ‘knowledge’ and 

‘power’ : Yon tamati has both meanings at the same time : ‘He/she is who knows or who can. 

You can because you know’].  In this way, knowing and learning are acknowledged to enable 

them to change things. It also enables each individual member and student to do things better 

for all.  In the end, as it unfolds, ‘learning’ for them generates the possibility to gain power.  

Learning becomes instrumental!  The one who knows, has power. 

This accounts for the centrality of the educational process within the cooperative, and their will 

to design and create their Kaltaixpetaniloyan, ‘the house where the spirit opens’, their training 

and educational centre, and the school after that.  It is also enlightening when you look at their 

language from up close. Nahuat is an agglutinative language and a variety of words that 

function as affixes can be added to the verbs (normally, verbs function as stems which can be 

added to refine meanings). Words, and stems, get together in creative, imaginative ways, to 

elaborate on meanings and provide more details on what is to be communicated. Often, there 

is no single understanding or translation to what a short phrase could convey or mean; meaning 

is usually co-constructed collaboratively before it is agreed.  Pierre Beaucage (2012) explains 

a number of Nahuat terms, and how they are composed of a base, or stem, which can be 

modified by the addition of a subsequent word root, or stem. This characteristic of Nahuat 

language not only makes it more logical, according to some students in Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan, but it also makes it richer and more complex.   

Organization of activities in the school 

From Tuesday to Friday,  the days in the school follow and interesting structure that varies  

slightly according to the school level. Casa de Niños 1 y 2 begin the day with Nahuat songs, 

initial greetings and class activities.  Taller 1 y 2, and Secondary school begin the school day 

with thirty minutes of agricultural work.  
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To honor both the indigenous and the farming /‘peasant’ aspect of the school, the different 

sections of the school, have a specific agricultural program. I will briefly describe some of the 

tasks the diverse levels are involved with. The students in Casa de Niños 1, and Casa de Niños 

2 do not have access to the corn fields, nor the diverse vegetable or herb gardens. The rationale 

is that they are too young, and they ‘need to earn their right to work in the land’ (Duran, L. , 

personal communication, 25 Sept. 2017; Vazquez, G., personal communication, 13 Sept. 

2017). The students will demonstrate  that they are ready for agricultural work when they can 

model some of the activities, develop more skills and coordination, listen to each other and 

work in teams, and when they can keep themselves and their uniforms clean in the field.  In the 

meantime, they plant seeds in small pots and water them, following their growth. When these 

sprouts are big enough, the children help their teachers plant them in small pots and keep 

following their growth. These young kids are usually eager and enthusiastic about working in 

the field as the older students.  

The students in Taller I and Taller 2 work in teams, and each team is allocated an agricultural 

activity every month. The different teams organize the members to do the different tasks –

taking turns– and to write the Bitácora, which is a written diary of the work they have done, 

document the problems they had, and the actions to solve them. The agricultural activities 

encompass the following: clearing the fields to prepare them for planting, (they call this 

chapear, which entails working with big long machetes to clean the terrain); working in the 

corn field, preparing seeds and nursery plants,  and ensuring the different garden sections are 

ready to plant vegetables, herbs, and chiles [hot peppers]. The students also work in an area 

where they assemble the two types of organic fertilizers they use in their agricultural work. A 

liquid fertilizer that is prepared by the students in a huge barrel, and a earthly texture compost, 

which has to be shoveled constantly until it dries and becomes a homogenized mixture that 

resembles soil of a lighter color. Then, it is ready for students to use it in the field and gardens.  

They need to look as well after a chicken section, and they even built the small gated area 

themselves, which had made the primary students very proud.  

The students in Secundaria have a different cornfield, a big terrain that is located between the 

Secundaria section and the narrow dirt path that leads to preschool. Primary school has a small 

block that resembles a spacious two-story brick house; this section is located on the edge, 

connecting the bamboo playground with the area for secondary. In this way, the school area is 

a rough rectangular-shaped ‘block’ over the hill.  The secondary students have more demanding 

agricultural activities. They work in teams as well, and chat happily as they dig around the 
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vegetable beds, or loosen the soil of the field, or select the seeds for planting. They measure 

the field following the ‘traditional way’, although this sometimes causes some controversy as 

some of the teachers consider the way the elders planted the taol (corn) in the milpa25 was 

more intuitively and did not need to follow explicitly the procedure with the use of geometry 

or mathematical calculations. The secondary students also have another section where there are 

diverse farm animals, such as pigs, turkeys and rabbits. They also have a small area where they 

have a fish tank along with some vegetables and lettuce grown without soil, using the water 

from the fish tank. For some of these activities, the students have some indigenous farmers or 

peasants as tutors, who provide practical orientation and knowledge, and assist students with 

the work.  

 

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan and Nahuat language in the different levels 

 

The total number of students varies every school term; but they are usually around 100 in the 

different school levels, going from kinder, preschool, lower primary, higher primary, and 

secondary school. The effort of the indigenous cooperative to provide this possibility is 

significant; it has not been possible for them to expand it to higher levels so far.  Still, the dream 

is there. The students who finished secondary school had to be directed to a high school from 

a state university (a prestigious one), most were accepted, not all have remained or have 

excelled in it.  In a subsequent visit to the school (in October, 2017), there were 97 students in 

Tosepan Kalnamechtiloyan. 13 in kinder (Casa de Niños 1), 12 in preschool and first grade of 

primary (Casa de Niños 2), 15 in lower primary (Taller 1) and 23 in upper primary (Taller 2). 

There were 26 students in the three levels of secondary school.  

The curriculum in Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan includes lines of work for indigenous language, 

knowledge, and cultural traditions according to each level as follows: 

In the lower grades, such as early childhood education and preschool, the indigenous language 

acts as the medium of instruction. It therefore takes precedence over Spanish quite evidently. 

The rituals that are consistently followed as class procedures are all in Nahuat.  Greetings and 

                                                           
25 The milpa is a combination of the planting of corn, beans, and zucchini, which support each other in the process 

of growing and, together, constitute a nutritious balanced meal.  
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salutations, what day it is, the weather of the day, or who came to school, are discussed in the 

indigenous language with the children. Language practices for Nahuat are promoted through 

all the lullabies and nursery rhymes common to every preschool in Mexico, but here in a Nahuat 

version patiently created by teacher Gabriel. In this way, the young students slowly get used to 

the school routines and also to common phrases in the indigenous language, in sort of small 

cycles of dialogues. The familiar routines are soothing for the young children; the different 

activities of the school work are allocated to wide slots of time, which allows for a lot of 

flexibility in the individual work that is prevalent for the first part of the day. After the first 

class-routines, students are free to choose the activity they will do, with some Montessori and 

other adapted resources and materials. Children work with puzzle activities, classifying or 

ordering blocks, sorting materials and colours, threading beads or ‘reading’ books. The teachers 

work closely with some of them individually, providing suggestions, guidance, new materials 

or just observing and sharing with the students the activity. Later on during the day, there are 

group activities that encourage students to use the same materials in different ways. 

Subsequently, teachers organize pre-literacy activities on cardboard or paper, so students 

practise their fine motor skills coordination and feel sand shapes and letters, follow dotted lines, 

or colouring shapes, marking wavy lines or letters, words and numbers according to their level. 

All the students start with their name, which is the first word they learn to read.  All the 

handouts –paper or cardboard- that students use are related to the ‘maíz’ -corn- the milpa -the 

cornfield, along with bean crop and zucchini-  the sun, the farmers, the bees and the trees that 

are familiar to them. Later on, the shared lunch, on their individual desks, the recess and 

afterwards the songs, rhymes and games sung and played outside in class,  before having a 

music lesson or a story told.  Again, many games and also popular songs have been translated 

by teacher Gabriel, and practiced enthusiastically by Gabriel, Yessy, and the children. Maestro 

Gabriel is the music teacher for preschool and primary; he is a musician, and a native speaker 

of Nahuat.  

Another use of the language in the primary and secondary level, is through indigenous math, 

they use what is called the Mayan numbers, they also call them Maseual (indigenous) numbers, 

since they argue these numbers were actually used in all the Mesoamerican region, not only in 

the Mayan area. Mayan numbers have a vigesimal base, not decimal as the Arabic ones, which 

are prevalent in schools and administration nation-wide at all levels. Mayan numbers are 

included in their work with Arabic numbers, so they need to count, multiply, divide, and add 

in a similar way it needs to be done when students work with the binary system, for example. 
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For the Mayan numbers, teachers use Nahuat language, although the sequence of mathematical 

procedures is done in Spanish so all students can follow.   

Teaching the Mayan numbers seems demanding in higher primary, but it eases when the 

process is explained in the secondary levels. The students might be more adjusted to them and 

some are able to work with them more easily. Students practice with the Maseual numbers 

throughout the different levels, and during the whole school year.  These numbers are worked 

in varied degrees of depth, and are used by all students when they host the Monday ‘Honouring 

the Flag’ ceremony.  Similarly to many immersion programs, the use of indigenous language 

in higher levels becomes less prominent, until it becomes a subject of study. Some curriculum 

strands focus on working with other areas of the cooperative, which fulfills practical objectives 

and reinforces in a practical way the students’s work on indigenous language, the cooperative 

values, and their connection to the community. 

On language use in the different levels 

The different school sections have specific language use and approaches in the multigrade and 

single grade classrooms, going from indigenous-medium (immersion) classrooms, to bilingual 

classrooms, to using Nahuat as a subject.  Casa de Niños 1, the kinder and preschool, work 

completely in Nahuat; it is a Nahuat-medium level. It is the first contact with the school and, 

for some students, with Nahuat language. This is the initial contact with abundant and diverse 

material, with rhymes and games, collaborative work, and basic literacy and numeracy 

activities in Nahuat.  Then, there is the Casa de Niños 2, also a Nahuat-medium classroom; 

here the students continue their language learning, and start an intense period of literacy work, 

and numeracy activities. Both sections work with resources that the teachers had designed to 

promote the development of basic skills and the familiarity with the language The next section, 

Taller 1, is the second and third year of primary, which signals a transition since more Spanish 

is introduced in the school activities; There is a high visibility of Nahuat initially around the 

classroom routines. Afterwards Nahuat and Spanish are used in different subjects and times of 

the day. Some of the time the indigenous language takes the central stage, either in a special 

activity on ‘describing families’ or in special projects on biology, for example. Nahuat seems 

to be increasingly translated at times, as some of the students do not follow all the procedures. 

Some other times, Nahuat is used to support particular students and in informal social 

interactions. In general, it can be said that  the function of the indigenous language changes as 
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the grades are higher. Still, the teacher uses Nahuat as a medium of instruction for specific 

themes, the ones more connected to nature and the region, and for numbers and special projects.  

The following section is upper primary, Taller 2, where Spanish plays a more visible role 

within the school activities, with the literacy process, in this complex understanding of the 

concept. Nahuat here seems to lose part of its academic status at times, and become more used 

for classroom management and private conversations. The teacher uses it a little as a medium 

of instruction for specific themes, such as the Maseual Taxonomy, the Mayan numbers, and 

the special projects connected to the community. The ethnoresearch projects directed by Pierre 

Beaucage in this section of the school and in secondary bring back the indigenous language to 

its central role in quite a disctintive manner. They will be described further ahead. Finally, the 

Secondary level marks other relevant transitions; students from other indigenous primary 

schools in the region join the school. This fact increases at times the use of Nahuat in informal 

interactions among students and also increases the demands for the teachers. Sometimes, it 

demands for additional explanations to the classwork that is done in Spanish, since even though 

all students speak Spanish, some find Spanish difficult for school work and find following 

instructions for different class activities challenging.  

The percentage of indigenous language use, diminishes as it goes to upper higher grades; it 

also changes the role of languages. Nahuat in Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan goes from being the 

medium of instruction in preschool and lower primary to becoming a subject when it reaches 

secondary school as seen.  Indigenous language use changes also from being the medium of 

instruction to a means of personal communication in the classroom; it is also used to create 

‘confidential’ spaces among the students, and among the teacher and students. The presence of 

Nahuat within the curriculum becomes less visible in higher levels, although indigenous 

knowledge and the cooperativism strands are included in the curriculum.  Nahuat is also used 

within literacy and math activities at times, but in these cases, the indigenous language is 

spoken mainly as a mediation,  to scaffold the content for the Nahuat speakers mainly. Some 

other times, Nahuat is used as support to clarify the instructions of the activity.  

What is described above  is  mainly the case when the teacher is a native language speaker. In 

one of the secondary levels, the teacher does not speak the indigenous language, which can 

actually make Nahuat vanish completely from school work on the days when students do not 

have Nahuat lessons.  The indigenous language re-enters the classroom scene in this case only 
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as a subject for an hour, three times a week, or if students are hosting the above mentioned 

Monday Flag ceremony with the mentioned ‘efemérides’ (historical account for the week).     

It is also important to emphasize that while language practices follow the revitalization and 

maintenance orientation of Nahuat language use established in the school, and cooperative, its 

use varies according to each teachers’ pedagogical practices and also according to each 

teachers’ personal language attitudes.  The school clearly attempts to support Nahuat language 

teaching and the work on Spanish when students reach higher primary and secondary level.  

How successful the revitalization effort is as a whole, depends on the teacher that students have 

in secondary school. These teachers create and construct a whole different and contrasting 

‘universe of language use’ and interaction within their own particular classrooms. A universe 

which could be quite illuminating to observe!  

The program they followed in the school has evolved in an organic way throughout time, and 

some central strands are woven through the curriculum in the school levels,  followed by all 

sections. It has strands that include indigenous knowledge, along the Nahuat language, in the 

curriculum.  It also encompasses the community values, which have been expressed to be close 

to the cooperative values, and which account for its ability to embrace and foster collective 

effort, honesty, solidarity, hard work, care for the the ones who need care, for nature and what 

they receive from it (Aguilar, personal communication, 10 September 2016; Beaucage, 

personal communication, September 2017). The values in the way this community tries to live 

are expressed in their educational effort, and stories, their music, their dances, and their way of 

life… 

  

8.7. The school and its language planning 

Language practices within school work 

I will expand in this section, the description of some of the actual language practices on the 

site, and discuss how the work of the school on indigenous language (and culture) extends to 

multiple areas and affects students’ work. Even though Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan’s language 

policy is not written specifically in a text, and it is not explicit in its details –similar to the 

indigenous language strand in secondary school– it is clearly visible and prominent thorugh 
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the language planning. Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan does have a clear language policy. As 

Shohamy elaborates:  

It is often the case that LEPs [Language Education Policies] are stated explicitly 

through official documents such as curricula or mission statements. Yet, at other times 

LEP are not stated explicitly but are rather derived implicitly by examining a variety of 

de facto practices…through the study of textbooks, teaching practices and specially 

testing systems.  (Shohamy, 2006, p.77)   

In this case, the LEP are stated orally by the directors, coordinator and teachers and can be 

derived thorugh the observations of their educational practices in the school. It even appears 

within the curriculum main design plan, which they have collaboratively created and its shared 

further ahead. The most significant aspect has to do with their will to revitalise their indigenous 

language, Nahuat, and promote its use more users (including mestizos and even foreigners) and 

diverse public domains.  

An important part of their work, and what guides their de facto language policy and practices 

is their effort to achieve Yeknemillis, vida buena or Buen vivir. This is the axis for the 

cooperative, community, and school effort. The school curriculum is constructed around the 

indigenous notion of Yeknemilis.  Indigenous language (and culture) is the transversal axis that 

connects the work in the school, which is particularly clear within preschool and in lower 

grades of primary (immersion grades). In higher grades, and in secondary, the work on 

indigenous language decreases. In some cases the focus on culture and indigenous knowledge 

in higher grades can still be seen, but it loses its centrality. The textbooks and teaching practices 

vary as well, and it is in secondary school when the use of language and assessments follow a 

modified  approach according to the aims of the indigenous school. (The concept of 

Yekenemilis will be discussed thoroughly in chapter 9) 

Nahuat language has a very distinctive use in each section as explained, in higher lever sections 

the indigenous language appears and extends as in ‘pockets’ in particular school activities.  For 

example, every week the work on the ‘efemerides’26 intensifies Nahuat visibility in the section 

of the school that hosts and leads the ceremony to honor the Mexican flag. The indigenous 

language also becomes prominent in projects regarding arts, music, and traditional school and 

town celebrations. The teacher who leads the music and arts programs in the school is maestro 

Gabriel, one of the teachers in preschool. He is also a musician. He is the one who usually 

                                                           
26 the mention of the important historic events and people of the week, done every Monday, in Nahuat, by the 

students who are ‘hosting’ the ceremony of the Mexican flag. 
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translates common games and school rhymes to Nahuat for the students in preschool, and 

primary. Maestro Gabriel translated as well the national anthem and composed (and wrote) the 

anthem for the Tosepan Titataniske. He uses Nahuat in most of his lessons (in preschool and 

throughout primary) and teaches the students songs in Nahuat and Spanish. There is also a 

project on ‘maize and corn in Nahuat culture’, which is being developed in preschool, albeit 

the teachers in Casa de Niños 1 would like to extend the project to the whole school as a 

curriculum strand to support indigenous language in all levels. There is also the project on 

‘Nahuat local names and their stories in the region’ in the primary school, along with ar project 

on some ‘regional and national anthems’ in Latin America.  

It is important to mention a project developed some time ago within the school on  ‘Maseual 

identity’, it was designed by maestros Yessy, Betty and Gabriel.  It covered traditional clothing, 

stories, handcrafts, and living space.  Maestra Estelita focuses on  Nahuat literacy in lower 

primary school. An additional project on ‘My family’ and on ‘local stories’, by maestra Joss 

in primary school is another example, as is the intensive work on Mayan numbers and its 

integration to math study done by maestra Mica at the late primary/early secondary level.  

Another project on ‘the origin of Nahuat traditional costume’ in secondary school is that 

developed by maestra Thalía. These projects seem to knit the revitalization effort of the school 

in higher levels, although unevenly at times. When the indigenous language is worked 

effectively within these activities, they create a ripple effect that reinforces language use in 

other layers, influencing the language practices of students and even of other teachers. These 

in turn, affect as well the status of the indigenous language and support, at least partly, its 

acquisition. These developments are encouraging. Hovewer, it is necessary to say that 

sometimes, the indigenous language is not always as visible as it might be in the educational 

scene (in particular classrooms and in particular combination of subjects) for days. This, in 

turn, has a strong fracturing effect that weakens the whole effort within the school, which is 

discouraging for some of the teachers.   

The school activities that respond to language planning within classrooms are influenced by 

teachers’ attitudes and beliefs; even within this revitalizing effort they are significantly diverse.  

Some of the students seem to have developed a very open, flexible, appreciative approach 

towards the indigenous language and culture. For some of them, Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan 

seems to have facilitated their high regard for indigenous identity, language, culture, and 

knowledge. For other students their engagement seems to be more connected to the role of the 

school as part of the cooperative and their fight for autonomy and the defense of the land. For 
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other students still, their engagement with the language seems weaker. Thorughout my 

research, it was evident that students’ general predisposition towards indigenous language and 

culture is stimulated or discouraged by the classroom teachers in the different levels. Teachers 

have been identified as the ones who should be given the rightful role of ‘stirrers’ of the 

language planning onion within classrooms (García & Menken, 2010). Although, I believe 

teachers are the stirrers already. Their role imprints their teaching practice with the ability to 

support or discourage language use. It is through the teachers’ eyes that students may learn to 

look at a language as a treasure, or alternatively, as a burden. 

Within Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, teachers’ work appears to be generating diverse levels of 

appreciation for things ‘indigenous’, and also diverse levels of engagement in class activities. 

It could roughly be described in the following manner. In preschool, and primary school, 

teachers seem to facilitate appreciation for agricultural activities, indigenous knowledge, and 

instil actual enthusiasm for traditional music and dances. Teachers persistently use the 

indigenous language as a medium of instruction. It appears both in general explanations of 

topics, serves as a support for understanding instructions, and provides small group or 

individual guidance and explanations for the completion of school-based tasks. These activities 

vary naturally according to the level, as the early years are immersion and the upper levels are 

bilingual classrooms. This well integrated effort, which shows differences as well according to 

teachers’ practice, thus becomes weaker in upper levels in school, where Nahuat is not so 

strongly represented. The diminishing presence and influence of Nahuat is particularly 

apparent when students enter secondary school; the students’ experience may be completely 

different, as I describe below.   

Within secondary school, the three individual classrooms follow a different dynamic in terms 

of language use and practices; this in turn creates highly contrasting experiences for the 

students within the same school. Two classrooms have a Nahuat speaker teacher in charge of 

the grade. One classroom has a teacher who speaks no Nahuat at all. The three teachers –each 

one responsible for a grade– receive the support of additional subject teachers. The subject 

teachers take the group for a few hours within the week. Maestra Chelito, a retired 

mathematician with a PhD in statistics teaches them Maths and basic English.  Maestra Yolita, 

a retired Montessori guide who speaks Nahuat fluently, teaches them Nahuat. The other Nahuat 

teacher is the father of one of the students, Don Hermelindo.  Alejandro, a philosopher and 

PhD candidate doing research in the cooperative, taught philosophy workshops for the students. 

La directora Mari, an engineer with a masters in education, teaches them Geography and local 
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production. Pierre Beaucage, an emeritus professor from the l'Université de Montréal, works 

twice a year with the students for a month on ethno-research in indigenous knowledge in 

Nahuat medium. These subject and short-project teachers had similar levels of influence over 

the students, since they interacted comparably across the three levels. 

However, the grade teachers exerted a greater influence, as they were longer with the students; 

they designed some of the special projects, and guided –and graded– most of the students’ 

work.  During my observations, I was within a group for complete days, several days in diverse 

periods in each grade. What I saw students experience in the three secondary classrooms was 

significantly diverse. One of the Nahuat speaking teachers had managed to create a truly 

bilingual space. Spanish appeared more prominently and, still, maestra Thalía spoke Nahuat 

often in the classroom as a medium of instruction, at the blackboard and with individual 

students. She used it often to expand, and to clarify content and tasks to the indigenous students. 

She also engaged naturally with the teams of Nahuat speakers –who spontaneously got together 

whenever they were free to choose– monitoring and supporting their academic work in Nahuat 

just as she supported the other teams of Spanish speakers. The indigenous students switched to 

their indigenous language and discuss with the teacher only through this medium throughout 

the whole activity. They seemed enthusiastic, actively engaged, and happy.  

The teacher appeared to have been an effective learning support for some of the native Nahuat 

students. She additionally explained that these students had needed more support in the 

previous year, but at the time, students seemed to be able to work more efficiently without so 

much need for the teacher to translate, explain, and scaffold every step of the work in class. 

The class dynamic was of high value for Nahuat, and students had developed a clear additive 

orientation to the language. Maestra Thalía has imbued her students with cultural awareness 

and a true desire to improve their language skills and become proficient in Nahuat, including 

the mestizo teenagers who have been in Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan for only one or two years.   

This could not have happened in the classroom where the teacher does not speak the indigenous 

language, or where students are left with a few hours of Nahuat language teaching, but with no 

further reference to indigenous language, culture, and knowledge. In these other classrooms, 

Nahuat would appear if the students were to host the Monday ceremony to honour the Mexican 

flag – always done in Nahuat. The indigenous language would not appear in these classrooms 

even when students prepared the Feria de la Lectura [Fair to share students’ knowledge and 

display students’ work and school reading], which encourages students in secondary grades to 
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share what they have learned in a bimester. In this Feria, secondary students welcome 

preschool and primary children, and a large number of cooperative promotors from diverse 

communities, some of the ever-present researchers, and special visitors.   

To sum up, I have observed how the indigenous language goes from taking the central role in 

the classroom at lower grade levels to becoming an additional subject at secondary level in 

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan.  Nahuat goes within the school from being the medium of 

instruction and communication in preschool and the first three years of primary, to becoming 

a language that is mainly spoken when students are addressed on a private matter. Language 

practices in the school go from embracing all –instructions, medium, content, and the core– to 

transforming its role to a backstage one. Although in the mentioned secondary class, at least, 

Nahuat somehow retains a central stage. Clearly, individual teachers shape how much the 

Nahuat language is used and how it is perceived.  

As a final point to this section, I can say that have been moved by the love and effort of some 

of the teachers to support Nahuat and instill love for the Maseual cosmovison and culture. I 

have also been disappointed by the lack of appearance of the indigenous language in higher 

grades. I have seen how a good Mexican Nahuat medium school builds an immersion project 

in both Casa de Niños classrooms. I have contemplated how the Nahuat literacy process is 

implemented, and marvelled to see how a  bilingual classroom may work, both in primary and 

secondary level (in relation to some of the teacher’s classes at least). I have shared the 

enthusiasm of teachers and students to know and learn more Nahuat, and felt upset at the 

disregard of some educators and parents alike. I have had hope and I have lost it, only to regain 

my optimism again. Yet, I clearly remember what Sr. Boni told me during a conversation we 

had during the interview in the radio station. He was adamant in saying that revitalizing the 

language was a process. He added that sometimes it would go forward decidedly, and some 

others it would go backwards. It could then be better supported and move forward again!  

Revitalizing an indigenous language is difficult, but teachers and cooperative authorities know 

it is possible and they are working on it.  They know it needs constant work, perseverance, and 

hope, and they are willing to keep on trying.   
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Other educational practices, and language 

Following their view that “the school is not an island”, there is a flow between the school and 

the community with no artificial boundaries between the two. Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, as 

an educational and learning space, allows and promotes diverse strategies to stimulate and 

facilitate connection and interaction between the school, the cooperative, and the local 

community.  This interaction is encouraged and facilitated in different ways. The integration 

of parents to the school is accomplished via varied activities, for example through the faena in 

the school to maintain the facilities clean and in good condition.  Another form of connection 

between parents and students in the curriculum is through the parents’ job or main activity 

(artisans, traders, tour guides, farmers and coffee growers) and providing a space to share their 

work knowledge with students; this activity frequently includes the use of Nahuat and it is an 

effort to integrate the activities in the two spaces.  

There is also the engagement with the local community, with San Miguel Tzinacapan in 

particular, the hometown of many cooperative leaders, some of the teachers, and many of the 

students in the school.  The close interaction with the community –especially during the time 

of the town festivities for San Miguel–  supports the purpose of deepening cultural knowledge 

and indigenous language revitalization. The active participation of students, teachers, and 

cooperative members in the traditional dances and festivity rituals every year, in September, 

encourages a connection with Nahuat language practices, and to the community cultural 

processes. Additionally, the school coordinators and directors foster the inclusion of esteemed 

colleagues, and diverse cooperative connections with the students. They do promote the sharing 

of knowledge either by means of diverse workshops, or short courses, and even complete 

summer courses for the Tosepan students. 

 

Nahuat becomes visible in the school in many processes; the indigenous language crosses over 

and appears in different layers. The use of the Nahuat language affects aspects within the 

system created by the school, the cooperative, and indigenous community. Their language 

planning work within diverse activities influence indigenous identity, knowledge, culture, and 

teaching practice. These effects can be perceived as the re-valorisation of indigenous identity 

and with this, the revaluing of Nahuat language within school activities. The school here 

connects with the cooperative work –even included as a strand in secondary school– and also 

with the community, the artisans, the farmers, and the dancers and participants in the town 

festivities. As Lo Bianco (2010) expresses: “In stratified multilingual and multiliterate 
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contexts, school practices give effect to decisions that must be made about what to teach and 

how to teach” (p.165). For them, all these culturally relevant activities participate in the school 

work 

The way classes are conducted, the use of language, the choice of content, how it is used to 

engage students, and the kind of interaction between teachers and students and the students 

themselves is central. “Some of these choices confirm existing practice of the wider society, 

some resist and some produce change. Curriculum content and pedagogy are the result of 

choices” (Lo Bianco, 2010, p.165). Therefore, the decisions made on the content for the 

different subjects and individual lessons is a mirror, a reflection, of the social context and is 

affected by what the school attempts to achieve. Additionally, the decisions of each teacher 

within the classroom about the content, and their teaching practices is important. For example, 

during each lesson, teachers make decisions that affect what to focus on, what to emphasise, 

what to dismiss, along with the pedagogical approach to work on the content. Also central are 

teachers’ practices, the clues given by them throughout the process on the aspects he/she 

appreciates in the classroom –or allows- and the aspects that are ignored, are also relevant.  

These seemingly small decisions may construct and confirm knowledge, attitudes, values, and 

judgements, or may also resist them. Lo Bianco (2010) concludes by emphasizing that “[t]he 

totality of curriculum content and pedagogy choices ultimately constitute an enacted 

language and literacy policy.”  (Lo Bianco, 2010, p.165). This is highly significant for this 

study, since the language planning models chosen for the analysis (the LPP ‘pickled Onion’) 

revolve around the agents examined via the different layers, and at their centre are the teachers. 

Therefore, a description and examination of the teaching practices within the school, the 

“ideological and implementational spaces” that the teachers create within the complexity of 

their educational work, may effectively convey the nuances and complexities of their de facto 

language planning, based on the de jure revitalization effort.    

The use of the Nahuat language in the school context improves the possibilities for the students 

to adapt to school, and profit from the activities done there, including the learning of Nahuat. 

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, and their effort to make it ‘the School of All’, show how the 

indigenous language appears as an axis that weaves the work of the school and cooperative, 

and extends it into the life of the indigenous community. They extend their work as well 

towards indigenous identity, indigenous knowledge, community and the cooperative’s work, 

activism, and also, their political investment. 
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8.8. My ethnographic fieldwork. The initial visits, a reflective piece 

As to conclude the description of Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan and its educational work, I share 

here a reflective piece I wrote after an international conference on qualitative inquiry. This was 

the first ethnographic account of my research, and it resulted from the presentation of my work-

in-process to the ‘Spanish speaking SIG’ within the qualitative inquiry conference (ICQI) in 

2016. There were significant points raised, mainly regarding the educational effort of the 

indigenous community, and even questioning how valid their effort was. Below, I begin 

outlining the school context, and then I try to address the issues raised at the conference 

presentation and my discussion on it. 

 

Going into the cooperative’s modest compound surrounding the school, implies walking into a 

different space; a space in which time seems to have a different rhythm. Everything seems to 

be calmed, peaceful and quiet….There is a certain paused pace to what happens in this 

community.  It might have to do with the fact that the contrast with the city life is so stark, but 

also with the fact that the boundaries of time are not as definitive as they are in urban life. 

Perhaps in the latter context, rigid time is needed to avoid its chaotic flow. Perhaps here in the 

indigenous community, things need to evolve as they require, they need to take their time. 

Nobody seems to be in a hurry.  Once one lingers long enough, things start to evolve a bit more 

speedily. Gradually, there is more and more activity only to be spotted by the trained eye:  The 

coming and going of indigenous people from their communities to the Kalta, ‘the house which 

opens the spirit’. The passing of farmers who need advice, or the ones who have an issue to be 

solved. Many formal and casual meetings. There are also parents walking small children to 

the Tosepan school. Some older students walking together, heading calmly to the school field, 

and some old women selling delicious ‘tamales’ and warm creamy rice ‘atole’ for the hungry 

passers, or the lingering observers.  

It seems such a quiet action, observing, but it is just as this beautiful place: nothing seems to 

be happening in the exterior, but it is bursting within, resembling “examiners of the here and 

now” (Stake, 2010, p.58).  This bilingual school has among its aims their indigenous language 

revitalization; this not frequently seen in indigenous schools, or in what is called in Mexico, 

‘Intercultural education’.  Educational efforts that do not use indigenous language in school 

as transitional programs to Spanish are growing slowly, still very few for such a big country. 

The cooperative and its democratic collaborative structure is providing this possibility in the 
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school, mirroring what Freire (1972) imagined: “In the dialogical theory of action, Subjects 

meet in cooperation in order to transform the world” (p.167). The transformation of the living 

conditions for indigenous people and children within this region is on its way, due to the 

collaboration of the cooperative and the indigenous community. Their collaboration also 

allows to use the cooperative values, the indigenous language and knowledge, within the 

school. These are central to the indigenous cosmovision and are explicitly included in the 

school curriculum.  

Indigenous language and culture, along with indigenous knowledge are strands within their 

educational practice, and they support the transmission of their indigenous ethical values. This 

stands in opposition to what the cooperative calls the ‘Capitalist’ way of life. The Western way 

of life, which is understood as greedy, individualistic, and uncaring for Mother Earth.  This 

community is in search of what they call ‘vida buena’/  Yeknemilis. They want to support the 

indigenous community, Nahuat and Totonaku peoples, to attain what they understand for a 

‘good life’, maintaining language and indigenous identity, and preserving their natural 

resources. The school is part of this wider effort. This school is seen as a place to care for, to 

protect,  not only their indigenous language, but their future life,  their indigenous cooperative, 

and its mere existence. The future leaders of the cooperative will be the students from this 

school; they are to be formed –transformed– within the school. They will become the leaders 

in the future, and support the thousands of members and families that have joined the 

cooperative. 

 

The work in the school 

This indigenous bilingual curriculum is designed collaboratively, by the directors of the 2 

sections (preschool and primary in a section, and secondary in another one), the coordinator 

of the Kalta. Some of the teachers design it, and others add to the curriculum in their particular 

levels. The school council, which includes key educational advisors contribute as well. They 

work to specify curriculum contents and the different strands, but also contribute to the school 

process with who they are  –indigenous or ‘mestizo’ teachers– respectful of the indigenous 

worldvision and way of life. The curriculum contents are organized as thematic units. They 

proceed to design activities and resources for every level, connecting the theme to each area 

of study, literacy, math, science, music, and Arts. The students have diverse content and 

approaches to discuss and work. Everything is woven carefully into the traditional indigenous 
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way of life. The students look after the region’s stingless ‘Melipona’ bees and the chickens. 

They start their school day in the fields. They work in the different gardens and crops, including 

a cornfield, every day. They measure the land in traditional ways using simple tools. They work 

the land in teams, guided by experienced indigenous farmers from the region. They learn not 

only the practical things, but the reasons why each part of the process is done; why maiz is 

essential for them and clearly understand why ‘sin maíz, no hay país’ (‘with no corn, there is 

no country’), which adds to their understanding of the value of traditional farming and farmers.  

The students work on the grammatical aspects of their indigenous language and hear the 

stories and history of the region from elders and teachers alike. They learn the Mayan numbers, 

which adults and elders use with ease, since there were the numbers used all over the 

Mesoamerican region. Students learn to count not in tens, but in blocks of twenty, and learn to 

multiply and divide by this number. The students have Arts classes twice a week. They draw 

from their traditional music and dance, the ‘Xochipitsaua’, as a key aspect of their curriculum. 

Music and dance –in Nahuat and Spanish– are central to their identity and used to weave the 

stories of the region, convey their love for the land, and honour their saints,  the central ones. 

The lyrics of the music they include in school work tell stories of indigenous farmers and 

artisans just like them, they share stories of Mother Earth and what she provides them, and 

others describe how farmers honor Mother Earth through their hard work and their patient 

wait. The music and songs convey the importance of the effort and the offerings made and, 

afterwards, why they dance and participate in the traditional celebrations.  ‘Xochipitsaua’ and 

the traditional dances are a way to celebrate together, and show their respect in the community, 

give thanks for what they receive from the land, and reconnect to who they are. In Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan, Maestro Gabriel translates into Nahuat some traditional Mexican songs, 

and so the children sing confidently “Cielito lindo”, or the Mexican national anthem.  Maestro 

Gabriel also adds to their everyday work songs like “El Arado” [The Plough] by Víctor Jara27, 

which are carefully described in order to explain the context to the students, he also makes 

some comparisons and shares some of his childhood memories with the students. The children 

listen attentively as the teacher encourages reflection and discussion.  

When maestro Gabriel is satisfied,  he starts playing the guitar and all of them start singing:  

                                                           
27 Victor Jara was a famous Chilean singer and songwriter, who openly supported Salvador Allende. Jara was 

killed among other people, teachers and intellectuals in a stadium, the days following Salvador Allende’s coup 

d’état led by Pinochet in 1973. 
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“Aprieto firme mi mano                                 [I hold my hand close tight, 

 y hundo mi arado en la tierra,  and plunge the plough in the land, 

 hace años que llevo en ella    I’ve been on it for so long 

    ¿Cómo no estaré agotado?   How could I not feel exhausted?  

Vuelan mariposas, cantan grillos,  Butterflies fly, crickets sing, 

La piel se me pone negra    my skin turns black  

y el sol brilla, brilla, brilla.   and the sun shines, shines, shines. 

El sudor me hace surcos,    My sweat makes furrows on my skin 

yo hago surcos en la tierra    I make furrows on the land 

sin parar…     never stopping… 

como el yugo de apretado   Like a tight and heavy yoke  

tengo el puño esperanzado    My hands and fists carry the hope   

porque todo cambiará”     that all of this will change…] 

 

Reflective discussion to points raised to the presentation, in the  qualitative 

conference, ICQI. 

Doing a PhD in a country other than yours offers advantages in widening perspectives and 

opportunities; it also poses the risk of being alienated from relevant national and regional 

discussion. Consequently, I have tried to participate in conferences to share my research 

perspective, and attempt a conversation with other academics from Mexico and Latin America.  

I am aware of the need to maintain my own perspective on the work on the school, and the need 

to be fully grounded on the data that I have gathered so far. However, being aware of both 

international and national perspectives on my research area, seem to increase the possibility 

to make my research contribute to the general discussion. I see this dialogue as central and 

relevant to my own process. I also acknowledge the importance of inquiring into different 

sectors of researchers.  In this case, I wanted to acknowledge, and contribute to, the dialogue 

within the network of the researchers who publish mainly in Spanish, and the ones who come 

from Latin America. 

There was an active discussion after my presentation of the school and its work.  Some of the 

comments had to do with this bilingual school allowing the indigenous language –whose oral 

aspect had traditionally been the most important– to be ‘transformed’ into ‘content’ to 
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contribute to the school and literacy process of the students. The written indigenous language 

currently taught and practice within the school, caused some concern.  I explained this written 

form is included in the curriculum to fulfill literacy and revitalization purposes for the 

indigenous students of the region.  The inclusion of the written indigenous language is done so 

in a variety of ways. A subsequent comment had also to do with challenging the aspect of 

putting into writing a language in which orality was central, how it changes the indigenous 

language and how it is affected by the literacy process. Additionally, some members of the 

audience raised the question of whether there was a loss to what the ‘real’ indigenous language 

was. I think that what Norbert Francis (2002) discusses about oral practice and activities 

within bilingual classrooms would be beneficial here: “The first salutary effect of focusing 

students’ attention on sustained and continuous oral discourses, on a daily basis, will be to 

begin to reverse the trend today…toward a virtually exclusive emphasis on individual 

seatwork-type assignments” (p.104).  Knowing that there is a tension between orality and 

literacy in an indigenous language, certainly allowing for oral activities to take a relevant part 

of school work may be central, but would writing the indigenous language make it less ‘real’ 

or meaningful? I have observed their intent to keep some of the writing activities organized 

and connected to indigenous values and knowledge; I certainly see the value in that.  

Further on, there was a query about the literacy process of the students being started in the 

indigenous language for both the indigenous and the mestizo students; what they could achieve 

with it and if it would be the best for all. And then, how would ‘literacy’ be understood in this 

particular context?  I think the notion of literacy used by Freire could very well be applied in 

this context. He writes, “I can see validity only in a literacy program in which men understand 

words in their true significance as a force to transform the world” (1974, p.81). For him, the 

notion of literacy implies not only the possibility to start as a ‘learning to read and write’ 

process, but also a process that goes beyond a skill. Literacy becomes a practice, a possibility 

to go further and engage students, teachers and director in dialogue to gradually grasp and 

understand the context, the familiar immediate context in which they are using these particular 

words and in which they live. The different stages of literacy are worked within the school. 

They work with the students to develop some awareness of the world they live in, and the urgent 

need to take care of it, for example.  As Hornberger states: "The final answer to the future of 

literacy in any particular minority language will ultimately depend on the degree to which it 

empowers or handicaps individuals as they pursue life opportunities" (p.98, 99).  So yes, in 

this school, students start using the indigenous language to talk about themselves, and families 
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and the community and Mother Earth, and they use all these to start pronouncing the different 

sounds, the letters, the word, the world… Some teachers seem to look for ways to empower the 

students and to increase their questioning, and their understanding of the world. Not all of 

them, though. 

Another inquiry to part of my presentation had to do with a claim that the indigenous 

community –from the sierra de Puebla– was somehow ‘appropriating’ the Mayan numeracy. 

Some seemed to believe these numbers did not belong to the mentioned geographical region, 

and the concern was that the indigenous teachers were ‘just integrating’ them in the curriculum 

to be able to say: ‘look, we have something to teach for maths’… but they actually did not have 

so, they said.  In this case, a clarifying note was added, since this indigenous community from 

Puebla claims the Mayan numbers were developed by Mayan people, but were widely used 

throughout the Aztec empire in all Mesoamerica, in fact, indigenous elders from this region 

use these numbers with ease; it is when these elders have to use the decimal base when things 

become confusing. There were also comments in the line of the school having content that 

‘pretended’ to be indigenous, but that had lost its authenticity because it all had been merely 

adapted to school (or ‘escolarizado’).  They argued it had fallen in the category of ‘folklore’ 

and that it was not really indigenous curriculum or intercultural education. I asked, then, if 

they meant indigenous people, who owned all this knowledge and information, traditions and 

culture, did not have the right to use what they knew in school, because then it could be seen 

as not ‘authentic’. And if this was the case, who was then to decide what ‘authentically 

indigenous’ meant, or was:  indigenous people designing their own curriculum, or non-

indigenous people judging what they may include in it?  

On the one side, these were relevant considerations since many school projects have the 

‘indigenous’ or ‘intercultural education’ label attached to them, but do not adapt the contents 

properly,  and just cope with the most urgent demands of the school per se. Some other schools 

include one or two topics that relate to indigenous culture and with this they just seem to fulfill 

the demand, which is not the case. On the other hand, this view on indigenous contents not 

‘belonging’ to the school context, implies indigenous people not being able to make use of their 

knowledge as they consider appropriate, even within their own projects. As if this inclusion in 

school created a risk of not being ‘truly indigenous’; or as if their traditional practices could 

lose ‘authenticity’ in new and different contexts. But should indigenous people deny the world 

they live in, in order to satisfy the expectations of the purists or the essentialists? Or could they 
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embrace who they are and what they own, and still acknowledge the world they live in, and act 

in new ways within it, in their own particular ways?   

This school project has been willingly created by the Nahuat [Maseual] Tosepan community. 

It has been the result of a long struggle for this people. This school is their educational vision 

for their children, as opposed to what they get from the nation state: low quality education and 

complete cultural dislocation and disengagement with poor outcomes for indigenous students. 

It has been a long effort, attempting to support their indigenous students, with the dream of 

revitalizing the Nahuat language and culture; providing a better chance for them at school. 

Within their possibilities and with some expenses other than good will and hard work, still, the 

school is working, and growing.  The work of the school, with their effort on revitalizing their 

langauge and knowledge has included countless hours of preparation, training sessions, 

language and methodological discussions, curriculum adaptations, teaching resources design, 

and so on. There is also work from the community in the Maseual dictionary, Maseual grammar 

books and others, using open suitable software. Would all these activities qualify as indigenous 

enough?  

It all made me wonder. My research includes using concepts from this indigenous community 

in Mexico –Yeknemilis and ‘Buen Vivir’– and having in mind a Māori concept that I have 

learned in Aoteaora New Zealand –Whakawhānaungatanga– these help me to understand the 

school’s work and their language planning, for language and culture revitalization.  And I 

wonder, can knowledge and understanding be put into compartments that must be carefully 

divided, classified, as not to transfer any information from one compartment to another? But 

what if some ‘transference’ could also help in understanding the case under analysis? Would 

that allow for some ‘mingling’ of content? Or concepts? Or theories? Or is it not appropriate 

even if we see a fair justification to our use of concepts…What is fair? What is enough? And 

most of all, what is useful?  Could knowledge or even authors who have talked about 

indigenous people in other contexts be applied to this context in the understanding of both their 

historical and current situation? Could authors who have not talked about indigenous people 

precisely, be used in the understanding of this particular indigenous community in a useful 

way? “Freire saw educational practices to be infused with political objectives” (Tadeu Da 

Silva & McLaren, 1993, p. 39), this effort is in search of social justice. ‘Reading the word and 

the world’, the possibility to connect one´s theories and ideas, transform them into practice to 

allow change in oneself, but also to emphasize the role of collective action in this case, of 

agency, to transform the world as a result of their ‘reading’, their own understanding of it. 
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This attempt would fulfill Freire’s will to stand “against any form of pedagogical rigidity” 

(Macedo, in Freire, 2004, p. XX). It might… 

Finally, I consider it is important to acknowledge that the discussion around the value of using 

indigenous languages in schools settings, or the optimal way in which they are to be used is 

open. Most of the discussion goes around indigenous people having the right to administrate 

and organize educational efforts, when a grassroots project already implies a shift from the 

traditional ways, the way in which things have been done before. Hornberger (1998) reminds 

us “it is fair to say that the efforts which have had the greatest impact and duration are those 

initiated and carried out by the indigenous community” (p.357). This effort might be immense, 

but they do it, they experiment for their students, especially when the possibilities provided by 

the nation state are failing to be effective, to say the least. Here it is important to quote what 

Bernard (1997) says following Godenzzi and a group of Quechua scholars, “the power to 

produce indigenous writing lies primarily in the hands of the indigenous population itself.” 

(p.358-359, in Nancy Hornberger, Ed., 1997), especially when “Godenzzi argues that to teach 

and learn literacy in one's indigenous language is to open the door positively to one's own 

cultural universe; and López quotes popular educators' comments to the same effect” (p.360, 

Bernard). So if this school, that seems to follow the ‘mainstream’ official structure to some 

people, uses it to surround their students with their indigenous language and culture, and 

serves their revitalization and school work purposes, they might be on the right way. 

 So maybe these members of the audience were generously voicing those concerns, and trying 

to examine them in view of the cooperative’s use of this institution, ‘a school’, to integrate 

indigenous language and contents…. But this is just part of the community effort, all their 

awareness on what the whole cooperative may need, and I think it is closely linked as well to 

indigenous sovereignty, to their right for self-determination and, maintenance of their 

language, culture and identity. The key aims of this school, educational aims and language 

planning, is their language and culture revitalization, and for what I have seen, they are 

moving forward on that. This also allowed me to be aware of the need to consider the foci of 

my research should encompass the ‘school-community’ interface, or better: what Leon-

Portilla’s concept of ‘nepantla’ is: a space ‘in between’ (Ctd. In Norbert, 2002). In the end, I 

think it will be important to fully understand the work in this school and see where their effort 

will take these students and community. I feel privileged to have been able to see this complex 

process, within all these tensions, from such a close first-hand perspective.    
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Chapter 9. Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan’s work towards  

Yeknemilis’, vida buena, Buen Vivir 

 

Yeknemilis is the second key concept of the trialogic interaction identified within the 

educational process in Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan. Yeknemilis is the Nahuat perspective 

towards “una vida buena”, a good and fulfilled life. Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, the 

indigenous bilingual school, works within the wider organized effort of the indigenous 

cooperative, Tosepan Titataniske, in their search for Yeknemilis.  There is a determined 

intention to promote and reach what it is to have a good life within the indigenous 

understanding …   and it is in this manner that the indigenous Nahuat notion of Yeknemilis 

shares meaning with the indigenous view of Sumak kawsay and other indigenous approaches.  

9.1. Buen vivir vis a vis Development,  

The discussion on Buen vivir needs to include and examine the concept of ‘Development’ 

coming from the western perspective. This notion of development was introduced in 1949, by 

Harry S. Truman, the USA president at the time. He approached ‘development’ in a presidential 

speech, and described it as a linear path -virtually open and democratic- in which all countries 

would find a better future, and where the effort to reach a more advanced state of ‘progress’, 

would be realized in a forward, straight manner. The models of this ‘development’ would 

naturally be industrialized western countries, such as the USA, Canada, Britain, northern 

European countries, Australia and New Zealand. The way of life of these countries’, their 

economic, and cultural models, became the ideal standard to reach for the ‘underdeveloped’ 

countries. Latin American countries and other regions in Africa and Asia were allocated within 

the ‘underdeveloped’ category and were, therefore, encouraged to apply explicit policies and 

particular approaches to make ‘progress’ (Gudynas, 2011). In reality, very few ‘developing’ 

countries have been able to ‘move forward’ through that imaginary path to reach the status of 

industrialised ‘developed countries’.  

Starting in the sixties, there have been critical views on the Western notion of development, 

these views advocated taking into account either economic, or human development, or 

ecodevelopment indicators to discuss development. In any case, the core notion has remained 

and has even accentuated with the prevalence of neoliberal ideas during the 80s and 90s, which 
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identified the market as the driving force in directing development.  Gudynas (2011) abounds 

on the Latin American perspective that comments on this position, which appeared stronger at 

the beginning of this century:  

Bajo algunos saberes indígenas no existe una idea análoga a la de desarrollo, lo que 

lleva a que en muchos casos se rechaza esa idea. A su vez, el desarrollo convencional 

es visto como una imposición cultural heredera del saber occidental, por lo tanto las 

reacciones contra la colonialidad en los saberes implica un distanciamiento del 

desarrollismo.  (p.75) 

[Within indigenous knowledge there is no parallel idea to that of development, which 

in many occasions leads to the rejection of the idea. Meanwhile, conventional 

development is seen as a cultural imposition inherited from western knowledge, 

because of this the reactions aganst the coloniality within knowledge implies a growing 

distance from development]. 

Another point in the critique involves the ecological threat to the land due to ‘development’, 

and the level of exhaustion nature is showing already due to consumism and growing ecological 

demands. Buen vivir connects indigenous knowledge and worldvision in Latin America, in 

opposition to development and its contribution to epistemic colonization. The latter process 

has been part of the colonial experience in Mexico and Latin America for centuries.   

Additionally, Yeknemilis, vida buena, and buen vivir, may connect as well with the 

“Epistemologías del Sur” [Epistemologies of the South] from Boaventura de Sousa (2011).  

He is from Portugal, and describes the seemingly arbitrary distribution of countries, and whole 

regions, in the south –the south of Europe, the south of the world– and the invisibility or low 

relevance allocated to this geopolitical location within the global nations. Boaventura de Sousa 

identifies ‘the Global South’ as the nations perceived as less powerful; the ones that have not 

matched the Western criteria to identify as dominant developed countries. He additionally 

elaborates that even within powerful countries, pockets of disadvantaged and deprived 

communities could be located within the Global South.  Likewise, there are localised pockets 

of communities and groups with power and influence within the Global South, which could be 

identified as belonging to the ‘Global North’.   

Boaventura de Sousa (2011) argues that the Eurocentric logos has reached a critical point 

clearly seen in the exhaustion of nature and the damaged done by human beings. From this 

crisis he sees no recovery, but the one coming from another epistemology: the epistemology 

that posits emancipation and praxis to end coloniality and everlasting capitalism. He names it 
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‘Epistemologies of the South’ which includes indigenous or native peoples’s perspectives. He 

argues against the epistemic violence originated by the marginalization of these epistemologies 

of the south –not aligned with the knowledge from the Global north. 

De Sousa explains: 

La sabiduría ancestral que porta el pensamiento de estos pueblos originarios, 

expresados por sus tradiciones, ritos, magias, hasta sus representaciones 

antropomórficas de la realidad, son síntomas de que el ocaso de la civilización, no 

muere con Occidente, sino que renace desde el Sur con el “Sumak Kawsay”.  (2011, 

p.17) 

[The ancestral wisdom that the thought of these indigenous peoples carries, expressed 

in their traditions, rites, magic, even their anthropomorphic representations of reality, is 

a symptom and a signal that the dawn of civilization does not die with the West, but it 

is reborn anew from the South with the ‘Sumak Kawsay’] 

This notion of Sumak Kawsay, buen vivir, appears as an alternative to the western way of life, 

its conception of development and its endless search for progress. Buen vivir and indigenous 

epistemologies represent a fracture with the economic model which has dominated the region 

since colonial times.  Boaventura De Sousa argues that alternative ways of thinking are needed 

to end the crisis of the Eurocentric logos and coloniality. A critical view that would foster 

international cooperation other than the unequal North-South (centre-periphery) relation 

distinctive of imperialism; this perspective could come from indigenous knowledge and 

perspectives. De Sousa has been highly influential within Latin America, part of the Global 

South. His view is aligned to the decolonial determination to value and recover regional voices 

which have long been subordinated or silenced.  

De Sousa (2011) attempts to make indigenous voice more prominent, along indigenous 

epistemologies and ontologies. This view had long been advocated by respected Mexican 

scholars such as Miguel León Portilla, and Guillermo Bonfil Batalla. The Epistemologies of 

the South add to the current local discussion within Tosepan specifically, with Pierre Beaucage 

as a long-term collaborator, other academics, and local indigenous intellectuals. In this vein, 

Beaucage (2012) expresses his gratitude to the Maseualmej –to the Nahuat people– for sharing 

with him: “la convicción de que el “dialecto“ náhuat era un idioma, que sus 

“cuentitos“  eran una literatura,  y que las “palabras de los viejos“ contenían una ciencia” 

(Beaucage, 2012, p.2) [the conviction that the Nahuat ‘dialect’ was a language, that their ‘little 

stories’ were literature, and that the ‘words of the elders’ encompased scientific knowledge]. 
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The work of these intellectuals support indigenous epistemologies also at a local level, albeit 

the process to gain visibility is slow.   

Dominant epistemology aligns with the Eurocentric ontology, which accepts just one 

perspective on progress and one truth; the world organized in different and contrasting regions, 

twofold and opposed. Gutiérrez Borrero (2015)  looks at buen vivir and other perspectives 

coming from the global south as resurgimientos, as natural occurrences in a world in which 

the normal should be the existence of diverse perspectives, not just one. He states: “El buen 

vivir y los demás resurgimientos son “fracturas” sureñas  en la matriz colonial del poder” 

(Gutiérrez Borrero, 2015, p. 119). [the buen vivir and the other resurgences are southern 

‘fissures’ in the colonial matrix of power], elaborating on Mignolo.  

The different ‘cesuras’ del desarrollo, [‘fissures’ of development] are analysed to identify their 

opposition to the western notion of ‘development’. Among the problematic aspects (fissures) 

identified by Dávalos (2008) he discusses:  First, the problematic interaction with progress and 

nature. Second, the fissure related to ethics, in which ethical thinking is often against the 

interest and care for the other: it is guided by the market and the need to make a profit. Third, 

the one related with history and the own culture of peoples. Fourth, the one related to economy, 

which becomes a problematic way to exercise power, since poverty, for example, is a social 

and historical manifestation of exploitation. Fifth, the one created by epistemic colonization, 

which ignores indigenous knowledge and views. All these fissures connected to the notion of 

‘development’ contribute to the reduced capacity of human beings to find alternatives to the 

modern models of progress (just based on economic growth), and the need to overcome this 

lack of perspective. 

Despite the mentioned fissures, ‘development’ and ‘progress’ have been the concepts of 

reference , the criteria to measure how effectively a country is facing –or not– its difficulties. 

The ‘modern’ perspective clearly posits that ‘development’ allows a country to overcome its 

problems.  According to this, development and progress enable a country –through abundant 

resources– to fight poverty, inequality, and marginalization. The modern notion of 

development implies that countries need to ‘grow’, in order to face their social problems. As if 

these complex problems could be solved with the constructed utopian condition of 

‘development’, of progress eased by economic growth, big corporations, and free markets 

(Dávalos, 2008).   
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This modern view of development, contradicts indigenous worldvision and epistemologies. 

Some elements that are central to the notion of development are highly problematic. Among 

them, the profit-oriented connection to nature; the lower intervention of the state in social 

agendas; the imposed presence of ‘expert’ knowledge in ‘underdeveloped’ countries, and the 

growing individualism.  In the same way, Escobar (2010) states that “[e]l desarrollo privilegia 

el crecimiento económico, la explotación de recursos naturales, la lógica del mercado y la 

búsqueda de satisfacción material e individual por sobre cualquier otra meta” (Escobar, 

2010, p.307). [development privileges economic growth, the exploitation of natural resources, 

the logic of the market, and the search for material and individual satisfaction above any other 

goal].  Therefore, the importance of the current emphasis on Yeknemilis – and buen vivir– as 

urgent alternatives.  

 

9.2. How buen vivir connects to decolonial thinking 

Indigenous people and Latin America have been subjected to colonization, aggressive 

interventions from ‘developed countries’, their ‘global’ languages, and their neoliberal 

markets. This seems to leave little space for indigenous and Latin American voices to defend 

indigenous culture, language, and land in the region. These elements connect the notions of 

buen vivir and decolonialism.  Mignolo considers the discussion on coloniality has to be seen 

“como el comienzo de un desplazamiento paradigmático importante (Mignolo 1996) [as the 

beginning of a significant paradigm shift]. This is highly relevant within the decolonial 

discussion as it implies a complete change in perspective, placing communities and their 

knowledge –the ones considered margina for long– as the central focus. Mignolo (1996) signals 

here to postcolonialism (Franz Fanon, Amilcar Cabral), along with post-occidentalism 

(Retamar, 1976), and also with post-orientalism, (Said,1978), explaining that the use of a 

specific name is not the most important aspect, but the determination to widen this discussion 

in a significant way, and not confine it within western theory. 

Mignolo is central in arguing for a greater visibility of nations, communities, and knowledge; 

the need to include them in the global conversation. Some communities have now recognised 

the effect of the “geopolitics of knowledge” (validating the Eurocentric view) when in fact, 

that validates only the Eurocentric view as a result of the the marginalisation of knowledge 

coming from the subordinated communities.  So, knowledge and ‘truth’ which came from the 
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western view of modernity were accepted as the norm, and the knowledge  coming from other 

geopolitical locations, were seen as less ‘central’ or relevant.  Mignolo (2001) elaborates:“El 

horizonte colonial de la modernidad se caracteriza, entre otras cosas, por haber establecido 

jerarquías epistémicas ligadas a las lenguas nacionales y al lugar jerárquico que ocupan las 

lenguas en la estructura epistémica de poder” (p.176). [the colonial landscape of modernity 

is characterized, amongst other things, for having established epistemic hierarchies linked to 

national languages, and to the hierarchical location that languages occupy within the epistemic 

structure of power]. The effort now needs to be focused on relocating those marginalised 

communities and their epistemology in a more central, more visible location.  

Mignolo identifies the revival of interest on buen vivir around 2000, with a paper from Bolivia 

(Suma qamana, la comprension indigena de la buena vida, Medina, 2001)  and another 

relevant one published in Ecuador in 2004 (Aprender en la sabiduria y el buen vivir, Garcia, 

2004).  Buen Vivir was naturally more widely discussed years later, when it became salient in  

the national legislation of Ecuador in 2008, and Bolivia in 2009  (Gutierrez Borrero, 2015). 

Since then, many intelectuals associated with the group of coloniality/modernity have 

examined Buen vivir as opposed to modernity, and as central to the resistance to both 

modernity and coloniality (Vanhulst, 2015). 

 

9.3. Buen Vivir as an indigenous perspective  

The work within Tosepan to learn and to recover indigenous cosmovision is expressed through 

the Kaltaixpetaniloyan, and through the indigenosu bilingual school. They explore within their 

educational actions what it means to work for Yeknemilis, for ‘una vida buena’, to achieve 

well-being according to their view. Yeknemilis, vida buena, Buen vivir, Sumak kawsay28, 

Suma quamaña29, Lekil Kuxlejal,30 are broadly connected notions from diverse indigenous 

peoples and regions; these related ideas emphasize the relevance of indigenous cosmovision 

and knowledge. Additionally central in these all is the need to look at a ‘rich human life’ from 

a different standpoint than the western perspective of modernity. Yeknemilis is a path for a life 

                                                           
28 A quechua word meaning good living or living well, in harmony within communities, within the individual 

and nature (Ecuador and neighbouring countries) 
29 Meaning vivir major, or living well according to the Aymara people from Bolivia  
30 Lekil Kuxlejal (tseltal and tsotsil from Chiapas, Mexico) is broadly the idea of a vida buena, a good life, not 

related to material possessions, but understood as a sacred interaction with mother earth and with all beings 

through energy, and all which has life.  
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better lived in close connection with the community, through indigenous tradition, and through 

a more respectful, harmonic interaction with nature. These concepts are being recovered and 

have evolved through indigenous, and also decolonial, perspectives in the Latin American 

region. 

Buen vivir has raised interest in Latin America especially since the beginning of this century; 

it is part of the re-visibilization of indigenous cultures and knowledge.  Buen vivir comes from 

indigenous peoples as a movement that not only fights for indigenous peoples’ rights, but for 

the emancipation of human beings. It is this latter aspect, what Pablo G. Casanova (2012) holds 

as central, and what moves him to signify this movement as a bottom-up effort, from the left, 

and from within the ‘tropical rain forest’.  He sees resistance as a widespread effort from 

diverse communities and contexts, from people who fight the assault of western economy, of 

capitalism, of the global market, and the consequent exclusion from good living for a 

significant segment of society. Elaborating on this, G. Casanova (2012) adds:  

Y ese movimiento universal, en medio de sus diferencias…encuentra soluciones parecidas 

para la creación de otro mundo y de otra cultura necesaria, a la que los pueblos de los 

Andes expresan como el bien vivir, en que el vivir bien de unos no dependa del mal vivir 

de otros.  (González-Casanova, 2012, np) 

[And this universal movement, among all their differences…finds similar solutions for the 

creation of another world and culture, desirable ones, which the peoples from the Andes 

acknowledge as good living, in which the good living of some does not depend on the bad living 

of others.]   

From this broadly emancipatory effort it is possible to make connections with multiple views 

which have tried to make their own history.  “Freedom, justice, and democracy”, motto that 

the Zapatista movement raised and that has found echo in  places with a similar perspective 

and will to achieve collective, yet simple, good living.  In this way, Buen vivir encompasess a 

number of perspectives. It does not represent a singular view, but a multitude of views; it does 

not echo ‘a universe’, but the possibility of the ‘Pluriverso’ [‘pluriverse’] advocated by the 

Zapatista movement and enacted by Escobar (2012). Not a single world, but a multitude of 

possible alternative worlds.  Buen vivir has a myriad of encompassing views. It has evolved as 

a broad notion and has been acknowledged as a platform to parallel indigenous perspectives. 

(Gudynas, 2011). Additionally, Gudynas identified some common ground among these 

diverse, but comparable indigenous views. First, the significance of the connection to nature. 

Second, the prevalence of collective well-being over the individual, and understanding a 
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community as comprising non-humans, spirits, and cultural artefacts. A third common element  

is the will to recover and value indigenous knowledge and regional standpoints based on their 

ancestral knowledge. Another one is the salient practice of a symmetrical, horizontal dialogue 

of knowledge. 

Furthermore, Escobar (2004) argues on the need to move beyond the western construction of 

the ‘Third World’ and recover the spirit of the Bandung conference in 1955, where Asian and 

African leaders claimed collectively for justice and a new world order. He additionally 

proposes reinforcing political activism and the social movement networks which work to 

counteract hegemonic globalization.  He encourages the fight of “global coloniality, meaning 

by this the heightened marginalisation and suppression of the knowledge and culture of 

subaltern groups” (Escobar, 2004, p.207), and the disregard for indigenous epistemologies and 

ontologies. The indigenous concepts of  Yeknemilis, Buen Vivir, Sumak kawsay share the 

assumption that there is no underdeveloped phase that the Latin American countries 

have to overcome.  Likewise, development does not constitute the final utopian goal to reach 

at the end of the journey.  Buen vivir/ sumak kawsay, Yeknemilis refer to a different 

cosmovision, a different perspective on life. Buen Vivir points towards the creation of a 

collective time/space in which development will cease to be the central tenet organizing 

economic and social life in Latin America (Escobar, 2010). In this vein, Yeknemilis, within 

the Nahuat view, does not acknowledge the criteria imposed by the western perspective, neither 

its championed notions of development and progress. 

All the diverse mentioned decolonial efforts and approaches examine the ways in which 

epistemologies appear within the global landscape as ‘central’ or ‘subordinated’. They also 

attempt to clarify how a few countries have dominated the global scene, and illuminate ways 

to recover knowledge that has been excluded or marginalised. The Decolonial effort originated 

and has been expanding from within developing countries, within the Third world, and from 

within the members of the Global South.  These views look for alternative notions of good 

living in ways more relevant locally, through marginalised knowledge. The decolonial effort 

extends the concept of Buen vivir to groups other than indigenous and the local, as in the case 

of Ecuador and Bolivia.  However, in the region of this study, Yeknemilis –a good dignified 

life- comes from the heart of the indigenous culture and community as a grassroots effort. 

Yeknemilis notion is effervescent and dynamic precisely because it speaks to the hearts of 

Maseual people, who identify it as a highly valuable goal.  
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9.4. Yeknemilis / the cooperative and the school 

The work of the cooperative Tosepan Titataniske throughout their forty one years of work, 

revolves around what the Tosepan states as its mission:   

Mejorar la calidad de vida de los socios y de sus familias a través del trabajo organizado 
para avanzar hacia la construcción de un proyecto de Vida Buena / Yeknemilis. 

[Improving the quality of life of the member’s families, through organised work to move 
forward towards the construction of a ‘Good Life’/ Yeknemilis]  

Yeknemilis is understood in the community as a distinctive cultural lens, as Maria Luisa 

Albores comments,  

Nuestro modelo cooperativo se basa en los valores de la cosmovisión o forma de ver la 

vida que tenemos y que coinciden en mucho con el de la economía social y solidaria que 

tiene como eje central a la vida, a la persona, a la tierra, a las plantas, a los animales. 

Desde esta mirada hemos construido el modelo de vida de la Tosepan. (Albores, personal 

communication, 18 August 2016) 

[Our cooperative model is based on the values and cosmovisión that we have and that 

coincide in many aspects with ‘social and solidary economy’, which has a central axis: life, 

the person, the land, the plants, the animals. From this perspective, we have constructed the 

model of life of the Tosepan]. 

The Nahuat view on Yeknemilis, has resonances therefore with economia solidaria as it looks 

to fulfil basic needs for a good, yet modest life, extending the possibility of a ‘good life’ to a 

wider sector of the community.  It looks to a fairer, egalitarian, and democratic community life. 

Focusing on the Maseual cosmovision in Tosepan, is relevant to emphasise that the hierarchies 

in knowledge described above, do not allocate a subordinated location to their own knowledge. 

The Tosepan community has very clear nowadays that their knowledge is rich and abundant. 

This has allowed them to examine ‘development’ with critical eyes. In this vein, Aldegundo 

González indicates: 

lo que hemos visto y que no es exclusivo de México es que se ve la diferencia como un 

problema para el progreso o el desarrollo. Quizás ahí es la otra mirada, para nosotros más 

que progreso o desarrollo, es un buen vivir, es una vida buena, es una construcción de los 

proyectos de vida desde los territorios” (personal communication, 2 Sept. 2016) 

[What we have seen, and that is not exclusive of Mexico, is that difference is perceived as a 

problem for development or progress. Maybe the other view, the other perspective is there. 

For us, more than development or progress, there is buen vivir,  it is a construction of  life 

projects coming from, and within, the diverse territories]. 
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It is in this perspective that their strong sense of autonomy is exemplified; it is here that their 

location within the Latin American views becomes clearer. Tosepan –in the voice of Alde 

González-  understands buen vivir as close to their own cultural cosmovision, and aknowledge 

the connection as well to many of the indigenous perspectives in Latin America, regarding their 

concept of good living or vida buena. In Tosepan, they have no problem in specifying what is 

similar between their views, but they also signify strongly how their understanding is just 

theirs, their own particular view, when he mentions the notion coming from the territory. This 

notion of territory is also central, because it does not only refer to the land they live on; it has 

a wider, more symbolic meaning:    

En una reflexión en colectivo, los compañeros han dicho, ‘el territorio es donde andamos, 

donde camino, donde convivo con la gente, donde está mi lengua, mi cultura, mi maíz.’ Eso 

es el territorio. No es algo abstracto, o algo de una sola dimensión... ‘el territorio’ está 

construido y sostenido desde la cosmovisión Maseual. (Alde, personal communication 2 

Sept. 2016) 

[In a colective reflection, some fellow cooperative members have said, ‘the territory is 

where we are, where I walk, where I live together with other people, where my language is, 

my culture, my maize’. That is the territory. It is not something abstract, nor one-

dimensional… ’the territory’ is constructed and sustained from within the Maseaul 

cosmovision]. 

The territory seems to be alive and present and even an element that crosses and connects 

dimensions within the indigenous view. 

Further below, I discuss the perspective and work of the Tosepan school towards 

decolonization, from their indigenous language and knowledge, and their connection to land. 

The orientation to Yeknemilis that transpires through the work of the indigenous bilingual 

school Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan aligns to the indigenous cosmovision, collective well-being, 

and a respectful connection with nature. The Maseaul (Nahuat) perspective privileges the 

person and not material possessions; in doing so, it resists the ‘spiritual poverty’ mainstream 

education ‘attempts to instil’ in their indigenous children, as assumed by the cooperative and 

expressed by the director of the school (Benton, AM, 2012). Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan is an 

effort to bring the gaze back to people, to the collective, make them central again, as opposed 

to focusing on possessions, on ‘progress’… 

Yeknemilis’ echoes of decolonialism transpire in their work to recover and privilege 

indigenous knowledge and cosmovision. Decolonialism strengthens the appreciation of 
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indigenous knowledge and regional perspectives, long under the dismissive look of western 

modernity. Through this, it attempts the visualization of epistemologies that have been 

subordinated. The conversation on Buen Vivir has evolved into different perspectives 

(Hidalgo-Capitan & Cubillo-Guevara, 2017). The notion of Buen Vivir I will focus on, is the 

one close to Sumak kawsay; since the Nahuat community acknowledges the similarities in 

views towards indigenous good living, collective well-being, and their almost mystical 

connection to mother Earth or Taltikpaknantsin.  

Additionally, for the Nahuat community and Tosepan, there is a spiritual essence in elements 

such as the earth, the corn and animals, for example, that should be considered as well and 

which is addressed in specific moments, relevant for traditional and cultural life of the 

community.  At the same time, Tosepan sees buen vivir close to solidarity economy, a view on 

economy whose main tenet is: ‘Poner la vida en el centro de la economia, no la economía en 

el centro de la vida!’ [placing life as the key and central focus of economy, and not the opposite: 

life centred on money and material possessions]. In this way, they do not lose sight on the 

centrality of individual and communities’ well-being. Buen vivir, as a notion applied to the 

community, intends to facilitate the access, and make available to more people, what they 

consider a good dignified life, good living. This notion, and its practice, also fosters 

symmetrical, horizontal social interactions, which are central to the work of Tosepan and which 

exert a strong influence to balance power inequities in the place.  

For the Nahuat cosmovision, a good life, Yeknemilis, also encompasses having good health, 

which in their view is seen as an overall feeling of happiness and profound well-being 

(González, Alde, vida saludable: el bien-estar como salud). Good health additionally includes 

a harmonic balance within the individual body, and in the interaction with the other, and with 

nature.  Balance within the body is achieved through a careful combination of the two vital 

energies that keep the body healthy, cold -sesek  and heat –totonik.  Even their staple food and 

their traditional way of preparing nutritious food is acknowledged to contribute to this balance, 

and as part of their indigenous identity, of their ‘being maseual’. Therefore, Tosepan promotes 

the inclusion of the local ingredients and traditional meals in their everyday life. This has even 

been discussed in the Council assembly, as eating in their traditional way is opposed to the 

recent, unhealthy, imposed, ‘mestizo’ way of eating. 

The ways in which Yeknemilis, vida buena [good living and well-being from the indigenous 

perspective] is being included in the school and the Tosepan cooperative which surrounds it, 
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encompasses different aspects. Yeknemilis is an organic, constant, fluid effort that starts 

within the cooperative and flows into the school.  As they comment on their collective 

reflective processes, the learning and sharing experiences the Tosepan cooperative and the 

Kaltaixpetaniloyan encourage with the diverse communities in the region:  

Cuando compartimos, cada comunidad plantea cosas diferentes. Entonces todas esas 

respuestas que se han ido generando también obedecen a ese sueño de la vida buena que 

queremos tener en la región. Y ahora, si todo ese anhelo de vida buena se lleva desde la 

escuela, entonces podemos tener una generación que va a defender la vida, la vida misma, 

desde otro enfoque, desde una vida buena contra el modelo capitalista que nos aplasta 

hoy, que es un modelo de muerte, como dicen algunos compañeros  (Alde, personal 

communication, 2 September 2016). 

[When we reflect together, each community puts forward different things. Then, all this 

responses that have been generated also come from that dream of vida buena, good living, 

that we want to have in the region. And now, if all this will to achieve good living is worked 

within the school, then we would be able to have a generation who will defend life, life itself. 

They will look at it from a different view, from the ‘good life’, good living, as opposed to the 

capitalist model that is crushing us today, with its model of death as some fellow 

cooperativists say]. 

9.5. The connections which support the cooperative and Yeknemilis   

An important aspect is the decolonial perspective, the idea that their indigenous cosmovison, 

their ontology and epistemology, had previously been subjugated by the dominant western 

view. The fact that they started to see their own ontology and epistemology as valuable was 

central in terms of educational view. The process started with the significant connection to the 

first two organizations in the region: PRADE ad the Plan de Zacapoaxtla as discussed before. 

This combination ignited the transformation.  This has inevitably informed the work of the 

school, and the inclusion of indigenous language and knowledge to achieve Yeknemilis.   

Another central aspect is that the indigenous perspective is open to other views and to 

alternative viewpoints, provided they align to their core indigenous values and contribute to 

Yeknemilis. This demonstrates how their indigenous perspective does not marginalize other 

views (‘otras miradas’). This is significant since it has allowed the Tosepan cooperative and 

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan to contribute to, and to be enriched by, numerous meaningful 

connections. These diverse connections have allowed them to see the world through a 

significant and original lens… Among the current relevant connections, there is a long one with 

a Fair trade organization, which supports their export of Tosepan’s organic coffee to Japan, 
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Germany, and Holland. Tosepan is also close to universities such as the BUAP, the Ibero in 

Puebla, The Metropolitana, the Universidad Veracruzana,  other institutions such as the CELE 

within the UNAM, the CESDER, and others. The Tosepan cooperative receives visitors from 

organizations connected to Fair Trade, from the mentioned universities, or NGOs. Some 

regular visitors come from the countries mentioned before, and also from Canada, USA, 

Checoslovakia, France, the Basque country, Latin America, and others.  

Tosepan’s connections and collaborations have made them stronger. The connections of the 

cooperative are also relevant for the school since invited workshops and summer courses 

become part of the evolving curriculum the students follow in Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, and 

for their language revitalization process. This aspect seems to mirror McCarty et al when they 

say:  

we argue that language reclamation is not about returning to an imagined “pure” form 

of an ancestral language. Instead we highlight the dynamic, multisited, heteroglossic, 

and multivocal character of Indigenous-language reclamation, underscoring that the 

“success” of these efforts must be locally defined but also externally shared–a 

movement toward mobilizing strategic new global alliances and protocols of 

collaboration. (McCarty, Nicholas, Chew, Diaz, Leonard & White 2018, p.161, my 

emphasis)     

This collaborative perspective seems to foster the kind of knowledge exchange and learning 

webs creation that the Tosepan cooperative –and through it, Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan–  have 

been benefitting from for decades now.  

Tosepan has found partnerships within NGOs, national and international universities, and fair-

trade organizations, and also with small independent groups and even with individuals who 

through their connection and, sometimes, long interaction have been acknowledged as ‘amigos 

de la cooperativa’ [friends of the cooperative], and situated in a very interesting, uncommon, 

and highly appreciated location.  Some of their long-time connections have become so close 

that they hold an insider/outsider positionality. Some long-connected researchers have been 

welcomed to some reflective processes within the Tosepan and their indigenous Council.    

When Tosepan has a visitor or a group staying for some days, they have their business-related 

meetings and, additionally, a visit to the cooperative main centres around Kalta. They like to 

finish these tours with a visit to their school. They know it makes a significant impact. 

Therefore, it is not uncommon to see groups coming with Leonardo, Aldegundo, Maria Luisa, 

or someone from the cooperative council, into the school grounds from time to time. They 

usually introduce the visitors to the students and show them the classrooms, the work the 
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students do, and the resources the teachers and collaborators have created in Nahuat. The 

students are used to meeting foreigners and hearing about their interest. The visitors usually 

ask questions about their language, their indigenous culture and way of life.  The students ask 

their own questions as well when time allows. As Durán and Albores  –the school directors of 

the two sections– find these connections to be beneficial for the students, they encourage the 

creation of spaces for conviviality and educational conversation. At times, these spaces have 

taken the form of short workshops for the students, or even whole summer courses in Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan.  

Some of their long connections have produced direct agreements and joint programmes, which 

enrich their educational perspective. For example, they have had a close association with 

people from the Basque country and the Universidad de Mondragón for several years. The 

University sends student teachers to do their professional internship in Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan. These Basque student teachers are allocated in the different levels of the 

school according to their specialty and the needs of the school. Some of these Basque young 

collaborators  have come back to continue their collaboration and personal connection when 

they finish their teaching degrees. They sometimes extend their work with the cooperative for 

another semester or year; some have learned to speak Nahuat there. The interaction with 

Garabide and the Universidad of Mondragón has strengthened Tosepan’s perspective 

concerning indigenous language teaching, and has given them hope for Nahuat language 

revitalization. Correspondingly, The Universidad de Mondragón receives one or two members 

of the Tosepan cooperative every year. They are admitted to do a master’s course within the 

university for 6 months;  three months in the Basque country and three more months completing 

an online course they can do from Cuetzalan, in the sierra. Some have taken the masters in 

Language Revitalization (Sr. Boni Iturbide, Aldegundo González, maestro  Gabriel, maestra 

Mica, and recently, Leonardo Durán), some others have done the master’s in Organic 

Fieldwork (María Luisa Albores.). These courses have been highly meaningful, and have 

become turning points for some of the Mexican participants. This connection with the Basque 

people has provided them as well with the possibility to share Tosepan’s perspective on 

education and on cooperativism. They have also shared the way Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan 

includes cooperative values in the curriculum as a strand; something that is not done in the 

ikastolas in that region of the Basque country. All these sharing of knowledge has been a reason 

for pride, both for the wider cooperative and for Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan,  
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The inclusive vision of Tosepan, for example, has also allowed perspectives such as the 

Satyagraha (passive political resistance) proposed by Ghandi to be incorporated to their view, 

and their practice. The connection with the proponents of this perspective has been particularly 

significant since it has a shared view on peaceful resistance to oppression. This is particularly 

relevant in view of the increasingly violent atmosphere that has surrounded indigenous 

communities in Mexico, due to the defense of their territory from big national and international 

mining and power supply companies.  

The connection with the University of Gujarat Vidyapith, has been made possible through an 

Italian artist, Sonia Deotto. She is the co-founder and director of the OraWorldMandala, an 

educational extension program from the mentioned Indian university. This initiative started 

their work in Mexico in 2011. A group of Indian and Mexican scholars on Gandhi’s work, 

identified the need to promote in Mexico a robust movement of Ahimsa or non-violence. They 

therefore set to establish a program, develop workshops and translate the work of Gandhi to 

Spanish language. In the preface of the book ‘Constructive program” by Gandhi, translated by 

Deotto and Ruiz-Guadalajara (2016), they examine the need to work extensively in the 

Mexican context.  

The Satyagraha and the work supported by the Gujarat Vidyapith University in India, has 

appeared in the ‘learning network’ of the Tosepan cooperative, and the students of Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan. They have found strong coincidences in the work they want to engage with.  

The work on Ahimsa intends to promote non-violent self-determination, self-sufficiency, the 

recovery of ‘community’, the defense of the territory, and a harmonic connection to nature. 

These elements are seen as essential Gandhian guidelines for these problematic and intense 

times. They mention the Tosepan cooperative in the following terms: 

El caso emblemático en México lo encontramos en la Sierra Norte de Puebla, donde la Unión 

de Cooperativas Tosepan Titataniske “Unidos Venceremos”, que sostienen nahuas, 

tutunakus y mestizos, está mostrando el camino de lo que Gandhi consideraría un verdadero 

programa constructivo para la independencia total. (Deotto & Ruiz-Guadalajara, 2016, p. 23) 

[We found the emblematic case in Mexico within the Sierra Norte de Puebla, where the Union 

of cooperatives Tosepan Titataniske “Together we will prevail”, which is sustained by nahuas, 

tutunakus and mestizos, is leading the way of what Gandhi would consider a true constructive 

program for total independence]. 

 

And they continue stating that: 

en muchos países ya se discute…sobre la necesidad de impulsar el descrecimiento, el buen 

vivir y el poder social, propuestas que implican una transformación de la conciencia y nuevas 
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prácticas políticas que permitan desactivar la inercia destructiva de la que todos 

participamos. (Deotto and Ruiz-Guadalajara, 2016, p. 23)     

[in many countries there is already a discussion…on the need to give impulse to ‘a notion 

opposed to growth’, to buen vivir, and social power. These proposals imply a transformation 

of the conscience and new political practices that allow the deactivation of the destructive 

inertia we are all participating of].  

The OraWorldMandala has found in Tosepan Titataniske a loyal partner and a close 

collaborator in their utopian search for a better world, as they aknowledge. Their work connects 

to the Ahimsa of Ghandi, his view on non-violence, and the use of this approach in conflict-

affected regions to facilitate peace, and nurture healing within affected communities. They 

share their perspective in some workshops and short courses. They use the creation of mandalas 

as a way to engage communities affected with violence to support their grieving process and 

find non-violent ways to interact in these difficult conditions.   

The Indian mandala has been translated into the Mexican indigenous context as an ‘ofrenda’, 

(Durán, L. personal communication, 18 August 2016) in order to adapt it to the local context. 

The ofrenda is an offering similar to what is prepared for beloved deceased relatives in the 

Mexican celebration of the Day of the Death. Mandalas in this context, encompass the 

preparation of a cicular or spiral flowery offering or ‘altar’ with local elements, such as 

flowers, candles, colored sand, and sometimes also with food.  The offering is  meant to be 

constructed collaboratively and in an spontaneous way by the community. They are created, 

shared and admired by the communities as a peaceful, colourful, visual representation of 

respect and honouring that is paralel in their cultural views. The students at Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan have participated in the creation of some mandalas, and this will be 

discussed further in the following chapter, (on representations and indigeneity) as mandalas 

have been actively introduced to the linguistic landscape in the region. .  

The collaboration between Tosepan and OraWorldMandala is in the search for a peaceful, 

harmonic environment. This recent effort and perspective has also affected the local linguistic 

landscape, as the mandalas  have been seen  comparable to the ‘ofrendas’.  This has facilitated 

its use within significant local events, drawing participation from the whole community in the 

creation of these ephemeral circular and spiral ‘ofrendas’.  In this vein, Víctor Gavilán  (2012) 

observes: 

El modelo de pensamiento y acción en espiral es incluyente, y permite conectar el 

presente con el pasado y en el caso de los pueblos originarios permite comprender la 
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factibilidad de construir futuro volviendo al pasado; vale decir a las raíces de su 

desarrollo como pueblo (p.18)  

[The model of spiral thinking and action is inclusive, and it enables the connection of 

the present with the past. In the case of indigenous, originary peoples, spiral thought 

encompasses understanding the possibility to create and build a future going back to 

the past; this is to say, to the roots of their origin as a people]. 

9.6. Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan’s planned curriculum  

The educational aspects in the school that attempt to achieve Yeknemilis through their work in 

the school are several; one is the connection to the land, to Mother Earth, to the well-being of 

the community, and the focus on indigenous language and knowledge in the curriculum. These 

aspects and their inclusion contribute, as discussed previously, to the reframing of indigenous 

identity and the modified status of Nahuat. This perspective also considers the importance of 

knowing the way indigenous Nahuat people, the maseaulmej, constructed their own taxonomy 

to understand and classify the natural world of their region, the complex and logical criteria 

they follow, and how they use different plants to promote healing and good health (See 

Beaucage, 2012, for a thorough discussion on this). The curriculum also includes traditional 

food, and the nutritional value of traditional dishes which are being recovered and included in 

the students’ lunch roster, as well as in the Kalta restaurant. Students learn about the vegetables 

and plants within their diet and their recipes (for example, for the report of the collaborative 

research done by Pierre Beaucage and the students of the school). The inclusion of local 

ingredients and the preparation of traditional meals, was discussed in the indigenous assembly 

as relevant. It is seen as opposed to the most recent, unhealthy, ‘mestizo’ food, favoured by 

‘coyomej’, such as spaghetti and salchichas [sausages]. The traditional way of cooking and 

eating is acknowledged as part of their indigenous identity, of their ‘being maseual’.  

Since the curriculum of Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan is centred on Yeknemilis,there are a 

number of strands that are important in the planning. It is outlined as follows, but the fact that 

it is a document ‘in construction’ –an ‘evolving’ document– makes clear that it is not static; it 

is imagined, designed, planned; then some sections are implemented and the cycle begins 

again.  This curriculum is titled Maseualyot, or ‘the heart of indigenous people’, and the overall 

aim is Yeknemilis, vida buena, buen vivir.  It is developed around six major strands, and those 

are built around some central content. Indigenous language is specified here to be considered 

an axis for the transmission of Maseual knowledge The curriculum they are working to create 

is the following: 
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MASEUALYOT 
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on  
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-Conservation 
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The curriculum is seen as their own indigenous plan for implementation of paths for students’ 

learning. Their curriculum is the concrete expression of policy into action, their educational 
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philosophy into what could become praxis, a continuous connection as defined by Freire. Also 

essential to the work for the oppressed, the constant search for social justice:  “[P]raxis, the 

continuing dialectical relationship of action and reflection, at the heart of the concept of 

conscientização, "[...with] a greater emphasis…on the subject of commitment for and with the 

oppressed" (Gerhardt, 1993  p.9 in Freire's intellectual roots, p.175) 

 

9.7. Maseual way of living and Yeknemilis through school practices 

Tosepan is within an effort to support some of their people, the ones who are ‘organic 

intellectuals’; there is an indigenous intelligentsia being shaped and constructed in the site. 

This seems to be the result of both the sociohistorical aspects in the region, and the 

strenghtening of indigenous organization, in Tosepan Titataniske, the Kalta, and also the 

school. The strenght of their leaders and indigenous organization has enabled them to transform 

their immediate surroundings and make their living conditions less hard. They have also been 

able to create widespread networks with parallel movements and organizations, some of them 

indigenous and some non-indigenous. These networks are incredibly diverse in nature and have 

the common feature that their effort tends to aknowledge the search for social justice and the 

opposition to dominance. Their collaborative work takes place in a democratic space, with 

symmetrical and horizontal interactions where the indigenous cooperative and their members 

are treated as equals. Tosepan is appreciated, and supported, by their networks or learning 

webs. Their networks and connections extend to academic institutions, universities, fair trade 

organizations, environment protection agencies, human rights organizations, and political 

groups.   

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, their school, is seen as their semillero [a seed box, a growing 

space], the place where their future leaders will be formed. Some of the current students will 

be the ones supporting the indigenous cooperative in the future. Leading their projects and 

shaping their work and collective action. This is highly relevant as the power struggle they are 

immersed in nowadays is a significant menace to their territory, their region, and their way of 

life.  Their most important aims are Yeknemilis for all, the recovery of indigenous language 

and knowledge, and the revalorization of indigenous identity and way of life. The elements 

they include in the school curriculum should be formative, informative, culturally pertinent, 
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close to the ethical views of the Maseual people, and to the moral and solidarity economy that 

guides their work.  

To exemplify their work within the school around their way of life, around Yeknemilis, I will 

include some comments on a project that is being developed by the teachers in preschool, in 

Casa de Niños 1. This level starts students’ educational process in Nahuat; along with the first 

years of primary, Casa de Niños 2, and Taller 1, where the effort to revitalize the language 

expresses through bilingual education.  

The teachers started working on a project about the planting of the cornfield –la siembra del 

maíz–. A year-long effort which unfolded little by little as they thought of activities and 

possibilities through their design. Maestro Gabriel and maestra Yessy explain,   

hicimos un proyecto sobre la siembra del maíz, lo trabajamos nosotros. El tema 

principal es el maíz, lo más relevante junto con la filosofía de la organización; el 

proyecto es para la revitalización de la lengua, sobre todo. (Gabriel y Yessy. 

personal communication, 8 September 2016) 

[We made a project on the planting of the corn. We worked on it. The main theme was 

maize, which is the most relevant along with the philosophy of the organization. the 

project is for language revitalization, mainly]. 

I therefore wanted to see how they had developed the idea for all the individual worksheets 

they had designed for their students –covering pre-literacy activities, basic skills, knowledge 

of their environment, mathematical thinking, and others– they explained further:  

Gabriel: Entonces la idea no es sólo la inmersión en la lengua.  

Ana María: ¿No? 

Gabriel: No. Es una inmersión más filosófica. 

Yessy: Más cultural. 

Gabriel: Es una inmersión en todo este pensamiento Maseual, y en el modo de vivir   

Maseual. Sí, porque  la lengua es la parte central de nuestro proyecto, digamos, 

pero nunca es una cuestión aislada!    (Gabriel & Yessy, personal communication, 

16 September 2016) 

[Gabriel: So, the idea is not only the immersion within the Nahuat language.  

Ana María: Isn’t it? 

Gabriel: No. It is a more philosophical immersion. 

Yessy: More cultural. 

Gabriel: It is an immersion in all the indigenous cosmovision and in all the Maseual 

thinking, in the Maseual way of life.  Yes, because language is the central part of our 

own project, but it is never an isolated matter!] 
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These teachers –an indigenous Nahuat speaker and a second language speaker– had the goal in 

their minds of language revitalization, and they work for that every day in their indigenous 

medium classroom. However, they know that in order to properly teach the students, they had 

to acknowledge language as central, and also the Maseaul/indigenous way of life and thinking 

as central as well.  The revitalization effort was not centred only on language in their minds. It 

was a more holistic process. It was –as they said– a more philosophical immersion, a more 

cultural one. It was not limited to the use of language or to the language practices. These 

preschool teachers had made a huge effort to modify their classroom routines, to make them 

more connected to their indigenous view and their way of life. They had spent countless hours 

after their regular work, collaborating to design the different activities, imagining what could 

be helpful for the different students in this multigrade classroom, so they could foster 

understanding of the whole Maseual view and language.  

Additionally, this school grade also fosters the connection with the wider community in 

educational activities. Even though these students are tiny toddlers and young kids, maestros 

Gabriel and Yessy make the effort, for example, of bringing the elders of the community to 

show the children how to dance the traditional danzas [dances], and how to prepare the 

ornaments that are used in the town festivities for a particular danza. These activities have even 

attracted secondary students who spontaneously approached the preschool area to dance with 

the little ones. Preschool students additionally work on the diverse ‘fichas’ for school work 

that have been designed for them. For example, young students can follow the ‘dots’ over a 

beautiful long corn plant drawing, and some other students draw pencil lines over a model that 

uses a Nahuat word which they still can not read, but will soon. Some children have also made 

cardboard photo-frames covered with the four different colours of the local maize, doing 

creative and random designs while they listen to the stories told by the teachers, who remember 

what it was to be a child in these fields.  These teachers know that revitalizing the language is 

an effort centred on language but which does not stop there, that extends to all the other 

dimensions that are relevant to the indigenous community.  

Indigenous language and knowledge are the connection that should weave all the effort on 

language and culture revitalization within the curriculum in Tosepann Kalnemachtiloyan. This 

is noticeable in preschool and the first years of primary school. It all seems to be reinforcing 

their indigenous rich knowledge, culture and identity. However, this effort seems to be less 

visible when you observe higher levels. Still in the last grades of primary school, students 

receive a considerable reinforcement through the work that Pierre Beaucage does with the 
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school and his project of indigenous knowledge recovery. His ethnographic work [ethnohistory 

and ethnobiology] has an effect on the status of the indigenous language; so do his actions, 

community engagement and his regard for Nahuat language use. Pierre has been connected to 

the region for long and he has always tried to respect the way Nahuat was traditionally spoken.  

When he gives the workshops to the students that preceed their projects, in higher primary and 

secondary, it becomes evident how his intervention transforms the way Nahuat is seen among 

the students. His workshops rapidly raise and reinforce its status; it is suddenly ‘very cool’ to 

speak Nahuat.    

Through the school projects Pierre Beaucage advocates within the school, he supports Nahuat 

use within and outside the school. Some of the projects the students have worked with are 

related to “Bichitos” [Little bugs], “Animales del monte” [small mammals in the sierra], 

regional birds, and others. The people who know about these topics are the locals, the parents, 

grandparents, and even the students’ neighbours. Pierre tells the story of a little boy who came 

back from one of his ‘field research trips’ reporting quite amazed: “my father knows so many 

things, he is wise!”. And it becomes part of the overall educational plan, the students actually 

discover the areas in which the indigenous knowledge is vast and thorough, and it also becomes 

evident for the students that they can actually learn just by listening to their elders.  

Teaching within a view towards Yeknemilis will allow the current students of the school to be 

resourceful enough to find ways in the future to both keep their culture and language, and 

expand their knowledge network and their learninig webs to include more children and 

communities. They will need to find ways to keep on recovering indigenous knowledge and 

keep on increasing their productivity while maintaining their organic focus and fair trade in 

mind. They need to be both efficient defending their rights and still draw on the support and 

solidarity of their community and wider connections to ensure they find peaceful resolutions 

for the problematic situations the communities may encounter defending their land and way of 

life.  This proposed curriculum centred on Yeknemilis is their guideline. But, how do they turn 

the ‘fine print’ of their educational theory into practice? How do they turn their plans and 

objectives, their visions and dreams, into praxis? How would they balance their perspective 

through schoolwork? What would they need? What should they emphasize?  
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Chapter 10. Representations of Indigenous Identity within 

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan 

 

The third element of my study on Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan draws on the discourse 

conveyed by the representation of indigenous identity through the linguistic landscape.  In this 

chapter, the focus will be on the images that represent indigenous people in the research site. 

The images that come precisely from the indigenous artists and community; from the heart of 

Tosepan Titataniske and Tosepan Kalnamechtiloyan. The notions conveyed through the 

representations of indigeneity include people, local nature,stories and tales, and more recently 

their territory, the cooperative’s history, work, and the school.  The way in which indigenous 

identity is represented in the school and the immediate space around it will be examined 

through the linguistic landscape.  

Pre-Hispanic indigenous communities kept and communicated their foundational myths and 

stories, their knowledge and way of life through pictographs –famously depicted on their 

codices– therefore, drawing on the linguistic landscape would acknowledge indigenous 

‘writing’ and perspective. Even though many of the local representations and signs have few 

letters or no letters at all, it is still possible to ‘read’ them to make interpretations and examine 

how indigenous identity is represented through them.  In this way, the linguistic landscape 

contributes to the overall understanding of the school and the wider cooperative context, of the 

particular representations produced and accepted in the site. The use of this concept  recognizes 

a central perspective of the Tosepan community, which is expressed by Aldegundo González 

(2017) when he discusses the importance for the community of “[s]oñar, dibujar los sueños, 

y trabajar en forma colectiva para alcanzarlos” [dreaming, drawing these dreams, and 

working collaboratively to reach them]. 

I will draw on the local linguistic landscape and include the words, phrases and images that 

can be seen in the public space within the school, and the area surrounding it. I will look at ehe 

representations that contribute to creating a space for encounter, and also for resistance, a space 

for contestation toward the tensions between national policies and the will to revitalize the 

indigenous language of the Maseual people. The linguistic landscape provides information on 
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a particular context within the public space, either from the official or from the local community 

perspective. As Shohamy (2006) explains:  

It is in the difference between the “top-down” and the “bottom-up” in the use of the 

different languages that one can see how the public space serves as an arena where 

language battles are taking place. LL [linguistic landscape], then, can be considered a 

major mechanism of language manipulation, as it determines not only the ideological 

message, but also the choice of languages. There is, therefore, a clear message with 

regard to “who is in charge”.  (p. 123) 

 

There is a tension between the representations of indigenous people and identity through the 

‘official’ national context and those of the local indigenous people. This latter linguistic 

landscape provides key information on the site and contributes to conveying the indigenous 

perspective through the diverse local images and representations. In order to examine these 

tensions, I will briefly look initially at the official national perspective, long conveyed through 

the popular representations of indigenous identity that have been –namely– part of the ‘national 

linguistic landscape’. Afterwards, I will concentrate on the local representations of indigenous 

identity coming from the Tosepan community itself, and which can be seen at the school and 

its surrounding area. The linguistic landscape conveys accepted perspectives within the school, 

the immediate space of the indigenous cooperative, and the significant ones within the streets 

of San Miguel Tzinacapan (the indigenous village closely connected to Tosepan and the 

school).  I will also look at the representations of indigenous identity appreciated during the 

town celebrations to honor Archangel Michael on the 29th. of September, although the 

celebrations extend for 5 days. 

In this way, these diverse aspects:  the agricultural activities within the school, the indigenous 

knowledge displayed in the classrooms, the traditional clothing, the cooperative’s work around 

the school, the traditional music and dances, and the town festivities are also considered in this 

study as authentic ‘representations’ of indigenous identity,  of their ‘Maseualidad’, as they say. 

Therefore, I include them here and discuss their influence on students’ perception of indigenous 

identity. This approach has echoes of Mario López-Gopar’s (2016) perspective when he 

describes how the students in the language classroom, “became authors of identity texts which, 

according to Cummins (2006), can be considered “the products of students’ creative work or 

performances” (p. 60).” (p. 241). In López-Gopar’s work, multiple kinds of activities that come 

from both the school and the students, can be considered ‘texts’, personal and meaningful, as 
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they communicate messages. The students in Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan regularly create 

‘texts’ within the school work that represent their indigenous knowledge and perspective.  

My argument in this section of the study is that the meaningful participation of the students 

in Tosepan, in the different school and community activities, can be seen similarly as 

identity texts. This view acknowledges that there is neither just one type of text nor only one 

type of literacy, but multiple kinds of ‘texts’ and multi-literacies. It is through these diverse 

‘texts’ that the students can ‘read’ and understand the representations of indigeneity within the 

school, and around it, as well as respond to them.    

The usual representations of indigenous identity, the ones populating the Mexican ‘national 

imaginary’ and supporting the unified national identity, limited the representation of 

indigenous people to the celebrated ‘heroic past’ of Mexico. It also seems that ‘the past’ is 

where the mestizo Mexican nation would like indigenous people to have remained, nothing 

else. The heroic representation seemed to be conveyed through murals painted particularly by 

Diego Rivera. Eventhough Rivera seemed to have wanted to contribute to a genealogy of a 

Mexican identity that would fight against social injustice, his beautiful images of indigenous 

people did not usually convey the oppression in which they lived (as opposed to Orozco’s 

murals, for example). Rivera additionally depicted Mexican society as appearing to be 

supported and ‘sustained’ by their indigenous ‘glorious past’. His representations made 

invisible in a way the oppression indigenous people had long endured. Their subjugation in the 

Conquest, and the fight of the peasants and farmers in the revolution, seemed to be represented 

as a worthy tribute to the origin of the new ‘modern’ Mexican identity. Rivera is even called 

by Stanton Catlin,“el inventor de lo clásico-indígena” (Mandel, 2007, p.45) [‘the creator of 

the classic-indigenous’]. His murals can be seen in the most important and symbolic buildings 

in the historic downtown in Mexico City, such as the Palacio Nacional and the Secretaría de 

Educación Pública.   

Several popular depictions of indigenous people or of the mestizaje –the mixing of races and 

the ‘castas’ system of the colonial times– were represented in a romanticised way, as if the 

conquest, the three centuries of colonial times, and the wars that followed had been a hard, but 

worthy process to become a more ‘progressive’ Mexican nation. As if that harsh period would 

have allowed the Mexican people to reach the modern country. It is a romanticised view used 

even currently, with rounded and colourful indigenous people, holding massive bunches of 

flowers, for example. It has not stopped the nation state’s effort to praise pre-Hispanic 
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indigenous cultures, while they attempt to assimilate indigenous peoples under an homogenised 

notion of the Mexican nation. In this vein, Hamel argues:   

Como en el caso del indigenismo mexicano, esta orientación de las políticas puede 

incluir una exaltación de las culturas indígenas clásicas que alcanzaron un alto nivel 

de desarrollo, pero que en sus momentos históricos decisivos (Independencia, 

Reforma, Revolución) impulsó la destrucción cultural de los pueblos indígenas 

contemporáneos (2001, pp. 4, 5). 

[In the case of the Mexican ‘indigenismo’, this orientation of policies could include an 

exaltation of the highly-developed classic indigenous cultures, but that during the 

historic decisive moments (Independence, Reform, Revolution) fostered the cultural 

destruction of contemporary indigenous peoples]. 

 

Several famous artistic representations were part of the effort to construct the national identity 

in Mexico. These representations have become part of the national imaginary and have been 

internalised long enough, reinforcing the idea of movement toward progress, and a safely- 

distant indigenous past. These representations are part of the public space and part of what 

seems to have become the ‘national linguistic landscape’.  In the connection of muralism in 

Mexico and identity, Mandel (2007) elaborates, 

La creación del muralismo, como un arte colectivo y público, se constituye, 

originalmente, como un espacio de recuperación del legado histórico de México, así 

como, también, en un espacio de reflexión acerca de sus herencias étnicas, 

tradicionales y culturales. La memoria y los actos del recuerdo y del olvido, se 

entienden como profundamente entrelazados con la actividad personal y colectiva 

mediante artefactos culturales para la comunicación y la codificación de la 

experiencia, una de cuyas funciones es fijar la identidad personal  (Mandel, 2007, 

p.50) 

[The creation of muralism as a collective and public art is contituted in its origin as a 

space to recover the Mexican historical legacy, and also, as a space to reflect on its 

ethnic, traditional, and cultural heritage. Memory, and the action of remembering and 

forgetting, are understood as profoundly intertwined with personal and collective 

activity through cultural artifacts to communicate and codify experience, whose 

function is to set personal identity, among others]  

The murals, located in prominent public spaces as cultural artifacts, exert their influence on 

identity. It is in this sense that I maintain that the national representation of indigenous identity 

has been constructed through this particular linguistic landscape element. My focus here is on 

the notion of ‘indigenous people’ or ‘indios’, as they are constructed in these celebrated popular 

representations of ‘Mexican people’ and the ‘Mexican nation’. According to Ben Rafael, 
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Shohamy and Barni (2010), the linguistic landscape can be understood as “the scene where the 

public space is symbolically constructed” (p.xi). In the case of Diego Rivera, the 

representations of indigenous people in his popular Mexican murals become tokens of the 

heroic origin of the Mexican nation, and their glorious past, while the ‘desirable’ future is 

represented  as an homogeneised anticipated goal. The reference to the ‘glorious past’  and the 

‘idealized’ indigenous people is also recurrent in official discourses that loudly declare the 

nation state’s will to support them in the present. This is just rhetoric; it is simply an artistic 

national depiction and representation.  

Despite indigenous people being represented as the heroic past, Mexican people and the nation 

state seem oblivious to their deprived existence in the present time. Indeed, Bonfil Batalla 

(1972) described the understanding of ‘indio’ in Mexico in the following terms: “La categoría 

de indio denota la condición de colonizado y hace referencia necesaria a la relación 

colonial" (p. 110). [The category of indian expresses the condition of the colonised and alludes 

necessarily to the colonial relationship]. The word ‘indio’ alludes to the colonised being, the 

one suffering repression and still in a subordinated position. The term still carries a pejorative 

meaning in many regions. Within the research site, it is customary to use the word ‘indígenas’, 

which is more accepted; however, being called ‘indigenous’ can sometimes be seen as 

pejorative as well. There is also the way in which indigenous people are often depicted in 

textbooks in Latin America and European countries. These texts tend to emphasise their 

relevant presence in the past, but seem adamant to show indigenous people as exotic, inferior, 

and seen from an euro-centric perspective, as Aman (2010) found in an interesting comparative 

study in textbooks from Latin America and Suecia. 

This piece of writing and the description of what I have observed during fieldwork are also 

ways to represent who these indigenous people are.  The school and class observations count 

in equal manner, as Jones, Holmes, Macrae, and Maclure (2010) explain:  "Given that our task 

when in the classroom is to depict and describe children and their behavior we are quite 

obviously caught up in the task of representation” (p.479, my emphasis). So, in the end, this 

thesis, with its description of the educational effort of the indigenous students within Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan, is also a representation. This is as well the depiction of an ‘image that 

conveys a message’… therefore, the relevance of providing a fair, just representation of who 

the people and school from the Tosepan community are, while acknowledging at the same time 

their hopeful and hard collaborative work. This community is constructing, with their actions 

and critical resistance, their own representations. The local representations in the site convey a 
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more positive perspective of who they are, of their work, and the value of their culture and 

land. These meanings are part of the local linguistic landscape and are conveyed through it.  

10.1. Representations within the school 

I consider that the privilege I have had, of doing research within Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, 

comes with a great responsibility, both for the committed work –albeit diverse– within the 

school, and for the fair and just representation of what I could observe and learn during this 

research. My connection to Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, to the teachers, students, directors, 

coordinators, and the people from the Tosepan cooperative, has allowed me to look into the 

language within the site, and expand my view exponentially to explore it deeply through the 

many meaningful perspectives and connections.  Spolsky (2004) has observed that “studies of 

the social life of language are often too ‘language-centred’. Any investigation of language that 

considers only language will be deficient, and inappropriate limitations and restrictions can 

cripple insights.” (Edwards, 2009, p.1). In this study, I started with a perspective focused on 

language, but during the research I widened my perspective to allow for the consideration of 

other concepts –key elements– that contributed to enriching the understanding of the school’s 

overall work. I have also attempted to produce an honest, albeit inevitably partial, 

representation. Tosepan’s effort is wide in scope. However, my work focuses on demonstrating 

the contingency of the three key concepts that I have chosen to describe the work within the 

school (the language planning pickled onion, yeknemilis/buen vivir, and the representation of 

indigenous identity through the linguistic landscape). I have intended to convey the enormous 

impact this combination of elements has on  students’ identity, and on the school’s work.  

Here is where the ethical considerations I had to reflect on –before going into the field– along 

with my moral principles and integrity, will keep my conscience clear, or so I hope. This study 

needs to be thorough, respectful, but also useful for the indigenous community as well (Smith, 

2012, Hill & May, 2013).  As Soyini Madison (2011) states: “With all the good intentions, 

excellent craftsmanship, and even with the reliability and eloquence of a particular story, 

representing Others is always going to be a complicated and contentious 

undertaking…Representation has consequences” (p.4). There is no need here for a bucolic 

depiction of the indigenous bilingual school and their holistic search for Yeknemilis if it does 

not correspond to what it is actually happening on the site. My representation of this indigenous 

school and the educational view of the cooperative ought to be fair, ethical, and honest.  
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Their representations, on the other hand, come from their own cosmovision and perspective. 

Their local representations within their linguistic landscape are the ones contributing to 

‘reframing’ the understanding of indigenous identity of the students in Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan.  These images abound in the strength and richness of the Nahuat, of the 

Maseual people. The images are creative and free, simple and bold at the same time, they speak 

of indigenous resilience, their strong community life, their cultural ways and values,  and their 

connection with nature. They speak of their cosmovision, and their connection to one another 

and the cosmos (Benton, AM, 2017). Through these images, they express their culture, their 

will to live as an indigenous community, and to work to reach Yeknemilis and good living 

with all. As Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui posits “podemos encontrar en las imágenes, 

interpretaciones y narrativas sociales, que desde siglos precoloniales iluminan [el] trasfondo 

social  y nos ofrecen perspectivas de comprensión crítica de la realidad." (2010, p.20), [we 

can find in images, interpretations and social narratives from precolonial times that illuminate 

the social background, and which offer us perspectives of social and critical understanding of 

reality].  

In this way, Tosepan Titataniske conveys a colourful, original and critical perspective through 

their images and symbols, and so, they have created a symbol to represent their collective 

efforts: A tight fist going up in the air, against the background of the mountains and the sierra. 

Tosepan Titataniske also developed another image to represent the school when it opened. In 

this symbol you can see a boy and a girl in their traditional clothing, surrounded by a circle 

made with local flowers, chamakits, and with maize in a central place and at the base of the 

circle, as sustaining the students. Tosepan have chosen to highlight their support and 

connection to other indigenous communities by using, for example, the Zapatista motto, and 

they have displayed “Tierra y Libertad” [Land and Freedom] and “Sin Maíz no hay País” 

[without maize, there is no country] in the school fields, where the students work every day. 

They have additionally chosen the colours of the children’s sports uniform purposefully to 

represent their traditions and culture.  When Tosepan opened the school, there were different 

projects to recover their culture, language, and traditions. The Maseaul people, or Maseaulmej, 

have long worked to recover their stories, histories, tales, dreams, knowledge, and struggles 

through their diverse organizations such as the Taller de Tradición Oral, and the COTIC 

(Comité de Ordenamiento Territorial de Cuetzalan) [Committee of Territorial Regulation and 

Planning of Cuetzalan]. The cooperative has embraced the tales, stories, and original 

representations coming from the community and from indigenous people themselves (see Said, 
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1998; Burney, 2012). They have published these stories and they are available for visitors, and 

also for the teachers and the students in the school. Tosepan Titataniske has been using their 

own lens and symbolic presence to transform their local landscape. Through this, they have 

supported their educational work and, more importantly, they have challenged their 

subordinated location within the wider Mexican nation-state. They have relocated 

themselves as equals, which has enabled them to establish more symmetrical interactions with 

non-indigenous people, both from Mexico and from abroad. They have created spaces for their 

organised efforts in order to regain their agency. Moreover, they have found ways to express 

this agency through their own representations.  

These representations in the local linguistic landscape relate to the revitalization work within 

the classroom and the school, which is affected by what Gay (2002) calls the symbolic 

curriculum. She states, “instructional plans used frequently in Schools are called the symbolic 

curriculum (Gay, 1995). They include images, symbols, icons, mottoes, awards, celebrations, 

and other artifacts that are used to teach students knowledge, skills, morals, and values” (p.108, 

emphasis in the original). This symbolic curriculum extends to the classrooms, the school, the 

cooperative, and the community. Here, the most significant aspect is related to what this 

symbolic curriculum could communicate, or even teach, students regarding indigenous values. 

The lines of their educational work are clearly represented here: Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan 

is an indigenous, farming, cooperative school. The images are related to these characteristics 

and support the guidelines of the school. The local representations reinforce the values 

associated by the students to the Maseual cosmovision, these representations celebrate their 

connection to nature, and convey their indigenous knowledge;  they also point to the centrality 

of the collective. I include in the appendix a selection of the images that students see 

permanently within their educational space.  I also provide a short video and the related 

narrative summary. 

 

   *  (SELECTED IMAGES shown in the appendix of the LL) 

 

Gay’s more current work, interestingly, seems to align with the view of Tosepan towards the 

school as not being an island, but being ‘woven into the community’, not isolated from it.  She 

additionally argues for the higher educational value for diverse students when the school 

creates connections with the outside, when it fosters a sense of community, and attempts to 

become culturally responsive.  
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Gay (2013) states:  

In this innovation, I argue that the education of racially, ethnically, and culturally 

diverse students should connect in-school learning to out-of-school living; promote 

educational equity and excellence; create community among individuals from different 

cultural, social, and ethnic backgrounds; and develop students’ agency, efficacy, and 

empowerment” (p.49)  

 

In this case, the particular innovation of this perspective is its grounding in traditional and 

indigenous cosmovision, to the importance of sharing knowledge and Tosepan’s traditional 

ways of learning. The creation of community connections and learning webs, as discussed 

above, is considered central. The traditional perspective coming from Tosepan and its 

educational work embraces diversity as well, as if mirroring the additive language orientation 

they have. Diversity in this context is equally seen as a possibility for enrichment.  

 

Indigenous representations and classroom practices 

I will turn now to describe some examples that illustrate how diverse local representations of 

indigenous identity are being used within classroom activities to show how they exert an 

influence on students’ identity. The first account comes from an exercise in the lower primary 

classroom, or Taller 1.  Maestra Joss had just finished with the initial routine in Nahuat to 

greet the children. They usually talk about who is present and who is absent from class, how 

they feel that day, and a little about the weather. This all takes place in Nahuat and the students 

seem quite familiar with this process. Then maestra Joss starts pointing at objects in the 

classroom and showing some images; the children contribute some words and after some 

attempts, they all realize tamachtijke Joss is eliciting the adjectives ‘big’ and ‘small’. Then 

students choose their examples, compare and contrast some other objects within the room using 

those adjectives. The teacher takes the conversation then from the classroom to the outside, 

and into the field and to the sierra. She then shows the students a book with stories, local stories 

(TTO, 1991). The children are familiar with the book and sit comfortably on their chairs to 

listen to a story. Maestra Joss starts reading to them one of the tales in the book:  Tekuani uan 

Chapolin [‘The tiger and the cricket’].   

 

The story is in Nahuat, tamachtijke Joss reads slowly and points at the drawings to show the 

children what is happening. Many students know the story and follow it quite willingly. A tiger 

and a cricket met; the cricket is in trouble, but then he proposes a simple competition to show 
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which animal is stronger; the tiger laughs at the cricket’s idea, but agrees to play a little before 

eating him. The teacher then asks some questions: ‘What has happened so far? What will the 

cricket do? What do you think will happen next?’ Some students answer in Spanish and some 

in Nahuat; a lot of enthusiastic noise surrounds the story. The teacher tries to settle the children 

down, and she continues describing how each animal called their friends and how the cricket 

and all his companions managed to overcome the menacing big animals! Maestra Joss reaches 

the end of the story. The little ones won! The students laugh and look at each other knowingly… 

The teacher then asks the students to re-tell her the story. Some of them do, and some others 

start taking out some colors very carefully and place them in order next to their notebooks. The 

teacher continues the activity. One of the students asks for the story in Spanish. Maestra Joss 

asks for the words they heard and recognised in Nahuat, chapolin, tekuani, ueyi, 

tsikuini…She starts reading in Spanish and the children get very interested! The teacher asks 

the students what the story could teach us, and many of the children provide suggestions: That 

you should not distrust or mock the little ones, that the little ones are smart because together 

they can be stronger than you. Others say that the tiger thought he was the boss and the king 

because he was bigger, but in the end the tiger lost.  Maestra Joss says then that it does not 

matter if we are big or small, we can all make big things if we get together. She also says that 

they do so similarly when they work together in teams; she says they all contribute with the 

task or work and make it better. Then, Joss tells them they will write some sentences from the 

story and illustrate them with a drawing. The students are happy, some seem very pleased that 

they had prepared their colours in advance; they were expecting that.    

A different day, tamachtijke Gabriel was having the music class with the students from Taller 

1 and Taller 2. They were singing a song. They had gone through the verses and were practising 

the whole song together. The children were singing loudly and clearly, they know the teacher 

likes to hear if they have learned their part. It had started to rain, and the sound of the water 

falling on the ground was getting louder. When they finished the song, they started talking 

loudly. Then, the teacher asked the students to stand still and to listen to the rain…the students 

were very quiet; the teacher took his time and very softly asked them to identify how they feel 

when they listen to the rain, and he said ‘can you do that?’ And then he added in a very calm, 

low voice: ‘Do you remember how it feels to walk under the rain?’ Some of the students shared 

with short answers. Then he asked the children what things they remember, and he said he 

always thought about his childhood when it rained.  
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Then, with a very soft voice, Maestro Gabriel started telling the students about his childhood 

memories, how he liked getting wet by the rain, and how he used to go to school and sometimes 

even got in the river to swim a little before he arrived there. He told them that he never used to 

cover himself from the rain, and that he never got sick or had fever because of that; he said 

they all liked the rain very much and that it benefited ‘mother earth’. The children were 

listening attentively; there was not a sound in the classroom, just the rain outside. Then, 

maestro Gabriel started smiling and told them that he used to slide on the wet grass in the 

sierra, with a jute sack. Students smiled with him. He said that on his way to school, he and his 

friends used to grab oranges and mandarins, but they were careful to take just the ones they 

could eat, not even one more. He added ‘these are the things mother earth provides us, and we 

should appreciate them’. He suggested then to do that one day. He said ‘come here and, in your 

way, grab your lunch from the obliging trees, and if it rains, enjoy the rain and the aroma of 

the earth getting wet by the water falling on the field. Our mother earth gives us this…’ Students 

were absorbed in what the teacher was saying and transported to the time when teacher Gabriel 

was an indigenous child in the same sierra where they were living. When he finished his class 

the students walked calmly and thoughtfully towards their classroom.  

 

 

10.2. Representations within the cooperative and school 

 

A different representation that has evolved, and gained local significance, originated in 

Tosepan’s connection with the OraWorldMandala and the Satyagraha notion, from Mahatma 

Gandhi. Leonardo Durán (personal communication, 18 August 2016) describes the first 

important effort of this kind of  representation. He elaborates that what a mandala had been 

originally in India was called an ofrenda [offering] in this Mexican context, as mentioned. 

Similarly to the ofrenda, he explained that the mandala carries notions of peace and spiritual 

healing within its preparation, and this was the meaning the cooperative council was interested 

in. They wanted to know how to work collectively through mandalas to facilitate healing when 

indigenous communities had suffered violence. This first collective ‘offering’ was done in the 

downtown of Cuetzalan, in July 2016 as a response to the climate of violence that the region 

had been increasingly suffering.  This offering or ofrenda was done on a Sunday, the Church 

of San Francisco was full of people, and the priest participated and supported the project. They 
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wanted to do it as a community effort, and so they invited the parishioners. María Luisa Albores 

spoke during the mass –invited by the priest- and explained what they intended to do. When 

the mass was over, the people gathered outside the church and started to participate in a 

spontaneous way in the construction of this mandala or ofrenda. Leonardo Durán explains 

se creó una espiral de amor en contra de la espiral de violencia que está viviendo el 

país…hablamos con los voladores de Cuetzalan, se construyó, la gente va participando, 

trae tierra, flores, maíz, y la gente lo va tomando muy en serio, también apoyó el padre 

Mario, y María Luisa habló en la misa…después los voladores –que lo entendieron 

perfecto– se aventaron sobre la ofrenda. (Durán,  personal communication, 18 August 

2016) 

 

[We created a spiral of love against the spiral of violence that the country is 

experiencing…we spoke with the ‘flying dancers’ of Cuetzalan. The offering was 

built, people started participating, they brought soil,  flowers, corn. The people took it 

very seriously. Priest Mario also supported us, and Maria Luisa spoke during the 

mass…after that, the voladores –who understood it perfectly, throw themselves in the 

air (to do the flying dance) over the offering.] 

This was a collective representation of their fight to counteract violence thorugh peaceful 

resistance and actions, and it was done collaboratively. The people who participated used what 

they had at hand. Then, small simple things became symbols of the community’s desire for 

peace and their will for violence to end. The ofrenda remained there, in the middle of 

Cuetzalan, until it was washed away by the rain… 

 

Another example of the Tosepan’s collective effort has been their long resistance to the 

construction of a power station to be built on indigenous land, and to electric towers that would 

cross their territory. The sierra now is under threat because of the concessions that have been 

granted to Canadian and national companies and government institutions by the Mexican 

authorities. These companies and their projects represent a serious menace, and the indigenous 

communities have gathered together in la defensa del territorio (the defense of the territory). 

There are sixteen large projects planned to be started in the region of the sierra, where 

Cuetzalan is located.31  The indigenous communities are opposed to them because of the effect 

                                                           
31 Just one project from Almaden Minerals (which has 70% of the concessions) would use 14 000 Ha. In total, 169,321 Ha 

(hectares) have been offered as concessions to Canadian, Chinese, and Mexican mining and power companies in the sierra 

de Puebla. This area represents circa 13% of the land. The projects include two open-pit mines, six hydroelectric power 

centrals, fracking and more. The extractive processes and the use of rivers would devastate vast regions in the sierra and 

the communities around them (See Diego Quintana, R., 2017). 
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on the land and the threat to the natural resources, to their water. The whole ecosystem, their 

rivers, water sources, the land, the plants, the animals would be compromised if the 

developments were to go ahead.   

 

It seems a David against Goliath battle and yet, they have been fighting because their land, and 

their whole way of life, may be destroyed by these projects; what they call ‘death projects’. 

The government has approved these projects, but not the indigenous people, whose rights are 

being trampled on. The massive hydroelectric station involves the construction of a large dam 

in their territory. Additionally, the rivers would be sent to tubes that would go below the surface 

to increase the level of precipitation by the time it reaches the hydroelectric station, but 

depriving the communities of their access to the rivers. Furthermore, the electrical pylons that 

will be installed will have power lines crossing their territory, and the indigenous people would 

be living and planting, and looking after their farm animals, right below these power lines and 

next to the pylons. The Maseual people have used in their defense of the territory some research 

that states these pylons are harmful to human beings, especially children and elders. They 

additionally argue that these pylons would cross a territory where the particular species of 

stingless bee from the region, the melipona bee, is present.  When bees are subjected to 

electromagnetic fields, like those of the power stations planned, the bees lose their orientation. 

The ongoing struggle of the indigenous people in the sierra norte de Puebla with respect to 

these developments remains under a government that has been both indifferent and repressive, 

mainly supporting the interests of the huge international companies and foreign capital, which 

have been accepted at the expense of the Mexican people.    

 

Therefore, indigenous people in these regions, along with the most important organizations, 

among them the cooperative Tosepan Titataniske,  have engaged in longstanding efforts to 

defend their territory. First, they gathered evidence and research that discussed similar projects 

in other regions, along with their often negative impacts, and then they informed the people in 

the communities. The indigenous people had their traditional assemblies and agreed to stop the 

construction on the site. Then they proceeded to install a temporary camp on the land next to 

where this power station was planned. They did an additional thing: they started to plant corn 

on the site next to where the power station would be located. They did it in the traditional way, 

with all its blessings and rituals. Afterwards, the indigenous cooperative, elaborated a 

document for an international “Call for solidarity”. It was translated to English and French by 
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some of their close connections, and the text was sent abroad to obtain support for their cause 

(Beaucage, personal communication,  15 December 2016). This is what they sent in that time:  

On Saturday, December 10, [2016] International Day of Mother Earth, we decided to 

show the essence of our struggle for life, through the strongest symbolic action for us, 

maseual: we planted corn, spring corn we call tonalmil « corn of the sun ». Together 

with those who take shifts in the watch, from now on, the guardian spirits of the corn 

will watch over our crop until its harvest in August; they will also protect the land which 

we consecrated through planting.                               

The Tosepan’s community proposal has been peaceful and according to their traditional ways 

of life. Through their planting of corn, they blessed the land and asked the ‘guardian spirits’ to 

watch over their efforts.  They also created an offering, a mandala, in this field; they did it to 

voice their struggle and promote the search for alternatives to the construction of the power 

station.   

Six months later, the Tosepan community, still on the land, installed solar panels in the area 

they had used for their mandala of cornfield. They have planned to install these panels as well 

in three indigenous schools in the region: Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, Tetsijtsilin, and an 

indigenous high school in Huehuetla. They continue to actively call for international solidarity 

and support, from minority peoples, other indigenous peoples, and from institutions, and 

NGOs. They know international pressure might be decisive so they have attempted to gain 

visibility for their struggle and gather the funds they need to keep their protection of their land. 

In this effort, a small commission representing the cooperative undertook a ‘conference tour’ 

to l’Université de Montréal, McGill University, l’Université Laval, and l’Université d’Ottawa.  

The aim of this tour was to have open lectures and conferences to share the cooperative’s 

actions to stop what they call the ‘death projects’ in the sierra de Puebla.  In this Canadian tour, 

some members of the cooperative tried to “target a wider public : indigenous communities, 

university and college students, human rights associations and solidarity groups with Latin 

America.” (Beaucage,  personal communication, June, 2017). The Tosepan cooperative has 

been active, along with the COTIC and the Consejo Tiyat Tlali en Defensa de Nuestro 

Territorio.  The Maseaul people has gathered with the Totonaku and the mestizo community 

–within the cooperative—  to create a plan of use of their territory and base their defense on it. 

Many cooperative members and students participate in the collective actions and some have 

received diverse attacks recently. The last ones had been via the legal system to counteract and 

diminish their resistance. Tosepan and the indigenous community had been forced to focus 

their attention on supporting and defending prominent members of their community from legal 
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criminal charges. This has included people connected to the cooperative, a close researcher, 

and two members of the Cooperative Council, Ing. Álvaro among them. There have 

additionally been other more direct forceful actions. Sadly, two indigenous leaders and activists 

connected to this defense have recently been killed.   

A key aspect here is that all of these actions are seen and experienced by the students at the 

school; all of these actions inform the educational process in Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan. This 

is part of the view of the school as part of the wider community, and it is also related to their 

emphasis on Yeknemilis, the importance of collective wellbeing and the vida buena.  As 

Leonardo Durán explains: “incluimos a los niños en todo lo que hacemos; no los incluimos 

en nuestro activismo, los incluimos en la reflexion de todo esto” (Durán, personal 

communication, 18 August 2016) [we include the children in everything we do. We do not 

include them in our activism, we include them in the reflection].  These collaborative 

indigenous actions become ‘identity texts’, in the way in which Mario López-Gopar (2016) has 

examined multiliteracies in the Mexican indigenous context, drawing from Cummins.  As 

discussed earlier, López-Gopar states that actions, symbols, images and events that can be 

‘read’, can be considered ‘texts’. The people who are able read them are the ones versed in the 

indigenous ways of life, culture and knowledge. These determined actions inform the 

educational process within Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan, the indigenous bilingual school from 

the Tosepan cooperative. All of this contributes to the reframing of indigenous identity in a 

contrastive and in a more positive way. Indigenous people here use their knowledge, their 

culture, their tradition, and strong community connection to resist the forms of oppression they 

have long experienced.  

 

These examples show a contingent connection in which the three elements considered in this 

study can be seen at ‘work’, mutually affecting each other within the school and the 

community. The perception of indigenous identity is transformed.  It is strengthened and 

reinforced –revitalized- through the use of the indigenous language across the private and the 

public domains in some cases. The indigenous language is definitely present in their everyday 

life, with more evident presence in some contexts than in others –even within the same region 

and cooperative.  Their language strengthens their indigenous identity (their ‘maseualidad’ as 

they say), and gives them pride in the consideration of their culture as a rich and wise distinctive 

way of life. They are determined to defend their territory, which they consider is the space to 
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express who they are and in which they can do what they most appreciate, which is ‘working 

the land’. This activity, as Beaucage (2012) describes, is perceived as the only ‘work’, and here 

the defense of their land with all their means demonstrates its centrality in their way of life. 

Any other activity which does not revolve around ‘trabajar la tierra’ [working the land] does 

not qualify as work in their eyes. Additionally, working the land is something Maseual people 

–indigenous people in Nahuat – do with love, with respect for ‘our mother earth’, and for ‘our 

father sun’. They acknowledge that working the land is one of the things that characterizes their 

indigenous identity: their love for the land, and their work. So, preparing the field, ploughing 

the land, choosing the maize grains they will use to plant, blessing the field, all of these is seen 

with actual care and affection. This love for what they do makes Maseual people different in 

their eyes to the indifferent ‘coyomej’, and the mestizo (Elders’assembly, Tosepan, 7 

September 2016).   

This indigenous cooperative and community have engaged in collective work and dialogue to 

define with more precision what their indigenous identity is and how they understand it. They 

gathered in an assembly that was summoned specially for this work in September 2016, to have 

a conversation and a discussion on how their indigenous identity –their Maseualidad- could be 

defined. This assembly gathered different community authorities, the indigenous council, the 

local cooperative representatives, the leaders of the diverse cooperatives, researchers and 

academics connected to the cooperative, some teachers and observers, as well as a priest. The 

key speakers were eight elders from indigenous communities, maseaulmej, Nahuat speakers, 

four women and four men. The elders were respectfully addressed as the sabios locales (wise 

local elders), and they were the central figures and the leaders in the different tables of 

discussion that were held on that occasion. I was fortunate to have been there. Women and men 

sat at different tables, as the women requested it as such. We were around fourteen people in 

each table and the two old women that were with our group spoke in very soft, often paused, 

voices…The conversation was in Nahuat and some of the young women translated as they 

spoke; many of us were taking notes of what was being said; some people did it in Nahuat, 

some did it in Spanish. Later on, the long recordings of the conversations were carefully 

transcribed, and they started doing the translation of the different discussion tables, which 

proved to be a difficult process.  Even working collaboratively they found there were ideas that 

could just not be translated into Spanish without losing much of their meaning, so they decided 

to keep those in Nahuat. Afterwards, they collated all the information in a large document and, 
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after other collaborative processes, they produced a final document examining who the 

Maseual people were, and what characteristics they had.  

Maseaul people, the Nahuat speakers of this cooperative and school, can be described in a 

broad way. The definition would encompass what they do, what they know, what they feel, and 

what they dream. First of all, they said indigenous people’s heart is good:  

su corazón es bueno, en el sentido de un corazón blando, tierno. No quiero poner 

un calificativo, más bien lo que querían expresar es que su corazón ‘siente’. Decían 

además que el Maseual es fuerte y soporta calor, habla la lengua. (Alde, personal 

communication, 2 September 2016) 

[their heart is good, in the sense of a tender heart, a soft one. I do not want to use an 

adjective, what they wanted to express is that their heart ‘feels’. They also said that 

the Maseual is strong and endures heat, and speaks the indigenous language]. 

They additionally mentioned the knowledge they had, the fact that they knew how to work 

(meaning how to work the land), their knowledge of the place, their animals and plants, and 

also regarding their food, the traditional clothes they wear, and the importance of teaching their 

language to their grandchildren. 

 

I would like to express here that my perspectives and reflections about the school, and the wider 

educational work of the cooperative are being shared with certain validation. I explain, as 

follows.  During the visit I made to the community, in October 2017, I shared my research, my 

discussion, and findings with the indigenous cooperative council, and with the school 

authorities. I shared my understanding on the work of the school, their educational perspective, 

and the role of the cooperative in the local language planning they had intuitively created in 

the school. I discussed the model I was using to look at the language planning on the site and 

my adaptation of the language planning onion, discussed in Chapter 6.  I shared with them how 

later in the research I realised my model was similar to the circular layered model they had 

used for their ‘Universo de Acción’, 20 years before (Aguilar, 2012).  I consider what the 

indigenous council said there, as a highly significant validation of my perspective.  They saw 

their educational work depicted in a fair manner within my research, and they found the 

metaphor, the concepts, and the framework I used relevant for the understanding of the school. 
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During that discussion, I was told their original ‘Universe of action’ had evolved and that it 

had a new ‘centre’ now, which was Yeknemilis, vida buena, good living.  

They additionally expressed their concern about music not appearing central in my work within 

the school and asked me to look more intently into the role of music within the community and 

see how it also works towards Yeknemilis. They see music as key and did not see it had been 

sufficiently clearly stated as such within my study. They realized they have addressed some of 

the important aspects in each language planning area already, and were pleased with that, since 

their aim on language revitalization within the school and the cooperative’s work is clear. They 

certainly did not need my study to see the things they were addressing in a correct manner 

according to their views. However, my presentation then encouraged the indigenous council to 

discuss more intently how to foster more consistency within the language revitalization effort 

in Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan. The cooperative council will probably discuss this aim again 

when the pressing problems the indigenous cooperative are facing nowadays reduce their 

urgency. Or, rather perhaps, when the emergency of the defense of their territory allows them 

to look at these other aims again more closely.    
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Chapter 11. Afterword: Tosepan, final considerations and 

reflections on the other. 

 

11.1. Final considerations 

 

Namech takj palouaj in tonal 

This study is an attempt to recover indigenous voices within a grassroots educational project 

working through a preschool, primary and secondary school, which has grown in its efforts 

since 2006. Among the main objectives of Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan is their work on 

indigenous language revitalization, and the inclusion of indigenous culture, and knowledge in 

the curriculum. As seen, the school is woven into the life and effort of the wider indigenous 

cooperative and community This close connection enriches its educational work, allowing for 

an organic inclusion of indigenous knowledge, culture, and cosmovision, in an ever adapting, 

wondering and flexible way. Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan is surrounded by a sense of calm 

and yet urgent, constant work. Their efforts seem to be both open and in a constant search for 

further adaptation of their educational work, looking boldly at the future they want to create.  

The indigenous voices within the site have brought new echoes of the indigenous language, 

with recently recovered traditional stories, tales, wisdom and foundational stories from an 

indigenous people that was once powerful and proud…centuries ago. Despite wide 

discrimination towards indigenous people in Mexico, they seem still proud, and gaining power 

within a slow but steady process in which they are repositioning themselves as both agentic 

about reclaiming their indigenous identity and resistant to the wider discriminatory forces to 

which they have been subject for so long. The members of Tosepan and the closely linked 

community are aware of the positive changes they have been able to make for the region, the 

community, and the indigenous students.  The members are gaining strength and recovering 

agency after centuries of colonization, nationalism, internal colonialism, and the more modern 

blow of globalisation with its homogenizing force over the diversity of peoples, languages, and 

ways of living in this country.  The Maseualmej, indigenous people of Aztec descend, are still 

here. This fact alone is a testament to their resilience. 
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Additionally, it became clear that the confluent actions, energy and efforts from the diverse 

agents within the context have supported the school’s evolving work. The interconnection and 

support between the cooperative, the cooperative council, and the wider community are 

prevalent in the school. There have been key people and agents in diverse aspects of their 

language planning, some of whom have been portrayed in here. All in all, the decisive and 

determined actions of many individuals seem to be less important than the strength of the 

shared vision and collective effort. The key asset they seem to have is their collaborative work, 

their trust in their own alternatives, their ancient ways, and the knowledge of their elders and 

culture. They seem to gain strength in this, as they chase their shared dream, against all odds –

and the corporate greed of international and national companies– of a better life for all.      

Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan’s most prominent educational attribute seemed to be their focus on 

language: their language choices, practices, and their will to implement Nahuat-medium and 

bilingual education in their indigenous school. Language planning in the school was, therefore, 

the initial focus of the study; it then evolved throughout the years of research to widen the 

perspective and include other central educational aspects in Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan. The 

focus extended to include their work toward Yeknemilis, vida buena, buen vivir, through the 

inclusion of their indigenous knowledge and cosmovision to their educational practice, and the 

way the representation of indigenous identity seemed to contribute within the educational 

process in Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan. These three elements combined to weave a contrasting 

and sometimes transforming –reframing– experience for both indigenous and non-indigenous 

students at school;  an experience which is instilled with indigenous values and knowledge 

conveying with subtlety their own cosmovision. And slowly, but surely, it all makes an impact.  

My initial interest in the local language planning focused on the indigenous language as a 

medium and as part in the process of ‘reframing’ students’ indigenous identity. I was interested 

in how indigenous identity had shifted in that particular space (Tosepan), from the very 

common perspective in Mexico that looks at it as a disadvantage, to a perspective where 

indigenous identity was seen as a source of pride and wealth for the Maseual people. I was also 

intrigued by the greater symmetry of relations, the horizontality of interactions they seem to be 

able to establish between themselves, indigenous people, and the non-indigenous or mestizos 

within the space of Tosepan.  

Given that Tosepan Titataniske embraces the work of the school and the wider educational 

efforts in Kaltaixpetaniloyan [the house where the spirit opens], my initial perspective and 
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research approach was necessarily broadened, as mentioned. Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan 

mirrors aspects of the cultural views of the community, mainly represented by the cooperative, 

but that also has a life and an effect of its own. The indigenous community informs the work 

of the school, just as much as the indigenous cooperative does. This close connection gives 

sense and clarity to the three characteristics of the school: ‘Una escuela indígena, campesina 

y cooperativa’, [an indigenous school, from farmers, and from an indigenous cooperative].  All 

seems so intrinsically connected in this space that when things are going well, it might resemble 

a virtuous cycle. When it is the opposite, it seems that precisely the closely-knit complex 

connection of elements could be central in re-orienting and supporting their educational work.  

Additionally, the scope of the study focused on this particular school may seem at first a 

limitation, although I also argue it is one of its strengths. Each one of the concepts in this work 

would have been rich enough to provide avenues for deep inquiry, for a complete study in 

itself.  However, it was the approach I eventually adopted which allowed the contingency of 

all the elements within the wider educational efforts of the school to be explored and come to 

life. It was necessary to have a broad scope to outline this broader educational practise, and 

identify the processes that seem to affect and inform the work within the school.   

An added limitation of the study is the fact that there are a significant number of efforts in 

Mexico coming from the communities themselves  —bottom-up projects— which try to support 

indigenous children in culturally and linguistically aligned schools. Some of these projects have 

been discussed in this research, but many have gone without mention. Aroha mai [sorry, my 

apologies]. I have been acquainted with a number of indigenous bottom-up educational projects 

within Mexico, Latin America, and other regions in the world. Only a minute fragment appear 

in the text, which is not a reflection of their prominence, but of the nature and focus of this 

study. Many of them open for me pathways for future research in indigenous immersion or 

bilingual educational projects; possibilities to look at the diverse ways to understand 

indigenous grassroots educational projects and their ‘other’ contributions.      

The study of Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan encompassed the key concepts of 1) language 

planning –with an adaptation for this particular research site to the LP model used–   2) the 

work of the indigenous community towards Yeknemilis, and its decolonizing resonances in 

the determination of the indigenous school and wider cooperative to find their own alternative 

way, and 3) the representation of indigenous identity through the linguistic landscape on the 

site.  
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The language planning model of the LP ‘pickled’ onion, allowed me to look at the different 

layers, the diverse processes, and agents that were part of Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan and its 

context. The adaptation I made for the particular context, the ‘pickled’ onion, followed the 

evidence found through the research, of a language planning effort that had been present for 

more than 40 years in distinctive ways:  First, through the work and actions of two 

organizations that coincided with the beginning of the community organization and the origin 

of the Tosepan cooperative. And second, through the decisive support of the indigenous 

cooperative to maintain and revitalize their indigenous language (both with mestizos and 

indigenous people).  What I considered central was the language planning revitalization effort 

present on the site for 41 years; it is not minor!  The two organizations, PRADE and the Plan 

de Zacapoaxtla, contributed in a crucial manner to the present language planning on the site. 

In time, the Tosepan cooperative itself started a vital formal process of educational planning, 

and of language planning as well, through the collaborative work and design of their ‘Universe 

of Action’ (see Ch. 8)  and the Kaltaixpetaniloyan.  

I have tried to visually represent the language planning pickled onion of Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan, with its different layers, processes, and agents, in the following model: 

 

As my study moved forward, after the different stages of fieldwork and analysis of the data, 

and following my experience doing fieldwork in the site, I decided to use the three final central 
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concepts that I had identified within the context, to look at the work of the school (the language 

planning pickled onion, the work towards Yeknemilis, and the representation of 

indigenous identity through the local linguistic landscape).  I then came across a 

sociolinguistic framework that Hamel (1997) proposed and I used it, as explained before, from 

my own educational perspective, not from a linguistic perspective as Hamel had done it, and 

so the framework for my whole study could be represented as follows:  

 

In this case, I am using a different visual representation than the one Hamel used for his 

framework; this view evolved from the context, from the methods, and data.  It hinted as well 

at the indigenous perspective within Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan. The inner circle represents 

the initial perspective; the following ones, my broadening scope as I moved along the research 

process. This sociolinguistic framework provided me with structure and guidance as I was 

going into the last stages of my study. I found that the framework aligned perfectly with my 

perspective, and to the methodological choices I had made.  

 The following representation emphasizes a central argument in my thesis, the contingency of 

the concepts and elements I used to understand the work of the school.  It is not a cause and 

effect action of either element, but primarily a contingent connection that renders all aspects 

central to the educational process, and also to the reframing of the students’ indigenous identity. 

As explained previously, all concepts or elements are equally important and seem to have an 
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effect in an evolving continual action and interaction. I represented this contingency of the 

central concepts seen on the site, as follows: 

 

This visual representation aims at conveying the close connection and interaction between the 

three key concepts. It also makes visible how these contingent interactions create a space that 

allows for change and for agency as well.  I employed this representation to convey the impact 

the combination of these elements has on language revitalization, on the reframing of students’ 

identity, and on the evolution of their educational processes. I consider these visuals usefully 

clarify their efforts.  

The following realisation was raised at the end of the study and it seemed to be an additional 

relevant aspect in it. I have been made aware that a significant aspect in the research is the 

source and directionality of the efforts that started the revitalization process in Tosepan 

Kalnemachtiloyan in the first place.  This is clearly not a top-down approach.  I was suggested 

that this particular educational effort seemed to be a ‘horizontal approach’, since the external 

actors and organizations that coincided in the sierra de Puebla four decades ago, were central 

to the development of the indigenous organization and work.  It might seem so.  However, I 

would like to lay emphasis on the fact that this ‘horizontal’ dynamic force that supported 

indigenous people in their emerging organizational efforts was fruitful in doing so, precisely 

because their work and roles within the community, coincided with the cultural view and 
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cosmovision of the indigenous community, as discussed by Beaucage (2012) and elaborated 

in this study as well.  In this way, even though these organizations functioned as a catalyst 

to what started happening in the research site from the 1970s onward  –with PRADE and the 

Plan de Zacapoaxtla–   it was mainly because of the indigenous people themselves that it 

gained gradual momentum and strength; in this vein, it clearly constitutes an original bottom 

up language planning project.  It was through the combined efforts of the indigenous 

cooperative, community, and the meaningful connections they started to develop, that the work 

of the indigenous cooperative started to grow and evolve steadily.  In this sense, it was 

frequently the case for me during fieldwork that going back to Tosepan did not necessarily 

meant 'going back' to find what I had left before. There was always something different to see, 

to experience, to ponder. Their efforts in their context are much like Heraclitus’ river: it is 

impossible for someone to step into the same river twice. The river flows and changes, and so 

you do, and so does the school, and the people, and their renewed efforts…  

 

This long searching journey to understand the work of the indigenous school has often brought 

to my mind what Alison Jones (2012) once wrote about her experience on the research 

relationship between Pākehā32 and Māori,  between non-indigenous and indigenous people. 

She states that this can be a challenging connection, but one entirely worthy of the effort. As a 

distinguished Pākehā professor and writer, having collaborated in research with Māori scholars 

for years, Jones confides:  

 

I have learned to appreciate explanations of events (tohu) that are outside my rational 

understanding, and as my ontology shifts subtly I am moved by a spiritual world outside 

my usual cultural assumptions. I often get an unnerving, fleeting glimpse of something 

unknowable, something deeply uncertain…Some knowledge, Linda Smith (1999) 

reminds us, can be gained “only by its being given” (p. 50).  … and such gifts form a 

debt that the recipients cannot avoid.  (p. 107,108) 

 

 

This reflection resonates with me in different ways as it encompasses a dimension that is not 

usually acknowledged in academic environments or within research. This often overlooked 

dimension has been a source of awareness and increased knowledge within my doctoral 

journey. First of all, the fact that the spiritual dimension is a given in both the indigenous 

                                                           
32 Pākehā refers to New Zealanders of European descent. 
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contexts I was close to in my doctoral studies: Māori scholars and Maseual people in the 

Mexican context.  My ‘knowing’ of Tosepan’s school has been a true gift for me, and also the 

fact that I went through this illuminating journey within Te Puna Wānanga, the School of 

Māori and Indigenous Studies at the University of Auckland. This journey has joined threads 

that previously seemed loose within my epistemological and ontological assumptions; threads 

which are now being linked in unexpected and flexible ways.  

This doctoral journey brought me to Aotearoa New Zealand. Here, I learned to pause and look 

at my whakapapa [my forefathers, and my connection to my land, my mountain, my river and 

ocean] and look at indigeneity through indigenous Māori eyes, which in turn allowed me to 

sense and reconnect with the indigenous self in me. This is a taonga [treasured and precious 

thing] that I found in Aotearoa, and that I will take with me from here.  An additional 

reverberating echo comes from my doctoral journey in Aotearoa New Zealand (considered part 

of the ‘global north’) as an international scholar coming from Mexico (considered part of the 

‘global south’), and the multidimensional shifting this experience started in me. I have gone 

through a sort of decolonizing process throughout my four years of doctoral research. And after 

all the uncertainty and apprehension I have known in this time, I sense a renewed confidence 

in my own stance and perception, in my own ability to know and understand. I have learned 

once again to trust in my own voice.  

In this vein, I have conveyed Tosepan’s voice in here to weave their case and stance. I have 

used my academic voice to look at their effort and explore the effect of their work on students’ 

indigenous identity.  I have also used my personal voice in the examination of their case at 

some points. I am using these voices as they provide a more thorough perspective on the 

indigenous bilingual school and the complexity of the process within it and around it.  The 

work of the school and the wider cooperative allows for the reframing of the students’ 

indigenous identity as an advantage, a strength, a source of pride.  Indigenous identity is seen 

under a much more positive light than what is common in the Mexican context.  In this 

reframing, the representation of indigenous identity in the school and within the research site, 

contributes to support a more positive vision of what being indigenous means;  what it involves. 

The local linguistic landscape seems to be unified in the expression of a spontaneous critical 

view of the ancient official perspective. The ‘indigenous’ aspect has been used in a variety of 

ways, but the thread that connects the diverse representations  includes a certain originality in 

their perspective: the seemingly effortless, colourful, imaginative connection between 

indigenous people within themselves and the community; the comfort they take in the certainty 
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of their indigenous knowledge, and the strength and ease of their connection to their land, the 

maize, their traditional symbols, and cultural values.  The representation of indigenous identity 

seems as well to be ever expanding, finding new and diverse spaces. This is the case for their 

use of mandalas/ofrendas in their defence of the land, their rights and territory, and also in their 

work with the diverse communities which have long suffered violence and dispossession in 

Mexico, as a legacy of colonization and racism.   

So in this sense, even though the educational efforts I have witnessed encourage hope, and 

convey the possibility of a brighter future, they have also made visible difficult painful aspects 

and events that have become more salient and frequent as the indigenous community has gained 

power and agency.  La defensa del territorio [the defence of the territory] has become an urgent 

need, a pressing problem to which they have had to pay more attention. This fight has also 

transpired in the work within the school and it has become a major concern for many of the 

students. The defence of their territory is the protection of mother earth, of their indigenous 

way of life and their beliefs, their connection to land, to all beings in the region and the entire 

cosmos around. They are the territory, this is a fight for their survival.  As it is, indigenous 

people fight with their daily, constant work to gain visibility for their plight and to defend their 

rights over the land, the rivers, the air, and the sky.  In doing so, the ancient power structures 

are moving…  It has naturally caused resistance and a power struggle that has become much 

more overt and less discursive… It has become a true menace.  As I write (30 July 2018), 

‘Amnesty international’ is trying to raise visibility for the fight of the indigenous leaders and 

activists from the region, and gain support for them, as they are facing attacks and threats; 

threats to their work, their freedom, their life. 

 

In my intention to support their plight, and perhaps in the sense of looking to be reciprocal and 

diminish my debt to Tosepan, I have taken myself the responsibility to share their educational 

work, their view, and also their fight.  I want to convey their educational perspective and their 

work in the most faithful way; especially the fact that their work comes as a whole.  Their 

effort is not only about language as it has been seen; it is broader, wider.  Their vision is 

not fragmented. It may have diverse goals which are being pursued through distinctive 

approaches and manners, but their perspective is unified and comprehensive.  It is sustained 

by their cosmovision, by their indigenous and cultural values. And it is in here, in this holistic 

view that their educational approach ‘lives’. This educational effort is organic; it moves, flows, 
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and adapts constantly. It allows for changes which do not seem to disrupt, but rather redirect 

their efforts, to reorient their practice, even though the new direction could be perceived by 

outsiders as conflicting at times. They are patient, and most of all, they have rediscovered their 

agency, which has increased their resilience and strength. I want to communicate what I have 

been able to see and understand there, and the future I have dared to imagine. 

But in the end, after this long period undertaking this study: what does it all mean?  Is the fact 

that I had studied this encouraging effort relevant for the millions of indigenous children that 

inhabit a much harder and indifferent context in Mexico, or for that matter, any other region in 

the world?  Significant change is hard to achieve, but the kind of change the comprehensive 

perspective of this indigenous school and the wider cooperative aim at shows it is possible. It 

fosters the notion that the strength of their efforts is connected to the strength of community 

cohesion and solidarity.  The context portrays a long organized movement, but it also conveys 

the possibility for other indigenous communities to look for collaboration and strengthen their 

networks, since more can be achieved through collective work than in isolation. Tosepan’s 

efforts also carry the understanding that change is often a slow process that demands infinite 

patience and commitment from every individual and the collective;  it demands care for every 

single person, and for the community itself.  

Finally, I consider that the most relevant findings of this study are the following: The study 

suggests that the impact of the combined key concepts (the language planning, the work for 

Yeknemilis and the representations of indigenous identity in the LL) is central and significant 

in the work of the school. The contingency of the central concepts embodies a confluence of 

dynamic forces that contributes to creating resistance toward the seemingly immovable 

oppressive condition that prevails in so many contexts for indigenous students.  The three 

concepts in their combined presence seem to open a space for the possibility of motion, of 

shifting, not only of language towards revitalization, but also the shifting of perceptions of 

indigenous identity among the students themselves. The examination of the ways in which 

these central concepts interact may additionally open the possibility of exploring and 

considering alternative ways of work –of collaborative collective work–  in other indigenous 

schools and contexts.  This argument comes with the acknowledgement that every indigenous 

school, or educational project, is inevitably affected and shaped by its own sociohistorical and 

sociolinguistic background.  Still, the examination of their particular combined mapping of the 

elements highlighted here may contribute to identifying comparable pathways for other 
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projects, as well as fostering potentially significant collaborations with other indigenous 

educational ventures.  It allows for a glimpse of hope. 

 

11.2. Tosepan and their view of the other 

 

The final aspect I want to explore in here is the view of the other. I come from a country, 

Mexico, whose cultural and language diversity is vast. Even though we live in this significant 

diversity and in a country full of contrasts, we hardly see each other. We are used to establishing 

interactions, meaningful relationships with people that are similar to us in many senses. Those 

who share background, location, socioeconomic status, seem to live their lives pretending not 

to see people that are outside their immediate familiar context, outside of their comfort zone.  

It would be easy to live without appreciation or concern for the people who live in a different 

way; it might be easy to simply ignore them. In my national context, many people are used to 

living in this comfort zone. Indeed, going out of your comfort zone would imply seeing the 

Other …  

Lo propio y lo ajeno, una dicotomía con muchas lecturas…¿Qué es lo propio?... ¿Qué es lo 

ajeno? ¿Lo que es propiedad del otro, lo que no conozco, lo que no entiendo, lo que obedece 

a leyes y lógicas diferentes? ¿Lo que me domina y me amenaza, de lo que desconfío porque 

lo desconozco? ¿Y cuáles son las fronteras, quién las construye, modifica, desconstruye? 

(Hamel, 1996, p.153,154) 

[The self and the other, a dichotomy that can be read in many ways…What is my own?...What 

is from the other? That which is the property of the other, that which I do not know, that which 

I do not understand, that which obeys laws and logics which are different? That which 

dominates me and threatens me, that which I distrust because I do not know it? And which are 

the borders, who builds them, modifies them, deconstructs them?] 

 

The concern for what is close and known, and that which is not mine, or not known to me and, 

therefore, mystifies me, seems to be ever present. The self and the other, the borders, the 

boundaries in between. In my country, indigenous people have been the Other in their own 

ancestral land, they have endured the imposition of other languages and cultures, suffered from 

discrimination and oppressive poverty for centuries, as described in here. Hamel (1996) argues 

that “una visión dicotómica, que yuxtapone dos antónimos como entidades mutuamente 

excluyentes…queda demasiado estrecha cuando se trata de realidades sociales tan 

complejas como la convivencia de diferentes culturas” (p. 154) [‘a binary vision which 
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opposes two antonyms as mutually excluding entities…is too narrow when it comes to social 

settings as complex as the coexistence of different cultures’]. And the coexistence of diverse 

cultures and peoples within the Mexican context accounts, indeed, for a complex reality. 

Therefore, moving beyond binary conceptualizations, modern/primitive, civilized/uncivilized, 

might be much more appropriate.  It is not only the difference, which is often declared and 

emphasized, but it is also the lack of interest to engage with the difference, or the fact that it is 

found problematic, as mentioned above.  Indigenous children within the public education 

system find themselves in a space that is not their own, which is neither welcoming nor 

appreciative of who they are, what they believe, or what they know. It just seems to attempt to 

assimilate them into the dominant social practices within deprived schools. Indigenous children 

need to find better spaces, either within public schools or within community grassroots projects 

such as the Tosepan, the focus of this study; spaces which encourage them to grow, learn, work, 

and be happy, to achieve Yeknemilis.   

 

A central aspect that has appeared at critical stages of my study has to do with the Other, and 

how this thesis has been an unexpected journey in the exploration of otherness. I had been 

transfixed myself on this notion for quite some time, to what it meant to be ‘the Other’, when 

I was considering the life and culture of indigenous people in Mexico, as such. In Mexico and 

Latin America, indigenous people had been the other in what had been their own land. The 

process of understanding the other became closer and more personal when I instead found 

myself in a foreign land. I had been working in education and language teaching for 20 years 

when I became a student again and started a PhD. That effort proved to be a rough terrain for 

quite some time. And therefore, I found myself in the middle of an unforeseen process: I was 

becoming the other. Later in the study, what became important was the recovery of the other 

epistemologies, hence Yeknemilis, decolonialism, and the global south. This journey 

continued in the indigenous community’s will to resist, which was expressed through their 

indigenous language and culture revitalization effort;  this became the rediscovery of the other. 

The journey ended in the appearance and visibilization of the other through their own 

representations in the linguistic landscape. This reflection on my positionality and on my 

connection to the other throughout the whole research has been intense. This notion was present 

in one way or another, at times as a central thought, at other times in a less prominent way,  

although the other has never gone; it has never left me...   
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There is also the importance of Tosepan’s –or the indigenous, Maseaul– own perception of 

the Other. During the research, in the long stays in the Tosepan compound, within their 

particular space, I had time for conversations, time to observe, and time to reflect and ponder. 

It was during these conversations, this observation and reflection time, that I attained a 

completely different sense, a new one, of what the people in Tosepan might mean when they 

think about, or refer to, the other. I realised Tosepan’s perspective comes from yet a different 

view, and this view does not include any image of exoticism or mystery. The other does not 

imply for them an element of unknown, or a connotation of distance from myself, ‘I am not so 

different from the other’, they think.  They see themselves as related (as brothers, as family) to 

other indigenous people in Mexico, in Latin America, and in other parts of the world. 

Aldegundo Gonzalez explains their view: 

Pero lo interesante es que, en nuestra propia lengua, decimos ‘nosotros somos 

Maseualmej’ y cuando nos referimos a otros –los otros que también son como 

nosotros– decimos Tomaseualicniuan. Esto significa, To con la posesión, Maseual, 

el concepto Icniu, hermano, uan, pues el plural, entonces Tomaseualicniuan se 

traduce como ‘nuestros hermanos Maseual’. No estamos diferenciando, aunque yo 

me refiero a que puede ser un Totonaku, o de cualquier grupo de México, o del 

mundo, mientras sea Maseual como nosotros... para nosotros es un Maseual más.  

Claro que con sus distinciones y todo lo demás. Pero en nuestra lengua, asi se dice, 

que somos hermanos.  (Alde, INT, 02/09/2016) 

But the interesting part is that in our language we say ‘we are Maseualmej’, and when we 

refer to others –the others who are also like us- we say Tomaseualicniuan. This means: To, 

the indigenous posesion particle, Maseual, indigenous, the concept Icniu, brother, uan, the 

plural form.  So, Tomaseualicniuan can be translated as ‘our Maseual brothers’. We are not 

differentiating, it can refer to a Totonaku, or someone from any other group in Mexico, or in 

the world, as long as it is a Maseaul as we are… for us, he is a another Maseaul. With his 

diverse qualities and all, of course. But in our language that is how we say it,  

that we are brothers. 

This is how they refer to the people from the Basque country when they visit Tosepan, or the 

ones from Japan, or Germany, or USA, or Colombia, or anywhere, as long as they are Maseual 

like them. Here, the qualities allocated to indigenous people, and perhaps their ethical values 

(solidarity, community well-being, respect and care for the other, and for nature) seem to be 

the criteria for the understanding of a wider connection. So even though the coyomej [the non-

indigenous rapacious mestizo] is not included in this perspective, I sensed their possible 

inclusive view.  
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I had, then, the distinctive notion of what could be central both in the ‘reframing’ of indigenous 

identity, and in the creation of profound connections with others.  Tosepan’s concept of the 

Other does not describe people as merely partners, or colleagues. The others are described as 

brothers, as if they were all part of a extended human family.  In this way,  maybe the other is 

there; it is different from me, but not in an exotic or challenging way.  Perhaps, ‘the others who 

are like us’ could be truly seen, understood, known andtrusted, so they would no longer be 

distant or away… they would no longer be the other.  In their eyes, I believe, they see the other 

as a subject, just as they see themselves. The other might be an approachable being; one who 

may become a possibility for interaction, maybe even for collaboration, for connection…  The 

other is a subject to engage in conversation to find out about different worldviews, a being 

coming from a whole different ‘universe’ to be discovered.  Perspectives that are different but 

nonetheless valid, and precious, just like mine, just as my own personal view, and just as 

myself.  The Other represents a world of possibilities, of endless collaboration and discovery 

in a sense of a wandering, investigative perspective… and the other might look at them in the 

same way; they become equals, they become brothers...a liberating self-reaffirming breath of 

fresh air. And perhaps what becomes central then is the fact that this unifying encompassing 

view sustains their everyday life within their community, and within their everyday efforts in 

the school.  

Their educational work might receive the influence of these holistic, inclusive indigenous view. 

this view may permeate as well the three elements that have been identified and used in here 

to understand the process within the school to reframe the indigenous students’ identity in a 

more positive way. In the end, Tosepan Kalnemachtiloyan seems to go through a multifaceted 

challenging journey around language and culture (the language planning pickled onion), which 

is sustained by the long-time actions, decisions, and work of the community and cooperative. 

A journey also sustained by their collective view set on Yeknemilis (vida buena, buen vivir), 

which is conveyed and reinforced throughout the diverse elements that become ’texts’ on the 

value and originality of their indigenous identity (and its representation through the linguistic 

landscape). These three elements exert an influence that flows and weaves through their 

educational efforts in their school, their everyday lessons, their work, and life.   

 

Namech tasojkamatilia 
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Appendices.  
 

1. Kuojtakiloyan, shade-grown agroforest of the Sierra Norte de Puebla,      

Mexico  
 

 

 

1. *from Toledo & Moguel, 2012 

 

“FIGURE 2 Shade-grown coffee agroforests of the Sierra Norte of Puebla, Mexico, are, in reality, 

reconstructed tropical forests, called Kuojtakiloyan, in which Nahua Indians have manipulated a large 

number of plant species since ancient times. In these coffee gardens, where wild and cultivated plants 

coexist, the structural characteristics and ecological processes of natural forests are preserved, 

although the species composition has been adapted to suit the needs of the producers. The architecture 

of these agroforestry systems is created through the combination of species belonging to the 13 main 

Nahuat plant families or “life forms” (Beaucage 2009), each playing a specific role in the agroforestry 

dynamics as well as in the subsistence strategy of households. Encircled numbers indicate the number 

of useful plant species. Source: Toledo et al. (2004)”.  (Toledo & Moguel, 2012, p.366) 
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2. Introducción a la Lecto-escritura en Nahuat  [Nahuat Literacy process] 

 

This exemplifies a series of exercises that are used in Casa de Niños 1 and 2 for the students to learn 

the first letters. The teachers know the children will not read the instructions to begin the activity, 

but they want the children to get used to seeing the Nahuat language in writing. 
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This exercise continues the work from the previous example to further the literacy process of the 

young students.  After they have worked with the letter ‘E’, its sound and shape, they use the sound 

to work with words. They start with two names [‘nimonotza’], Edgar for a boy, Emilia for a girl.  
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In this example, the literacy process continues with the inclusion of words for objects that are closely 

connected to the students’ context and knowledge, which is also very important in the view of 

teachers and school authorities. 
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This exercise is introduced after young students have worked with the basic concepts of 

mathematical thinking, spatial sense, number sense, patterns; here they work with straight lines and 

their position: vertical, diagonal, and horizontal.  The connection between math and indigenous 

language as a clear support to enhance students’ reasoning and understanding appears in here.  
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After students have acquired the concept of number, and representation of numbers, they work 

with manipulative materials and subsequently with exercises like this.  Here, students have to 

provide the number that appears before [achtopa] and the number after [satepan]. These exercises 

are done orally by the teachers while scaffolding students’ reasoning to complete them. 
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This image shows the cover of the manual that students made under the supervision of emeritus 

professor Pierre Beaucage. Students and their interviewees are considered the authors and are 

aknowledged on the cover as such. Their names appear carefully typed on the first page. Usually, 

they create collaboratively a bilingual manual like this every year. The topics vary, but they are all 

connected to ethnobiology, or ethnozoology. Students act as researchers; they gather the 

information through guided interviews, preferably in Nahuat. 
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Above, and below, two examples of the content of this collaborative research project appear. 

Bilingual manuals like this (Nahuat first, Spanish second) have two main goals;  the recovery of 

indigenous knowledge, and the collection of local content in Nahuat that could later be used in 

school by teachers and students. 
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This page displays the information about a poisonous insect from the region, a scorpion.  The 

sources of the knowledge recovered in here are indigenous elders, who are considered wise.  The 

description included here (first in Nahuat and subsequently in Spanish) explains the characteristics of 

the insect:  where it is found; what it needs to survive; how they reproduce; how their offspring 

survive; when it is common to see them, and some cultural beliefs about scorpions.    
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3. Images from the linguistic landscape and the school 

 

 

The first image is the symbol that represents the Tosepan Titataniske cooperative. It is placed on the 

wall of the Kalta building, where all people access the stone building. 

The image below is the symbol that represents the school. It can be seen on the wall of the patio of 

the classrooms of the secondary school, where the students have their weekly flag ceremony. 
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The first image shows a sign with the Zapatista motto [land and freedom] and a second sign to the 

right that reads ‘without maize there is no country’.  They were located on the corn field that 

belongs to primary school. The signs were created by tamachtijke Betty in an activity she designed 

for the primary school students.  

The second image shows some of the teachers of the school wearing their traditional costume for a 

school event. 
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The first image shows the patio in the middle of the classrooms of the secondary school. The primary 

school can be seen in the background. This is a formal ceremony where the national anthem is sung 

in Nahuat. It takes place every Monday, and everybody at school is expected to wear the traditional 

costume for this.  

The second image shows one of the teachers in Casa de Niños; she was working with her students 

with the theme of ‘family’. Students learn or practice the words connected to family, as seen in the 

family tree, and then used the words to describe their own families. Material like this remains on 

display in the classroom. 
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The first image shows the secondary students working in one of the many vegetable gardens they 

are responsible for. This is always collaborative work, their activity of the day is registered in 

bitacoras. 

The second image shows the conjugation of the verb ‘sleep’ [kochisnekilis] that correspond to each 

personal pronoun in Nahuat. It is also illustrated and displayed in the classroom as reference 

material.  
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The first image shows a poster representing the Mayan numbers made by a student in class. 

The second image is a song teacher Gabriel sings with the students. He has translated many songs 

and students keep them in a binder as they practice several every music class.  
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Kuojtakiloyan.  By Don Gregorio Méndez Nava 

The first image shows a board located at the entrance of the Kalta building. It displays some maps of 

the mining concessions and the location of what they call ‘death projects’. They also post here local 

news in nahuat, awards they have received, or notices to the cooperative members.   

The second image shows the coffee garden [Kuojtakiloyan] in the traditional planting method that 

allows them to have a varied and sustainable crop. The indigenous version of the diagram explains 

the shade-grown agroforest of the Sierra Norte de Puebla, Mexico. It is in the entrance of the Kalta. 
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The first image shows one of the seven series of diagrams made in a collective effort by cooperative 

members, some researchers and professionals closely connected to the cooperative. A tiny koru and 

a silver fern can be appreciated on the top diagram as I was welcomed to include them there. 

The second image shows the seven diagrams just having been completed. They were designed and 

produced collectively with the aim of showing the history of the cooperative, along with dreams and 

challenges, to villages and communities connected to the Tosepan. The completion of the pieces 

was achieved on time by a sudden collective organic effort that was both surprising and swift!  
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4.  Short section of video of the school and context. 
 

The short video will show some sections of the school and brief scenes of the work done by 

the students.  It is meant to provide a simple, yet more vivid idea of the school and their work. 

It begins with a view of Cuetzalan, in the middle of the sierra de Puebla and with some students 

practicing in the orchestral music project where many students participate, although the 

program is open to the community.  They usually practice in the Kaltaixpetaniloyan, in one of 

the rooms of the training centre. 

Some sections of the school appear, the primary cornfield and the playground, two adults 

working in the school and also the children in a recess. Then, the preschool area appears with 

some of the Montessori material and other resources that teachers and students have created 

for classwork. Nahuat numbers and colours can be seen. Some young students are in their 

classroom learning some steps of the traditional dances of San Miguel, and moving freely.  The 

musicians are highly respected in the town and they participate with some frequency in the arts 

classes.  

Lunch time is important as students receive a nutritious traditional diet provided in turns by 

one of the parents, for the whole class. They share the meal together and the process involves 

some ritual phrases in Nahuat (about sharing and thanking) that is also followed in the higher 

levels.  Students participate in the setting of their tables and the cleaning. In secondary, students 

also prepare, distribute the food and clean the tables and kitchen. It is central for the community 

to avoid any waste, as it would show no respect to Mother Earth.  Then the video shows briefly 

some activities in preschool, in the music lesson in primary, and part of the “Feria de la 

Lectura” that secondary students prepare to share what they have learned with the younger 

students and also with the people of the cooperative and visitors. This school event takes place 

every two months.  

Later, some of the agricultural activities can be seen. The milpa or cornfield in primary school, 

and also the place where students prepare the seeds and get the tiny plants ready for planting. 

The students work in different teams; the preparation of the fertilizers can also be seen. The 

liquid fertilizer is used to water the tiny plants and seeds. Also, the video shows one of the 

teachers shovelling the compost with the students so it can dry properly and be ready to use.  

The children usually take turns to do whatever they need to do. The secondary students tend to 

work the whole 30 minutes of the agriculture ‘class’. 

Then, Pierre Beaucage arrives at the school, to Taller 2, and warmly greets students. The 

teacher and the students are waiting for him on the stairs, ready to follow him to the Kalta. 

There, he will give them a workshop and start working with the Ethno-research project for the 

year. The workshop includes a strong element of work on Nahuat language since all the surveys 

are made in the indigenous language as a first choice.  

A secondary classroom also appears, with the Nahuat class, they were discussing words and 

the change in meaning when the stems and the roots change.  This class has some Nahuat 
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speakers and they were equally attentive to the lesson. A short section of an English lesson also 

appear. They need to have a basic knowledge of English to sit the admission exam to high 

school. Students usually practice in a relaxed and flexible atmosphere; they often work in pairs 

or teams. In here, they were outside the classroom since it was very hot.  Classrooms usually 

have little light.  You can also see the older students working in the secondary’s kitchen. They 

had done some research before, and read about the process to make conserves. They were 

preparing guava jam to sell (they prepare other things as well, they use the profit for a school 

trip for their graduation). Even though they were working for a long time, they always chat, 

take turns, and change activity. They usually seemed quite pleased when they were working 

together. 

Then, the primary classroom with some of the school work, the activities in the text books. The 

interaction between teachers and students and among students themselves is respectful and 

relaxed in general.  A student in secondary, in Nahuat class, checking his sentences and 

pronunciation. He is getting ready for the ceremony of the Flag, where they would have to 

mention the efemérides, the important historical events of the week. Also, there some other 

students working, some on the transcription of the interviews of the ethno-research in Nahuat.  

Some others with some handcrafts, an embroidery cloth. Additionally, it can be seen how some 

students share their knowledge with someone else who does not know. This can often be 

appreciated. In the case of the students showing how to do some embroidery in a large cloth, 

they did not say a word, no instructions whatsoever, but their close attention to the 

demonstration is evident, as well as the fact that the one teaches wants the classmate to learn 

well, and this one, in turn, shares her knowledge in time.  Then, some students learning to make 

traditional bracelets with a lady from the community.  

Afterwards, a brief scene of the ceremony on Mondays to honour the flag, and then a special 

event with the indigenous council, where some highly respected elders participated in a 

workshop to discuss indigenous identity with the assembly. The scene shows a little of the 

closing of the event, after long hours working in different events and discussion tables. It was 

all recorded and later transcribed in Nahuat, and some sections to Spanish. 

After, there is a little of the city of Cuetzalan, the streets in the downtown and a section of the 

Sunday market. Then, there is an elder who worked with some of the students to teach them 

one of the ‘sones’33for one of the dances for San Miguel. This activity was for preschool, but 

some enthusiastic students from primary decided spontaneously to join in.  Several students 

and teachers, as well as cooperative members, participate in diverse manners in the festivities 

to honour San Miguel, and this is part of the preparation. It finishes with the younger students 

cheerfully playing one of the games, whose lyrics had been translated to Nahuat.   

Namech tasojkamatilia 

 

                                                           
33 Each one of the traditional dances has a number of ‘sones’ that are part of the same dance. As the traditional 

celebrations extend for 5 days, the dancers perform different varieties that are part of the same dance. Each one 

of these varieties is called a ‘son’.   
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